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Introduction to the coinage struck at Chios from the early 1st century AD to the end of 
this coinage in the mid/late 3rd century AD. 
The following is a survey of the series struck during the Roman Imperial period at Chios. In 
this section I classify individual issues in series, propose dates, examine die links, and also 
discuss other features of the issues. The great majority of the coinage bears denominational 
values inscribed as part of the legend; the presentation and discussion of this feature has been 
relegated to the chapter on the bronze denominations of Chios. The same also applies for the 
new typological features appearing on these issues. 
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III. 1. SERIES I Pis. XXX & XXXI (RPC I, 2412-9; moneyer's name-xIoI) 
1. General aspects of issues with inscribed denominational values: 
The earliest issues bearing an inscribed denominational value appear in this series, 
marking an important development for the Chian mint. A wide range of denominations is 
represented in issues of this series, employing different reverse types, which is something 
unusual for the coinage of Chios. However, alongside these issues the mint also struck a few 
in the traditional mould, lacking marked denominations and displaying the long established 
local type of an amphora. Both types of issue are discussed by the authors of RPC I, in the 
section on Chios (pp. 409-411) and I deal below with all points raised in this publication.727 
Issues of Series I bearing values belong to six denominations in total and are signed by 
three different moneyers. The lower value coinage is rated as multiples of the chalkous, and 
struck on diameters of 18 mm and below (dichalkon and trichalkon). Larger denominations, 
are valued in a new denomination, the assarion (1, 11/2, 3-assaria). The obol is the only large 
denomination of the early Roman period to have retained its name from the Hellenistic period, 
though in later issues, dating from the 2nd century AD and onwards, this denominational 
value is inscribed in multiples of the assarion. 
The trichalkon and obol denominations bear the legend ITE<f>ANH<I>OPOL It is not certain 
if this stands for the name of the moneyer or records the fact that these issues were struck by 
the magistrate who was holding the title of 'stephanephoros' (eponymous magistrate) at the 
time.728 As a name, ITE<f>ANH<I>OPOI is absent from Chian inscriptions, an observation which 
h . .. d d 729 probably lends support to the latter theory, that t e magIstracy IS mten e . 
727 For a discussion of general aspects of the denominations of Chian bronze coinage of the Roman period, see 
the chapter on bronze denominations of the Roman period. . 
728 Both possibilities were considered by Maurogordato, 1917, p. 24, and RPC, p. 411. My supervIsor Mr Casey 
has plausibly suggested to me that the non-appearance of anything else than names of individuals on all other 
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The name of the moneyer <I> A YLTOL, which is uncommon for Chios during this 
period,730 appears on the assarion of this series and also on a contemporary issue lacking a 
denominational legend. Stylistic similarity suggests that a single individual was in charge of 
both issues. 731 Three coins are known of the issue without mark of value, struck at a diameter 
of 18 mm and an average weight of 3. 70g. The size and average weight of the issue is 
identical to the trichalkon of LTE<I>ANH<I>OPOL showing that they are of the same denomination. 
Since the trichalkon is identical in value to the hemiassarion (see below) we can assume that 
this issue would have represented a half assarion (though lacking a denominational value). 
However there is a discrepancy in the weight standard used for the hemiassarion and the 
assarion. The average weight of the assarion bearing this moneyer's name is on a different and 
much heavier standard. This is explained by the fact the assarion is the only denomination in 
the series to have been struck on a different standard to the rest of the issues, including its half 
fraction. 
Two multiples of the assarion are known, the 1 ~ and 3 assaria, both bearing the 
name of ANTIOXOL son of AnOAAQNI~HL The appearance of a name in a coin legend 
accompanied by a patronymic is quite exceptional at Chios and it is unclear why this 
particular moneyer deviated from the norm. 732 The presence of the same name and 
patronymic on both denominations shows that one individual signed these issues. On this 
evidence I suggest that they would probably have been closely struck, even though this seems 
issues seems to contradict the claim that LTE<I>ANH<I>OPOL could be the title of a magistrate than just a name. 
However in the following footnote I include epigraphic evidence which may favour the opposite theory. 
729 See Sarikakis, Chian Prosopography, pp. 410-41 I, stating that the name appears in a single Chian inscription 
though it is not certain if this represents the name or office of an individual. 
730 The name is not found in any known Chian inscription before the mid 2nd century AD, Sarikakis, Chian 
Prosopography, p. 443. 
731 See Maurogordato, 1917, p. 21; RPC I, p. 411. Both have classified together issues of different 
denominations bearing this name and take it for granted that they were struck by the same moneyer. 
732 As I discuss below, a moneyer ofa slightly later period TI. KA. ropnAL also included his patronymic 
(.1QP08EOL)in his name legend suggesting that this feature may have been briefly used on the coinage. 
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to be contradicted by a slight stylistic difference in the depiction of the sphinx type on the two 
issues. This is probably attributed to the work of two different engravers employed 
concurrently by the mint. 733 The multiple denominations of the assarion were struck regularly 
in later series suggesting that we possess with Series I almost the full range of denominations 
larger than the assarion struck at Chios. 
The smallest value recorded in a legend is that of the dichalkon since no issue is 
known marked as a chalkous. The latter denomination appears to have been struck in the 
group of issues lacking marked values, which also includes coins of very small module (see 
below). In the past the dichalkon issue of this series was unknown -and therefore not included 
in the discussion of RPC- but a unique and unpublished coin of this denomination in the 
Athens Numismatic Museum almost certainly formed part of the series currently discussed. 
Unfortunately the moneyer's name on this coin is too worn to be discernible, but the coin's 
types are stylistically identical with those of the 3-assaria of this series with ANTIOX01: 
AnOAAQNI~OY suggesting that this moneyer may also have been in charge of the dichalkon.734 
The diameter and weight of the dichalkon and trichalkon coins agree well with those of Chian 
issues from the Hellenistic period that are considered in this study as being of the same values. 
Almost certainly they would also have been struck on a common standard. 
All issues of Series I are known from a small number of specimens. The assarion is the 
most common with five coins recorded in total (three are illustrated, figs. 6-7 & 13) the 
trichalkon follows with four (illustrated, figs. 8-11), and the 3-assaria with three coins (two 
are illustrated, figs. 1-2). There are two extant coins each for the obol (one is illustrated, fig. 
n~ The sphinx on the 3-assaria shows the wing in the curved style and resembling a wave, while the type on the 
I 1/2 -assarion shows the wing in the form of straight lines. 
73.j Compare the dichalkon, illustrated PI. XXX, fig. 12, with coins of the 3-assaria denomination iIlustrated figs. 
1-2. The style of both the sphinx and the amphora types are clearly identical 
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3), and the 1 'li assarion (illustrated, figs. 4-5) and a single dichalkon (illustrated, fig. 12)/35 
Confirmation of the small number of coins originally produced for this series is provided from 
die studies of the known coins. The 3, 11I2-assaria and obol denominations were struck from 
a single obverse die and a maximum of two reverse dies each.736 The other denominations 
were struck from a higher number of dies. Two obverse and two reverse dies were counted for 
the assarion and two obverse dies and three reverse dies for the trichalkon.737 It is clear that 
the coinage struck for this series would have been small with only possibly the assarion and 
the trichalkon more common. 
2. Links between Issues of Series I: The appearance of different names on the issues, 
suggests that they were struck at intervals, forming separate groups signed by different 
moneyers. This is supported, to a degree, by the fact that the names of certain moneyers 
appear on specific types of coinage; for example, LTE<I>ANH<I>OPOL only seems to have struck 
denominations bearing Greek names, while issues named after denominations of the Roman 
system either bear the name of ANTIOXOL AnOAAQNIilOY or <I> A YLTOL The obvious implication 
from this observation is that the moneyers may have been striking issues in different systems, 
and therefore not together. 
The use of different letter forms in the legends may also suggest that the issues were 
probably not struck together. The Greek letter form L was used exclusively in the legends of 
issues signed by LTE<I>ANH<I>OPOL, while ANTIOXOL AnOAAQNIilOY used this letter form but also 
735 Indicative of the rarity of this series is the fact that this study has only added three further coins to those 
already recorded in RPC. These consist of the unique dichalkon issue referred to above, the assarion of . 
<I> A YLTOI: in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and a coin of I Yz assarion of ANTIOXOI: AnOAAQNIilOY In the 
coin collection of the Koraes library at Chios. 
736 The 3-assaria issue was struck with two reverse dies (see coins fig. I and fig. 2). Two reverse dies were also 
used for the I Yz assarion (dies illustrated in fig. 4 and fig. 5), while only one reverse die is known for the obol. 
737 Assarion: obverse die 1 is illustrated in fig. 6 and obverse die 2 in figs. 7& 13; reverse die I is illustrated in 
figs. 6 &\3 and reverse die 2 in fig. 7. Trichalkon: obv.erse.die 1 is illustrated in figs: 8~ 1.0-11, and obverse die 2 
in fig. 9; reverse die I is illustrated in fig. 8, reverse dIe 2 In figs 9-10 and reverse dIe..> In fig. II. 
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the lunate form of C in the same legends. However it should be noted that these different letter 
forms cannot determine the chronological succession of the issues, let alone date them. As we 
saw above, Chian coin legends and inscriptions of the late Republic and early Empire make 
use of either form for the letter sigma and this cannot be treated as evidence on the relative 
sequence of the issues. 
The use of what looks like a Latin letter form in the legends of issues signed by 
ANTIOXOI: AnOAAQNIilOY, who struck exclusively denominations bearing a Roman name, seems 
to be coincidental and not further evidence of the gradual romanization of the Chian coinage; 
issues of the other 'Roman' denomination, the assarion, only depict the 'Greek' letter form in 
their legends. 
The appearance of different moneyers names and values on these issues suggests that 
they were probably not struck together; however other aspects of the coinage, such as style 
and metrology, show that the interval -if indeed there was one- between the different issues 
could not have been long. First of all, a common style can be detected for types of issues 
signed by different moneyers, with the notable exception of the assarion.738 The sphinx on the 
trichalkon and obol (both with I:TE<I>ANH<I>OPOI:) is of an identical type with that depicted on the 
1 Y2 assarion issue( with ANTIOXOI: AnOAAQNIilOy).739 In contrast to this, the sphinx present on 
the 3-assaria (with ANTIOXOI: AnOAAQNIilOY) and the dichalkon (unknown moneyer, possibly 
ANTIOXOI: AnOAAQNIilOY) is of a different type. Types signed by ANTIOXOI: AnOAQNI~OY seem to 
bridge stylistically the issues from this series. The assarion (with <l>AYI:TOI:) shows a sphinx of 
its own distinctive style and clearly the work of a different die engraver and far more 
competent than the others who produced dies for the rest of the series .. The wing of the sphinx 
738 RPC I, p. 410; this is also claimed by Maurogordato, 1918, p. 7, noting that the assarion is of a different style 
to the rest of the coins in the series. 
739 Compare the types of the obol (fig. 3) and the trichalkon (figs. 8-11) \\ith ~he types of~he I ~'2 assarion (figs. 
4-5). The sphinx types are particularly close, the shape of the body and the wmg. suggestmg probably that they 
represent the work of a single die engraver. 
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is of the old-fashioned curved style, present also on the 3-assaria and the dichalkon, but this is 
the only stylistic link between these issues and the assarion. 
The standard used for these issues is another aspect suggesting that they were not 
struck long apart. The authors of RPC have established that coins of l:TE<I>ANH<I>OPOl: and 
ANTIOXOl: AnOAAQNI.:\OY agree well with each other in size and weight, irrespective of the fact 
that issues signed by these moneyers seem to belong to two different systems -Greek and 
'Roman'(RPC I, p. 410).740 Though this falls short of proving that the different issues were 
struck together it does show that the issues were probably circulating during the same period 
since they formed part of the same standard and it is likely that they may be near 
contemporary. As I discuss below (pp. 546-56) later series of the Chian mint consisting of 
issues that share a uniform style and are securely dated to the same period, on the whole are 
composed of denominations on a common standard. This shows that both 'Greek' and 
'Roman' denominations at Chios may have been coexisting within a single system ever since 
the introduction of denominational marks on the local coinage. 
The issues of this series are the first to introduce on a permanent basis new types for 
the reverse of the Chian coinage which was previously monopolized by the amphora. Most of 
the known coins are in a worn condition and it is hard to distinguish certain details of their 
types. However there are typological features that appear to have been used in common for 
issues of different moneyers of this series. For example the lotus flower seems to have been 
widely used as a symbol in issues of this series, appearing under the uplifted paw of the 
sph!nx on the 3-assaria (fig. 2) and the dichalkon (fig. 12). On a trichalkon (fig. 11) it is clear 
that the sphinx is holding in its paw a lotus flower. The same symbol appears frequently on 
issues of the early Imperial period~ in issues of Series 24 and on Chian cistophoric drachms. It 
740 As I discuss in the chapter on denominations, though the two systems were different their denominations were 
interchangeable since 2-assaria in the Roman system was equal in value to the obol of the Greek system. 
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is not clear if the lotus represents a moneyer's symbol or merely an iconographic attribute of 
the sphinx.741 However it appears to have been used over a short period of time during the 
Hellenistic period. A mint mark found commonly in the reverse type of issues of this series is 
the bunch of grapes, featured on the 3-assaria, the obol, the 1 Y2 assarion, and a few issues, 
though not all, of the trichalkon.742 This bunch of grapes symbol lacks the branch on its top -
always present on the symbol on the Chian coinage- and the same symbol also appears in a 
countermark found on a few coins from this series (see below). The appearance of common 
symbols on issues of different denominations provides us with a chronological link between 
them. 
3. General aspects of issues of Series I lacking denominational values: 
A group of issues with no denominational values share certain features with the 
earliest issues bearing denominational legends, and on this ground have been classified in the 
same series.743 Both types of issue are likely to belong to the same period (see below) and 
since the ones lacking a marked denomination are easier to date with some accuracy, they 
provide us with strong evidence on the approximate date of the introduction of inscribed 
denominational legends on the Chian issues. This has led me to discuss these issues here 
before considering a date for the introduction of marked values on the coinage. 
This group consists of four different issues with the majority of all known coins struck 
on a diameter of 17-18 mm and belonging almost certainly to a single denomination. The 
study has also recorded some very rare fractions, of smaller module, most of which were 
741 The lotus flower had already appeared in the front paw of the sphinx on a few issues of the Classical period, 
see Maurogordato, 1915, p. 5. Loutrari, Chian Sphinx, pp. 311-312, discusses the appearance of this symbol next 
to paintings of sphinxes on vases of the Archaic period, and suggests t~at during thi.s period the lotus flower may 
be considered an atribute of the sphinx. In the chapter on typology, 1 diSCUSS a pOSSible use of the lotus flower-a 
symbol from Egypt- as a reference to Egypt as the place of origin of the sphinx. 
7.t2 For an issue of the trichalkon bearing this mint symbol, see the coin illustrated in fig. II. 
743 For these issues see, Maurogordato, 1917, p. 126 & pp. 228-229; RPC I, pp. 410-411, nos. 2418,2423-4. 
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previously unknown. Issues in this group struck on the large module are signed with one of 
the following names: ALMENOL, TI KA rOPrIAL AilP08EOY or <l>A YLTOL; exceptionally an issue 
bears the names of a pair of moneyers, IEPONYMOL and AnoAAilNIOL. 744 Coins of this 
denomination may have been valued as trichalkoi, since they are of the same size as coins 
marked with this denominational legend, even though only the average weight of coins signed 
by <l>AYLTOL is identical to that of the trichalkon (the others have average weights that are 
slightly lighter in weight). 
Two fractional denominations have been recorded -signed either by ALMENOL or TI KA 
rOPrIAl: AilP08EOY- measuring in diameter 14 and 12 mm respectively. None of these were 
included in the relevant discussion of RPC I, and Maurogordato included a single issue in his 
study.745 Coins that are smaller to the trichalkon, probably dichalkoi, bear the names of 
ALMENOL (PI. XXXI, fig. 10) or TI KA rOPrIAL AilP08EOY (fig. 21).746 The types, appropriate to 
each moneyer, are identical to issues of the trichalkon but are struck on markedly smaller flans 
and at lower weights. In fact the module and standard of these unmarked issues are identical 
to that of the unique (marked) dichalkon coin of the same series. This suggests that the coins 
lacking a value would also be dichalkoi. The name of ALMENOL also appears on an issue 
known from two coins of 12 mm in diameter and an average weight of c. 0.80g (figs. 11-12). 
The coins bear a cantharos instead of the amphora type and would almost certainly represent 
an issue of the chalkous. This denomination is missing from the marked denominations and its 
744 It is clear from the illustrations of the coins that both names are in the nominative and represent two different 
individuals striking coinage together. BMC, p. 339, and Maurogordato, 1917, p. 226, have wrongly recorded one 
of the names in the genitive (AnOAAilNIOY) and considered this to be the patronymic of the first moneyer 
(IEPONYMOl:). This is not merely a typological aspect for the fact we have an issue signed by two instead of one 
moneyer, as I discuss below, bears significance on its proposed date of issue and also the authority in charge of 
the mint at Chios at the time. 
745 Maurogordato, 1917, p. 228, type 91, has the chalkous signed by ALMENOL (discussed below). 
7.t6 Two coins of the latter issue are known, one in the B.N. the other in the Kinns collection. The moneyer's 
name on the coin in the B.N. was wrongly reconstructed by Blastos, 1840, p. 121, as npo~OOLl 
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extreme rarity even as an unmarked issue seems odd. However we have seen throughout this 
study that the chalkous denomination was rarely issued by Chi os. 
Large numbers of coins were struck for the A1:MEN01: and TI KA rOPrIA1: i\QP09EOY 
trichalkon issues, quite unlike the sparse coinage with marked denominational values. It is not 
clear why Chios would have struck issues with no marked values at a time when it had already 
introduced denominational legends on its coinage (see the discussion below on the proposed 
date of these issues). Many of these coins have been found abroad though it is not likely that 
the mint would have struck this base metal coinage primarily for use outside Chios. 
I have also classified in the group of issues of unmarked values the earliest issue of 
Chios struck in honour of Homer (Homereion). This issue was known in the past from a 
single worn specimen in the Berlin Cabinet with most details barely visible, making it 
impossible to identify its types securely. However the recent discovery of an almost 
uncirculated specimen has opened the way for a study of this issue revealing a link with 
Rornan Series I and helped pushed back the proposed dating of the introduction of the 
Homereion issues by several decades. 
The coins show a figure of Homer, seated on an elaborate chair, holding an open 
scroll. The sphinx on the reverse lifts one of its front paws over what is likely to be a 
sacrificial fire. Stylistically the obverse type of the issue with Homer is identical to that of the 
issue with TI KA rOPrIA1: and probably produced by the same die engraver. This seems to be 
confirmation that the earliest issues with Homer (at Chios) were struck during the early/mid 
1 st century AD alongside issues of Roman Series I (see below for the proposed date of this 
series). 
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4. Proposed dating for issues lacking an inscribed denominational value: 
Issues signed by AnOAAnNI01: and IEPONYM01: are stylistically and typologically identical 
to the two drachm issues signed by EY~HM01:-~IOrENH1: (with the reverse legends of'1:EBA1:TOY' 
or '<I>IAOnATPI1:,).747 These bronze issues and drachms show, unusually for the Chian coinage, 
the names of two moneyers instead of one, in the legends of the issue. This seems to have 
been a widespread practice for mints of Roman colonies in the East, though scarce for Greek 
mints, and probably shows Roman influence at Chios.748 The Chians may have adopted it 
through their contacts with Roman colonies or less likely by other cities in Greece where this 
practice was also followed. 749 However this practice was of short duration, since it is 
restricted to the two pairs of moneyers discussed above. It is discussed that the issues were 
contemporary, a suggestion reinforced by consideration of the types of the issues. The bronze 
issue shares typological features with the drachms, such as variation in the position of the 
moneyer's names on coins of the same issue,750 and the unusual positioning of the ethnic on 
all issues of IEPONYM01:-AnOAAnNI01: and the drachm of ~IOrENH1:-EY~HM01: co-striking with 
<l>IAOnATPIL The ethnic is divided in two syllables XI-01:, the first one appearing in the field to 
the right of the amphora and the second to its left. 
a Spartan name, suggesting that this moneyer (or his family) originally came from Laconia. In fact the legend 
should read [TI. KA. rOPrIA1: ~]npOet:E01:] 
747 Compare in particular PI. XXVII, no. 2, drachm with PI. XXXI, no. 15, bronze issue. 
748 See RPC I, p. 4, for Roman colonies in the East issuing coinage during the late Republic/early Imperial period 
signed by two moneyers concurrently e.g. Corinth, Dyme, Dium, and other. The names appearing on these 
coin30 es belonged to the duoviri quiquennales, the chief magistrates ofthe city that were elected annually. See 
also the chapter on typology where I discuss the authority at Chios that may have been in charge of the coinage. 
In the chapter on the economy I discuss evidence of economic ties between Ch~os and Corinth aft~r.t.t Be .. 
749 Smyrna is another Greek provincial mint where coinage was signed by a pair of moneyers durmg the reign of 
Augustus; as with Chios both names are in the nominative, see RPC /, p. -l I 8 
750 The name AnOAAnNI01: appears in the field to the I. of the amphora and that of IEPONYM01: to the r. on the 
bronze issues, illustrated in figs. 13-14; for the names depicted in the opposite place see figs. 15-16. On the 
drachms, the name of EY ~HM01: in the field to the I. of the amphora and that of ~IOrENH1: to the r. on drachms 
see figs. 5-7; for the names in the opposite places see figs. 1-4 . 
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This established link with the drachms suggests a date for the bronze signed by 
IEPONYMOl:-AnOAAQNIOl: during the 20s or lOs BC in line with the proposed period of issue for 
the drachms (see above). 
Maurogordato observed that issues of TI. KA. rOPrIAl: L1QPOE>EOY and Al:MENOl: show a 
close stylistic similarity with drachms in the name of BA1:IAEQ1: ANTIOXOY and would probably 
have been contemporary (Maurogordato, 1917, pp. 212-213). This observation seems correct 
as a comparison of the types of issues illustrated in this study showS.751 Since Maurogordato 
had already dated the drachms of Antiochus in the reign of Augustus he considered that the 
same period also saw the issue of the coinage signed by TI. KA. rOPrIA1: and Al:MENOL However 
as we have already seen, the drachms of Antiochus are more likely to belong to the reign 
Nero, or slightly earlier, -and not that of Augustus- and this would also apply for the issues 
signed by TI. KA. rOPrIAl: L1QPOE>EOY and Al:MENOL Furthermore, the authors of RPC I have 
plausibly suggested (p. 409) that the name TI. KA. rOPrIA1: L1QPOE>EOY is more likely to be after 
the mid I st century AD, on account of its form. 752 On this evidence it would seem that the 
bulk of unmarked issues of Roman Series I belong in the general period covering the reigns of 
Claudius and Nero (41-68 AD). 
751 Issues ofTI KA rOPrIAl: L1QPOE>EOY, illustrated PI. XXXI, figs. 17-21, are stylistically similar with drachms 
of Antiochus with the name of <l>HLI[NOl:] in the exergue, illustrated in PI. XXVII, figs. 9-13; compare for 
example the obverse type of PI. XXXI, fig. 18, with that of PI. XXVII, fig. 13, and the reverse of PI. XXXI, fig. 
20 with the reverse of PI. XXVII, fig. 11. The style of these dies are identical and seem to have been engraved by 
the same artist. Types of the A1:MEN01: issue, illustrated in PI. XXXI, fig. 1-12 are identical with the drachm of 
Antiochus with the name of MINY[KIOl:] in the exergue, illustrated in PI. XXVII, fig. 14. The latter also share the 
same letter forms C and f, and it would seem that they are not only contemporary but may have been produced 
by the same die engraver . ' 
752 Maurogordato, 1917, p. 212, assumed that that the issue was ofth~ Augustan penod. and that th~ ~hl~n 
moneyer was granted Roman citizenship by Tiberius in 20 BC at the tIme ofthe.Armeman wa~ .. ThIS I.S hIghly 
unlikely. Sarikakis, 1970, p. 183-184, states t~at t~e ind,ividual.would ~ave receIved Ro~an CitIzenshIp from 
either the emperors Claudius, Nero, or even Tlbenus pnor to hIS adoptIOn by Augustus In 2 BC when he was 
named Tiberius Claudius Nero. 
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5. Links between issues of Series I with or without denominational values: 
The issue signed by IEPONYMOr and AnOAAONIor offers us the earliest evidence for the 
introduction of denominational values on the Chian coinage. A coin from this issue was 
clearly used as a flan for striking a trichalkon signed by rTE<t>ANH<t>OPOL 753 This overstrike 
shows that the trichalkon was struck some time after the IEPONYMOr-AnOAAONIor issue and 
since the latter probably dates from the late 1 st century Be the trichalkon may date late in the 
reign of Augustus or that of Tiberius (early 1 st century AD). 
As I discuss, both denominations signed by <f>A yrTOr are likely to have been struck by 
the same individual and would thus be contemporary. Other issues with marked 
denominations are linked to those without a denomination through the use of characteristic 
letter forms. Issues of AnOAAONIOr-IEPONYMOr and TI KA rOPrIAr ~OPOE>EOY use a combination 
of forms for the letter sigma, the lunate form c alongside the Greek L An unusual form of A 
with a large dot in the place of the middle bar is found on the 1 ~ assarion, and also on all 
extant coins signed by ArMENor and some issues of the assarion.754 Another feature linking 
marked and unmarked denominations is a typological development of the sphinx wing 
appearing on these issues. This consists of a number of dots at the point where the wing of the 
sphinx is attached to its body. The feature is absent from earlier issues, including that of 
AnOAAQNlOr and IEPONYM01:, but appears on all other issues of this series -irrespective if they 
753 The coin belongs to the coin collection of the B.M. (see coin catalogue for references) and is illustrated in fig. 
9. The undertype on the reverse clearly reads IEP .. above the cantharos and ONIO below, at the same ~ositions 
where the names of the moneyers appear on some of the coins of IEPONYMOr-AnoAAONIOL. What IS 
particularly interesting is the fact that this issue weighs almost a gram heavier than the a~e~age we.ig~t ?fthe 
trichalkon showing that an exceptionally heavy coin of the issue was used for the overstnkmg. ThIS m Its turn 
implies that attention was given to the weight of the coin to be restruck. . 
754 RPC, p. 410, only records the broken middle on A for the TI KA rOPrIAr ~OPOE>EOY Issues (on the 
appearance of this letter form on earlier drachms ofP~BIPIor, see the discussion in the chapter on typology). The 
letter form A with a dot in the middle is found on a com of ANTIoxor AnOAAONI~OY (fig. 4), of ArMENor 
(figs. 3-4) and one of the reverse dies of the <t>AyrTOr assarion (fig. 6). 
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have marked denominations or not, suggesting that issues sharing this feature may belong to 
the same general period.755 
A further strong chronological link between marked and unmarked issues is found in a 
countennark of the Chian mint applied to an issue with denomination and also to a number 
without. The countennark shows a distinctive bunch of grapes and is found on a coin of the 
assarion, the unique drachm of Antiochus signed by MINY[KIOr], at least two coins (trichalkoi) 
of TI KA. rOPrIAr LlQPOE>EOY, and several (trichalkoi) of ArMENOL 756 All of these countermarked 
coins show signs of brief circulation and also display the countermark in the same position, on 
the upper half of the amphora type. These features strongly suggest that coins of different 
issues were probably countermarked at the same time and were in circulation together. 
Maurogordato (1918, p. 22) noted that the bunch of grapes used as countermark is 
identical to the mint symbol appearing on the reverse of issues of ANTI ox or AnOAAQNILlOY and 
rTE<I>ANH<I>Opor. 757 This seems to provide a link between issues which are countermarked and 
those with the same symbol as an integral element of the design. Furthermore, none of the 
countermarked issues use the bunch of grapes as a mint symbol, suggesting that the 
countermark could have represented a retarrifing of the countermarked issues in relation to the 
coinage incorporating this symbol in their types. 758 
755 This detail is clearly visible on an enlarged photograph of the obverse ofa coin of this series, fig. 24. In the 
chapter on typology I discuss this feature and suggest foreign sources that may have led to its adoption at Chios. 
756 The countermark is discussed in Maurogordato, 1918, p. 22; Howgego, 1985, no. 413; RPC I, pp. 409-411. 
Maurogordato had no knowledge that it was also applied on coins with no marked denominations. RPC and 
Howgego also include the countermarked coins ofTI. KA. rOPrIAr LlQPOE>EOY. For coins of ALMENor bearing 
the countermark, illustrated in this study, see figs. 7-8. A smaller countermark of the same type and in the same 
position as the other coins was also used on a coin of rQrTPATOr of Series 24 generally dated in the late I st Be 
(see the discussion in the relevant chapter). This issue belongs to an earlier period than the countermarked issues 
of Roman Series I, something also indicated from the fact that it was a long time in circulation before it was 
countermarked (and in contrast to the slight wear of coins of Roman Series I bearing the same countermark). 
757 This bunch of grapes symbol is unusual in that it shows no branch on its top -in its place there is a vine shoot-
as was standard for this symbol on all earlier Chian coinage. 
758 This theory was first considered by Maurogordato, ibid. However he had dated the issues bearing the 
countermark before those bearing the mint symbol, and states that the countermark was used as a mark of 
revaluation for the coinage in circulation, vis a vis issues that he thought that were struck afterwards and bearing 
the countermark as a mint symbol. This as I demonstrated is wrong chronologically. We should also consider that 
the coins bearing the countermark are invariably in a good state of preservation, in contrast to this issues with this 
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6. Proposed absolute dating for the introduction of Chian coinage with inscribed 
denominational legends: 
The introduction of marked denominations was dated by Maurogordato on the limited 
evidence that was available to him. As we saw he plausibly linked these issues to others 
lacking marked denominations and also drachms of king Antiochus. Since he had placed the 
latter issues in the reign of Augustus (1917, p. 253) he considered that issues of this series 
with or without marked denominations would also date during the same reign. This in its turn 
led him to claim that the monetary reform at Chios, with the adoption of large bronze 
denominations, was modeled on the reforms of the Roman aes coinage by Augustus in 20-10 
Be; on this topic see the discussion in the chapter on bronze denominations (pp. 524-30). 
As we saw, the date Maurogordato proposed for the issues with no marked 
denominations is too early, and two of these, signed by TI KA rOPrIAL AQP08EOY and ALMENOL, 
cannot be earlier than the mid 1st century AD. In the previous section I presented evidence 
showing that the assarion of <f>A YLTOL is likely to be contemporary with the above issues and 
therefore probably struck during the mid 1 st century AD, or shortly after.759 
Interestingly this proposed date for the assarion seems to agree well with that of issues 
of the same denomination and standard struck by cities in the province of Achaea. During the 
reigns of Claudius and Nero the mints of Nikopolis, Sparta, Patras and Philippi (Macedonia) 
struck issues of the assarion on a heavier weight and larger diameter, than previously. The 
standard of these assaria seems to have been copying that of the contemporary Roman as. 
Furthermore these particular provincial issues were struck in copper, another feature likely to 
mint symbol which are invariably in a worn condition, suggesting that they would not have been long in 
circulation before and after they were countermarked, thus offering further evidence against Maurogordato' s 
theory. . . 
759 This date for the <f>A YLTOL assarion is also proposed by the authors of RPC I, In p. 409, the section 
discussing issues of Chi os. However in p. 375, where they generally discuss denominations of the province of 
Asia, they quote the date proposed by Maurogordato for the assarion in the early reign of Augustus, and compare 
its standard to that of issues of other provincial mints dating to this period. 
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have been copied from official Roman coinage, since the as was struck in this metal which 
was a rarity for Eastern provincial mints.76o 
The assarion of cl>A Y1:T01: agrees well with the standard of the above single assarion 
issues,761 and nearly all coins show a brownish surface, indicative of a copper content. The 
standard used for the issue is also different from that of the other Chian denominations, even 
in later series. It may therefore represent an exceptional issue or a short lived attempt to 
change the standard, possibly adjusting it to the contemporary withficial Roman coinage.762 
The cl>A Y1:T01: assarion may have been struck within the same context as similar issues in the 
province of Achaea, not only suggesting that this Chian issue probably belongs to the same 
period, the mid 1 st century AD, but also the possibility that this 'Roman' issue may reflect a 
common monetary policy adopted by a number of Greek cities including Chios.763 
In the chapter discussing the bronze denominations I present further aspects of the 
coinage suggesting a likely period for the introduction of marked denominations on the 
coinage of Chios. The main points include the fact that the first issues bearing marked values 
were almost certainly based on the standard of the hemiobol of Series 23, probably issued 
during the early reign of Augustus. It is likely that this issue may have been circulating some 
time prior to the introduction of issues bearing denominational values. Secondly issues of the 
larger denominations, e.g. 3-assaria and the obol, may be linked with the cessation of local 
760 RPC I, p. 35. Nikopolis, no. 1371; Sparta, no. 1155; Patras, nos. 1253, 1256-82; Philippi, no. 1657. RPC I, p. 
375 also associated the standard of the Chian assarion issue with other similar ones but from an earlier period. , 
761 RPC I, ibid; see the discussion in the outline of the coinage. 
762 RPC I, pp. 246-247, suggests that the standard of these particular one assarion Eastern issues was similar to 
that used at the time by the official Roman mint and could have been struck to be exchanged for asses of the 
Roman official coinage. 
763 It is likely that some of these assarion issues were instigated by Nero's visit to Achaea in 64-65 AD. The 
authors of RPC In p. 21, discuss the effects of his visit on the local coinage. Nero had a large entourage with him 
and these issues may have been struck to exchange with small coinage carried to Greece by Nero's courtiers. For 
a similar and contemporary case of a local Eastern coinage issued to be exchanged with Roman base metal 
currency, see Cappadocia where some local drachms have their values inscribed in 'I~alian' ~s~es ~RP~, 
Cappadocia, Caesarea, nos 3635-3636, 3543). This coinage was used by Roman armIes partlclpatmg m Eastern 
campaigns against Parthia and the coin legend implies that it was struck to facilitate the exchange between 
official Roman and local currencies. 
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silver coinage of Chios and adoption of the denarius in its place. The Chian issues were 
already struck during the reign of Caligula when the denarius was already established as the 
only silver issue at Chios. The evidence suggests that both these events probably occurred 
during the early part of the 1 st century AD since the contents of an official decree make it 
clear that by the reign of Caligula the denarius was already used in official transactions at 
Chios (for this inscription see the chapter on the economy, p. 669). Many cities in Asia Minor 
introduced large denominations from the middle of the 1 st century AD and it is likely that this 
was done to replace the low valued silver denominations that were no longer struck (RPC, p. 
375).764 
The evidence presented so far suggests that <l>A Yl:TOl: may have issued coinage some 
time later than the other moneyers in the same series with marked denominations. Issues of 
l:TE<I>ANH<I>OPOl: and ANTIOXOl: AnOAAQNIAOY, probably date earlier, possibly during the reign of 
Tiberius. However all these issues were probably in circulation during the middle of the 1 st 
century AD, which would account for the countermarking of some issues with a symbol 
identical to that appearing on types of the above moneyers. 
7. Chian countermarks on foreign issues: Two non-Chian coins dating to the lulio-Claudian 
period bear a countermark depicting a sphinx which is likely to have been applied at Chios for 
local circulation. The first coin is chipped and measures 24 mm in diameter and weighs 
13.54g (Howgego, 1985, no. 315). The sphinx type on the countermark is very similar in style 
to the one depicted on issues of TI KA. rOPrIAl: AQP08EOY (Howgego. 1985). This seems to 
indicate that the countermarking of the foreign coin and the striking of this Chian issue may 
not have been far apart in time. Almost certainly the coin was chipped at the time of the 
764 Note that many cities started issuing large bronze coinage in the rei~n of~er~ though ~thers during the reign 
of Claudius or even Caligula. Chios seems to have been one of the earliest mUlts III the regIon to have done so. 
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countermarking to achieve the desired weight and this would agree with the average weight of 
the obol denomination of Series I (c 12.00g). The size of the coin is also similar to the obol, 
though it seems that the weight of the coin also played a role in the choice of 
d .. 765 Th . . h enomlnatlOn. e Issue WIt the countermarked coin probably belongs to one of the Julio-
Claudian emperors, but the coin is too worn to be identified with any degree of certainty. 766 
The second coin bearing a sphinx countermark is a bronze coin of the Galatian league 
of the reign of Nero (RPC I, 'Galatia', no. 3562, p. 547).767 The portrait of Poppaea on the 
reverse of this coin dates this coin in the closing years of this reign.768 The sphinx of this 
countermark is different to the type of the other countermark (see fig. B). It bears a general 
resemblance to the sphinx used on the 1 ~ assarion of ANTIOXOL AnOAAQNI~OY and all issues of 
LTE<I>ANH<I>OPOL The weight of this coin is 13.13g, and it therefore seems to be another coin 
countermarked to circulate at Chios as an obol. 
Considering the small number of coins of the larger denominations and the fact that all 
of them show signs of long circulation it would seem that the scarcity of this coinage may 
have caused the mint to recirculate foreign coins bearing Chian countermarks. This suggests a 
period of difficulty on the part of the mint in producing new dies. Although both coins are on 
the same weight as the Chian obol the mint does not seem to have taken any measures to make 
765 Although Greek bronze coinage of the Roman Imperial period continued to be token, it would seem that the 
weight of the coin was also considered important. Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, records Athenian bronze coins of 
the Roman period cut in half that circulated locally for half their original value; the same also applies for Sardeis 
during the Augustan period where some of the local coins found during the excavation were cut in half, see T. V. 
Buttrey, Ann Johnston, Keneth M. Mackenzie & Micha~1 L. Ba~es, Greek, ~oman, an.d Is/a"'.ic C~insfound in 
Sardis, London, 1981. A coin of Patras found at EmporIo at ChlOs was cut m half durmg ancIent tImes, see 
Excavations in Chios 1952-5. Byzantine Emporio, by M. Ballance et al.. ABSA, Supplement Vol. XX, 1989, p. 
139-140, C3, dating in the I st century AD. . . . 
766 From the illustration published by Howgego it would seem that the com bears the bust of an emperor SImIlar 
to Nero? 
767 The coin is owned by Baldwin's, the London coin dealers, and I would like to thank Mr T. Curtis, the director 
of the Greek section of Baldwins, for allowing me to study the coin and for providing me with a photograph of 
the countermark which is included in this study. 
768 Poppaea was Nero's wife in the brief space of 64-65 AD 
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this clear with legends on the countermarks.769 It may be that the size and weights of the coins 
were deemed sufficient to distinguish the denomination of the coins while in circulation. 
There is no known evidence if the countermarking at Chios extended to include other 
denominations. 
The excellent state of preservation of the second coin shows that the countermarking 
must have taken place at the end of the reign of Nero, or early in the reign of Vespasian.77o 
The countermarking of the coin from Galatia constitutes strong evidence that Chios had 
already introduced coinage of large denominations by the end of the reign of Nero. 
769 Howego suggests that the letters XI -Or. are visible next to th.e s~hinx in the first count~rrnark. On the second 
coin I can make out some faint traces of lettering above the sphmx m the countermark whIch could also stand for 
XI -Or. but certainly not OBOAOr.. . ' . 
770 Chronologically the countermarking is likely to belong to th~ penod. of the CIvil wars of 68-9 and we cannot 
preclude the possibility that these Chian countermarks may be hnked WIth these events. 
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SERIES I PI. XXX 
3-assaria 
Moneyer: ANTIOXOI: AnOAAONIAOY (RPC. 2419) 
Obv.: sphinx seated r., lifting I. paw over prow of galley, holding in its front paw a lotus flower? TPIA ACCAPIA 
Rev.: amphora. in centre, ANTIOXOI: AnOAAONIAOY in two separate lines in field to the r.; XI-OI: to the I., bunch of 
grapes symbol In the break of the ethnic. All within dotted flan. 
London 
B. M.: 
1920-11-4-4; 23.03g, 7. fig. 1 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3205; 20.08g, 9. fig. 2 
Bologna 
B. U.: 
coin cab; 21.84 
Moneyer: I:TE<I>ANH<I>OPOI: (RPC. 242 I) 
Obv.: sphinx seated to the r. lifting I. paw over prow of galley? OBOA[OI:] 
Rev.: cantharos in centre, I:TE<I>ANH<I>OP-OI: in two separate lines in the field to the I., ethnic XI-OI: to the r., bunch of 
grapes symbol in the break of the ethnic. 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 




F., 14.40g; MG 298, no. 138 
I Y2 ASSARION 
Moneyer: ANTIOXOI: AnOAAONIAOY (RPC. 2420) 
Obv.: sphinx seated r.: denominational name round the tlan of which a few letters are barely visible on any coin of the issues 
Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi with small bunch of grapes on top and a small cantharos below: XI -OI:, the first part in the field I., 
the second r.; ANTIOXOI: AnOAAroNIAOY inscribed from I. to r. The type is encircled in a dotted circle. 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
no. 296/ 1882: 11.05g, 7. The coin is overstruck on a foreign issue of which only traces of a laurel \Heath are visible on the 
obverse. Illustrated in RPC. pI. 107, fig. 4. 
Athens 
N.M.: 
IO.83g. (h erstruck on a foreign issue. fig. 5 
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ASSARION 
Moneyer: Cl>A Y~TO~ (RPC. 2417) 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. on club, lifting r. paw over amphora; A~~APION in exergue. All within dotted flan. 
Rev.: amphora in the centre, Cl>AY~TO~ in field to the r., and XI-O~ to the I.; a cornucopia symbol in the legend break. The 
type is encircled in a dotted circle 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
L. c.; 7.I4g, 6. fig. 6 Obv. die I, Rev. die 1. 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
M. 1924; 8.42g, 6. The coin is overstruck on a foreign issue. fig. 7 Obv. die 2, Rev. die 2 
Munich 
M.K.: 
11. 50g, 6; 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
F. 1873; 9.95g, 7 
I. B. 1900; I1.30g, I; cmk. bunch of grapes on centre of amphora. Illustrated in RPC, PI. 107. fig. 13 Obv. die I, Rev. die I 
THREE CHALKOI 
Moneyer: ~TECl>ANHCl>OPO~ (RPC. 2422) 
Obv.: sphinx seated r., lifting I. paw and holding a lotus flower; TPI-XAA-KON arranged in the three separate lines, with 
first two in the field to the I. of the sphinx and the third to the r. All within dotted flan. 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre, ~TE<I>ANHCl>OP-OI: in field to the r., XI-OI: in field to the I; bunch of grapes symbol in the 
break of the ethnic. All within dotted flan. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 112; 3.34g, 12. overstruck on an issue of Chios, Roman Series I, signed by ADOAAnNIOl and IEPONYMOl. The 
reverse of the undertype is visible on the reverse of the coin (see fig. A). fig. 8 
Athens 
N.M.: 
4.05g, 12. fig. 9 
Chios 
K. L.: 
12. This coin is possibly overstruck on a foreign issue. fig. 10 
Vienna 
K.M.: 






Obv.: sphinx seated L, lifting front paw and holding a lotus? Ethnic in the exergue? 
Rev.: amphora in the centre and ~IXAA-KON arranged from L to 1. anticlockwise. The type is encircled in a dotted circle 
Athens 
N.M.: 
N(A) n. 81; 1.92g, 3. fig. 12 
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ISSUES OF THE EARLY ROMAN IMPERIAL PERIOD WITH NO MARKED DENOMINATIONAL VALUE 
16mm PI. XXXI 
Moneyer: ALMENOl: 
TRICHALKON? (RPC. 2424) 
Obv.: sphinx seated I.. unidentified object in front (flames ofa sacrifice?). 
Rev.: amphora. ethnic to the I. XIOC and the name of the moneyer ACMENOC to the r., usually in one line but a few issues 
show the form ACME-NOC in two seperate lines. The type is encircled in a dotted circle. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 105; 3.5Ig, 9 
no. 303 {ex Lock.}; 2.70g, 9 
no. 858; 2.85g, 8 
no. 859; 2.53g, 9. fig. 1. Obv. I, Rev. l. 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
L. c.; 3.08g, 3. fig. 2. Obv. I, Rev. I. 
M. c., no. 8384; 2.65g, 9. fig. 3. Obv. 2, Rev. 3. 
Amsterdam 
A. W.A: 
no. 95; 3.14g, die axis not recorded 
no. 96; 2.81 g, die axis not recorded 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1636,R. 16;3.13g, 9 
no. 1637, O. N. B. 1905; 2.72g, 9 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1903-4, B' no. 12; 2.79g, 9. fig. 4. Obv. 2, Rev. 4. 
1903-4, B' no. II; 2.86g, 9; overstr. on issue ofTI. KA. rOPrIAl: 6QP09EOY ? fig. 5. Obv. 3, Rev. 5. 
1903-4, B' no. 13; 2.56g, 9. fig. 6. Obv. 4, Rev. 6. 
1899-1900, LH' no. 24; 2.60g, 9 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3059; 2.70g, 12; overstr. on issue ofTI. KA. rOPrIAl: 6QP09EOY. fig. 7. Obv. 5, Rev. 6. 
no. 3086; 3.50g, 9; cmk. bunch of grapes in centre of amphora type. fig. 8. Obv. 6, Rev. 3. 
G. c.; weight not recorded. 9 
G. c.; weight not recorded. 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17932; 2.60g. 9 
no. 17933. T.; 2.76g. 9 
no. 17966; 3.06g. 9 





I. B. 1900; 3.18g, 9 
DICHALKON? 
same types as the trichalkon 
Istanbul, 
A. M.: 
no details available. fig. 10 
CHALKOUS? 
Obv.: sphinx as the other denominations of this moneyer, but with a different object in front (cantharos?) 
Rev.: cantharos, ethnic to the r. XIOC and name of the moneyer ACMENOC round the tlan from 1. to r. 
Paris 
B. N.: 
G. c.; weight not recorded, 3. fig. 11. Obv. 1, Rev. 1. 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 18002; 0.80g, 3. fig. 12. Obv. 1, Rev. 1. 
Moneyer: IEPONYMO~ AnOAAnNIO~ [M. 85, not included in RPC] 
TRICHALKON? 
Obv.: sphinx seated 1.; caduceus in front and club behind the type. All within a dotted tlan. 
Rev.: amphora, names of moneyers inscribed one each on the 1. and r. of the amphora: ethnic legend XI in the field to the r. 
of the magistrate's name and OC to the I. 
avo weight 2.23g 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 101; 2.71g, 8. fig. 13 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
M. 1924; 1.76g, 3. fig. 14 
M. 1924; 1.99g, 7. fig. 15 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3051: 2.30g, 3 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1900; 2.42, 12 
Private Collection 
no details available. The obverse of this coin sho\\s the sphinx r. and ofa different style to the above. fig. 16 
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Moneyer: TI~BEPIOl:] KA~A YAIOl:] rOPrIAl: AOP09EOY (RPC. 2423) 
TRICHALKON? 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. , club in front 
Rev.: amphora, name of TIKArOPrJAl:AOP09EOY arranged from l. to r. round the flan starting from one o'clock. XI on 
the l. and OC on the r. of the amphora. 
avo weight 2.74g 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 104; 2.84g, 6, fig. 17. obv. 1, Rev. 1 
Oxford 
A.M.: 
M. 1924; 2.l9g, 6, fig. 18. obv. 2, Rev. 2 
Ch.; 2.59g, 6 
Glasgow 
G.V.: 
H. c., Chios no. 49; 2.55g, 6 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1638, R. 8; 2.49g, 6; pierced, fig. 19. obv. 3, Rev. 2 
Athens 
N.M.: 
no. 5539; 2.96g, 12 
1903-4; 2.82g, 5 
Delos find; 1908-9; 3.50g, 11 
Paris 
B. N.: 





no. 3267; 2.1 Og, 5 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
no. 28723; 2.96g, 
Albania 
Cabinet Numismatique de r Institut d' Archeologie?e Tirana 
Found in Ancient Apollonia 1910 during an excavatIOn; 2.5g, 9 
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DICHALKON 
same types as the trichalkon but no club in front of the sphinx 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17963; 2.32g, 6, fig. 21 
Moneyer: Cl>A Yl:TOl: (RPc. 2418) 
TRICHALKON? 
Obv.: sphinx seated to the I., lifting r. paw over sacrificial flames. The type is encircled in a dotted circle 
Rev.: amphora in the centre, CI> A Yl:T01: in the field to the r., ethnic XI -01: in field to the I., ear of grain symbol in the legend 
break. The type is encircled in a dotted circle 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1635, V. L. 1903; 4.3lg, 6. fig. 22. obv. I, obv. 1 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3109; 3.30g, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17962; 3.46g, 9. fig. 23. obv. 2, obv. 2 
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111.2. SERIES II (no moneyer's name-xlffiN) 
GROUP A: PI. XXXII, GROUP B: PI. XXXIII 
1. General aspects: The series comprises two groups of issues that are closely linked by a 
number of common features such as identical letter fonns, the absence of a moneyer's name, 
and the depiction of the ethnic legend in the plural genitive. Both groups comprise the same 
denominations, the 1 ~ assarion, obol, and 3-assaria. No issues of denominations smaller than 
the 11l2-assarion are known for this series. This is probably attributed to the large number of 
low value coins that were circulating at the time as part of issues with no marked 
denomination (A~MENO~, TI. KA. rOPrIA~) belonging to Roman Series I. 
In the first group, I have classified the obol of Maurogordato type 103a (figs. 2-5) and 
the 1 ~ assarion of type 103b (fig. 8), while in the second group the obol of type 104a (figs. 3-
6) and the 1 12 assarion of type 104b (figs. 7-9). A rare obol issue (only two coins are extant, 
illustrated figs 6-7) that was not known to Maurogordato is stylistically similar to the obol of 
Group A and I am including it in the same group as a variety of the more common type. 
Maurogordato also classified three different types of 3-assaria (types 100-102) in this series 
without, however, assigning them to individual groups. Of these, type 102 (PI. XXXII, fig. 1) 
bears a sphinx that is stylistically closer to the type of issues of Group A. The sphinxes of the 
other two types (illustrated in PI. XXXIII, figs. 1-2) are stylistically similar, though not 
identical, to that of issues of Group B and on this ground I am assigning them to the latter 
group. 
Typologically issues in the two groups are identical since their denominations bear the 
same symbols in front of their respective sphinx type. They also share the same weights, 
diameters and die axis. However only issues classified in the same group show an identical 






style, and the apparent lack of any die links between issues of the two groups, suggests that 
they may have been struck with an interval in between. , 
Issues belonging to Series II share some general similarities with those of Series I. The .1 
diameters, average weight and die axis of the individual denominations matches their 
respective denominations belonging to Series 1. There is also some stylistic affinity between 
types of Series I and II. This mostly applies for issues of Group A which are closer in style to 
those of Series I, especially for the obol and the 1 ~ assarion. This suggests that issues of 
Group A were probably the first struck following Series 1. The use of the letter form ro on all 
coins of Series II links them to issues of ANTIOXOL AnOAAnNIL\OY since this is is the only 
moneyer from Series I to include the letter omega in the legend, and it shows this letter form 
(Maurogordato, 1917, p. 27). With issues of Series II we only come across the letter form C 
in place of the letter form 1:. This will become a permanent feature of the coinage suggesting 
that during this period the 'Greek' form for the letter sigma was dropped from the coin 
legends after a period of appearing together with the 'Latin' form. 
Series II also includes a very rare issue of Homereia (PI. XXXII, figs 9-10). The type 
bears a sphinx which is stylistically identical to that depicted on the obol of Group B 
suggesting that both were struck with dies prepared by the same engraver. The reverse shows 
Homer seated on a throne, holding a scroll but of a type different to that depicted on the earlier 
Homereion issue (Roman Series I). Only two coins, struck from a single pair of dies, are 
known for this issue. 
A die study of issues of Roman Series II was only possible for the obol of both Group 
A and B and the 1 Y2 assarion of Group B, issues that are known from more than a single 
specimen.771 The obols in both groups were struck from one obverse and three reverse dies 
771 Note that the 3-assaria of Group B are all varieties and not part of the same issue. 
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each.772 The 1 ~ assarion of Group B was struck from one obverse and three reverse dies. 773 
As with Series I it is clear that the volume of coinage struck in Series II would have been very 
small. 
Almost all known coins belonging to this series are overstruck on other issues. This, as 
we saw, occurs on a number of known coins of Series I, but not to the extent of Series II. Only 
a few details are visible from types of issues used as flans for striking Series II. These show 
that the undertypes belong to foreign issues but it has not been possible to ascertain their 
mints. In one case, discussed below, it was possible to identify the emperor under whom one 
of the undertype issues was struck, which is particularly helpful in considering a date of issue 
for the series. The fact that almost the entire issue of this series appears to have been struck on 
foreign coinage suggests that Chios may have coined money after receiving a large amount of 
base metal coinage from abroad. It is also likely that the public coffers of Chios might have 
been accumulating this coinage from foreign traders over some time and it was decided at one 
point to put this into use locally. 
2. Proposed dating: As we saw there may have been a scarcity of coms of larger 
denominations, higher than the assarion, during the later years of the reign of Nero; this is 
suggested by the countermarking at Chios of a foreign coin dating to this reign and by the 
worn condition of the few known high value coins belonging to Series I (with a date in the 
early/mid I st century AD). Only large denominations of the 1 ~ assaria and higher were 
issued in Series II suggesting that they were probably intended to replenish the earlier coinage 
that would have become worn by the time issues of Series II were struck. The fact that the 
two different sphinx countermarks recorded on different issues of Series II (see above), are 
772 Die study of the obol, Group A: rev. die 1, illustrated fig. 2; rev. die 2, illustrated figs. 3-4; rev. die 3, 
illustrated fig. 5. Die studies for the issue of the obo1 of Group B are difficult because of the worn condition of 
most coins; rev. die 1, illustrated figs. 3-4, rev. die :2, illustrated fig. 5, rev. die 3, illustrated, fig. 6 
773 All three illustrated coins (fig. 7-9) were struck from a different reverse die. 
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similar in style to types present on issues of Series I but different to types of Series II suggests 
that the latter series may have been struck after the coins were countermarked. We may 
therefore assume that issues of this series followed after the countermarking which, as we 
saw, probably dates during the early Flavian period. 
One of the 1 ~ assaria of Group B offers us a terminus post quem for the issue of the 
series, and in particular Group B. The coin is overstruck on an unworn coin bearing a portrait 
of Domitian struck by a mint other than Chios (illustrated PI. XXXIII, 9).774 This overstriking 
has established that issues of Group B date no earlier than the reign of Domitian. Since I have 
suggested that issues of Group A were struck earlier than B, it is likely that these too may 
belong to the same reign or slightly earlier. 
3. New elements of the coinage: Issues of Series II bear certain features that are new to the 
coinage, such as the use of the plural genitive of the ethnic in the place of the single 
nominative, and the absence of a moneyer's name from the legends. Both these features have 
occurred very rarely on the Chian coinage during the Hellenistic and early Roman period,775 
but with Series II they become standard on all Chian issues from now on. It may be noted that 
on some later issues the names of individuals reappear but these are now recorded as 
eponymous magistrates on the coinage and ostensibly for dating purposes. Starting with issues 
of this series, no coins ever include the name of an individual without an official title. The 
dropping of personal names from issues and the parallel adoption of the genitive case for the 
ethnic suggest that from this series onwards the state took over the issue of coinage, through 
774 For this coin see the catalogue. 1 am indebted to my supervisor Mr J. Casey for confirming the identification 
of the undertype as a portrait of Domitian. The portrait is close to that appearing on issues of Smyrna of this reign 
though it is not certain that the undertype is an issue of this mint. The coin seems to be a casual overstriking and I 
see no ground in treating it as an action within the context of the damnalio memoriae of Domitian following his 
death in 96 AD. 
77' Only two examples are known; from the early 2nd century Be, the silver fraction of the drachm on the 
reduced Attic standard and from the 1 st century BC issues of Series 21 
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appointed magistrates, and ended a tradition of private citizens acting as moneyers and paying 
for the expenses of issues. 
The replacement of the ethnic Xlor by XION may signal an important monetary change. 
With the former legend the authority of the coinage was exercised by the city while with the 
latter the citizens, the 'demos', of Chi os (0 ~HMOL XIQN). This suggests that the format of the 
ethnic Xlor on the coinage reflects the fact that it was struck for Chios, by a moneyer; the 
legend XION refers to a coinage struck by Chios, and responsibility for the issue resting on the 
citizens as a whole. This seems to explain why on issues bearing the first form of the ethnic 
we always come across the name of a moneyer while in the second case the name of the 
moneyer is missing from the legends of the issue. 
However the permanent use of xmN from now on may also be linked to political 
developments. The proposed date for issues of this series suggests that it was struck during the 
period when Chios became incorporated in the province of Asia (see below) and the change in 
the ethnic might reflect the altered political status of the city. The emphasis is now on the 
'demos' rather than that of the city as a political institution. This suggests a change at Chios 
compared with earlier periods when the form indicates perhaps a more democratic form of 
government. Whereas in the period under study the change suggests that the city may have 
lost its priviliged position as a 'free' city. 776 
776 The mint at Chios continued using as the ethnic the name of the city (in the singular nominative) for a long 
time after all other cities had replaced it by that of the demos (in the plural genitive). Therefore we have no 
comparable examples of a city changing its ethnic, from that of the city to the demos on the coinage, after it 
ceased to be a free city or became part ofa Roman province. 
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SERIES II 
GROUP A PI. XXXII 
3-assaria [M. 102] 
Obv: sphinx seated I. lifting r. paw over prow of ship; ACC-A-PIA .... round the flan. The type is encircled within a dotted 
flan. 
Rev.: amphora in the centre. XI in the horizontal to the I. and roN to the r.; the whole is encircled by a wreath of laurels tied 




no. 962; 19.39g, I. fig. I 
Another coin of this issue is recorded by Maurogordato, 1918, p. 17, as part of the stock of dealers Rollin and Feuardent, 
Paris, before 1913. 
OBOL [M. 103a] 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting I. paw over prow of ship, OBOAOC located on the top extending from the wing to the head of 
the sphinx. The type is encircled in a dotted circle. 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre, XI in in the horizontal to the I. and roN to the r.: the whole is encircled by a wreath of vines. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 935; 11.60g, II. fig. 2 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
Milne 1924; 12.93g, 3. fig. 3 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 18000; 9.80g. 3. This coin is overstruck fig. 4 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
no. 956 a/ 1907; 10.47g, 9. fig. 5 
variety [not included by Maurogordato]: 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. inside a ship, lifting r. paw over its prow OBOLOC starts at two o'clock and ends at five. The type is 
encircled in a dotted circle. 
Rev.: as above type but the flan is encircled with a dotted circle outside the wreath. 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no 1643. Proschowsk) 1938: 15.82g. 3. fig. 6 
Chios 
former private coil.. no details available. fig. 7 
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1 1/2 ASSARION [M. 103b) 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting I. paw over sacrificial fire. The type is encircled in a dotted circle. 
Rev.: two thyrsoi crossed in the centre; XI in in the horizontal to the 1. and roN to the r. of the point where the thyrsoi are 
crossed; bunch of grapes above the thyrsoi and a ship below; the whole is encircled by a wreath of laurels and the flan is 
encircled within a dotted circle. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 937; 1O.40g, 5. fig. 8 





no. 139; 5.22g, 12. fig. 9 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1642; 4. 109, 9. fig. 10 
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GROUPB PI. XXXIII 
3-assaria 
Type A [M. 100] 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. within a galley, lifting 1. front paw over the galley's front; traces of letters belonging to the 
denominational value are barely visible. 
Rev.: amhora in the centre, small bunch of grapes in field r.: XIroN inscribed in a straight line downwards in the 1. of the 
amphora; all with in an ivy wreath tied with two large knobs at the top and with two fillets visible at the base of the amphora, 
one on each side. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 939; 16.04g, 6; overstruck on a non Chian issue. fig. 1 
TypeB[M.101] 
Obv.: as type A but sphinx seated I. 
Rev.: as type A but X-I-ro-N in two lines on each side of the amphora; no bunch of grapes visible 
Munz Zentrum, Auction Nov. 1983 
no. 112; probably from the former Yakountchikoffcollection recorded by Maurogordato, 1918, p. 17. fig. 2 
OBOL [M. 104al 
Obv.: as type A of the 3-assaria; XIroN (in exergue) 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre; OBO-AOC inscribed 1. to r. 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
14.92g, 12. This coin is overstruck. fig. 3 
Chios 
K.L. 
no weight recorded, 12. fig. 4 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3214; 12.52g, 5; ill. Maurogordato, 1918, PI. 1,4. fig. 5 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17982; 10. 95g, 12. This coin is overstruck. fig. 6 
I Y2 ASSARlON 1M. 104bl 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. on thin line, lifting 1. front paw over altar -in the shape of a shield?- with flames depicted as five 
parallel lines; PINHMYCY - AC A in t\\O lines in the exergue. The type is encircled in a dotted circle 
Rev.: same t~ pe as this denomination of Series L XI -roN, the first part in the tield I., the second r.; all within dotted circle 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1903--t HI 27; 12. 8.31 g. This coin is overstruck on a Roman provincial issue with traces of Greek lettering \ isible above the 




I. B. ; 6, 7.27g; the coin is overstruck on a non Chian issue with some lettering visible on the reverse; RPC 2420 includes this 
coin in the group of the first I Y:z assarion struck at Chios which is wrong; ill. Maurogordato, 1918, PI. I. 5. fig. 8 
Ars Num. Classical. Auction D, Mar. 1994 
no. 1483; 1O.25g; overstruck on Roman provincial coin (Smyrna?) bearing a portrait of Domitian; his features are clearly 
visible at 6 o'clock on the reverse of the coin. fig. 9 
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III. 3. SERIES III (no moneyer's name-x InN) 
1. General aspects and group division: The senes struck following that of Series II 
comprises a number of issues sharing some aspects in common, such as standard, letter forms, 
the spelling and format of the ethnic, run of legends, and the lack of an individual's name in 
the legends. Types show a variety of styles and on this basis I have classified them in four 
large groups. Each group comprises issues of different denominations sharing an identical 
style and showing that they were probably struck together. A relative sequence for the 
individual groups has been proposed on stylistic evidence.777 It is clear that the style of these 
issues developed from that used in issues of Series I or II and that it continued developing in 
these groups. No die links are known between issues of different groups. 
The group that I consider to be the earliest in the series consists only of very rare 
Issues of fractions of the assarion while the other groups include a wide range of 
denominations of both multiples and fractions of the assarion. A common feature of the three 
last groups is the striking of the two smaller denominations, the hemiassarion and dichalkon, 
with the same obverse die. Homereion issues are recorded only in what is probably the last 
group issues (Group D). This seems to suggest a break in the issue of this type of coinage 
though it is conceivable that earlier groups might also have included such issues which have 
not survived. 
The letter forms c and n are used on nearly all of the issues showing that these had 
become established on the Chian coinage. The letter omega in the cursive form of ro only 
appears on a single issue and disappears thereafter. The issue belongs to one of the later 
groups in the series (Group C), suggesting that this letter form would have survived on the 
777 Other features such as letter forms and metrology are similar in all groups and of little significance for the 
chronology of the issues. 
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coinage for some time before it was dropped completely. The use of this letter form on the 
coinage of Chios generally coincides with the hundred years between the early 1 st and early 
2nd century AD, though it continued to be used on inscriptions after this period. 778 
The lack of die links between issues of the same denomination from different groups 
suggests that there were intervals of time between each group. This is also confirmed by the 
overstriking of a coin of the obol denomination of one group by another issue of a different 
group (fig. 20, see below). However stylically types of different groups are not that different, 
especially between issues of Groups C-D, to suggest that the intervals may not have been 
long. 
2. Typology: An important feature of this series is the introduction of new reverse types. The 
series ushers in two new types that will become standard on later coinage. On the 3-assaria 
coins two standing figures (Apollo and Dionysos) are used as the only type, and a single figure 
(Oinopion) on the obol. A discussion of the significance of this iconography is reserved for 
the chapter on typology. These new types are similar in appearance on issues of different 
groups suggesting that that they may have been introduced on the coinage at the same time. 
However the earliest known issues bearing these types belong to different groups of this 
senes. 
3. Proposed dating and chronological arrangement of the groups: 
Of all the Chian coinage dating to the Roman period, the individual groups of Series 
III present the least evidence for accurate dating. As I discuss in detail in the chapter on the 
778 See for example, Sarikakis, Chian Prosopography, p. 349-50, no. 4. This inscription is dated to the 3rd 
century AD and the letter form for the omega is 00. At other mints this letterforn was frequently used during t~e , 
2nd century AD, e.g. N ikopolis in Greece, see A. Johnston, 'The so-called Pseudo-autonomous Greek Impenals, 
ANSMN 30 (1985), pp. 89-112. p. 98. 
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economy these issues do not seem to have circulated abroad and are therefore absent from 
known hoards or dated archaeological contexts. The issues also lack a moneyer's name so 
that we cannot rely on epigraphic evidence to establish a chronological scheme. 
The issues seem to have been the first to be struck after those of Series II and thus the 
earliest, Group A, may date to the reign of Trajan. Some indication of date is offered from the 
disposition of the legends which is always outward and anti-clockwise. This feature is 
common on eastern coinage under the Flavians but had become increasingly rare by the 
Trajananic period, and completely dropped during the reign of Hadrian.779 Since the groups 
that followed are closely linked I would suggest that they were produced with short intervals 
during the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian. 
The average weight for the individual denominations is slightly lower than that of 
issues of Series I, suggesting a slip in the standard between the early/mid 1 st century AD and 
the early 2nd century AD (see the discussion in the chapter on typology, p. 548, Table 2). This 
seems to be contrary to what was happening in other areas of the Eastern part of the Roman 
Empire where weights were generally increasing during the first half of the 2nd century 
AD.780 It does however agree with a similar decline in the weight standard of the mints in 
Achaea during this period. Since it is likely that Chios shared the same standard as these mints 
this would suggest that the issues are probably contemporary (see the discussion in the chapter 
on bronze denominations, pp. 524-559). 
779 Johnston, 1985, fig. 4, where this run of the legend on the Greek provincial coinage is generally dated to the 
I st century AD. . . . 
780 For an increase in the weight standard of Greek provincial coinages see the dISCUSSIon by Ann Johnston m a 
forthcoming article based on the paper she delivered in the Kolloquium, Die Kaise~zeitliche r:tun.zpra,gung 
Kleinasiens, Munchen 27-30 April 1994, entitled 'Some Thoughts on Greek Impenal DenommatlOns . I am 
grateful to Mrs Johnston for giving me a draft of her article. 
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4. Group A PI. XXXIV, figs. 1-6 (M. 208) 
The earliest group of Series III only consists of issues of the two smallest 
denominations, the dichalkon and hemiassarion. The coinage is very rare with a total of three 
coins recorded for the hemiassarion and two for the dichalkon. Maurogordato (1918, pp. 19-
20, nos. 105-106, and p. 28) assigned to this group two different issues of the 3-assaria coins; 
however, this is unlikely since the coins are stylistically different to those of Group A and 
clearly linked with Group C, where I have classified them (see below). 
Another unique coin (fig. 6) recorded by Maurogordato (1917, p. 226-227, no. 87a) in 
an earlier period may also have been part of Group A. His proposed dating of the coin (' 84 
BC-reign of Augustus') is almost certainly wrong. Unlike all other coins of his proposed 
period, this one lacks a moneyer's name and has an ethnic in the plural genitive with the form 
n for the omega. These features together are untypical for issues that Maurogordato classified 
in the above mentioned period but are found in issues of Group A of Roman Series III. 
Furthermore this issue shares an identical style with issues of Group A, Series III. The coin 
has seen some circulation and the legend on its obverse is barely visible. Traces of lettering 
that are visible round the flan are almost certainly part of a denominational legend. The coin 
weighs 3.93g suggesting an issue of the trichalkon denomination but, with a diameter of 22 
mm, it is far too large for this denomination and closer to the assarion. Nevertheless features 
of this issue and its style suggests it belongs to Group A even though the standard of this 
particular coin poses a problem. 
Issues of Group A bear a sphinx type which is closer in style to those depicted on 
781 • h d' f S . various issues of Series I and II, than to types appearmg on t e succee lng groups 0 enes 
III. This stylistic similarity \vith types of older issues suggests that they were probably the 
781 The type of the sphinx is similar to that of the issues of <I> A YLTOL (Series I). 
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earliest struck in the series; however the use of the letter fonn Q in place of 0) shows that they 
were struck after Series II when this became standard. 
The sphinx types on the dichalkon and hemiassarion types are stylistically identical. 
fonning a homogenous group probably struck at the same time from dies produced by one die 
engraver. Some of the coins bear a mark in the exergue which Maurogordato (1918, pp. 28-
29) identified as the Greek letter 0 782 (see figs. 2-3, for illustrations of the trichalkon and fig. 5 
for the illustration of a dichalkon). This is more likely to stand for the Latin numeral II.783 In 
such a case this would probably mark it as a second issue within the group, or as a second 
officina, since coins bearing this numeral though stylistically very similar to the other coins 
are struck from different dies. 
Both the dichalkon and the hemiassarion represent the earliest denominations of low 
value to be struck following issues of Series 1. Until then the Chians would have depended for 
their small change on the earlier group of issues with no denominational value belonging to 
Series 1. As we saw, this coinage was struck in large numbers and most of the known coins 
today show a long circulation. It is likely that this coinage would still have been circulating 
during the late I st and early 2nd century AD. 
The hemiassarion in this group is the first to bear this denominational value (for 
illustrations of this issue see figs 1-3). It shares the same reverse type and module as the 
trichalkon issue and since the latter was never issued again it is clear that the hemiassarion 
denomination was struck in its place.784 The dichalkon of Group A, Series III, (see figs. 4-5) 
bears an amphora type that seems to have been copied from the one used in the first issue 
782 He believed this to be the same as the letter present on issues of Group I, Series 17 and proposed the reading 
ofO[OAIOYXOY]. 
783 Note that in later issues of Chi os (see below, pp. 477-87, the series of Eirenaios) occasionally we find the 
Greek numeral ~ in the legends indicating in this way that these issues represented a second emission of a main 
series. 
78-1 This was first noted by Maurogordato, 1918, pp. 4-5 & p. 29; on this replacement of a denominational name 
by another, see also the discussion in this study in the chapter on bronze denominations. 
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bearing the name of the denomination (Series I); it is possible that even the style of the earlier 
issue was employed to stress the continuity of the value irrespective of its name change. 
A hemiassarion coin of this group was found during the excavation of a house in the 
ancient city of Chios. This is a rare find at Chios and even more unusual is the fact that this 
coin was promptly identified and published in a find report of this excavation.785 The pottery 
recovered in situ from the same room as the coin is dated to the 1 st century AD and that found 
in general from the site belongs to the 1st and 2nd centuries AD. 
785 The coin is recorded in a preliminary report on the excavation of this house compiled by L. Acheilara for the 
local journal, Chiaka Chronika, 1985, p. 71. The publ,icati~n d~scribes it as a .'hemiassarion' of . 
'(Maurogordato's) Period reign of Augustus-liB .~D makmg It clear from thIS reference that the com find could 
only belong to this denomination of Group A. Senes III. 
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Group A PI. XXXIV 
Denominations: two chalkoi, hemiassarion 
HEMIASSARION [M. 107a] 
Type A 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. on thin line, lifting I. front paw. Type within dotted flan. 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre HMIACCAPIONXU1N inscribed from I. to r. 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1644, Ramus col.; 12, 4. 109. fig. 1 
Type 8 
Obv.: same as type A, but II (in exergue) in the obv. 
Rev.: same as type A but EIMIAC[C]-AP-XIQ,N, inscribed from I. to r. The type is encircled in a dotted circle 
Oxford 
A.M.: 
ex Maurogordato coIl.; 12, 2.56g. fig. 2 
Vienna 
K. M.: 
no. 18011; 3.45g, 12; ill. Maurogordato, 1918, PI. I. 6. fig. 3 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B.; 2.50g, 12 
TWO CHALKOI [M. 107] 
Type A 
Obv.: same type as the hemiassarion of type A 
Rev.: amphora in the centre; ~IXAA inscribed from r. to I., XIQ,N inscribed from I. to r.; both legends are anticlockwise. All 
within dotted circle. 
Oxford 
A.M.: 
ex Maurogordato coli; 6, 2.00g. fig. 4 
Type B 
Obv. : same type as hemiassarion of type B, but II in the exergue 
Rev.: same die as type A of this denomination 
Chios 
K. L.: 




no. 3215; 1.88g, 12 
UNKNOWN DENOMINA nON 
see the discussion in the outline of the coinage 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17967; 3.93g, 6. fig. 6 
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5. Group B PI. XXXIV, 'Roman Series III, B, figs. 1-7 & A. 
In the discussion of Series I we saw that the appearance of different moneyers' names 
and styles on the issues suggested that they were struck with intervals. With issues of Group B 
of Series III we have the earliest coinage with a wide range of large and small denominations 
stylistically identical, leaving little doubt that they were produced simultaneously. This will 
become typical of all series from now onwards. 
The sphinx type appearing on issues of Group B is highly unusual for Chios as it is 
depicted standing on its back paws, supporting its front paws on various objects-symbols. 
Such a posture is unique for issues in the entire Chian series, and its inspiration seems to have 
been drawn from a victory type that is found on a number of official Roman issues from the 
time of Nero, though the majority of issues bearing such a type peaked during the Flavian 
period.786 
With the exception of the 3-assaria, all reverse types of the denominations remain the 
same as with earlier coinage. The reverse of the unique 3-assaria coin introduces a new type, 
of the two standing figures facing front (fig. I). It was adopted on later issues of this 
denomination, though some issues continued to use the amphora on the reverse. Unfortunately 
the coin is considerably worn and certain details are not visible.787 The figure standing r. 
seems to clasp a thyrsos in his hand and must therefore represent Dionysos; the figure 
standing beside him on the left cannot be identified, but on later 3-assaria issues it is clear that 
he is Apollo. The die used is very similar to one used for issues of this denomination of Group 
C but details cannot be compared to ascertain a possible die link. 
786 The type appears on issues from the Flavian period, see BMC RE. no. 577 & no. 625. aes of Yes pas ian, and 
hemidrachms ofCeasarea in Cappadocea during the reign of Nero, see RPC f. no. 3646 
787 The very worn condition of this coin made it impossible to produce a clear photograph. 
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The 1 ~ assanon Issue of this group is known from two COIns, struck from two 
obverse and two reverse dies (for illustrations, see figs. 2-3). The sphinx on the obverse is 
depicted supporting both front paws on the prow of a galley which is an exceptional type for 
the 1 ~ assarion, since earlier issues of this denomination show the cantharos symbol in front 
of the sphinx. 
The assarion issue is recorded with three coins sharing two obverse and two reverse 
dies; there are two different types of this denomination. The first obverse type of the assarion 
is similar to that of the 1112-assarion with the sphinx supporting both paws on an object in 
front of it, a large bunch of grapes. On the second type it is holding a bunch of grapes with its 
left paw and a club with its right one (PI. XXXV, fig. A).788 Three coins are known for the 
hemiassarion (one coin is illustrated, fig. 6) and two coins for the dichalkon (one coin is 
illustrated, fig. 7). All coins from these two denominations were struck from the same 
common obverse die which copies the type of the 3-assaria and the 1112-assarion, with prow 
of ship in front of the sphinx. The reverses of the hemiassarion and the dichalkon have been 
struck from a single die each and bear the traditional types of these denominations 
(hemiassarion: cantharos, dichalkon: amphora). The issue for these two denominations must 
have been very small. No obol denomination is recorded for this series though it is likely that 
such a denomination may have been struck but none of the coins survived. 
788 The unique recorded assarion of the second type is known from an illustration by F. Imhoof -Blumer in 
Kleinasiatische 1If1llD:n, Band I. Vienna 190 I. p. 103, Chios, no. 6, 1901, p. 103, PI. III. Only the obverse was 
illustrated. 
Group B PI. XXXIV 
Denominations: two chalkoi, hemiassarion, assarion, I 'h assarion, obol, 3-assaria 
3-assaria: [M. I09a] 
Obv.: sphinx standing on back paws I. with front paws placed on top of the front ofa galley; ACCAPIA from r to I., TPIA in 
exergue. 
Rev.: two figures standing facing front with small altar between them. The type is worn but the figure on the r. seems to hold 
a thyrsos in I. hand and pours libation from jar with his r. hand over the altar; he is probably Dionysos. The figure on the I. 
holds staff in I. hand and pours libation with r. hand (on clear types of later 3-assaria issues this figure is identified as 
Apollo). The ethnic X-I-Q-N -barely visible- is arranged in two lines to the I. and r. of the figures. 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17976; 16.12g, 6, fig. 1 
I 'h ASSARION: [M. 109b] 
Obv.: sphinx standing on back paws with front paws placed on the prow of a galley: X-I from I. to r. round the flan, QN in 
exergue. 
Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi in the centre; E-NAM-ILV -ACCA-P arranged from r. to I. with the ends of the thyrsoi in the 
legend breaks; all within vine wreath with a small bunch of grapes hanging inside from the top of the wreath between the 
letters P and I 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 5126; 4.45g, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17988, T. ; 7.74g, 7; pierced; ill. Maurogordato, 1918, PI. 1. 9. fig. 2 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
1. B. 1928; IO.22g, 12 
P.O.: 8.29g, 6, fig. 3 
L.; 7.97g, 6 ; pierced: this coin has been published by Maurogordato in Group 108g 
ASSARION: [M. I09g] 
Obv.: sphinx standing on its back paws and clasping with both front paws a large ~un.ch of grap~s; its I. pa~ i~ placed .on the 
grapes and the r. paw on the branch; the ethnic XI -QN arranged from I. to r. All WIthin dotted CIrcle. A varIatIOn of thIS type 
is published by Imhoof-Blumer (only the obverse).789 I have not studied this coin but have included Blumer's illustration of 
the obverse type in PI. XXXV, fig. A . . 
Rev.: amphora in the centre: ACCA to the r. in a straight line downwards; PION to the I. and downwards. All WIthin dotted 
circle 
Glasgow 
G. U.: . . I ti 4 
II. c .. Chios no. 63: 6.64g, 6: the coin is overstruck on a non Chian issue, probabl: a Roman provincIa. Ig. 
<. 'open hagen 
789 Imhoof, 1901, p. 103, Chios, no. 6, and illustrated in pI. III, 32. 
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D.N.M.: 
no. 1646, Reutze no. 397; 5.65g, 6, fig. 5 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3163: 4.57g, 6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
Fox 1851; 5.98g, 6 
HEMIASSARION: [M. 109d] 
Obv: sphinx standing on back paws placing front paws on prow of galley; XI-ON from I. to r. All within dotted circle 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre; HM-IACC-APION starting at 12 o'clock and inscribed from r. to I. All within dotted circle 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1647, L. 1904; 3.77g, 6, fig 6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 2.94g, 6, ill in Maurogordato, 1918, pI. I, no. 8. 
TWO CHALKOI: [M. 10gel 
Obv.: same die as in the hemiassarion issue. 













8211872: 2.55g, 6; ill. Maurogordato, 1918. PI. I. 10. 
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6. Group C PI. XXXV 
The group consists of all known denominations ranging from the 3-assaria down to the 
hemiassarion; no dichalkon has been recorded. Different issues are linked by the same type of 
sphinx, depicted on most of the known coins as facing left. The group introduces the obverse 
type of the standing figure which will become standard for the obol in the following series. 
Issues are more common than all other bearing marked denominational values up till now 
suggesting that the output of coinage by the Chian mint may have started to increase. 
The 1 Y2 assarion of this group uses two different types that are linked by the use of a 
common obverse die. The first copies the type introduced in Series I, and used on all issues of 
this denomination that follow, showing a bunch of grapes above the two thyrsoi (fig. 10). The 
second type replaces the grapes with a slnall cantharos (fig. 11). In this coin the letter form ro 
makes its final appearance in the ethnic (and on any legend) on a Chian coin. On this evidence 
Maurogordato classified this issue to an earlier series (type 103b, Series II in this study) 
though a comparison of illustrations shows that stylistically this 1 12 assarion is identical to 
other issues of Group C of Series III and shares no similarities with issues of Series II, except 
in the use of the identical letter form for the omega. 
Issues of Group C are more plentiful than the previous groups in Series III or the 
earlier Chian coinage with denominational values. Die studies show that by far the commonest 
coin in this issue was the 3-assaria. The six recorded assaria of this group originate from four 
790 . h If' k obverse and four reverse dies, probably representIng t e greatest vo ume 0 comage struc 
by Chios thus far in the Roman Imperial period. Unlike the 3-assaria, coins of smaller 
denominations originate from single obverse and reverse dies. In the case of the two smallest 
790 The four obverse dies are illustrated; obv I: figs 1-2, 5; obv. 2: fig. 3; obv. 3: tig. 4; obv. 4: fi~. 4. Note that 
the last coin is a variety but has been been produced by the same die engraver. The four reverse dIes; rev. I: figs 
1-2; rev. 2: fig. 3, 5; rev. 3: fig. 4: rev. 4: fig. 6. 
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denominations (hemiassarion-dichalkon) a single obverse die was used for striking both 
denominations.791 The increased production of the 3-assaria suggests exceptional levels of 
expenditure; the dominance of this denomination in later issues shows that it had become the 
main denomination issued by Chios. 
791 Note that the I Ih assarion was struck from two different reverse dies, fig. 10 & fig. I 1. 
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Group C PI. XXXV 
Denominations: hemiassarion, assarion, 1 Y2 assarion, obol, 3-assaria 
3-assaria: 
Type A [M 108a1 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. on thin line lifting front paw over prow of galley; TPIAC (in exergue),-C-APIA inscribed from r. to I; 
all within dotted flan. Dotted flan. 
Rev.: two male figures, drapped and laureate, standing front on a thin line. The figure on the r. has his I. hand drapped and 
holds a staff or thyrsos; with his r. hand he holds a small amphora. The figure on the I. holds with his I. hand part of his 
drappery and a patera in his r. hand. X-I-n-N arranged in two lines to the I. and r. of the type. Dotted flan. 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
11, 14.92g. PI. XXXV, fig. 1 
Aberdeen 
The Newham Davis coins in the Wilson coil. of Classical Antiquities, Marshal College, University of Aberdeen 
no. 284; 5, 20.33g; same rev. die as coin in London. fig. 2 
Paris 
B. N.: 
G. c.; 6, 16.1g. fig. 3 
L. c.; no. 490; 16.23g; the coin is doublestruck . fig. 4 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
L. 1906;6, 23.57g. fig. 5 
Type 8 [M. 1061 
Obv.: as above types but sphinx seated r.; TPEIAC--C-APIA 
Rev.: same as above. 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no. 56; 6, 23.51 g; ill. Macdonald, PI. L1II.l 0 . fig. 6 
OBOL: [M 108b] 
Obv.: same as type A of the 3-assaria; OBOAOC inscribed from I. to r. and starting at nine o'clock and ending at one.; all 
within dotted tlan. . . 
Rev.: male nude figure with a vine wreath on his head standing front with I. arm drapped.~nd ~eanin? on a staffhe~d tn.hls.1. 
arm. The figure is clearly standing on a base and probably represents a statue; an IdentIfIcatIon wIth the hero OmoplOn IS 
likely. Ethnic X-I-n-N arranged in two lines to I and r of the figure. 
London 
B. M.: 




L. C.; 12.98g. 12. fig. 8792 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1903-4 B' K. d.; 13.67g, 4. This coin is overstruck. fig. 9 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17988; 16.47 g, 6 
Munich 
M.K.: 
no. 28536; 9.24g, 6 
11/2-assarion: [Maurogordato classified wrong issues to the denomination of this group 1 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting r. paw over club; modius on its head; XI-roN arranged from I. to r. and starting at nine o'clock 
and ending at one; all within dotted circle. 
Type A: Rev: two crossed thyrsoi; H-MICV-ACC-A-P-ION arranged from r. to I. with the ends of the thyrsoi in the legend 
breaks; small bunch of grapes hanging inside from the top of the wreath and within the type between letters H and MILY; all 
enclosed within a vinewreath. 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
L. c.: weight and die axis pending, fig 10 
Type 8: Rev.: same as a but legend IONH-MICV-ACC-A-P; small cantharos tied at the top and hanging within the wreath, 
in place of the bunch of grapes of the above type and between letters A and P of the legend. 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
ex Chr. coil.; 7.09g, 6, fig 11 
ASSARION: 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. on a thin line, lifting paw over bunch of grapes; XInN inscribed from r. to I. 
Rev.: amphora in the centre; ACCA to the I. of the type in one line and upwards, PION to the r in one line, upwards. 
Vienna 
I. N.: 
no. 7531: 6.55g, 12, fig. 12 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B.: 6.60g, 12. ill. Maurogordato, 1918. PI. 1. 7. 
HEM IASSARlON: 
Oln.: same as t\P~ A of the 3-assaria: XI-Q-N inscribed from I. to r.: all "ithin dotted circle 
Rev.: cantharos' in the centre: HMIA-CCAPI-ON inscribed from r. to I. anticlockwise: all within dotted circle 
London 
7<J~ Maurogordato, 1918, p. 3.:::!, records the weight of this coin as 8.39g which is wrong. 
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B.M.: 
no. 343; 7, fig. 13 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3171: 12, fig. 14 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
12, 3.20. fig. 15 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 2.94g, 6; ill. Maurogordato, 1918. PI. I. 8 
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7. Group D PI. XXXVI-XXXVIII 
Issues of Group D seem to have been struck shortly after Group C since the work of a 
common die engraver may be detected in a few issues of both groups. However an obol of this 
group was overstruck on an issue of Group C (see PI. XXXVII, fig. 20) suggesting that there 
might have been at least a short interval between the issue of the two groups. 
The volume of coinage struck for the 3-assaria in this group must have been far greater 
then that of any earlier issues. The number of obverse dies counted for this denomination 
amounts to 13 which is particularly high for the mint at Chios. The extra coinage may have 
been struck exceptionally for expenditure out of the normal. There are a number of different 
obverse types for the 3-assaria (see the coin catalogue) but stylistically these are close -
possibly with the exception of Type D- suggesting that a single die engraver prepared the dies. 
Nothing is known about Chios during the 2nd century AD and therefore there is no known 
event that we can associate with such large expenditure. Issues of the other denominations are 
rare and struck from two or a single die each. 
This is the earliest group of issues where the mint will settle for standard objects-
symbols located beside the sphinx. The 3-assaria adopts the prow of a galley; the obol a 
cantharos, the I 12 assarion an amphora, the assarion a bunch of grapes, and the hemiassarion 
the prow of a galley. 
The average coin weight is similar to that of the same denominations in Group C-D, 
suggesting that they are close in date. This group also includes the only issue of Homereion 
for Series III (see illustrations, PI. XXXVIII, figs. 37-39) though it is likely that the other 
groups may have also included such issues, none of which have survived. The sphinx is 
identical to that of the other coins, whilst the reverse has a l1e\\· version of the seated Homer, 
probably copied from a statue. 
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Group D PI. XXXVI-XXXVIII 
Denominations: two chalkoi. hemiassarion, assarion, t ~ assarion, obol, 3-assaria 
3-assaria [types A-C, are part of M. t I Oal: 
The reverse of all types of this denomination is standing figures of Apollo and Dionysos facing front as with the type of the 
3-assaria of Group B-C, but with small altar with flame between them at their feet; some issues show an eight rayed star in 
the exergue and this is recorded in the catalogue. With fev,' exceptions noted below, all legends are inscribed from r. to I. and 
anticlockwise 
Type A: Obv: sphinx seated r. lifting r. front paw over prow of galley: AC-CA-PIA, TPIA (in exergue); dotted flan. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. t 22; 18.28g, 6; star in exergue; coin is pierced, fig. 1. 0.1, R. 1 
no. 123; 14. 93g, 6; star in exergue; coin is pierced, fig. 2. 0.2, R. 2 
no. 124; 17.76g,6 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
L. c.: 17.68g, 6, fig. 3.0.3, R. 3 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3197; 19.4Sg, 4, fig. 4. 0.4, R. 4 
no. 3200; 16.S7g, 6; star in exergue, fig. 5. O.S, R. I 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17977 T; 16.17g, 6; star in exergue, fig. 6. 0.6, R. S 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B.; 12.0Sg, 6 
Baldwin, London stock 
star in exergue. This coin is overstruck. fig. 7. 0.7, R. 6 
Munzen und Med., Aufhauser, 4, Oct. 1988 
no. 117; 12, 14.78g; coin is pierced, fig. 8. 0.8, R. 7 
Type B: Obv: same as type a but legend ACC-AP-IA TPIA(in exergue) 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
L~\\. c. no. 1349: 6. 17,4 7g: coin is pierced 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17973: 16.30g. 6. fig. 9.0.9. R. ? 
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~.£: Obv: same as type a, with legend AC-CAP-IA TPIA(in exergue) 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. C., Chios no. 57: 15.23,6, fig. 10.0.10, R. 3 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
L. 1904; 17.18g" 5 
F. Sternberg, 1992 catalogue 
no. 62, fig. 12. 0.4, R. 2 
Type D: Obv.: sphinx seated l. lifting r. front paw over prow of galley; AC-CA-PIA, TPIA (in exergue); all within dotted 
circle [M. 111]. 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3199; 14.46g, 6; ill. Maurogordato, 1918. PI. I. 13. fig. 13.0.11, R.? 
Laffaille coIl., no. 490; 16.23g 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17.978; 15.44g, 6, fig. 14.0.12, R. 8 
F. Sternberg, Auction VII, Nov 1977 
no. 124; 2l.46g. fig. 15. 0.13, R. 8 
OBOL [M. I lOb): 
Type A: Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting r paw over prow of galley; 0 (in exergue)-BO-A-OC from r. to l. anticlockwise 
Rev.: same type as the obol of Group C, but helmet to the l. of the feet of the standing figure. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 936; 11.46g, 6 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
M. c .. no. 8385; Il.6g, 6. fig. 16 
L. c.; 8.39g, 6; coin is pierced, fig. 17 
Lew. c., no. 1348; 13.12, 6; coin is pierced: eight-rayed star 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no.; no. 52,9.96.6 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3213: 8.03g, 6 
Latfaille col.. no. 489: 9.78g. 6 
Vienna 
K. M.: 
no. 17996: 1 0.45g, 6 
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Type 8: Obv.: same as type a but legend reads 0 (in exergue)-BO-AO-C 
Rev.: same with above type, but some coins show an eight rayed star below in the field to the r of the figure. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 109; 7.21g, 6, fig. 18 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1645, Lambros 1909; 8.39g, 6, fig. 19 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3212; 12.13g, 6; eight-rayed star. The coin is overstruck on an obol of Group C; traces of the letters of the ethnic are 
visible in the reverse. fig. 20 
Munich 
T. U.: 
no. 3269; 6.24g, 6 
Bankhaus H. Authauser, Auction 9, Oct. 1992 
no. 157; 9.82g; eight-rayed star, fig. 21 
Kricheldorf, Stuttgart, Auction XXII, Feb. 1971 
no. 100. The coin is overstruck. 
1 ~ ASSARION [M. 110gt 
Type A: Obv.: sphinx seated r. on line, lifting r. paw over amphora, XI-ON inscribed from r. to I. anticlockwise; small club 
symbol in exergue. 
Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi in the centre and an eight-rayed star on each side of the point where the thyrsoi are crossed; 
HMVC-V-A-CCAP-ION starting at seven o'clock and arranged r. to I. The whole within a vine wreath from which hangs a 
small bunch of grapes at the top of the thyrsoi 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 941; 6.25g, 12. This coin is overstruck. fig. 22 
Type 8: Obv.: as type A but XI-ON is inscribed from I. to r.; all within a dotted circle 
Rev.: as type A but legend reads IONH-MVC-V-A--CCAP. 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
ex New colI.; 7.15g, 6; pierced. 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
M. c, no. 8392: 7.99g. 12. fig. 23 
Chios 
K. L.: 













L.; 8.23g, 6 
7.98g,6 
ASSARION [M. II Od] 
Obv.: sphinx seated on club lifting r. paw over bunch of grapes; XI -Q-N from r. to I. 
Type A: Rev.: amphora in the centre; ACCA in one line downwards on the r. of the type. PION in one line downwards on the 
I. of the type. All within dotted circle 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 933; 6.05g, 12, fig. 25 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no. 60; 5.48g, 12. fig. 26 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3159; 7.02g, 5, fig. 27 
Type B: Rev.: amphora in the centre, eight-rayed star in the field to the r.; ACCA-PION. All within dotted circle. 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3161; 4.05g, 6, fig. 28 
Type C: Rev.: amphora in the centre, an eight-rayed stars on each side of the field to the I. and r. of the amphora; legend 
ACCA-PION. All within dotted circle. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 127; 4.98g, 7, fig. 29 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17985; 6.49g, 5, fig. 30 
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HEMIASSARION 1M. 11 Oe]: 
Obv.: sphinx lifting r. paw over prow of galley, eight-rayed star in exergue: XI-Q-N inscribed from I. to r. anticlockwise 
Type A: Rev.: cantharos in the centre; HMIA-CCAPIO-N, starting at three o'clock and arranged from r. to I. clockwise 
London 
B.M.: 
(ex. Weber, no. 6276) no. 31; 2.99g, 7, fig. 31 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1648, Thorlacius no. 291; 3.55g, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
3.30g, 7, fig. 32 
no. 17995 T; 3.20g, 6 




no. 113; 3.33g, 6 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
Milne 1925; 3.08g, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17.992 T; 2.98g, 6 
no. 17993; 3.1 Og, 6, fig. 33 
no. 17994; 2.30g, 6, fig. 34 
TWO CHALKOI [M. IIOz]: 
Obv.:. same die as the hemiassarion 
Rev.: amphora in the centre, an eight-rayed star on each side in field to I. and r. of the amphora; legend AIXAA downwards 
to the r. of the type KON downwards to the I. All within dotted circle. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 113; 3.33g, 6 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. C., Chios no. 53: 3.39g. 6. fig. 35 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 16~9, V. L. 1896: 1.98g, 6. fig. 36 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no.47, weight and die axis pending 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 18001; 3.20g, 6 
Ber1in 
M.K.: 
243/1879; 1.51 g, 11 
HOMEREION: 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. on line, lifting r. paw over prow of galley. XI-Q-N from r. to I. antic10ckwise 
Rev.: Homer seated in throne facing to the r.; he holds an opened scroll in his lap, in some issues letter A is visible in the 
scroll. OMHP in the field r., in front of Homer. and running antic10ckwise OCin the field I. behind the throne 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 957; 4.39g, 6. fig. 37 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no.; no. 67; 3.36g, 6 
H. c., Chios no.; no. 68; 3.33g, 6, PI. LIlI. 14. fig. 38 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 37172; 5.27g, 6. fig. 39 
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SERIES BEARING THE NAMES OF MAGISTRATES. 
Introduction: After the final issues of Series III in the early-mid? 2nd century AD, the mint 
resumed striking coins with the names of magistrates and their offices. The legend Em 
APX[ONTOL], translated as "during the magistracy of.', always preceded the name, declaring that 
the individual was the eponymous magistrate of the city.793 This however only applies for the 
higher denominations (3 and 2-assaria), since the lower ones, of the 11/2-assarion and smaller, 
exclude the name and refer only to the "Demos of Chios' as the issuing authority. This added 
preposition in the name legend seems to show that the magistrate's name was included in the 
type as a means for dating the issues during the individual's tenure as eponymous magistrate. 
In the earlier coinage the individual's name appeared without a title and was always in the 
nonlinative. 
793 For the latest on the identification of the title E1tt apx as that of the eponymous archon. se.e RPC, p. 2. and A. 
Johnston, 'Aphrodisias Reconsidered', NC 155 (1995), pp. 43-100, pp. 83-84. Smyrna furnIshes ~ot?er 
example of the use of the name of chiefmagistrate~ (~ponymo~s. magIstrate and proconsul) for datmg Issues. As 
with Chios the name of the eponymous magistrate IS m the gemtlve preceded by Em. 
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111.4. SERIES OF KorYINTO~l OY[AAEPIOL] npEIMO~ Pis. XXXIX- XLII 
1. General aspects: This series comprises issues of the 3-and 2-assaria in the name of 
KQYINT01:] OY[AAEPI01:] nPEIM01: with a rare issue of the 2-assaria without this name and bearing 
only the ethnic of the Chian demos (XInN). Denominations smaller than the 2-assaria were also 
issued in this series (see below) and these, as with the 2-assaria issue last mentioned, lack the 
name of the magistrate. These issues share an identical style with those of the larger 
denominations bearing the magistrate's name and form part of the same series. It is clear that 
both coinages would have been produced together and a single die engraver prepared the 
dies.794 
On a number of issues of the 3 and 2-assaria, the word AI1: ('for a second time') 
appears after the magistrate's name (coins are illustrated in PI. XLI) showing that this 
particular coinage was struck separately and later than that lacking this word in its legends. 
The inclusion of the legend AI1: in the type would imply that the issues may have been struck 
during a second tenure of Preimos in office (see below)795 and I have classified them in this 
study as the 'second coinage'of this magistracy. Die studies revealed that the 3-assaria issues 
of the second coinage used two of the obverse dies from the first (PI. XLI, fig. 1 and 3, the 
first common die; fig. 2 and 4, the second common die) but also two new obverse dies, 
together with four reverse dies, all of which were especially prepared for this coinage and are 
794 Maurogordato, 1918, p. 41, suggests that the issues in the name of the individual and those of the demos are 
near contemporary on account of the style of the obverse types. However a comparison between illustrations of 
these different types of coinage makes it clear that the style is identical and the issues are in fact contemporary. 
Compare for example, figs. 1-6 (coins of the 3-assaria) with figs 7-9 (coins of the 2-assaria), figs. 11-12 (coins of 
the 1 ~ assarion), figs 13-16 (coins of the assarion), fig. 17 (dichalkon); the same also applies for the second 
coinage, compare figs. 3-6 & figs. 9-12 (coins of the 3-assaria) with figs. 13-18 (coins of 2-assaria), figs. 19-20 
(coins of the 1 ~ assarion), figs. 21-24 (coins of the assarion). figs. 25-27 (coins of the tetracha~kon), figs. 28-29 
(coins of the hemiassarion), tigs. 30-31 (coins of the dichalkon) and figs. 32-35 (Homereion cOIns). 
795 This was first claimed by Maurogordato, 1918, p . .f I. The theory is plausible on account of the fact that the 
word appears alongside the name and title of Preimos. This seems t? record that he ~el~ t~e same office twice. It 
is not unusual in Chios and other Greek cities under the Roman penod for the same mdlvlduals to hold the office 
of eponymous archon, or any other office for that matter more than one time. 
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slightly different in style to those of the fust coinage. It is clear that these new reverse dies 
were produced to accommodate the word lln: in the legend since their types are identical with 
issues from the first series. Some smaller denominations bearing only the name of the demos 
show obverse types that are identical in style to the types used exclusively for the "second' 
coinage of Preimos and were therefore struck as part of this coinage. 
Preimos 1 st coinage: large denominations record the name of the magistrate as TIPEIMOI.. Small denominations 
show the sphinx facing r. 
Preimos 2nd coinage: large denominations show the name of the magistrate as IlPEIMO~ ~I~. Small 
denomination show sphinx facing I. 
This is the earliest series from the later Roman period bearing the name of an 
individual. As we saw the legend makes no allusion to the role the individual might have 
played in the production of the issues and seemingly the title of a' px[ ov] next to his name 
only refers to him for dating purposes; in other words suggesting that Preimos 'happened' to 
be the city's chief magistrate at the tinle of the issue.796 However certain features of the 
coinage suggest that he is likely to have been in charge of the issues bearing his name, 
probably in a way similar to that of individuals signing earlier coinage with only their personal 
names and without including in the legends any title.797 
One obverse die of the 2-assaria ofPreimos's second coinage was also used in an issue 
bearing the ethnic without referring to the eponymous magistrate at the time (illustrated PI. 
XLII, fig. 15-16). Since Preimos is named on two different issues of the same denomination, 
the absence of another eponymous magistrate's name on the "anonymous' (demos) issue 
shows that the name of Preimos could not have been incorporated in the coin legend 
796 See RPC /, p. 2, for a discussion of the appearance of the name of a magistrate in the legend of Roman 
provincial coinage for dating purposes. . . . . 
797 See the chapter on typology in the section where I dls~~ss the a~thonty. that was P?sSlbly entrusted .wlth the 
. f· t Chl·os For contributions by wealth)' cItIzens -WIth or WIthout holdmg office at the tlme-Issue 0 comage a . . . 
towards the cost of minting coinage during the Roman Impenal penod see RPC. p. 16. 
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exclusively for dating purposes. The question is simple: if the authority of the mint was dating 
the 3 and 2-assaria issues according to the tenures of Preimos, why did it not do so for the 
other 2-assaria issue but instead only included the ethnic in the coin legends? 
By holding the office for a second time Preimos was responsible for more coins struck 
in his name. In all probability he may have funded the striking of these issues after his 
appointment. This may have been a 'liturgy' as suggested by Maurogordato (1918, p. 13-14) 
in which case Preimos would have left all the profit from the minting operation to the city. 
Alternatively he may have financed the striking of coinage as an investment and then shared 
the profit with the city. The latter theory seems more attractive in light of the fact that his 
name only appears on the 3 and 2-assaria, issues which would have brought in the largest 
money return. 
If the issues bearing the magistrate's name were paid for by this individual, as I 
suggest, then this numismatic evidence might have wider implications for our knowledge of 
Roman Chios in general. The state seems to have been experiencing difficulties in funding the 
striking of coinage and probably relied on an individual, Preimos, to pay for this expense. 
Since the name of Preimos only appears on the larger denominations which brought in larger 
profits than lower denominations, it is likely that Preimos may also have taken a share of this 
profit. 
It is particularly interesting that the mint engraved new reverse dies, and even a small 
number of obverse dies, to accomodate the legend referring to Preimos's second tenure. If the 
mint wanted to commemorate the holding of office by Preimos for a second time it could have 
countermarked the existing coinage with the word ~IL and then reissued it to circulation. 
Oddly enough one of the coins from the second series, in the B. N., is overstruck on another 
one of the same denomination from the first series. The undertype is clearly visible and the 
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COIn is unworn (PI. XLII, fig. 13). This seems to suggest that there may have been a 
withdrawal of the earlier coinage over which the second series was overstruck. If this is true 
than the second series is not likely to have been struck to supplement the first series but may 
have been an attempt by the mint (and possibly Preimos) to take a second profit from the 
COInage. 
The 'Preimos Series' also includes the final Homereion issue (PI. XLII, figs. 29-32), 
produced by the engraver of the dies for the second coinage of Preimos. The obverse is almost 
identical to that of the tetrachalkon (see below) and the hemiassarion, the only difference 
being the symbol beside the sphinx. On the coinage bearing denominational values this 
symbol is the prow of the ship while for the Homereion issue an amphora is used. The fact 
that these very similar dies were not confused between the different type of coinages -as 
happened with the other low-value issues of this series- suggests that the mint kept the 
Homereion issues apart from the regular coinage. 
2. New denominations: The 'Preimos Series' follows the example of the last group of Series 
III and includes a wide range of denominations that were struck simultaneously. However no 
coin bearing the denominational legend of the obol is known from this or any later series; the 
name appears to have been dropped from the system of struck denominations, though the 
value continued to be struck but under a new denominational name, that of 2-assaria. Coins 
of this new denomination bear the same reverse type and are similar in module to the obol of 
previous series (for coins of this denomination see PI. XXXIX. figs. 7-10). It would seem 
therefore that the replacement of the obol by the 2-assaria would have had no real effect on 
monetary transactions. With this nan1e change all denominations of the assarion and larger, 
were expressed as multiples of the assarion and the local monetary system of large bronze 
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denominations had been completely 'Romanized'. 798 This is clear evidence of the widespread 
use of the term assarion as a denominational value. By the middle of the 2nd century AD this 
was already the most commonly used bronze denomination throughout the Eastern part of the 
Roman Empire. But, as I discuss in the chapter on bronze denominations, the reckoning in 
assaria continued to be made on the Greek -not the Roman- system and the spread of the term 
assarion is evidence of the adoption of Roman denominational names, though not the Roman 
Imperial denominational system itself, by mints in the Eastern part of the Roman Empire. 
The second coinage of Preimos also includes an issue of the tetrachalkon (PI. XLII, 
figs. 23-25). Since this is the only known issue to bear such a denominational value it appears 
that the series of Preimos represents the most complete set of denominational values ever 
struck by Chios. The tetrachalkon bears on its reverse a bunch of grapes, a type used only once 
before on an issue dating to the late 3rd century BC, known today from a unique coin (Type 
17. III signed by HPOKPATHL, see PI. XIII. Series 17.111, fig. 2).799 The types of both issues are 
stylistically close and the die engraver may have been aware of this earlier issue and copied its 
h f h d .. 800 type on t e reverse 0 t e new enommatlOn. 
The adoption of what was is in all purposes a new type at Roman Chios highlights the 
fact that the tetrachalkon was a new denomination. Its unusual type would have been a marker 
of the denomination making it easier for individuals to distinguish the tetrachalkon from the 
hemiassarion, with which it shares a similar diameter and weight. 
The tetrachalkon is only known to have been struck on a single occasion, the second 
coinage of Preimos. It was never issued again, but in any case no issues lower than the 
798 With the term 'Romanization' I refer to the adoption of Roman names for issues that were previously known 
by Greek names. However the system in the East continued to function as before and there is no evidence of 
gradual adoption of the Roman monetary system (see the discussion in the chapter on denominations). 
799 A bunch of grapes (though without the top of branch) was also used as countermark -not the type- on issues of 
Roman Series I. 
800 See the chapter on typology where I discuss examples from Chios where types of the coinage have been 
copied from earlier issues suggesting that the mint may have kept earlier issues for reasons of reference. 
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assarion were struck following this series. Coins of the hemiassarion and the tetrachalkon are 
struck on a similar module -they share the same diameter, with the tetrachalkon only slightly 
heavier in weight. The tetrachalkon was only a chalkous above the hemiassarion and therefore 
both denominations were of similar value. This evidence suggests that the tetrachalkon 
denomination would have played a limited role in the local monetary system since other 
established denominations amply covered the same type of transactions as this denomination. 
I doubt therefore that the mint introduced the tetrachalkon to facilitate transactions; it may 
represent an exceptional issue briefly struck to cover a need rising from a certain expenditure. 
3. Typology: 
With the exception of the tetrachalkon, the types chosen for the 'Preimos Series' are 
known from earlier issues of the Imperial period. All types used on issues of Group D of 
Series III were also applied on those of Preimos. Furthermore, the denominations of the first 
coinage of this moneyer also share symbols in common, in front of the sphinx, with their 
respective denominations of Group D. The only new typological aspect of the 'Preimos 
Series' is the reutilization of a number of motifs last used on the same denominations in an 
earlier series (Series II). For example, a few 3-assaria bear an amphora type (illustrated, figs. 
1-4) and all of the 2-assaria coins of the demos, struck as part of the second coinage of 
Preimos, bear a cantharos (figs. 15-16). The use of these earlier types is one more sign of 
Chian conservatism since the mint was content to reuse types from older issues rather than 
. d. 801 
start mtro uCIng new ones. 
801 The 3 and 2-assaria with types from an earlier series do not represent an attempt by the mint to reintroduce 
the weight standard of these earlier issues. The weight of coins bearing the older types are on the same weight 
range as issues bearing the more recent types 
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4. Die studies: All issues bearing the name ofPreimos are die linked (see the coin catalogue). 
A total of 4 obverse and 6 reverse dies were used for striking the 3-assaria issue of the first 
coinage. The same denomination of the second coinage was issued from a total of 4 obverse 
and 6 reverse dies; two of these obverse dies had already been used in the first coinage of 
Preimos, and provide us with die links between the two coinages of this magistrate.802 In total 
six obverse dies were used for striking the 3-assaria of the entire series. 
The 2-assaria issue of the first coinage of Preimos used in total 3 obverse and 2 reverse 
dies, and a single obverse and 3 reverse dies were used for striking issues of this denomination 
in this magistrate's second coinage. One of the latter issues, as we saw above, bears only the 
ethnic and not the name of Preimos but was struck with the obverse die of the second coinage 
with the magistrate's name. 
Coins of the 2-assaria issue with the demos legend have worn details in their obverse 
type, which even applies for those with few signs of circulation. In contrast to this, coins from 
the same denomination and issue but with the magistrate's name, show clear details in the 
obverse.803 This suggests that the obverse die would have been already worked when it began 
striking the demos issue. The 2-assaria offer us the opportunity to compare issues of the same 
denomination belonging to two different types, either in the name of a magistrate or the 
demos. The issue of the 2-assaria naming Preimos used a total of three obverse while that of 
the demos used a single obverse die which was already used by the magistrate. The evidence 
802 Preimos, First Coinage, Die Links: 1 st obv. die, figs. 1, 2, 5; 2nd obverse die, figs. 3; 3rd obv. die, fig. 4; 4th 
obv. die, fig. 6. Preimos, Second Coinage, Die Links: 1st obv. die (1st obv. die ofPreimos A), figs. L 3; 2nd 
obv. die (2nd obv. die of Preimos A), figs. 2, 4; 3rd obv. die, figs. 5-9; 4th obv. die, fig. 10. 
803 See PI. XLI L figs. 15-16, with illustrations of some ofthe best preserved 2-assaria of the demos. These do not 
bear signs of a long circulation but none seem to shO\v any minute details on the sphinx type, for example the hair 
on its head or the distinctive side lines on the prow of the ship. Note that these details are clear on slightly worn 
coins signed with the name ofPreimos, but of the same die as the previous ones, for example the illustration of 
such coin, fig. 13. 
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suggests that the 2-assaria issue of the demos was no more than supplementary coinage to that 
of the magistrate. 
The obverse die of the 2-assaria seems to have been produced by the same engraver 
who cut the fourth die of the 3-assaria of the second coinage of Preimos since the sphinx of 
these issues is stylistically similar and of a distinctive type quite different to that appearing on 
the other issues. 
Only a single obverse and reverse die were used for the issue of the 1 Y2 assarion of the 
first series. The assarion of this series was also struck from a single obverse die but one 
reverse die each was used in the three different issues of this denomination (see the coin 
catalogue). The assarion of the second series used two obverse dies and one reverse die for 
each of the three different varieties. Issues smaller than the assarion (tetrachalkon, 
hemiassarion, dichalkon) were all struck from the same single obverse die, while two reverse 
dies have been counted for each one of these denominations. 
The die study shows that the largest number of coins was produced for the 3-assaria 
and the 2-assaria, both in the name of Preimos. In contrast to this, issues of the smaller 
denominations, which only bear the ethnic, would have been scarcer. We seem here to have a 
marked difference in the amount of coinage bearing the name of the magistrate and that which 
does not. As discussed above the mint at Chios used a larger number of dies for striking the 3-
assaria issues than for any other denomination, followed by the obol (2-assaria). In contrast to 
this, issues for smaller denominations only used a single or two obverse dies. It may be that 
the need for coins of the small value was not as pressing as that of the largest denominations. 
It is interesting that the striking of the important large denominations were entrusted to an 
individual while the less valueable lower value denominations were struck by the demos. 
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5. Proposed dating: As we saw, the two different coinages of Preimos are die linked and 
their denominations share the same weight, diameter and die axis. These features indicate that 
little time elapsed between the issues. There are some slight stylistic differences between the 
types on the two coinages, but these may be attributed to the work of different die engravers. 
We have no idea how many years may have elapsed between the two tenures of Preimos in 
office.804 On the evidence of the coinage, it would seem that he did not hold office 
immediately after his first term, but probably a few years later. 
As with most other Chian coinage struck during the Roman period we seem to lack the 
evidence that may help us propose an absolute dating for the issues. None of the coins are 
recorded from closely dated hoards805 or archaeological contexts and I have been unable to 
find an overstruck coin with an undertype that is clear enough to be identified and dated, 
which would indicate a likely period when Preimos may have struck coinage. The types, 
typical of the Chian issues, lack all reference to contemporary historical events. 
Though the full name of a magistrate appears on the large denominations this by itself 
IS not useful in dating the issues since no individual bearing all three names KOY[INTOl:] 
OY A[AEPIOl:] nPEIMOl: is recorded in any known Chian inscriptions. The name nPEIMOl: -though 
not referring to the magistrate in charge of the coinage- is epigraphically attested in Roman 
Chios and I discuss below its possible relevance for the chronology of the coinage.806 
804 Examples from dated issues of other Greek mints are not in particular helpful as there are cases of magistrates 
holding office in short intervals of a couple years and others of.over a decade. . . . . . . 
805 A coin of the 3-assaria denomination was part of a hoard said to have been found m the VICInity of Kyparnsla 
in the Peloponnese, and published in T. Jones, 'Greek Imperials-A Numismatic Riddle', Proceedings of the 
American Philosophical Society 107 (1963), pp. 308-347, Appendix B' Coins from 'Kyparissia', p. 347, no. 31. 
The hoard was composed of a variety of Roman provincial coi~ag~ coveri~g the period from the reign of . . 
Claudius (41-54) to that of Valerian (253-259). Though the maJonty of coms are of the 2nd century AD thiS IS 
not particularly helpful in attempting to date the Chian coin. ., .. . 
806 However see the epigraphical evidence, discussed below, for other Chlans bearmg the name pOSSibly hmtmg 
to the period when Preimos might have been in office. 
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The two emissions of Preimos are impossible to date with accuracy but there are 
certain features that may indicate a general period of striking; most important of these is style 
and metrology. Maurogordato proposed a date for the issues exclusively on their style and 
classified them in his sub-period -y, dating between 'Nero's death and the middle of the second 
AD' 807 Th' . d . century . IS peno corresponded wIth what was thought in the past to be the high 
point of Roman art, and this was the main reason why Maurogordato (1918, p. 10) placed the 
series in this period. 
Style seems to link some issues from the first coinage of Preimos with types appearing 
on issues of Group D of Series III. These stylistic similarities between the two series appear in 
issues of different denominations such as the 3-assaria and the assarion.808 As we have 
already seen, denominations of the first series of Preimos also bear the same symbols as those 
appearing on Series III, Group D. These features may suggest that the first coins of Preimos 
were struck not long after those of the final group of Series III. 
The reverse type of some issues of the 3-assaria belonging to the second coinage of 
Preimos is probably indicative of a date of issue during the later Antonine period. In 
particular, some of the figures of Apollo and Dionysos on this denomination, for the first time, 
are depicted facing each other and not in the normal frontal pose, as was standard hitherto. A 
study of other Greek coinages suggests that the depiction of a pair of figures, obviously cult 
statues, in this fashion usually dates from the reigns of M. Aurelius and Commodus, and is 
very rare in earlier periods, when frontal representation of standing figures was the rule.809 
807 Klose, 1987, p. 115, records that Maurogordato dated this series between 117 and 150 AD. However 
Maurogordato makes no specific mention of these dates and only states in 1918, p. 10, that this series belongs to 
the latter portion of the period between the death of Nero and the mid 2.nd century A? . 
808 Compare the obverse type of the 3-assaria of Group 0 figs. 13-15 WIth that of Prelmos fig. 6 a~d ~he .a~sa~\On 
of fig. 6 with those of figs. 25-28. Maurogordato, 1918, p. 40, no. III;~. 50, no: 1.12,.r~cords the slmlla~ltles In 
style between the 3-assaria issues in the different series but did not notice the slmtlantles between the dIfferent 
issues of the assarion. 
809 See for example, 'Phocaea', SNG Copenhagen no. \064, issues of the large~t den~mi~ation stru~k by Phocaea 
during the reign of M Aurelius and bearing two deities facing each other when In earlIer Issues of thIs 
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Other evidence on the dating of the issues involves the way the legend is inscribed. 
The issues are the earliest to show the legends inscribed from the left to the right hand side a 
clear sign that they date after the reign of Hadrian (see the discussion above in Series III). The 
fabric of the coins and minting technique also suggest a date in the 2nd century AD though 
these features cannot offer us a more presice dating. 
The best available evidence on the period of issue of the 'Preimos Series' seems to be 
found in the weight standard. Provincial coinages frequently show changes in weight, over a 
short period, during the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, making it possible to date these Chian 
issues by comparing their standard to that of other issues which were striking coinage in the 
same denominational system as Chi os. This method has already been used in studies 
attempting to date the Chian series of the Roman period bearing the names of magistrates. Dr 
Klose has compared the average weight of Chian denominations struck under Preimos, and 
later, with that of issues of Smyrna and Magnesia ad Maeandrum which he perceived as 
belonging to the same denominations as the Chian issues.8IO His study suggests that the 
denominations of Preimos are struck on a similar standard to that used at these cities during 
the first half of the 2nd century AD. On this evidence he proposed that the 'Preimos Series' 
would date during the 2nd century AD and before c 150 AD. 
Klose's approach to the dating of the Chian coinage has been challenged by Anne 
Johnston. In a forthcoming article she considers that Klose may have been comparing the 
wrong denominations of Chios to those struck by the mints of Smyrna and Magnesia ad 
denomination the deities are depicted facing front. The same type also appears on an issue of this mint dating to 
Commodus, see 'Phocaea', SNG Copenhagen, no. 492-3. On issues ofPhocaea before M. Aurelius, the deities 
are depicted in the frontal pose. On issues of Pergamum from the reign ~f~. Aurelius-Commodus, figures of 
Aesclepius and Hygia face each other, foregoing the frontal pose on earlIer ISSU:S. 
810 D. Klose, Die Munzpragung von Smyrna in der Romischen Kaiserzeif (SerlIn, .1987), pp. 114-115. Note that 
none of these issues of Asia Minor bear denominational values in their types as ChlOS (see the chapter on bronze 
denominations ). 
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Maeandrum. 811 Johnston states that one of the possible reprecussions from this error is the 
proposing of a wrong date for the issues of Preimos. The results of her study of the Chian 
issues suggests that the I Yz assarion, 2 and 3-assaria of this mint are struck on a similar 
weight as the same denominations of Smyrna from the reigns of Antoninus Pius and M 
Aurelius. However she considers that the Chian denominations of the assarion and lower may 
have been struck on a heavier standard than that of Smyrna (Johnston, forthcoming article, p. 
13, Table 8). Based on this evidence Johnston proposed a date of c 150 AD, or slightly later, 
for issues of Preimos. 
As I discuss in the chapter on the bronze denominations, these studies by Klose and 
Johnston were probably comparing the standard of the Preimos issues to that of foreign issues 
struck on a different denominational system (and standard) to the one employed at Chios. It is 
more likely that Chios was using the same denominational system as that of mints in the 
province of Achaea, and not Asia. Chian issues should therefore be compared to those of the 
mints in Achaea to try to establish their period of issue. 
I discuss this idea in the chapter on denominations where I propose comparing the 
standard of the issues of Preimos with that of Aigion, a mint of Achaea striking issues with 
marked denominations. The results of these comparisons show that issues of Preimos agree 
well with the standard of Aigion during the joint reign of M. Aurelius and Commodus (177-
180 AD). On this ground I would suggest that the coinage of Preimos dates during the later 
reign of M. Aurelius, and therefore two or three decades after the period proposed for these 
issues in previous studies. 
811 Klose did not include the JJ/2-assarion denomination for issues of Smyrna-Magnesia,. and Johnston bel~eves 
that he was comparing the 3-assaria of Chios with what may in fact have .been. the 2~assan~. The 1112 assan?n 
was a common struck by a number of Greek mints during the Roman penod -mcludmg Chlos- and Johnston s 
claim seems to be correct. 
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6. Epigraphic evidence: The tria nomina of Preimos reveal that he would have been one of 
the Roman citizens of Italian descent that may have settled at Chios during the Republican 
period,812 rather than a local Chian who inherited the Roman citizenship from his parents or 
acquired it personally from an emperor.813 We know from inscriptions at the sanctuary of 
Apollo in Claros, dating to the brief period of 164-7 AD, of three different contemporary 
Chians that bore the name nPEIMOL All three individuals were local Chians since none , 
possessed Roman citizenship,814 and were either children or in puberty at the time when the 
inscriptions were inscribed.815 It is therefore unlikely that anyone of these may be identified 
with the namesake magistrate. However the simultaneous appearance of three individuals of 
approximately the same age bearing the same name is probably not a coincidence. As the 
name is not known from earlier or later Chian inscriptions it is likely that it may have been 
fashionable only for a brief period during the period when all three individuals were born (c 
150-160 AD). It may be that the name became popular via a single individual and the 
magistrate named on the coinage presents an attractive possibility. If this is true than the 
eponymous magistrate named on the coinage may have been politically active during the 
middle of the 2nd century AD, or slightly later. 
7. Archaeological finds: A small number of coins of the Preimos have been found in foreign 
sites, whilst a coin with an unknown provenance bears a foreign countermark which was 
812 Sarikakis, 1970, pp. 193-4; Preimos shared the same gentilicium (Valerius) with a number of Roman 
'negotiatores' that were resident at Delos and Athens since the end of the 2nd century BC; (Sarikakis for 
references ). 
W All issues of the second coinage omit the forenames of Preimos. This made Sarikakis consider the possibility 
that this individual first issued these coins and made a second issue after he had received Roman citizenship. This 
however is contradicted from the legends themselves which show that the second coinage does not include the 
full name of the magistrate in the coin legends. Regardless of this, his tria nomina make it clea~ that Preimos was 
not Greek. and members of his family must have been Roman citizens for a number of generatIOns. 
81-1 Sarikakis, Chian Prosopography, p. 391, no. 208 (162-5 AD); no. 209 (162-5 AD); no. 2 \0 ( 159-16? ~D). 
The Chians with Roman citizenship recorded in inscriptions of Chios or even Klaros, always declared thiS fact by 
including the tria nomina in the records of their names. . .. 
815 The young age of these individuals is established from the f~ct that t~el~ names appear I~ the lists 
com;nemorating the children that sung in honour of Apollo dunng the pllgnmage of the Chlans at Klaros 
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possibly applied at Ephesus.816 A 3-assaria coin from the largest denominations originates 
from the region of the Peloponnese, allegedly found in a hoard near the modem town of 
Kyparissia (see above). The Chian denomination most widely circulating outside Chios was 
the tetrachalkon, found in five different foreign sites, Corinth,81? the Athenian Agora,818 
P 819 A 820 d S 821 0 h d .. d' ~ . fi d ergamum, ssos, an myrna. t er enominatlOns represente In loreign In s 
include an assarion from the Athenian Agora,822 and possibly a coin of the same 
denomination from Pergamum.823 The economic implications of these finding are discussed 
below in the chapter on the economy. 
816 Th t k was applied in c. 260 AD, and is of no help in dating the issue of the coin but does show 
e co un ermar .. I Id I'k h k M 
that this particular coin was circulating in Asia Minor ~lmost a century after Its Issue. wou 1 e to t an rs 
A. Johnston for her thoughts on this countermarked com. 
817 Edwards, 1933, no. 454 
818 Kroll, Athens Agora xn '/, p. 271, no. 947 
819 K Reglino MunzJunde aus Pergamon, (Dresden, 19(5). no. 357.. . 
820 H. w. Bell, 'Coins from Assos', pp. 295-313, no. 190, in Excavations at ',4ssos. (Carnb.ndge, (921) .. 
8J I ., t' " t ollectl'on and is unpublished. A provenance trom Smyrna IS almost certam. 
- The com IS part 0 a pI Iva e c 
822 Kroll Athens Agora XXI 'I, p. 271, no. 946. ., . . ' . 
8'),.' 358 h thl's find is uncertain and the com IS not 10 Berlm alongsIde the other coms 
- Reglmg, 1915, no. ,owever 
found from this excavation. 
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SERIES WITH PREIMOS PI. XXXIX-XL 
All legends starting with this series run r. to I. clockwise 
Denominations: two chalkoi, assarion, I Y:z assarion, 2-assaria, 3-assaria 
3-assaria: 
Type A: Obv.: sphinx seated r. and lifting I. paw over prow of galley; denominational legend AC-CA-PIA, 
TPIA(in exergue) 3 dies. 
Rev I: amphora in the centre; an eight-rayed star and a wreath tie on each side of the amphora; EnIAPXOO- Y AnPEIMOY; 
X-I-Q-N inscribed in two lines to the I. and r. of the amphora [M. 1 I 3 a]. 2 dies 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 115; 17.37g,6,fig.1.01,R.l 
no. 116; 13.18g,6,fig.2.0LR.2 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3204; 14.38g, 6. 
Rev. II: as Rev. type L but ears of grain and poppies at the base of the amphora in place of the fillets of the previous type [M. 
113b] two dies 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
Christchurch; 15.04g, 6, fig. 3.02, R. 3 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3202; 13.89g, 6; pierced, fig. 4. 03, R. 4 
Rev. III: Apollo and Dionysos as in the same type depicted on the 3-assaria of Series III, Group C; EnIA-PXKO-OY A-
nPEIMOY, XIQN (in exergue) [M. 113g] 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3192; 15.60g; ill. Maurogordato, 1918. PI. II. 1 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17981 T; 17.07g. fig. 5. 0 I, R. 5 
Type 8: Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting r. paw over prow of galley; ACC-AP-IA, TPIA (in exergue) [M. 117a]. 
Rev. I: same as Type A Rev. III 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 118: 17.38g, 12, pierced. fig. 6. 04. R. 6 
N. York 
ANS coin coIl.: 




no. 3194; 16.28g, 5; pierced 
2-assaria: 
Type A: O~v.: sphinx se~ted r. lifting r. paw over prow of galley; AC-C-APIA, ~YO (in exergue) 
Rev.: standmg figure facmg front as with the obol type of Series III, Group D; EnrAPKKOOY -AITPEIMOY, XlnN in two 
lines on each side of the figure [M. I 14a] 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
13.23g, 12. fig. 7. O. I, R. 1 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3182; 7.22g, 6. fig. 8. O. 2, R. I? 
no. 3188; 13.15g. fig. 9. O. L R. 1 
no. 3189; 9.89g, 12. 
Munich 
M.K.: 
8. 14g, 6; ill. Maurogordato, 1918. PI. I I. 2 
Type B: Obv.: sphinx seated 1. lifting it r. paw over front of galley; AC-CA-PIA, ~YO (in exergue) 
Rev.: as type A; EnrAPXKOO- Y AITPEIMOY [M. 117b] 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no.; no. 55; 9.88g, 6 
Giessener Munzhandlung Dieter Gorny GMB H, Munchen Auction 64, Oct. 1993 
no. 169; 9.24g. fig. 10. O. 3, R. 2 
I ~2 ASSARJON [M. 114bl: 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting r. paw over amphora; XI-Q-N. 
Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi, IONHM- YCY -CCAP, starting at two 0' clock and ending at eleven; the ends of the thyrsoi mark 




Milne, 1924; 8.40g, 6. fig. 11 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. Co, Chios no. 59: 6.83g. 12. fig. 12 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 




no. 34: v.eight not recorded, 6 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3164; 8.67g, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17987; I 0.19g, 6 
ASSARION: 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting r. paw over bunch of grapes; X-I-QN. 




5.51 g, 6; pierced. fig. 13 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1651, Heldreich 1874: 4.8Sg, 6. fig. 14 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1903-4, B' 24; 4.7Ig, 5 
A A: 
no. 947; 3.42g, 12: published by Kroll, p. 271. 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3160; 5.06g, 6. fig. 15 
Type B: Rev.: as type A but with two wreath ties one on each side at the end of the amphora. [M. 115a] 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no.; no. 61; 4.4g 12 . fig. 16 
TWO CHALKOI 1M 1161: 
Rev.: amphora in the centre; ilIXAA-KON 
Type A: Obv.: sphinx seated r. and lifting I. paw over prO\v of galley; XI-Q-N. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 114: 2.08g, II. fig. 17 




no. 31171; 1.61g, 12. fig. 18 
Kunker Lagerkatalog 120, 1996 
no. 39, no further details available 
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SECOND COINAGE OF PREIMOS XLI - XLII 
Denominations: two chalkoi, hemiassarion, tetracalkon, assarion, I Y2 assarion, 2-assaria, 3-assaria 
The obverse type shows the sphinx seated I. lifting I. or r. front paw over various objects-symbols, different for each 
denomination. For reverse types see issues of individual denominations. Legends are arranged from I. to r. but some 
exceptions are noted. Types are enclosed in dotted circle or wreath 
Same obverse die for two calkoi, hemiassarion, and four chalkoi 
3-assaria: 
Type A: Obv.: same die as Preimos First Coinage, Type A. 
Rev. I: same type as Preimos First Coinage, Type A, Rev. II; ETIIAPXOOY AOP-EIMOY illC [M. 119] 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 947; 15. 78g, 6. fig. 1. 0.1 (1 st die of the first coinage of Preimos), R. 1 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
G. c.; 14.26g, 6. fig. 2. 0.2 (2nd die of the first coinage ofPreimos), R. I 
Paris 
B. N.: 




Rev. II: : Apollo and Dionysos standing and facing each other. Ethnic XInN in exergue, and legend ETII-AP-XOP-
EIMOY ilIC. [M. 118] 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 946; 17.26g, 5. fig. 3. 0.1 (1 st die of Preimos A). R. 2 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
M. c., no. 8387; 17.39g, 6 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no. 54: 14.80, 6. fig. 4. 0.2 (2nd die of Preimos A), R. 3 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1652, Lambros 1908; 16.47g, 6 
Paris 
R. N.: 








Glendining sales catal. July 1929 
no dctails available 
Type B: Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting I. front paw over front of galley; AC-CA-PIA, TPIA (in exergue) 
Rev. I: amphora in the centre, smaller than the above type. Ethnic X - I -0.- N arranged in two lines in field to the I. and r. of 
the amphora. The type is enclosed in an elaborate laurel wreath, tied at the top with a ball; two wreath ties at the end of the 
wreath appear one on each side of the end of the amphora. Magistrate' s legend EmAPXTIPEIMOY AIC outside the wreath; 
the whole enclosed in dotted circle. [M. 121 a] 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 117; 19.50g, 6. fig. 5. 0.3, R. 4 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
L. c.: 17.68g, 6 . fig. 6. 0.3, R. 4 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1653, Rollin; 18.59g. 6 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3206; 15.84g. 6. fig. 7. O. 3, R . .t 
Hirsch Cat. no. 171 
no. 297. no weight and die axis recorded 
Rev. II: Apollo and Dionysos depicted standing and facing each other; Em-AP-XTIP-EIMOYAIC XIQN (in exergue) [not 
recorded by Maurogordato] 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 118; 17.38g, 12 
Oxford 
A.M.: 
14.60g. 6. fig. 8. O. 3. R . .t 
Kricheldort: Auction Xlli. Sept. 1963 
no. IlJ. lJ.2.tg 
Rev. III: Apollo and Dionysos standing facing front a crescent in the tield bd\\el'l1 their heads: Em - APX- TIPEI -MOY Ale. 




no. 176, 17.16,6. fig. 9.0.3. R. 5 
Type C: Obv.: sphinx seated l. ACC-AP-IA TPIA in exergue 
Rev. I: same die as Type B, Rev. IV [not recorded by Maurogordato] 
Cambridge 
F. M. 
Mcl. c.no 19, 14.26, 6. fig. 10. 0.4, R. 6 
2-assaria: 
The same obverse die was used in issues of the second tenure of Preimos and those of the demos. The type shows the sphinx 
lifting r. paw over prow of galley and wearing a crown of sunrays on its head; AC-CA-PIA, I:l. YO(in exergue) 
With magistrate's name [M. 123] 
Type A: standing figure of Oinopion with I. foot slightly bent; the legs are open and not in attention, as in all earlier 
depictions of this type; EnIAPXnp-EIMOYAIC, X-I-Q-N in two lines on each side of the figure. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 948; 1O.17g, 7. This coin is overstruck. fig. 11. 0.1, R. 1 
no. 120; 8.87g, 7, pierced, fig. 12. O. L R. 1 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3183; 1O.05g, 6; overstr. on an issue of the same denomination of Preimos's first coinage. fig. 13. O. L R. 1 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
Bonnet; 1 0.36g, 6 






M. c .. no. 8386: 10.20, 6. fig. 14. O. L R. 2 
Kuner, Cat. no. 26, March 1994 
no. 170: 9.82g 
Typ~ C: as last typ~ but legend EnAPX nPE- IMOYAIL, star at the end of the legend. 
Kolner Munzkabinett. Auction 38, April 1985 
no. 99, no \,~ight and die axis available. fig. 33 
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Without magistrate's name [M. 124a]: same obverse die as previous issue. 
Type A: Rev.: cantharos in the centre; X-I-Q-N in two lines on each side of the cantharos· the whole enclosed in vine 
wreath, tied at the top with two knobs. An ear of grain on each side of the base of the jar. ' 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no. 58; 10.36,6; pierced, illustrated Macdonald, 1901, PI. LIII. II. fig. 15 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1655, V. L. 1907; I I. 74g, 6 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3173; 1 0.80g, 6, illustrated in Maurogordato, PI. II. 5. fig. 16 
Munich 
T. U.: 
no. 3270; 5.33g, 6 
Type 8: Rev.: as above, but no ear of grains at base of cantharos 
Von Aulock collection 
no. 2284; 10.32g. fig. 34 
1 Y2 ASSARION [M. 121b] 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting I. paw over small amphora. Ethnic X-I-Q-N, last letter in exergue. 
Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi in the centre; ACCAP-IONH-MYLY arranged round the type is such a way that the the ends of the 
thyrsoi fit in the legend breaks; all enclosed in vinewreath in the inside of which a small bunch of grapes hangs within the top 
between the two ends of the thyrsoi. 
London 
B.M.: 






no. 3165; 7.57g, 6, pierced. fig. 18 
ASSARION [M. 124b] 
Obv.: sphinx lifts r. paw o\er pHm ofgalky. Ethnic XI-Q-N 
Rev. I: amphora in the centre; an eight-rayed star on each side of the amphora; ACC A-PION. All within a dotted circle. 
(htord 
A. M.: 




no. 1656, V. L. 1910; 4.69g, 6 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3162; 6. fig. 20 
Rev. II: two wreath ties one on each side of the end of the amphora. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 953; 6. 199, 6. fig. 21 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no.; no. 62; 4.9g, 12, illustrated Macdonald, 1901, PI. LIll. 12 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
M. c., no. 8390; 5.59g, 6. fig. 22 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17984; 4.9Ig, 6 
no. 17986; 6.95g, 6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
no. 358; found in Pergamum 
Dr P. Rynearson list, Autumn 1989 
no. 4 
Rev. III: two ears of grain, one on each side of the end of the amphora 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1657, V. L. 1892; 5.04g, 6 
FOUR CHALKOI eM. 124gJ 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. 
Rev.: large bunch of grapes in the centre; TE- TPA-XAAKON. All within a dotted circle. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 956; 2.95g. fig. 23 
no. 110; 2.86g. 6 
Oxford 
A. M.: 




no. 946; 2.95g, 12; published by Kroll, p. 271. 
Corinth 
A A: 
no details recorded; published, Edwards, 1933, no. 454 
Chios 
K.L.: 
6; reputed to have been found in the city of Chios. fig. 25 
Istanbul 
AM.: 
2.17g, 5, found in Assos during the British Excavations of 1910 and published by Bell, 1920. 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3217; 12 
Berlin 
I. B. 1900; 2.72g, 6 
P. O. 1876; 3.04g, 12 
Former Former Former Lindgren colLI. 
no. 585; 3.35g 
HEMIASSARION [M. 124d] 
Obv.: same die as the tetrachalkon 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre; HMIACCA-PION. All within a dotted circle. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 955; 1.74g, 6. fig. 26 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
2.50g. 6. fig. 27 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
Lew. c. no. 1350: 2.35g. 6 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1658, V. L. 1911: 2.09g. 6 
Berlin 
K.M.: 
I. 77g. 6, illustrated in Maurogordato. PI. II. 7 
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TWO CHALKOI [M. 124e] 
Obv.: sphinx lifts L paw over prow of galley; XI -Q-N. 
Rev.: amphora in the centre: ~IXA-AKON. All within a dotted circle. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 958: 1.86g, 12. fig. 28 
HOMEREION [M. 124z1: 
Obv.: sphinx seated L, lifting r. paw over amphora. Ethnic XI-Q-N 




no. 140; 2.79g, 12. fig. 29 
no. 141; 2.96g, 12; prow of galley instead of amphora in front of sphinx 
no. 89; 2.92g, 6 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
M. 1924; 2.98g, 6 
M. 1924; 2.32g, 6 
Glasgow 
G. U.: 
H. c., Chios no.; 69, 3.04g, 6 
H. c., Chios no.; 70, 2.97g, 6, illustrated Macdonald, 1901, PI. LIII. 15 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1659, Lambros 1890: 3.32g, 6. fig. 30 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3156: 3.03g, 6. fig. 31 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17969; 1.97g.6 
T: nc. 17970: 1.99g.6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
Fox 1869: 3.09g. 6. fig. 32 
Dannenberg: 2.66g. 12 
1.. 1906; 2.68g, 12 
I. B. 1928; 2.80g. 12. illustrated in Maurogordato. PI. II. 8 . 
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III. 5. SERIES OF EIPHNAIO~ XLIII-XLIV 
1. General aspects: Following issues by Preimos there seems to have been a gap in the 
production of coinage at Chios since the next series bears little in common with that of 
Preimos. Its types show a completely new style and, most importantly, the standard is also 
different to that of earlier issues. The series consists only of issues of the assarion and higher 
denominations, the 1 ~, 2, and 3-assaria. The 3-assaria are relatively common with 23 coins 
recorded in this study (19 are illustrated in PI. XLIII, fig. 1-15 & PI. XLIV, figs. 16-19) but 
issues of other denominations are rare or even unique. Four coins are recorded for the 2-
assaria (three coins are illustrated in PI. XLIV, figs. 20-22), two for the 1 ~ assarion (PI. 
XLIV, figs. 20-22), and a single coin for the assarion denomination (PI. XLIV, fig. 25), 
The name EIPHNAIOI: is found on seven coins of the 3-assaria denomination (PI. XLIII, 
figs. 1-6). Since this name is always preceeded by the words Em APX it is clear that Eirenaios 
would have been the eponymous magistrate of the city at the time the issue was struck. 
However, as I have suggested for Preimos, it is likely that this magistrate may have been 
named on the coinage for having contributed financially for the issue he signed (see below). 
The other recorded 3 -assaria coins and all smaller issues lack any reference to a magistrate -
showing exclusively the ethnic legend ('demos' issues)- but the 3-assaria of the demos are 
linked to those of the magistrate by the use of one common obverse die (discussed below), 
and an identical style and weight standard. 
The use of a magistrate's name on the largest denomination (with smaller ones only 
showing the ethnic legend) copies the example of the series by Preimos. However there is a 
notable difference between the volume of coinage bearing the magistrate's name and that of 
the demos in the two series. As we saw Preimos signed all of the 3-assaria and most of the 2-
assaria, while Eirenaios did so only for part of the 3-assaria issue. This may reflect the fact 
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that the contribution made by Eirenaios towards the cost of minting was not of the same 
magnitude as that by Preimos. 
No new types were introduced with this series and types are the same as those used on 
issues of Preimos. The 3-assaria bearing the magistrate's name depict exclusively Apollo and 
Dionysos while those of the demos the amphora, both traditional types of the Chian coinage. 
As I discuss in the chapter on typology it is likely that the 3-assaria bearing the figures of 
Apollo and Dionysos are linked to a festival at Chios honouring these deities. In such case it 
is likely that Eirenaios may have paid for this issue within the context of the festival, leaving 
the regular issues -with the amphora type- to the city. 
The 3-assaria with the name of the magistrate have either the letter A in the exergue of 
the obverse (see coins illustrated in PI. XLIII, figs. 1-2) or the letter B (see coins illustrated in 
PI. XLIII, figs. 3_6).824 This may indicate that the coinage was struck on tWo separate 
occasions but it is not clear if it would also mean that the coinages were struck during two 
different tenures of Eirenaios in office, as clearly was the case with Preimos (see above), or if 
these letters only mark two different issues produced during the same tenure.825 
The die study of the recorded 3-assaria coins of Eirenaios has yielded six obverse and 
five reverse dies; the same denomination with only the ethnic legend yielded ten obverse and a 
single reverse die. Clearly the issue with the name of the magistrate was struck in larger 
numbers than that of the demos. The obverse type of the demos shows different styles 
suggesting that this issue was probably struck over a long period while the issue with the 
name of the magistrate used dies of close stylistic similarity suggesting these may have been 
produced by a single die engraver. On the evidence of this die study I would suggest that 
82~ Another typological difference between issues bearing the different letters concerns the positi?ning of th.e 
ethnic in the coin type. Issues with the letter A depict the ethnic in the exergue of the obverse whIle those WIth the 
letter B depict it in the reverse exergue. . _ 
825 An issue of Aphrodisias of the magistrate Zeno also bears the letter B In the reverse: Johnston, 199.), p. 60, 
interprets this letter as marking a second term in office for this magistrate. 
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issues of the magistrate may have been struck during a shorter period than that of the issues 
with demos. The combination of one reverse die with a large number of obverse dies in the 
demos issue suggests that the obverse was used as the anvil for striking the issue. Usually the 
reverse die was used by ancient mints in this position but cases where the obverse die appears 
as the anvil are also attested for other provincial mints outside Chi os. 826 
All of the 2-assaria belong to a single issue of the demos with the cantharos reverse. 
They are struck with a single pair of dies, which would account for their rarity and they were 
probably produced by the die engraver responsible for the third obverse die of the 3-assaria of 
the demos (PI. XLIII, fig. 10). The 2-assaria of the second coinage of Preimos was also 
produced from a single obverse die and, more importantly, its sphinx type bears a stylistic 
similarity to the 2-assaria and the third die of the 3-assaria of the 'Eirenaios Series' without 
the magistrate's name.827 The engraver producing the dies for these issues of Eirenaios was 
copying the style from issues of Preimos suggesting that they may have been the first to be 
struck in the series, at a time when issues of Preimos were still in circulation making it easier 
to influence the design of the new coinage. However the marked difference in the weight 
standard between issues of Preimos and Eirenaios shows that they could not have been in 
circulation together at the time. 
Hitherto no coin of the 1 ~ assarion denomination has been ascribed to this series but 
two coins of this denomination, struck from the same pair of dies, have come to light in recent 
years. The first one was published as a find in the Athenian Agora by Kroll who misidentified 
it as a later (recorded) issue of this denomination, from the series of the magistrate 
826 See for example, Aphrodisias, Johnston, 1995 .., . 
827 For the sphinx depicted on the 2-assaria of the second coinage of Pre 1m os, see IllustratIOns 10 ~1. XLI, ~gs. 
11-12). The 3-assaria of Eirenaios with this sphinx type is illustrated in PI. XLlIL.fig. 1.0' The sphmxes on Issues 
of these different series bear a general stylitical resemblance -though they are not Identlcal- but both share a 
crown of sun rays on their heads, an unusual attribute for the Chian sphinx. 
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Chrysogonos;828 the second coin appeared recently in a coin auction (fig. 24). This study has 
produced evidence that the issue in question belongs to the 'Eirenaios Series', rather than a 
later series, and that it represents a denomination that was previously missing from this series. 
For one, the sphinx type of this 11/2-assarion is stylistically identical with that depicted on the 
3-assaria issues of Eirenaios and also shares identical letter forms with these issues.829 In 
particular we may note the unusual depiction of the letters Nand H, appearing together in the 
legend of the I 'l2 assarion, as one letter (NH); this form was also used for the same letters that 
happen to appear also side by side in the name of EIP(HN)AIOL in the legend of his 3-assaria 
issue. This indicates that a single engraver may have prepared dies for both the 1 112 and 3-
assaria. Finally, a comparison of coins of this issue with those of the same denomination that 
were indeed struck in the later series signed by Chrysogonos, shows that they could not have 
been contemporary since the coins under discussion were struck on a markedly larger flan, 
fitting well with issues of Eirenaios but not Chrysogonos. The issues are also stylistically 
different. 
A unique coin inscribed with the value of assarion was attributed to this series by 
Maurogordato.83o I agree with his identification since it shares the same stylistic features as 
other issues in the series. 
The 3-assaria issues struck in the name of Eirenaios and those bearing only the ethnic 
demos have a known die link (PI. XLIII, fig. 6 of Eirenaios with fig. 7 of demos) indicating 
contemporarity or a very short interval between issues. It may be noted that the style of the 
unlinked obverse dies are similar in style, suggesting the work of a single die engraver (see for 
example Eirenaios, fig. 4, with Demos fig. 13; Eirenaios, fig. 3 with Demos, fig. 18). Stylistic 
828 Kroll. Athens .{~(},.(}.\XI,/, p. 271, no. 950, not illustrated. 
829 The 0 is always smaller than the other letters on t~ese issue,S but not on .Iater ones. 
8JO Maurogordato, 1918, p. 59; it used to belong to hIS own prIvate collectIOn. 
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similarity suggest that part of the demos issue was struck in the interval of the two emissions 
signed by Eirenaios or even alongside these issues. 
Though the issues are likely to have been struck within a short period we also have to 
consider the possibility that the dies were retained for re-use. This certainly seems to have 
been the case for the unique reverse die of the 3-assaria with the demos. This die seems to 
have been used for the entire issue and on some unworn coins the reverse types show evidence 
that the die sustained a significant amount of wear and possible damage. It seems likely that 
the mint may have been forced to strike coinage by this overworked reverse dies over a long 
period, possibly as a result of economic troubles. The same may also be reflected in the small 
number of dies used for issues of the other denominations. 
2. Proposed dating: As we saw style and metrology suggests that these issues may have been 
struck some time after those of Preimos. The standard used in the coinage under Eirenaios 
suffered a substantial loss in weight compared to that of Preimos being, on average, a third 
lighter, though still on the same diameter (see the discussion in the chapter on bronze 
denominations, p. 550).831 This great reduction in the weight standard seems to be the reason 
why no denominations lower than the assarion were issued by Eirenaios. 
As with the proposed datings for the coinage of Preimos a comparison of weights 
between issues of Chios and those of other mints may hold the key for dating the series of 
Eirenaios. Klose (1987, table 19, p. 115) compared the 3 and 2-assaria of Eirenaios with those 
of Smyrna, that he thought were of the same denominations, and found that the standard of 
Chios was close to that of issues of Smyrna during the reign of Septimius Severus. Johnston 
in a forthcoming article on Roman provincial denominations, considers that Klose has 
NIl • E' '." 'J'J 6 I ~ 9 12 
. Prelmos: 5.15, 9.51. 15.46: IrenalOS. -'._-, . -. . 
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compared issues of these mints that were of quite different denominations. She shows that the 
weight of the Chian 2 and 3-assaria are relatively close to those of the same denomination 
struck by Smyrna during the decade 250-260 AD. On this evidence Johnston suggests that 
Eirenaios may date after c 240 AD, a period when the flans of Roman provincial coinage had 
started to shrink. 
However as I discuss in the chapter on the denominational systems, and in the 
discussion of the proposed date for the 'Preimos Series', both numismatists assume that Chios 
followed the standard used in the province of Asia. As a result they have compared the weight 
of the denominations at Chios to those struck by mints in Asia Minor, located close by to the 
island. However it is more likely that Chios was using the main standard of mints in the 
province of Achaea and therefore it seems that the standard of the island's issues is probably 
linked to that of issues from this province. The coinage struck by Aigion in the Peloponesse 
again provides us with comparable material in which the denominations can be identified. A 
comparison of the weights of the coins of Eirenaios and of Aigion reveals that the Chian 
issues are of identical weight with issues of this mint struck during the reign of Septimius 
Severus. Not only that, but both coinages witnessed a remarkably close decline in weight prior 
to the issue of these series, further strengthening the view that they are contemporary issues. 
Other possible evidence on the date of its issue includes the name of the magistrate 
signing the issues. Eirenaios was a local Chian and his name shows that he did not hold 
Roman citizenship, though he was the eponymous magistrate and perhaps responsible for the 
coinage. This suggests that he held office, and struck coinage, before Caracalla's edict of 212 
AD (Constitutio Antoniniana) which conferred Roman citizenship on all but a minority of the 
subjects of the Roman Empire. 832 Chians of Greek origin always stressed in inscriptions and 
831 S. N. Miller. 'The Army and the Imperial House' in The Cambridge A.n.cit!nl ,!isl~r)'. Vol. XII,. Ca~bridge. 
19"'9 I-56 46-47. Onl\' nomads and criminals were not offered citizenship With Caracallas ediCt. J ,pp. , pp. • 
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COIn legends the fact that they possessed Roman citizenship by adding their Roman 
praenomina. This continued even after c 212 AD, and it is not coincidental that all Chians 
recorded in inscriptions dating in the 3rd century AD bear Roman names. The great majority 
of Chians recorded in inscriptions of the 3rd century AD bore the praenomen Aurelius 
showing that they received Roman citizenship as the result of the edict of 212 (Sarikakis, 
1970, pp. 179-181).833 Though by itself not secure evidence for dating the coinage, this theory 
does point to an a terminus ante quem date of212 AD for Eirenaios's magistracy. 
An early Severan date for the series is also suggested by the presence of a coin of the 
'demos' 3-assaria denomination in the Athenian Agora in a context dating to the 250s AD.834 
With this coin were others of various provincial mints, the latest of which is an unworn coin 
of Alexandria Troas of Volusian (c 251-2). The Chian coin has seen some circulation and its 
state is rather similar to that of a coin of Kyme in Aeolis from the same fill struck in the name 
of Tranqui II ina (241_244).835 Considering that this issue bears only the ethnic, and is likely to 
have been struck sometime after that bearing the name of Eirenaios, it would seem that the 
entire issues was already in circulation by c 240 AD. It seems therefore unlikely that the mint 
could have began producing this coinage after c 240. Based on the context of the findings 
Kroll (p. 271, f. 59) has proposed a date for the Chian issue in the later 2nd or the early 3rd 
century AD. This agrees in general with a Severan date for the series already proposed by 
Klose and upheld in this study. 
The issues signed by Eirenaios may have been struck during the reign of Septimius 
Severus and the mint may have continued striking the 3-assaria coinage bearing only the 
833 This shows that before the reign of Caracalla only few Chians were Roman citizens. 
8,~ Kroll, Athens A~ora X\,/'I, p.171, no. 948. The coin was found in A 14:2 in the middle fill ofa cis~em which 
is discussed by Walker, 1980, pp. 49, 123, no 2 & Kroll, Athens A~ora ,\XI'I, p. 30 I, B' . Agora depOSIts'. Both 
Walker and Kroll agree with this date since it is based on strong eVIdence such as the absence ?~ any of the 
common coins of Athens of the reign of Gallien us from the same level and on the overall condItIOn of the dated 
coins. 
835 See Kroll, Athens Agora .\XV/, p. 301, with factors of wear for each coin 
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ethnic, for sometime into the early 3rd century AD. The stylistic similarity between the 
obverse of some of these issues and the earliest issues of Chrysogonos and one of the 
'Omonoia' issues between Chios and Erythrae (see below) suggests that some of the 'demos' 
coinage may have been circulating for a while and copied in these later issues. However the 
absence of any die links between Eirenaios and Chrysogonos would signal a break in the 
coinage. The reign of Philip I (244-249) is the period I propose for the early issues of 
Chrysogonos (see below) which suggests a terminus post quem for the final issues of the 
'Eirenaios Series' -bearing the ethnic legend- during the 230s AD. 
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SERIES WITH EIRHNAIOS XLIII-XLIV 
Denominations: Assarion, 1 Y2 assarion, 2-assaria, 3-assaria 
TRIA ASSARIA: 
With maeistrate's name: [all types are included in groups M. 125-6] 
Type A: 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting I. front paw over front front of galley; AC-T-PIA, [A)XInN (in exergue). All with a dotted 
circle. 
Rev.: Apollo and Dionysos standing and facing each other, similar to type B, rev. II, of the 3-assaria, of the 2nd coinage of 
Preimos; EnI-AP-XEI-P-HN[AIOY). All with a dotted circle. 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
M. c., no. 8389; 8.25g, 12, fig. 1. O. I, R. I 
Type B: 
obv.: same as type A, but ACCAPI-AT -PIA, AXInN (in exergue) 
rev.: same as type A, but EnI-AP-XEI-PHNAIOY 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3196; 9.85g, 6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1905; 9.95g,836 6, illustated in Maurogordato, PI. II. 9. fig. 2. O. 2, R. 2 
Type c: 
obv.: same as type A: AC-A-PIA, TPIA (in exergue) 
rev.: same as type A; EnI-APX-EIP-HNAIOY, BXIQN (in exergue) 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 944; 9.89g, 6, fig. 3. O. 3, R. 3 
no. 427; 8.45g, 6, fig. 4. O. 3, R. 4 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
T: no. 17980: 10.50g, 12, fig. 5. O. 5. R. 4 
Type D: 
obv.: sphinx seated r.: AC. ... -PIA, TPIA (in exergue) 
rev.: same as type C 
Athens 
N.M.: 
no. 5532: 8.07g. 12. fig. 6. O. 6. R. 5 
836 Mdt 1918 P "8 records the weight of this coin as 7.49g which is wrong. aurogor a 0, ,... 
--l8--l 
Without magistrate's name [M. 127a] 
The reverse is a single die showing amphora in the centre; X - I -Q - N in two lines on the 1. and r. of the amphor~ all within an 
ivy wreath with a poppy head and a wreath tie on each side of the base of the amphora 
Obv. die I: sphinx seated r.; same die as Type 0 of the 3-assaria bearing the name of Eirenaios 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 943; 9.60g, 12, fig. 7. O. I 
Athens 
A. A.: 
no. 948a; 10.79, 12; found in a hoard and illustrated by Kroll, p. 271, fig. 8. O. 1 
no. 948b; 8.83g, 12; Kroll, p. 271 




M. 1924; 9.1 Og, 6, coin is worn and overstruck, fig. 9. O. 2 
Obv. die III: sphinx seated 1. wearing a crown ofsunrays on its head; AC-CA-PIA, TPIA (in exergue) 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3208; 7.82g, 6, fig. 10. O. 3 
Obv. die IV: same as above; AC-C-API-A, TPIA (in exergue) 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 30 I; 8.85g, 7. A small cmk on the wing of the sphinx reads Ll YO. fig. 11. O. 4 
no. 945; 9.29g, 6, fig. 12. O. 5 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
M. Co, no. 8394: 7.04g. 7, fig. 13. O. 6 
G. c.: 8.94g, I 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
M. 1924; 8.82g, 12, pierced, fig. 14. Die too damaged to be identified 
Athens 
N.M.: 
Kl' no. 346; 9.88g, I, fig. 15. O. 7 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3210; 7.95'f.. 6, fig. 16. O. 8 




no. 31873; 9.70g, 1 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
no. 873/1899; 8.61g, 7, fig. 18. O. to 
Private collection 
no details available, fig. 19. O. 10? 
2-assaria [M. 127bl: 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting r. paw over prow of galley; AC-C-APIA, 11 YO (in exergue) 
Rev.: cantharos in the centre; ethnic X-I-O-N arranged in two lines in each side of the cantharos. The whole enclosed in 
laurel wreath tied at the top with two knobs. 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 630; 7.57g, 6, fig. 20 
Oxford 
A.M.: 
Martin 1975; 5.66g, 6, fig. 21 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3176; 6.50g, 6, fig. 22 
Former Former Lindgren colLI. 
no. 589, 5.78g 
1 Y2 ASSARION [not included in M.l: 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting I. paw over amphora; X-I-O-N, with the last letter in the exergue; all enclosed in dotted circle 
Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi in the centre; ONH-MYCY -AC A-P-I arranged round the type is such a way that the the ends of 
the thyrsoi fit in the legend breaks; all enclosed in vinewreath in the inside of which a small bunch of grapes hangs within the 
top between the letters P and I. 
Athens 
A. A.: 
no. 950, S-6376, 3.95g?, published, Kroll, p. 272. fig. 23 
Munzen Auktion Essen 67 
no. 103; 4.72g; wrongly described in the auction catalogue as Maurogordato Group 136. fig. 24 
ASSARION [M. 127g1: 
Obv.: sphinx seated I. lifting r. paw over small bunch of grapes; X-I-O-N, the last letter in the exergue; all enclosed in dotted 
circle. 
Rev.: amphora in the centre; ACCA-PII (sic); the whole enclosed in dotted circle. 
London 
B.M.: 
3.22g, 12, fig. 25 
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111.6. M[APKOI] A YP[HAIOI] XPYLOrONOL son ofEIlA<I>POdEITOI XLV-XLVII 
1. General aspects: This series represents the final coinage of the Chian mint struck during 
antiquity and consists of issues of the assarion, 11l2-assarion, 2-assaria and 3-assaria. A large 
number of coins is known for the 2 and 3-assaria and represent the most common issues of 
Chios struck during the Roman period. In contrast to the large denominations, the as sari on 
and 1 Y2 assarion of this series are rare. 
Most recorded issues of the 3 and 2-assaria bear the name of M. A YP. XPYLOrONOL and 
on a few issues his patronymic EnA<I>PO~EITOL in the genitive is also added at the end of his 
name.837 Since the moneyer's name legend is always preceeded by the preposition Em APX it is 
clear that he is referred to on the coinage as the eponymous magistrate of the city, though as I 
discuss below he seems to have been directly linked with the coinage. 
A multiplicity of reverse types appear on issues of the 3 and 2-assaria of this series. 
These include known types of the mint, such as standing figures of Apollo and Dionysos 
facing front, or each other, Oinopion facing front or with head slightly turned, amphora and 
cantharos. Issues of both these denominations are divided into groups based on the style of the 
sphinx type, since the reverse types show little stylistic changes. I have identified four such 
groups for the 3-assaria, three groups for the 2-assaria, bearing obverse types that are 
stylistically different to each other. The groups are composed of a small number of types 
distinguished from the obverse legend (see the coin catalogue). 
GROUP DIVISION: 3-assaria 
Group 1: Type A. Obverse shows sphinx seated I. 
Group 2: Types 8-C. Obverse shows sphinx seated r. of a style similar to that of the sphinx on the coinage of 
Eirenaios 
837 The name EnA<l>PO~EITOL is that of the father of Chrysogonos since it is in the ~en~tive; M~urogordato, 
1918. p. 58, wrongly assumes that this name appears in the coin legends in the nomInatIve and IS an added 
cognomen to the name Chrysogonos. 
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Group 3: Type D. Obverse shows sphinx seated r. lifting front paw over prow of ship 
Group 4: Types E-F-G. Obverse shows sphinx seated r. lifting front paw over prow of ship and turning its head 
towards its back. Both wings are visible on this sphinx. 
GROUP DIVISION: 2-assaria 
Group I: Type A same type as the 3-assaria of Group 2 
Group 2: Types B-C. As type of the 3-assaria, Group 3 
Group 3: Types D-E-F-G. As type ofthe 3-assaria, Group 4 
The 11/2-assarion shares the same type as the 3-assaria, Group 3, and the assarion as that of 3-assaria, Group 4. 
2. Die studies: 
The division of the series into a number of smaller stylistic groups suggests that the coinage 
was probably struck with intervals between rather at the same time. The obverse types are so 
different stylistically that the dies are likely to have been produced by different engravers. Die 
studies have established that not a single reverse die was shared between the different groups 
for the 3-assaria. This is odd in light of the fact that similar reverse types appear for most 
groups. It would seem that dies were worked to their maximum limit forcing the mint to 
produce new dies in successive groups. However the groups of the 2-assaria share the same 
reverse dies and the issue of this denomination would have been more limited than that of the 
3-assaria. 
DIE STUDIES: 3-assaria 
Type A: I obverse, 1 reverse 
Type B: 1 obverse, I reverse 
Type C: 1 obverse, 1 reverse 
Type D: 2 obverses, 10 reverses 
Type E: 1 obverse, 1 reverse 
Type F: 2 obverses, 12 reverses 
Type G: I obverse, 1 reverse. 
DIE STUDIES: 2-assaria 
Type A: 1 obverse, 2 reverses 
Type B: 2 obverses, 6 reverses 
Type C: 2 obverses, 2 reverse 
Type D: I obverse 
Type E: 4 obverses, 5 reverses 
Type F: I obverse 
Type G: 1 obverse 
In total 9 obverse and 27 reverse dies were recorded for the 3-assaria, and 12 obverse and 15 
reverse dies for the 2-assaria. The majority of coins are worn or corroded and dies belonging 
to the same issue differ only in minor details. This means that the number of dies for 
individual types might be higher than that recorded. We also have to consider that research 
yielded a large number of coins for the 3 and 2-assaria in certain groups while others are 
represented only by a few coins. Naturally groups with many coins have produced a larger die 
count than those represented by fewer coins. 
It would seem that each individual group with the magistrate's name was followed by 
an issue of the 3 and 2-assaria bearing only the ethnic and omiting the magistrate's name. 
Confirmation of this seems to be found in the fact that all 3 and 2-assaria coins only referring 
to the demos in their legends were struck with the same obverse dies as issues bearing the 
magistrate's name. 
Denominations smaller than the 2-assaria are rare and struck in much smaller 
quantities than the larger denominations. Only a single obverse die is known for each of the 
1112 and 1 assarion. This is also indicated by the fact that they were struck only within a 
single stylistic group. 
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2. Chronological arrangement of issues and proposed dating: 
An important clue on the general period of issue for this coinage is provided by the 
name of the magistrate. The forenames of Chrysogonos show that he only acquired Roman 
citizenship in c 212 AD as a direct result of Caracalla's edict. 838 His coinage would therefore 
have been issued from the early 3rd century AD and afterwards. 
Nearly all Roman provincial coinage ends with the sole reign of Gallienus, and only a 
tiny number of issues from secluded towns in the interior of Asia Minor are known from the 
reigns of Claudius II (268-270) and Aurelian (270-275). In this light, Chios is unlikely to have 
continued striking coinage after all its neighbouring cities in Ionia had ceased striking. In 
other words issues of Chrysogonos would be placed with certainty within the half century 
between c 212 and 268 AD. Earlier studies seem to have settled for two widely different 
proposed dates for the issues; they are either placed relatively early in the proposed period, or 
at its far end. Klose argues for a date in 222-238, Johnston after 255, and Maurogordato, the 
sole reign of Gallienus.839 On the surface it would seem that the latter date is more likely 
since most major mints in Asia struck their largest amount of coinage under Gallienus 
(Johnston, forthcoming article, p. 12); Chios may also have coined during the same period. 
Before considering an absolute date for the series, we may note that the variety of 
styles of the different types in this series suggest that the entire coinage was not produced at 
the same time but rather in successive emissions. We have already seen that this was also the 
case in the two previous series with the names of the magistrate's Preimos and Eirenaios, 
838 Sarikakis, Chiem Prosopography, p. 342, no. 8. The forename M. Aurelius alludes to Caracalla and not the 
emperor M. Aurelius. If Chrysogonos had received Roman citize.nship from the former emperor he would .h.a\e 
been named Aurelius Chrysogonos. This was the case for the Chlan athlete H~ras w.ho ~ecarne.a R~man cItIzen 
under M. Aurelius and v.hose name was changed to Aurelius Heras (see the dISCUSSIOn In the hIstorIcal 
background, p . ..l7). For other Chians receiving Roman citizenshi~ as a result ~fCa~acalla~s ~dict see Sarikakis, 
1975, pp. 67-8, and also the discussion above on the proposed datmg of the 'Elrenalos Senes . . 
&39 Klose, 1987, pp. 11..l-5; Johnston. forthcoming article, p. 10, table 6: Maurogordato, the sole reIgn of 
Gallienus. 
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where two different emissions of the mint are clearly marked in types of their coinages.84o 
However in the case of Chrysogonos the obverse types of issues in different groups are 
completely different suggesting that issues of this series were struck over a longer period than 
those of the other magistrates. 
What I consider to be the earliest of the groups of Chrysogonos (3-assaria: Types A, B 
and C; 2-assaria: Type A) consists of issues with a sphinx type close to that depicted on some 
of the 3-assaria of the series of Eirenaios bearing only the ethnic. As we saw in the outline of 
the coinage, this issue probably dates to the late Severan period and the earliest issues of 
Chrysogonos may not date much later. 
This type of the earliest group of Chrysogonos is also stylistically similar to the sphinx 
appearing on an issue struck to commemorate the foundation of OMONOIA ('concord') between 
the cities of Chios and Erythrae.841 This OMONOIA seems to have been founded during the 
reign of Philip I (244-249) since one of the commemorative issues of Erythrae bears the bust 
f h· 842 otIS emperor. 
The event is unrecorded in literary or epigraphic sources but was important enough for 
both cities to commemorate it in no less than four different issues struck by their mints. In all 
of these, one type refers to Chios while the other to Erythrae. Chios struck two such 
commemorative issues; the first has an obverse bust of the 'Demos of Erythrae', and the 
sphinx on the reverse with the ethnic of Chios; the second issue has a bust of the 'Demos of 
Chios', and on the reverse a standing figure of Herakles holding a club, and the ethnic of 
Erythrae.843 
840 In the case of Preimos with the word ~IL and in that of Eirenaios with the letter B. 
841 Johnston. forthcoming article, associates the sphinx type on the OMONOIA issues of Erythrae/Chios with the 
type appearing on the Eirenaios isssues. 
842 First published by J. v. Schlosser, NtZ., 189.1, p. 13: Ma~rogor~ato, 1918, p. 69 . 
W On the two issues of OMONOIA struck at ChIOS, see the dISCUSSIon b~ Maurogordato, 1911, pp. 94-95, \\ Ith 
PI. VII. 4-5. 
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This study has produced evidence that the OMONOIA between Erythrae and Chios may 
also have been commemorated on the regular coinage of Chios. A few issues of the 2nd group 
of the 2-assaria depict the figure of Oinopion with his head turned r. However on a unique 
issue of this 2-assaria group, Oinopion has been replaced by a figure of Herakles, the main 
deity of Erythrae and also this city's civic emblem.844 This is the only instance when Herakles 
was used as a coin type on the regular coinage of Chios,845 but this deity, as we saw, appears 
as the symbol of Erythrae on the Chian issues commemorating the OMONOIA with this city. The 
2-assaria 'Herakles' issue may therefore allude to the OMONOIA of Chios and Erythrae and 
would date -together with the other issues of the 2nd group- to the same period as the issues 
overtly commemorating this event during the reign of Philip. 
The last stylistic group has the sphinx looking backwards (3-assaria: Types E-F-G; 2-
assaria: Types D-E-F-G). A coin of the 3-assaria denomination of this group was found in 
what seems to have been a savings hoard dating to the 250's AD.846 The coin shows signs of 
circulation and a date of c. 250 AD is probably the latest for the striking of this issue, rather 
than in the reign of Gallienus. 
A coin of the 2-assaria from this group in the collection of the Koraes library is likely 
to have been concealed in a hoard of antoniniani dating to the reign of Gallienus. The records 
of the collection show that this coin was given to the library with two antoniniani of Salonina, 
wife of Gallienus, of Antioch.847 My inspection of the antoniniani shows that these coins are 
844 See the discussion in the chapter on typology, p. for this unique case of Herakles as a coin type at Chios. 
W As I discuss in the chapter on typology, with the exception ofOinopion and the Apollo-Dionysos group Chios 
did not use any deities as coin types. . .. 
846 Published in Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, p. 272, no. 949. This hoard IS B 17: 1; p. 303. Kroll belIeves that It 
was a savings hoard concealed in a house burnt down in 267. Howev~r ~one of the c~ins are dated after c. 260 
and the hoard seems to have been deposited in the 250s BC; an antommanus of GallIenus found among the 
scattered coins on the floor was lost, according to Kroll, separately from the rest of the hoard and probably 
during the destruction of the house. "" ... 
847 Published by C. A. Papageorgiadou, 'AVE'l(bO'tTl VO~t(J~~'t~l(ll (J~AAOYll 't~<; ~t~Ato91ll(~<; KOP<Xll. XtoU 
('Unpublished coin collection of the library of Koraes ofChIOs ). ChIaka Chromka. 1?85. pp. J-18, p. 6. the 
Chian coin has no. 36 and the antonianoi, nos. 39-40 with reference. RIC, V, I, p. II). 
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certainly from the same hoard; the 2-assaria is covered in a white coating probably of lead or 
silver which during Antiquity would have made it look like a silver coin. This probably 
suggests that known coins of this issue with this coating may have been hoarded with silver 
antoniniani. Perhaps these 'leaded' coins may have tried to pass as antoniniani. If so it 
suggests a common circulation with antoniniani and therefore that these coins would been 
issued in the reign of Gordian III, and afterwards when antonianoi began to be struck in 
enormous quantities and appear commonly in circulation. 
Five coins of the 'Chrysogonos Series' originate from a single site at Delos though it is 
not clear from the publication if they were part of a hoard or stray finds. 848 The only other 
coin found in this site that may be chronologically associated with the Chian coins is an issue 
of Samos from the reign of Alexander Severus (222-235) 
From this limited evidence I would suggest that the Chrysogonos issues, together with 
the associated 'anonymous' (only with the ethnic legend) issues, were produced with short 
intervals in the period extending from the reign of Philip (244-9) to that of Gallienus (259-
268). The majority of this coinage was probably struck between c 240-250 with the latest 
issues during the reign of Gallienus. This proposed period of issue spans two decades, which 
is not particularly long, and a large number of issues of other provincial mints are known to 
have been struck with the same types over a long period. It is not impossible that Chrysogonos 
could have stayed on as the magistrate of Chios over this period, or contributing money 
towards the cost of the minting with intervals coinciding with terms in office.849 Dies may 
also have been preserved and used during a period when Chrysogonos was not in office with 
reverse dies only referring to the demos. 
848 S nos 1911 pp. 79-80, coins nos 34-35 (3-assaria). nos. 36-37 (2-assaria), no. 38 (11/2-assarion). The 
voro, , . . h . d· 
coins are recorded as found during the excavations of 1906-8 \\ith no further InformatIon on t elr Iscovery. 
849 M d Id 1992 P 143 discusses the case of a magistrate at Aphrodisias -contemporary with Chrysogonos-ac ona, ,. , .... ") .., 
striking coinage with an interval of a decade; first dunng the reIgn of TraJan Declus (_49-_5 1 ) and then the sole 
reign of Gallienus. 
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Chios is not mentioned in contemporary literary sources for the 3rd century AD and 
the lack of evidence hinders any attempt in trying to link this large coinage with expenses 
associated with the wars in the region during this period (see the discussion in the historical 
background, p. 48). 
3. Epigraphical evidence: As with all magistrates named in the legends of the issues of the 
Roman period the name Chrysogonos is not found on any known Chian inscription. However 
the name of his father, EnA<I>POLlEITOL, is found in several inscriptions of the second half of the 
2nd century AD (Sarikakis, Chian Prosopography, pp. 149-152, nos. 72-89). None of the 
bearers of this name were Roman citizens and as we saw Chrysogonos is likely to have 
received Roman citizenship himself. This would imply that it is possible that the moneyer's 
father could have been one of these individuals named in the inscriptions and therefore not a 
Roman citizen. 
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SERIES WITH CHRYSOGONOS XLV-XLVII 
Denominations: assarion, 1 1'2 assarion, 2-assaria. and 3-assaria 
3-assaria: 
Type A: Maurogordato? 
Obv.: sphinx seated 1. lifting front paw over prow of galley. ACA-P-IA TPElA in exergue 
Rev.: Apollo and Dionysos standing front; EnAPX-XPVCO-rONOV 
1 rev. 1 obv. 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3194. fig. 1 
Type B M. 130a 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting front paw over prow of galley. ACC-A-PIA TPIA(in exergue) 
Rev.: Apollo and Dionysos standing front EnA-PAVXPV-COrO-NOCTOVEnA<I>POL1EITOV 
betweeen the two figures. 
1 rev. 1 obv. 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
6.82g, 12. fig. 2 
Type C: Not recorded in Maurogordato 
XI il N arranged 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. facing front and lifting front paw over prow of galley. ACAP- IA TPEIA(in exergue) 
Rev.: large amphora with ears of grain at base and a star on each side above the grain. EnAPXAVPXPV-COrONOVXIilN 
1 rev. 1 obv. 
Robert J. Myers: Ancient Coins of Asia Minor, N. York May 1982 
no. 23 no recorded weight or die axis. fig. 3 
Type D: 
All issues of this type show sphinx seated r. facing front and lifting front paw over prow of galley. ACCAP- IA TPIA and 
star at the end of the legend (in exergue) 
2 obv. dies used in this type; for rev. dies see individual issues 
With name of magistrate: 
Rev. I: same as type C [M. 132a] 
I Rev. die 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
Mel. c.. no. 8391: 6.19g, 6: Maurogordato wrongly records the \\eight of this coin as 7.00 grammes PI. IX. II. fig. 4 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
7. 109, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 33054: 8.53g, 6: possihl~ cmked \\ ith tripod symbol 
Former Lindgren col. 
no. 586: 6.43g 
Rev. II: amphora with ear of grain and poppy one each I and r. of the amphora's base. ETIAPAVXp-VCOrONOV X-l-n-N 
arranged in two lines on either side of the amphora. [M. 133a] 
1 rev. die 
Oxford 
A. M.: 
7.62g, 12. fig. 5 
Rev. III: as previous type. ETIAPA Vxp-VCOrONOVTOVETIA<f>PO~ EITOV the latter part of the legend appears in a 
second line, in the field I. of the type. between it and the remaining legend; X-l-n-N arranged in two lines on either side of 
the amphora. Not recorded in Maurogordato. 
I rev. die 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
Lewis col. no. 1354; 5.41 g, 6. Coin is broken. fig. 6 
Rev. IV: amphora in centre, En-AP-AV-XP-VCO-fON-OV-XI-n-N on the I. or r. of the type; all within laurel wreath. 
I rev. die. Not recorded in Maurogordato. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 130; 6.16g, I. fig. 7 
Rev. V: Two standing figures of Apollo and Dionysos facing front EnAPXAPXPV-COfON-OVTOVEnA<f>p-O~EITOV. 
X-I-noN arranged in the field between the figures. Same as type B. [M.I31] 
1 rev. die 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 5.9Ig, 6. fig. 8 
Without magistrate's name: 
Rev. VI: Small amphora within wreath, a head of grain on each side of its base, X-I-n-N in two lines, one each on the I. and 
r. of the type [M. 135] 
2 rev. dies 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 29; 8.09g, 6. fig. 9. R. t 
no. 5 ; I I. 97g, 6. R. 2 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1660, V. 1.. J 890; 7.45g, 6 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1903-4 B' 28; 6.85g, 6, found at Chios, pierced. R. I 
Rev. VII: amphora -notably larger than other amphora types on issues of this series- a poppy and head of grain on each side 
of the amphora base [M. 133a] 




no. 940; 8.29g, 6. fig. 10 
Rev. VIII: Apollo and Dionysos standing facing front X-I-Q-N, star in exergue [M. 134] 
2 rev dies? 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
Mel. C., no. 8394; 7.04g. 7. fig. 11 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1908-9: 8.04g, 6 
A A: 
PP-442, no. 949; 7.94g, 6; published Kroll, Agora XXVI, p. 272 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 8.70g, 6 
TVDe E: [M. 139, but failed to note that the obverse type is different to type F) 
Obv.: sphinx seated r with head turned back. A-C-A-P-I-A TPIA followed by dot (in exergue). Maurogordato has 
confused this type with that of the following type. 
Rev.: similar to type III but legend EnIAPXAVPXPV-CorONOVXI, an eight rayed star at the end of the legend. Q N in 
field to the I. and the r. of the amphora with an eight-rayed star under each one of the letters. 
I obv. and I rev. die 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M. 
no. 1662, Held. 1881; 6.98g, 6. fig. 12 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 7.98g, 6 
Type F: 
All coins have obverse type sphinx seated r. with head turned back ACAPI - A -T -P- IA 
In total 2 obverse dies used; for rev. dies see the individual issues below. 
With name of magistrate: 
Rev. I: Same as Type D, Rev. III 
2 rev. die 
London: 
B.M.: 
no. 128; 5.90g, 7. R. I 
no. 302; 7.11g, 5. R. I 
no. 938; 8.70g. 7. R. 2 
Oxford 
AM.: 
6.22g. 12. R. I 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3180: 6.08g. 12. R. 2 
no. 3182: 7.22g.. 6. R. I 
[M. 137] 
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no. 3185; 6.82g, 6 
G. C.; 7.63g, 6. R. 2 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
F. 1851; 5.38g, 5. R. 2 
790/1878;8.70g,12.fig.13.R.I 
Rev. II: Two standing figures of Apollo and Dionysos facing each other, EnI-APXX-PV-COrONOV XIQN (in exergue). [M. !38b] 
3 rev. dies 
London 
B.M.: 
7.52g, 6. fig. 14. R. 1 
no. 129; 7.40g, 7 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
L. C.; 5.65g, 6. R. 2 
Oxford 




H.c., Chios no. 64; 7.5g, 6. R. 1 
Athens 
N.M.: 
Kanellakis C., no. 22; 6.94g. 6. R. 3 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3190; 7.68g, 12. R. 2 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
L., 6.14g, 12. R. 3 
I. B. 1928; 7.57g, 12. R. 3 
Auction Munzen und Medaillon Jan 95 Kat 31 
no. 36, no details available 
Without magistrate's name: 
Rev. IV: small amphora X-I-Q-N arranged I. and r. of the amphora, a dot next to the letters X and I: poppy head and star on 
each side of the lower part of the amphora [M. 144] 
1 rev. die'? 
London 
B. M.: 




H. c .. Chios no. 66; 8g, 12 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1666, Held. 1870; 7.55g, 12 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3211; 8.75g, 12. fig. 15. This coin was struck with the second obverse die 2 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
F. 1851; 5.93g, 7 
1. B.; 8.46g, 2 
Rev. IV: Small amphora within laurel wreath tied with large ball on top; ear of grains at base of amphora. Same as type C. 
X-I-Q-N. Not recorded in Maurogordato. 
2 rev. dies 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 29; 8.09g, 6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
8.78g, 12, doublestruck. R. 2 
Rev. V: Two standing figures of Apollo and Dionysos facing each other. X-I-Q-N [M. 143 b) 
2 rev. dies 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
Lew. c .. no. 1353; 6.96g, 12. coin is pierced. R. 1 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 31871; 7.72g, 12. fig. 16. R. 2 
Rev. VI: Two standing figures of Apollo and Dionysos facing front. [M. 143 a] 
2 Rev. dies? 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 134; 7.65g. 6 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 







no. 10494; 7.02g, 5 
I. B. 1928; 7.78g, 7 
Type G: Obv.: sphinx seated r. with head turned back ACCAPI-A- T -P-IA .. 
Rev.: same as type E Not recorded in Maurogordato 
I Obv. and I rev for this type. 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 938; 8. 70g, 7 
Type A: [M. 130b] 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting I. front paw over prow of galley. AC-C-APIA Ll Vo in exergue 
Rev.: standing figure ofOinopion. EnAPXAVPXPVCOr-ONOVTOVEnA<l>p-OLlEITOV-XIo.N 
I obverse, 2 reverse 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3187; 5.2Ig, 6. fig. 18 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 4.52g, 7 
Type 8: All coins have obverse type sphinx seated r. lifting front paw over prow of galley. ACC-A -PIA Ll Vo. (in exergue) 
with magistrate's name: 
Rev. I: cantharos, EnAPAVXp-V-COrONOVXI. o.-N in field I. and r. of the cantharos. [M. 132 g] 
1 obverse, 1 reverse 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 28; 7.07g, 6. fig. 19 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
Lew. c .. no. 1351; 3.48g, 6 
Rev. II: cantharos. EOAPAVXp-V-COrONOV 
Maurogordato reference as above. 
same obverse as above? 1 reverse 
Athens 
N.M.: 
5536b; 4.97g, 5 
Former Former Lindgren coil.. 
no. 588: 4.65g 
x -I -0. -N arranged in two lines on the I. and r. of the cantharos. Same 
Rev. III: Standing figure ofOinopion facing r. EOAPAVXp-VCOrONOV X-I-o.-N arranged in two lines on the I. and r. 
of the figure. 1M. 132b] 




no. 131; 4.94g, 6. fig. 20. R. 1 
Paris 
B.N: 
no. 3186; 4.34g, 6. R. 2 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
I. B. 1928; 4.62g, 6. R. I 
Rev. IV: nude figure of Herakles standing and facing r. His I. hand is draped and holds a club downwards; with his r. hand he 
holds a lionskin. same legend as the previous type. Not recorded in Maurogordato. 
1 obv. 1 rev. dies 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 950;4.80g, 6. fig. 21 
Without magistrate's name: 
Rev. V: cantharos X-I to I. and Q-N to r. [M. 133b] 
same obverse die as above issues I-III of this type, 1 Rev. die 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1903-4 B'25; 4.48g, 6 
Type C: All coins have obverse type sphinx seated r. lifting front paw over prow of galley. ACC AP-IA A VQ in exergue. 
This type was not recorded in Maurogordato. 
Rev. I: standing figure of Oinopion facing front. EnAPXA Vx-PVCOrONOV 
and r. of the tigure. 
1 obv., 1 rev. 
Paris 
B. N.: 
no. 3185; 6.42g, 6. fig. 22 




no. 3178; 6.15g, 6. fig. 23 
Waddel. Ancient coin. List no. 102, Feb. 1992 
no. 135: 5.4lg 
X-I-Q-N arranged in two lines to the I. 
Rev. III: Rev.: standing figure ofOinopion facing front. EnAPAVXPVC-OrONOVXI Q-N last two latters arrannged one 
each on I. and r. of figure 
same obv. die as abo\ c. 1 rc\. 
Copt.nhagen 
D.N.M: 
no. 1663. Rollin: 5.03. 6 
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Type D Obv.: sphinx seated r. with head turned back ACA-P-IA 




L. c.: 5.65g, 6. fig. 24 
~ VQ (in exergue) 
Type E: All coins have obverse type sphinx seated r. with head turned back ACAP-I-A ~VQ in exergue 
With name of magistrate: 
Rev. I:. standing figure ofOinopion facing front. EnAPAVXPvc-orONOVXI Q-N last two latters arranged on I. and r. 
of figure 
2 obv., 2 rev. dies (one of the reverse die used in the issue of Type D) [M. 141a] 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 934; 6.35g, 6. Obv. I, Rev. 1 
Corinth 
A. M.: 
T 1928-88 (unpublished), found in the excavations of the ancient Ode ion in 1928. fig. 25. Obv. 1, Rev. I 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3189A; 6.30g, 6; coin is pierced. Obv. 1, Rev. 1 
Numismatic Circular, Jun 1988 
no. 3492. fig. 26. Obv. 2. Rev. 2 
Rev. II: standing figure ofOinopion with head turned r. EOAPAVXPVCOrONOV X-I-Q-N in two lines to the I. and r. of 
the figure. [M. 141 b] 




Without moneyer's name: 
Rev. III: standing figure ofOinopion with head turned r. X-I-Q-N arranged in two lines on each side of the figure, a star on 
each side of the type under the letters of the ethnic. [M. 145a-b] 
1 obv .. 1 rev. dies 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 952: 6.37g, 6 
Athens 
N.M.: 




4.58g. 6. pierced 
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Rev. IV: cantharos, X-I-O-N arranged in two lines I. and r. ofcantharos; a star each under letters 0 and N [M. 146] 
same obv. die as 1st die of the same group, 2 rev. dies 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 135; 5.55g, 12. R. 1 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
M. c .. no. 8395: 5.53g, 12. R. 1 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1667. van Lennep, 1899; 4.39g, 12 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1907, KZ 12. 6.47 g, 12. found at Delos. 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3174; 5.36g, 6. fig. 28 R. 2 
no. 3175: 6.41 g. 6. R. 2 
Type F: sphinx seated r. with head turned I. ACAP-IA Avn 
A single obverse die was used for issues of this type 
Rev. I: same rev. die as type E. I 
Oxford 
A. M.; 
4.87g, 6. fig. 29. fig. 29. 
Cambridge 
F. M.: 
L. c.: 5.65g, 6 






no. 1664. Lambros. 1908: 3.97g. 6. fig30 




Obv.: sphinx seated r., head turned I. lifting front paw on uplifted amphora ACA-P-I-A ~ VO 
Rev.: same die as type E, I. 
1 obv. die 
Chios 
K.L.: 
no. 36;6. fig. 31 
Former Lindgren col. 
no. 587; 4.83g 
1 Y:z ASSARI0N 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting r. paw over amphora; X-I-O-N, with the last letter in the exergue. 1 obv. die 
Type A Rev.: two crossed thyrsoi in the centre; the legend runs from six o'clock MV-ACCA-P-I-ON the letter C in a second 
line within the type, I. of the thyrsoi and the letter V to their r. The legend is arranged round the type is such a way that the 
the ends of the thyrsoi fit in the legend breaks; all enclosed in vinewreath in the inside of which a small bunch of grapes 
hangs within the top between the letters P and I. [M. 136a] 
1 rev. die 
London 
B.M.: 
no. 137; 3.86g, 12 
no. 138; 4.03g, 12. fig. 32 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
Lew. c .. no. 1352; 4.18g, 12 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1661, Heldreich 1874: 3.30g, 6 
Vienna 
K.M.: 
no. 17989; 3.09g, 6 
no. 17990; 4.54g, 6 
Berlin 
M.K.: 
P. O. 1876; 4.23g, 12 
no. 97011896; 3.85g, 6 
Lindgrend coil. 
no. 590; 3.81 g 
Type B Re\.: as above t: pe but letter A in a second line within the type. I. of the thyrsoi and the letter P on their r. All 
enclosed in \ ine\\ reath in the inside of which a small bunch of grapes hangs on top of the letter C of the legend [M. 136a] 
1 re\. die 
London 
B. M.: 
no. 136; 3.14g. 12. fig. 33 
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Type C Rev.: as above type but letters CV in a second line within the type, I. of the thy rsoi and the letter P on their r. All 
enclosed in vinewreath in the inside of which a small bunch of grapes hangs between the tops of the thyrsoi. A star within the 
type to the r of the thyrsoi. [M. 136b] 
I rev. die 
Cambridge 
F.M.: 
Mel. col. no. 8393; 3.43g, 12. fig. 34 
Athens 
N.M.: 
1908-9, A2 38: 2.93g, 12. fig. 35 
ASSARION: [M. 147] 
Obv.: sphinx seated r. lifting I. paw over small bunch of grapes; X-I-Q-N, the last letter in the exergue; all enclosed in dotted 
circle. 
Rev.: amphora in the centre an ear of grain on each side of its base; ACA to the I., star at the of the legend; PIO to the r .. star 
at the start of the legend. The whole enclosed in dotted circle 
Copenhagen 
D.N.M.: 
no. 1668; van Lennep, 2.75g, 12. fig. 36 
Paris 
B.N.: 
no. 3145; 2.36g, 12. fig. 37 
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IV. DENOMINATIONS OF THE BRONZE COINAGE 
1. HELLENISTIC PERIOD 
1. i. Introduction: The mint at Chios of the Hellenistic period is typical of the great majority 
of contemporary mints in the Greek world in the way it issued all of its coinage without 
inscribed denominational legends, markings, or symbols of value. 850 This makes it impossible 
to identify any of the struck denominations, simply by studying the types and legends, as we 
do for modem coinage. It is only by considering the findings on the denominational systems 
used by other Greek mints at the time, and applying this evidence to Chios, that we might 
consider likely values for the coinage issued locally. 
The value of ancient coinage struck in precious metal was usually related directly to its 
weight and the purity of its bullion, making it fairly easy to ascertain the denominations struck 
in gold and silver. Examples of this may be found in the outline of the coinage where I discuss 
the various issues of the drachm that the Chian mint struck during the Hellenistic (and early 
Roman) period, and also very rare issues of the diobol denomination.85l Both these 
denominations were struck in silver and are identified by reference to their weight. It is true 
that different standards were used in successive drachm series, something which is reflected in 
the fluctuation of the weight, and bore a direct consequence on the purchasing power of the 
coinage. However the denominational value of the individual coins was not affected by the 
change in the standard, and -with the exception of the rare diobols, referred to above- the civic 
type silver coinage struck at Chios during the Hellenistic (and early Roman period), consisted 
of issues of the drachm. This is the reason why I have not included here a separate discussion 
of the standards employed at Chios for individual drachm series and references to the different 
standards at Chios may be found in the outline of the coinage. 
850 See J. R. Melville Jones, . Epigraphical Notes on Hellenistic Bronze Coinage' NC, 1972, pp. 39-43, pp. 40-1, 
who records only two cities, Metapontium and Samothrace, issuing during the Hellenistic period some of their 
coinane with marked denominational values. 
851 N~te that the Chian Alexander type coinage, which did not form part of this stud:. consists of silver drachms, 
tetradrachms. and gold staters. 
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Bronze coins, in contrast to gold and silver, had token value that was set by the issuing 
state, and did not reflect the intrinsic value of its metal content. 852 As a result of this, bronze 
was not struck on an accurate standard, and individual coins of the same issue, and 
presumably the same denominations, show some difference in weight and to a smaller extent 
in size. The absence of marks of values on the coinage shows that there must have been other 
ways for its users to identify the different bronze denominations circulating at any given time. 
Obviously the mint might have employed types for such a purpose, and this seems to have 
been the case for many Greek mints issuing under the Roman Empire.853 However during the 
Hellenistic period coin types appear to have been more restricted in number, and the same 
motifs were used on issues that clearly belong to different denominations. Some mints -Chios 
being a notable case (see p. 557)- even issued all denominations with the same types. 
In general the diameter of a coin seems to have been the most important factor in 
determining its denominational value during the Hellenistic period. Some significance may 
also have been attached to the weight of the individual issues, since Greek mints are known to 
have struck the majority of coins of the same issue within a limited weight range.854 In most 
cases we can find the weight standard set by the mint for any given issue by recording the 
weights of a large number of individual coins from the same issue and then finding the 
average of these coins struck in a close weight range.855 Usually ancient mints struck a few 
coins with a weight markedly higher or lower than the range of the majority of the coinage, 
and these should be excluded from the average weight of the denomination. However such 
852 This was the rule during the Hellenistic period but there were also a few exceptions. For example, the value of 
the denomination of large bronze coins at Egypt, first struck during the reign of Ptolemy II, may have been close 
to that of their metal content; see Morkholm, 1991, pp. 10-11. 
853 This was mainly accomplished by maintaining standard types on successive issues of the same denomination; 
on this topic, see the comment by Howgego, 1985, p. 61. 
854 See the discussion by Wallace, 1956, pp. 120-121, with the plausible statement that, 'It is well known that the 
Greeks did not strike their bronze coins nearly as accurately as their silver .... but it does not follow that the 
weight should be disregarded and allention paid only to size. The size may be less variable than the weight 
within a given group (note: denomination), but as the sizes of different groups are less different from each other 
than their basic weights, the weight is often, in Euboia at least, a beller guide to the denomination than the size '. 
855 To my knowledge, G. Milne, 'The autonomous coinage of Smyrna, Part III', NC Fifth Series, Vol. VIII. 
1928, pp. 131-171, p. 157, was the first to successfully distinguish the different bronze denominations of issues 
struck during the Hellenistic period (though I disagree with some of the values he has attached to individual 
denominations, see below) b), among other things. recording the average weight of a large body of coins from 
the same issue and excluding coins that are too heavy or light; see for example his table on the average weight of 
issues from his period XVII. 
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coms would also have circulated alongside the rest of the issue, SInce the weight of an 
individual coin was not particularly important in everyday transactions where little coinage 
was used.856 
During the Hellenistic period mints in the Greek East were striking bronze coinage on 
two different denominational systems based on the division of the obol, the basic 
denomination for exchanging bronze and silver coins,857 into a number of fractions of a 
smaller denomination, the chalkous. All the available epigraphic, literary, and numismatic 
evidence suggests that during the Hellenistic period the majority of mints divided the obol 
into eight chalkoi;858 a smaller number of mints were using a different system with an obol of 
twelve chalkoi.859 The bronze denominational systems seem to have been introduced when 
cities started issuing bronze coinage for the first time during the Classical period and these 
were probably linked to the contemporary standard used for the local silver.86o The existence 
of only two known bronze denominational systems in the Eastern Greek world, in contrast to 
the variations of weight standards employed locally for precious metal coinage, may be the 
856 M. Price, 'Early Greek Bronze Coinage', pp. 103-104, noting that 'coins o/bronze were o/little concern to 
the recipient since the coins were 0/ token value '; see also Morkholm, 1991, p. 10 
857 The obol used to represent a small silver coin during the Classical period but eventually over the course of the 
Hellenistic period it became the largest denomination struck in bronze. As such it was seen as the basic coinage 
in which exchanges were conducted between precious and base metal coinages. An inscription from Gortyn 
dating to the 3rd century BC records the replacement of the silver obol by a bronze one (J. M. Jones, 1971, p. 39-
40); this seems to have been commonplace throughout the Greek East during the later Hellenistic period, see 
Howgego, 1985, p. 73. 
858 M. N. Todd, 'Epigraphical notes on Greek coinage', Part I 'KOA.A:\)~O'~', NC 1945, pp. 108-116, p. 113, 116. 
Idem, Part II 'XaA.J(o'\)'~', NC 1946, pp. 47-62; see also Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, pp. 38-39, with references to 
other mints striking coinage on this system and included below in this study. A reference to the system of eight 
chalkoi to the obol is recorded by in the Onomastikon of Julius Pollux, see Jones, 1994, pp. 442-3. 
859 Todd, 1946, p. 49, used epigraphic evidence to show that at Delphi, Boetia, and cities in the Peloponnese, the 
base metal coinage during the Hellenistic period was struck on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol. 
Vitruvius, III, i, 7, (Jones, 1994, no. 636, pp. 424-5), states that some Greek cities called the quarter of the obol a 
dichalkon and many others a trichalkon (' quadrantesque obolorum quae alii dichalca nonnullis trichalca 
dicunt '). This clearly shows that the former were using an obol made up of eight chalkoi and the latter one of 
twelve chalkoi. However Vitruvius was referring to his own time, the reign of Augustus, when it would seem that 
the twelve chalkoi system was more widespread among the cities in the Greek mainland than that of eight chalkoi 
(see below). Numismatic studies show that a number of important Greek mints were using the system of eight 
chalkoi to the obol during the Hellenistic period (for references see the discussion below) but not a single mint 
has yet been identified as using the system of twelve chalkoi. Kinns, 1980, p. 14, suggests, on the (epigraphic) 
evidence collected by Todd, that the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol was the most common one during the 
Hellenistic period but this does not seem to be borne out by studies of individual mints and which show that the 
system of eight chalkoi to the obol. 
860 Todd, 1946, pp. 56-62, considers that Greek cities striking silver coinage on the Aeginetean standard 
produced bronze coinage on the twelve chalkoi to the obol system, while the eight chalkoi to the obol system was 
used by cities striking silver on the Attic standard. This theory is reiterated by J. H. Kroll, 'Hemiobols to assaria: 
the Roman coinage ofAigion', NC (156) 1996, pp. 49-78, pp. 54-55. 
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key for explaining why the majority of Greek mints issued bronze coins of similar diameters 
and close average weights. 
Excavations on major sites of the Hellenistic period usually record a large number of 
bronze coins of non local mintage, showing that they would have circulated there alongside 
local coins.861 Known hoards dating to this period also show a mixture of foreign and local 
bronze coinage. Such a hoard found in the Athenian Agora contained local (Athenian) and 
foreign bronze coins of approximately the same weight and diameter; almost certainly these 
coins would have circulated at Athens as the same denomination.862 The excavation finds and 
the evidence of hoards suggest that the circulation of base metal coinage was not restricted 
locally and that a bronze issue circulating outside the area controlled by the authority 
responsible for its issue may still have retained its original face value. These issues struck by 
different mints but of similar appearance, would probably have represented the same 
denomination and would have been accepted as such in different regions of the Eastern Greek 
world. On this evidence it is likely that the same arguments on the value of a given issue may 
also apply for issues of other Greek mints sharing with it the same size and approximate 
average weight. In other words it seems possible to identify bronze denominations by 
comparing them to similar issues of the few mints which have their denominational values 
established by numismatic, epigraphic or other types of evidence. 863 
861 Kroll, Athens Agora xrVI, p. 169, states that approximately 20% of bronze coins re~overe? at Athe~s and 
dating to the period 4th-3rd centuries BC, were of foreign mints. The percentage of foreign comage dUrIng the 
Hellenistic and early Roman period is also relatively high at Sardis and Corinth, see RPC I, p. 372.. . 
862 Kroll. Athens Agora _ \XVI, pp. 168-169, Agora A 18:8, dating to the 260s Be. For hoards found m varIOUS 
sites of the Peloponnese containing a large component of non local coinage, s~e IGCH .64, 1~9, .183, 200, ~17 .. 
263. These are discussed by J. D. Mac Isaac, 'Coins and the Field ArchaeologIst: NumIsmatIc Fmds as ArtIfacts. 
A~chaeological News. 1995. pp. 19-14. p. 24, f. 4.. ., .. . . 
86., Comparing an issue of a city to that of others to IdentIty Its denommatIOn has bee.n WIdely ~se? m recent ~ears 
in studies of Greek coinages; for the latest, see Kroll. Athens Agora .\'.\'1'1. who also mcludes biblIography WIth 
studies on the bronze denominations of individual Greek mints during the Hellenistic period. 
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I. ii. General aspects of the bronze denominations struck at Chios during the early 
Hellenistic period (c 332-200 BC): 
During the first century of the Hellenistic period the Chian mint seems to have been 
striking bronze coinage on a system comprising four different denominations. The first and 
largest of these is represented by coins measuring 18-15mm and weighing between 3.6 and 
4.2g; almost all of the recorded coins have weights that fall between 3_5g.864 The immediately 
smaller denomination consists of coins with a diameter of 13-I2mm and an average weight of 
1.8g.865 The third denomination has coins measuring I Imm, which gave an average weight 
around one gram.866 A tiny number of other smaller coins, measuring only 8 mm, gave an 
average weight of c 0.80g. This is close to the average weight of the previous denomination 
though the size of the coins is markedly smaller and would probably represent an even smaller 
denomination than the latter one. It would seem that only the coins' diameters would have 
been of significance in identifying this particular denomination since some of the coins are 
heavier than in the previous denomination. 867 
Studies of other Greek coinages from the early Hellenistic period may offer evidence 
on a likely identification of these Chian denominations. The largest coins are of a diameter 
and average weight similar to that of foreign issues that are considered to belong to the 
trichalkon denomination, with a value of three chalkoi. The trichalkon does not seem to have 
been commonly struck, but there are SOlne recorded examples in the Greek world, including 
Chios's closest neighboring city in Ionia, Erythrae.868 The denomination immediately lower 
864 This study includes records of the weight of708 coins from Series 14-17 belonging to this denomination. 
Individually each series gave the following: Series 14 (64 coins examined) an average weight of3.69g; Series 15 
(19 coins examined) an average weight of 4.20g; Series 16 (25 coins examined) an average weight of 3.84g; 
Series 17 (600 coins examined) an average weight of3.98g. The weights of this denomination seem to have been 
carefully adjusted since almost 90% of coins weighed between 3-5 g. 
865 1.1 total the weights of 12 coins was examined: 5 coins out of the 7 recorded for Series 17 (2 coins were not 
weighed) gave an average of I. 9g; 10 coins out of 13 recorded for Series 18 (3 coins were not weighed) gave an 
average of I. 7g. 
866 In total the weioht of 26 coins was examined: 2 coins from Series 14 gave an average of 0.8g; 5 coins out of 6 
~ 
recorded for Series 16 (I coin was not weighed) gave an average of 0.9g; 38 coins out of 43 recorded for Series 
17 (5 coins were not weighed) gave an average of 1 g. 
867 See the outline of the coinage for references to individual issues. 
868 Kinns 1980, Period III, trichalkoi issues of Erythrae (AE 5P n. 133-140); Period IV, trichalkoi issues of the 
same min~ (AE lOb n. 160-161 and AE 15 n. 207-218, ~E .16 n. 219-230); .all ofthe~e. issue~ are of a. si~ilar size 
and average weight to the Chian denomination. For a mmt m the Greek mamla~d strlkmg thiS den~mmatlOn see 
Grandjean, p. 39, where an issue of Hermione composed of coins of the same size and average weight as these 
Chian ones is labelled. a trichalkon. 
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than the trichalkon would in theory have been the dichalkon, a common denomination with a 
value of two chalkoi. This seems to be confirmed by the fact that the average weight and 
diameter of the Chian coins smaller than the trichalkon is similar to that of issues from other 
Greek mints that are considered as dichalkoi.869 
Chian numismatic evidence from a later date also suggests that the two largest bronze 
denominations for Chios of the early Hellenistic period would probably have been the 
trichalkon and dichalkon. As we will see in the following section, certain issues of Chios 
struck during the early Roman Imperial period are marked with the denominational legends of 
trichalkon and the dichalkon.87o These share an identical size and average weight with the 
issues discussed here and which I consider to be of the same denominations. It may be noted 
that none of the issues with inscribed values date prior to the early 1 st century AD and 
therefore belong to a later period than the one considered here. Their evidence however may 
also apply for this earlier period since, as I discuss further on, Chios seems to have issued its 
base metal coinage during the early Roman period on the same system as the early Hellenistic 
period. In consequence, the size and average weight of the denominations would have 
remained the same throughout these periods. 
The next smallest Chian issue for the Hellenistic period would almost certainly be the 
chalkous, the basic bronze fractional denomination which made up the larger denominations. 
Because of its importance for both Greek denominational systems it was commonly struck by 
a great many mints, and most chalkoi issues agree in size and average weight with these Chian 
coins. 871 A fraction of the chalkous, known as the hemichalkous or the kollybus, was struck 
869 The denomination is found in most Greek issues of the period; see Kinns, 1980, p. 340-3, with the many 
issues of dichalkon struck by the cities of Erythrae, Teos, Lebedus and Colophon; as already stated the size and 
average weight of these issues match those of the Chian issue. Ashton, 1986, p. 9, f. 5, records Rhodian coins of 
the Hellenistic period (groups 1-2) of a similar weight and size as these Chian coins which he considers to be 
dichalkoi. The same also applies for Aigion, where Kroll, Aigion, p. 50, identifies the dichalkon as an issue on a 
diameter of 14mm and an average weight of2.4g. See also above the discussion of an early Hellenistic hoard 
found in the Athens Agora and composed of various dichalkoi issues from Athens, Megara, Boetia, and other 
mints of mainland Greece. 
870 See the discussion in the outline of the coinage; for the trichalkon, RPC /, p. 411, no. 2421; the dichalkon 
was not included in RPC and is included in this study in the chapter on Roman Series I. The diameter of the 
recorded coins marked with the trichalkon value is 19-20mm and the average weight of 3. 50g; the diameter of the 
earliest known (marked) dichalkon is 12mm and weighs 1.92g. 
87) See Kinns, 1980, p. 340-3 for the many issues of Erythrae, Teos, Lebedus and Colophon of the Hellenistic 
period that are recorded as chalkoi. For Rhodes, see Ashton, 1986, p. 9, f. 5, a coin of the same period that he 
terms a chalkous and which is struck on the same diameter and weight as the Chian issue. For Athens see Kroll. 
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by some mints872 and it would seem that the smallest Chian coins (discussed above) with a 
size smaller than the chalkous, may belong to this denomination.873 
TABLE I 
AEI 18-15 mm c4g 3.6-4.2g trichalkon 
AE2 13-12 mm 1.8g 1.8g dichalkon 
AE3 11-10 mm l.g 0.8-1.2g chalkous 
AE4 8mm 0.8g 0.6-lg hemichalkous 
Not all of the senes struck during this period (Series 14-18) are known to have 
included issues from the four denominations, but the trichalkon was the most common, and is 
found in all series except the last one. It seems that only Series 17 is represented by issues of 
all four denominations, while Series 14 consists of the trichalkon, the chalkous, and possibly 
the hemichalkous. Series 16 includes issues of all denominations except the dichalkon, and 
Series 15 is only known from issues of the trichalkon. Series 18 includes all denominations 
smaller than the trichalkon. 
Athens Agora X\T/, p. 38, who considers his AE4, a coin measuring 1O-13mm and weighing 1-2g, to be the 
chalkous denomination of Hellenistic Athens. 
872 See Kroll. Athens Agora X\T/, p. 38, AE5 a coin of Athens measuring 7-1 Omm and weighing under 1 g which 
he terms hemichalkous or kollybos. 
873 In some cases it is difficult to distinguish between coins of the smallest two denominations. This is 
particularly true for certain coins of Series 18 that may have been chalkoi or hemichalkoi. See the discussion on 
this series in the outline of the coinage. 
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I. iii. The Chian bronze denominational system during the Hellenistic period: 
The trichalkon represents the largest and the most common bronze denomination 
struck by Chios during the early Hellenistic period, with issues of other denominations being 
very rare or even unique. It is clear from the evidence that it was by far the most important 
bronze denomination struck within the local monetary system; in the absence of any larger 
bronze denominations it would have been used extensively in silver-bronze exchanges. In this 
respect Chios seems to differ from many other Greek cities that are known to have issued 
bronze denominations higher than the trichalkon during the Hellenistic period. The most 
common of these large denominations is the tetrachalkon, a coin with a value of four chalkoi, 
measuring 18-20 mm and averaging in weight 5_6g.874 The tetrachalkon is of a slightly larger 
size and heavier weight to the trichalkon, marking a clear difference between the two 
denominations. 
In the system where the obol was composed of eight chalkoi the tetrachalkon 
represented a hemiobol and therefore played a central role in monetary transactions.875 The 
fact that this denomination, relatively common in other Greek coinages of the period, is absent 
from series struck at Chios is strong evidence in my opinion that the obol locally was divided 
into twelve chalkoi and not eight. 
A rare piece of epigraphic evidence seems to confirm this theory. The inscription with 
the donations of Attalus I of Pergamum to the city of Chios876 includes a reference showing 
that the Chians were using an obol made up of twelve chalkoi during the 3rd century BC. The 
874 See Kinns, 1980, pp. 340-3, for tetrachalkoi issues of Erythrae and Colophon. Coins of Athens of the 
Hellenistic period weighing between 5g and 6g are labelled as tetrachalkoi by Kroll, in Agora XXVI, p. 38, 
(AE2). At Rhodes coins on a similar weight and measuring 16-20mm are also considered as tetrachalkoi, see 
Ashton, 1986, pp. 3-9, Group 3. 
875 Kroll, Athens Agora ~\XVI, pp. 90-1, suggests that at Athens, where the coinage was issued on the eight 
chalkoi to the obol system, the hemiobol represented the basic denomination used in silver-bronze exchanges. 
Ashton, 1986, p. 9, f. 5, considers that the issuing of the tetrachalkon by Rhodes probably shows that the obol 
there was divided into eight chalkoi. In fact this seems to be generaIly the case wherever we have issues of the 
tetrachalkon. Kinns, 1980, p. 14 considers that Erythrae, Teos, Colophon and Lebedus were using the system of 
twelve chalkoi to the obol system, but on several occasions (e.g. Erythrae, AE 5G, nos 144-153, p. 342; AE 12 
nos 164-203, p. 343; AE 21, nos 336, p. 345 etc. Teos, AE lOb, no 141-14, p. 344, etc) he refers to issues of 
these mints as tetracha/koi and half obo/s. This seems to contradict his view that the above mints were using the 
system of twelve chalkoi to the obol and suggests that the system was :ha~ o,f eig~t ~halkoi to th~ obol: . 
876 For references and a detailed discussion of the date and contents of thIS IllSCnptlon see the dISCUSSIon In the 
historical background. p. 30. The king Attalus in the inscription is almost certainly Attalus I and the inscription 
probably dates c 200 Be. 
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inscription comprises two distinctive sections with different headings. The first section is a 
record of various large sums of money that were collected from rents and donated by Attalus 
for the repairing of the city walls of Chios; the second and smaller section only includes very 
small sums donated by the king towards the cost of heating the city's gymnasium. Here the 
engraver decided to inscribe the name of the denomination next to the sums of money, and not 
just numerically, as is the case with sums of money offered for the repairing of the city walls. 
In line 34 we come across the sum of four drachms and in lines 36-37 another sum of three 
drachms and nine 'chalkous' (~PAXMAI TPEI[L KAI] XAAKOYL ENNEA). There can be no doubt that 
these denominations are Chian, since the money donated by the king -as the heading of this 
inscription records- was collected from rents paid by locals; the drachms would most probably 
belong to one of the drachm series with civic types.877 The term chalkous almost certainly 
refers to the denomination of that name and would not mean literally 'bronze' coins. This is 
supported by evidence from inscriptions of other Greek cities where records of sums of money 
in the 'chalkous', or 'chalkoi', refer to the smallest denomination of this name.878 Since the 
sum recorded in the inscription is nine chalkoi, but still expressed in the chalkous 
denomination (and not the obol) it is clear that the obol at Chios contained twelve chalkoi. 
The epigraphist M. N. Todd is convinced that whenever an inscription records the sum of 
eight chalkoi, or a larger number of this denomination, this could only mean that the obol was 
locally estimated at twelve chalkoi and not the usual eight.879 
It is established that during the 1 st century AD, more than two centuries after the 
period of this inscription, the obol at Chios was indeed divided into twelve chalkoi (see 
below).88o Numismatic and epigraphic evidence now suggests that the same denominational 
877 The term' Alexander' coinage is not recorded in this inscription and in any case Chios was no longer striking, 
by this period, any issues of this type smaller than the tetradrachm: see the outline of the coinage, the chapter on 
the Attic Series II for a discussion of the appearance of different terms next to Chian drachms recorded in local 
inscriptions. 
878 Todd, 1945, pp. 108-116, p. 113 & 116; Idem, 1946, pp. 47-62. 
879 Todd, 1946, p. 59, based on an inscription of Delphi of the 4th century BC (BCH lxvi-vii. 102t), with an 
entry of ~PAXMAL TE[ILA]PAL XAAKOYI ENNEA ('drachms four chalkoi nine'), states that 'for Delphi our 
materials are both abundant and unequivocal, pointing unmistakably to an obol of 12 chalkoi,.' The number of 
chalkoi is exactly the same as in the Chian inscription under consideration here and consequently the same 
statement would also apply in the case of Chios. . ' 
880 This is certain and has been established on the basis of denominational legends appearmg on the comage of 
Chios durino the Roman Imperial period, see Maurogordato, 1918,3-6; Howgego, 1985, p. 57. K. Butcher in An 
introductio; 10 the Greek Imperial coins, London, 1989, wrongly considers an obol of eight chalkoi at Roman 
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system was also used at Chios during the early Hellenistic period and that the system of the 
Roman Imperial period probably followed this earlier tradition and would not have been a 
later development, influenced by the denominational system of the Roman Republic, as 
hitherto considered (see the discussion below on the Chian denominational system during the 
Roman period).881 As I discuss below this is only one of the features of the Chian coinage of 
the Roman period that are thought to have been borrowed from the Roman system, where in 
fact they already formed part of the Greek system long before the Roman conquest. 882 
The use by Chios of the denominational system of twelve chalkoi to the obol may 
explain why such a large number of trichalkoi were issued at Chios, especially with the 
extremely common issues of Series 17. Since the trichalkon was also the highest value struck 
in base metal at Chios it would have been used extensively for exchanges between bronze and 
silver; this role, as we saw, would have been played by the tetrachalkon in cities where an 
obol was made up of eight chalkoi. The use of the trichalkon in exchanges between silver and 
bronze is further suggested by the fact that all known bronze hoards from Chios are almost 
entirely composed of coins of this denomination.883 Four trichalkoi made up an obol at Chios 
and the drachm was valued at six obols; in other words 24 of the largest available bronze 
coins were equal in value to the drachm. This is double the number of tetrachalkoi that were 
required for the same bronze-silver exchange in regions using the system of eight chalkoi in 
the obol. Obviously a mint striking only issues of the trichalkon as the largest bronze 
denomination would have been forced to produce a larger amount of this coinage than one 
striking tetrachalkoi, which would probably explain the large volume of coins from this 
denomination struck at Chios. 
Chios; this error is corrected by Howgego in his review of Butcher's book in Numismatic Circular, the section 
with literary reviews, February 1989. . 
881 See in particular, Maurogordato, 1918, pp. 3-4, claiming that the system. of twelve chal~ol to t~e obol at 
Chios under the Roman Empire was based on the division of the Roman as mto twelve unCIae durmg the 
Republican period. ..
882 Note however that I discuss below the possibility that ChlOS may have struck dUring the 1 st century BC a 
single issue on the system of eight chalkoi to the obol: if this was the case tha~ the island may ~ot have been . 
using the same system throughout the Hellenistic ~eriod. See below ,:h~re I ~ISCUSS other pOSSIble cases of mInts 
changing their bronze denominational system .durIng the later Helle~lstlc pe~lOd. 
88, On this topic see the discussion of hoards m the chapters on Series 14-1) and 17. 
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In this light it would have been more convenient for Chios, and the other cities in the 
same system, to have issued coins larger than the trichalkon. A coin of the value of six chalkoi 
(half-obol) would have been more practical for these mints, following the example of the issue 
of the tetrachalkon (half-obol) by mints in the system of eight chalkoi to the obol. In fact many 
of these six chalkoi issues were eventually struck during the early Roman period by mints 
which as I will show were using the denominational system of twelve chalkoi to the obol 
(Chios is one of these mints, see below, pp. 529-534). However no such large denominations 
has yet been identified for the Hellenistic period for mints striking on this system, though I 
suspect that some of the rare larger coins of this period may represent such a denomination. It 
would seem that these mints during the Hellenistic period either produced large quantities of 
trichalkoi, as happened with Chios, or silver fractional denominations of the drachm.884 
Chios provides us with the first documented case of a mint issuing coinage during the 
early Hellenistic period on the system of an obol worth twelve chalkoi (for examples from 
later periods, see the following chapter). We may assume that certain aspects of this coinage 
might also be found in other contemporary Greek coinages struck on the same system as that 
of Chios. For example, a mint striking large quantities of the trichalkon denomination in 
successive issues, and without a bronze issue of a higher value, is likely to have been using 
the system of an obol of twelve chalkoi not eight (see below). 
884 The evidence from the study of the mint at Chios during the Hellenistic period may be of use in identifying 
the denominational systems in other cities at the time. However this discussion would take up much space and is 
not of relevance to this study. Here it suffices to note that none of the mints that N. H. Todd considers on 
epigraphic evidence to have used the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol. issue~ tetrachalko~ during the sam~ 
period as proposed for their inscriptions. Boetia and Athens seem to proVIde eVldenc~ on. a Imk between t~e Issue 
of a particular denomination (tetrachalkon or trichalkon) and the local bronze denommatlOnal system. DUrIng the 
late 3rd century BC large quantities of bronze coinage of the kingdom of Mac~don were overstruc.k by both 
Athens and mints of the Boetian League. In the first case all the overstruck coms were tetrachalkol (type Pan 
crowning trophy/ head of Athena) while in the second case a much rarer issue almost certainly represente~ a 
trichalkon (horseman ihead of Herakles). This is probably not coincidental but shows p~eference for a pa~lcu~ar 
denomination by these cities, since it is established from epigraphic evidence that BoetIa used the denommatlOnal 
system of 12 chalkoi to the obol and Athens that of 8 chalkoi (Todd). 
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I. iv. General aspects of the bronze denominations struck at Chios during the middle 
and late Hellenistic period (c 200-87 BC): 
Following the cessation of the striking of Series 17, during the late 3rd century BC, no 
further issues of the trichalkon were produced for the remainder of the Hellenistic period, 
though shortly afterwards (c 200 BC ?) the mint struck some rare issues of the dichalkon, the 
chalkous, and possibly the hemichalkous (Series 18). This coinage may have been produced to 
supplement or replace issues of Series 17 of the same denominations since these were not as 
common as the trichalkon. 
Coins of the trichalkon denomination of Series 17 are likely to have continued 
circulating during the early 2nd century BC, eventually being driven out of circulation before 
the middle of the century (see the discussion in the outline of the coinage). The mint did not 
strike any trichalkoi issues to replace those of Series 17, and the dichalkon was left as the 
largest and most common issue struck after the early 2nd century BC. A similar and 
contemporary monetary development to that at Chios seems to have taken place at Erythrae. 
During the period c 220-170 BC this mint struck large quantities of the dichalkon and no 
bronze denomination of higher value (Kinns, 1980, pp. 343-344). Nevertheless, in the case of 
Chios it seems that this may have come about from internal conditions and not as a result of 
monetary developments within a foreign city. 
The shift from the trichalkon to the dichalkon as the most common bronze issue after 
the early 2nd century BC is probably linked to the silver coinage issued and circulating at 
Chios at the time. As we saw, the local mint was striking large quantities of the tetradrachm 
during the previous century when the most common contemporary bronze issue was that of 
the trichalkon. However by the middle of the 2nd century BC, when dichalkoi of Series 19 
had become established as the main bronze coinage in circulation at Chios, the mint was no 
longer striking issues higher than the drachm. and from this period onwards only occasionally 
would tetradrachms circulate at Chios (all of which were of foreign mints, with the majority. 
as we saw. of Athenian mintage). Issues of Series 19 would therefore have been exchanged 
mostly for drachms, a quarter of the value of the tetradrachm which was up till then the largest 
silver denomination available. The lack of trichalkoi issues after the 3rd century Be should 
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therefore not be seen as evidence of a change in the bronze denominational system but a direct 
consequence of the 'devaluation' of contemporary silver coinage struck by Chios. 
The dichalkon was left as the highest Chian bronze denominational value for almost a 
century, at least down to the early 1st century BC; issues of chalkous were also struck during 
the same period but these are extremely rare (19.II) and much rarer so, than those of the 3rd 
century BC. Issues of the dichalkon continued to be struck regularly throughout the 1 st 
century BC and early 1 st century AD (Series 20, 24) and this denomination survived into the 
Roman period where we find a number of successive issues bearing this denominational 
legend (see below). 
I. v. General aspects of the bronze denominations struck at Chios during the late Roman 
Republic (c 80 BC-Iate 1st century BC): 
Shortly after c 80 BC Chios began striking a denomination of a size larger than at any 
time in its past. Three successive issues are recorded (Series 21, 22, 23), covering 
chronologically the general period of c 80-30 BC. The coins are on a diameter of 20-21 mm 
but with different average weights; coins of Series 21 recorded an average of 109, Series 22 of 
8.5g, and Series 23 of 7.2 g. I am leaving Series 22 outside the following discussion on the 
identification of these denominations since of the three known coins one is worn and 
damaged, and the other two are overstruck on coins of Series 22. Consequently they do not 
provide us with reliable evidence for identifying their denomination. 
The striking of large coins at Chios follows similar examples at other Greek mints 
during the 1 st century BC, some of which also struck for the first time large base metal 
denominations (on this topic, see the discussion in the outline of the coinage, the chapters on 
Series 21-23). Invariably these issues are recorded in numismatic studies as obols or half 
obols, without reference to the denominational systems used in their issues. It appears that 
coins from these Chi an series would belong to one denomination since their diameters are 
similar. However, as I already noted, there is a marked weight difference of 3g between the 
earlier Series 21 -comprising the heavier coins- and the later one of Series 23 -with the lighter 
coins. This drastic decrease in weight between successive series would suggest that a lighter 
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weight standard may have been introduced with the later series. However as I will attempt to 
show, this weight discrepancy is probably attributed to a factor other than the lowering of the 
standard. 
As we saw Chios was probably striking coinage on the system of twelve chalkoi to the 
obol for some time before the Roman Imperial period. In accordance with this system, issues 
of Series 23 would have belonged to the hemiobol denomination, with a value of half obol or 
six chalkoi; their average weight of 7.2g and size of 21 mm is exactly double the average 
weight and size of coins of the trichalkon issues which, as we saw, were last produced during 
the late 3rd century BC. The fact that the coins in question are likely to be half obols seems to 
be confirmed from the evidence of bronze civic issues struck during the same period (1 st 
century BC) in southern Greece, the region that comprised the province of Achaea from the 
reign of Augustus. It seems that mints located there were striking coinage on the system of 
twelve chalkoi to the obol since inscriptions from Messenia (Peloponnese) dating to the early 
Imperial period record the use of this system locally.885 Issues struck by the city of Aigion 
during the Roman period (BMC, Peloponnese 'Aegium', p. 18, 1-3) bearing the inscribed 
denominational value of HMIOBOAIN (,half obol') are of a weight and size clearly showing that 
they were issued on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol. 886 Even though there is 
uncertainty as to the precise date of this issue,887 its striking constitutes further evidence on 
the use of the twelve chalkoi to the obol system in mainland Greece during the Roman period. 
A number of other mints in southern Greece produced in the early Imperial period a large 
bronze denomination on the same module as the issues of Aigion suggesting that these are 
885 The inscription is published in IG V, 1433 and discussed in RPC I, p. 246. Epigraphic evidence collected by 
Todd (ibid), shows that cities in the Peloponnese (Epidauros, Tegea) and Boetia (Orchomenus, Oropus) were 
using the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol during the Hellenistic period. Since I have suggested that Chios 
may have continued using this same system during the Hellenistic and Roman periods this may also be true for 
the mints in the Greek mainland. 
886 These half obol coins average in weight c 7.5 g and measure 21 mm. A hemiobol on the eight chalkoi to the 
obol system, which would have been a 'tetrachalkon', weighs on average between 5-6g and the majority of such 
coins measure under 20 mm. Kroll, Aigion, pp. 49-78, pp. 55-57, is also of the opinion that this issue of Aegion 
was struck on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol but based this on the fact that this was the system known to 
have been used by mints in the Peloponnese. The fact that Kroll came to the same conclusion on the 
denominational system employed at Aigion as this study, but used different evidence, adds weight to the 
suggestion that it is possible to identity the denomination and the system of a bronze denomination struck by a 
Greek mint by reference to the size and weight of its coins. . 
887 On the question of the proposed date for these issues. see RPC I, p. 246. The latest study of these Issues by 
Kroll. Aigion. generall~ places them in the reigns of Hadrian-Pius (pp. 53-5-t). 
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also hemiobols on the same system.888 Issues of Series 23 share the same module as these 
hemiobols of mainland Greece. 
The evidence from both local and foreign sources strongly suggests that issues of 
Series 23 represent the half obol denomination on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol. 
However coins of Series 21 are an average of three grams heavier than coins of Series 23; 
even though these different series share a similar diameter I believe that they do not represent 
the same denomination. As we saw the mint at Chios kept the weights of issues of the same 
denominations within a close range; three grams is far too great a weight discrepancy for 
issues belonging to the same denomination. If I am right in suggesting that issues of Series 21 
are of a different denomination than Series 23 it is unlikely that it may have been a higher 
denomination on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol; the size of the coins from the two 
series is far too close. In all likelihood Series 21 seem to have been struck on a different 
system, and its issues are probably obols on the system of eight chalkoi to the obol. I would 
therefore suggest that with Series 21 and 23 we do not have a decrease in the weight of issues 
on the same denomination but a change from one denominational system to the other. If this is 
true, then the coins are not only on a different system but would also represent a different 
denomination. 
There are other examples of Greek mints from the Hellenistic where a switch between 
the two systems is likely to have taken place during the 1 st century Be, though as far I know 
this is the first time such a claim is documented. These mints produced successive issues of a 
similar diameter and dating to the same period but with a significant difference in weight. 
Since this weight discrepancy did not bear a real effect on the size of the coins, which 
generally remained unaltered, it is thought that the issues were of the same denomination with 
heavier and lighter variants (since the diameter was similar, and the weight was not halved, 
they could not be seen as halves of the heavier denomination). The successive issues produced 
were of similar size as issues of Chios, Series 21-23, and most significantly they record the 
SS8 RPC /, pp. 245-247, p. 246, lists cities that struck a denomination on a si~i1a~ ~ve~age we~ght and diameter to 
the hemiobol of Aegioll. These include Corinth, Sicyon, Sparta, Thebes, Locn, cities In EubOia and others. Note 
however that some ~f the lighter issues (under 6g) may represent half obols on the system of eight chalkoi to the 
obol. 
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same average weights and weight differences. The Chian coinage of this period suggests that 
in these other cases the weight difference between issues of seemingly the same denomination 
may not have been the result of changes in the weight standard but in the use of a different 
denominational system altogether. 889 
The existence of Series 21 would imply that Chios may have briefly struck issues on a 
system different to the one it was using in the past. However following this issue the mint 
seems to have reverted to the earlier system. What is particularly interesting is the fact that 
889 Athens provides us with a clear example of a mint changing during the 1 st century BC its denominational 
system of eight chalkoi to the obol to that of twelve chalkoi to the obol; for what follows see, Kroll, Athens 
Agora XXVI, pp. 89-91. This mint struck its largest denomination (AE I) between c 42 BC-early reign of 
Augustus on what seems to have been a declining weight standard. Coins of this denomination struck in c 42 BC 
weighed an average of9g and measured 19-20mm. According to Kroll this issue was tarriffed as six to the 
drachm/denarius and would have been an obol (though in Athens the obol was labelled a 'drachm'). Coins of this 
same denomination struck a decade, or two, later, during the early reign of Augustus, weigh an average of7g and 
measure 17-20 mm. These were no longer tarriffed as twelve to the drachm/denarius, but six, and furthermore 
they bore types of the hemiobol from an earlier period (labelled at Athens as 'hemidrachms'). Kroll is convinced 
that these no longer represented the obol, but the hemiobol, and the evidence overwhelmingly supports his view. 
However he considers that the value of the obol was effectively halved at Athens between c 40 BC and the early 
reign of Augustus. This is not supported by the numismatic evidence since the size and weight of coins from 
these different issues were not halved. The later issues retained the same diameter as the earlier ones, and 
weighed only a quarter less. It seems to me more plausible that Athens replaced its denominational system of 
eight chalkoi to the obol with that of the twelve chalkoi. In this case the second issues would have been half 
obols, but worth six chalkoi, -rather than four on the system of eight chalkoi to the obol- and identical to the ones 
struck at Chios, Aigion, and the other mints on this system. This would explain why there was no significant 
change in the diameter of the coins compared to the earlier ones, and why the weight only fell slightly instead of 
being halved. Confirmation of this seems to be found in the fact that Athens may have adopted, during the early 
Augustan period, the same standard as used at Corinth after c 40 BC (this is also pointed out by Kroll); as I 
discuss below the denominational system in use at Corinth at the time was almost that of twelve chalkoi to the 
obol. Smyrna is another mint where a change in the bronze denominational system is likely to have occurred 
during the early 1st century Be. In the late 2nd century BC (Milne, period X-XI, c. 125-105 BC) the diameter of 
the obol was c. 20-22 mm and its weight ranged 7-1 Og (Kinns, 1980, p. 335; Milne, 1928, p. 158, gives an 
average weight of7.9g); the half obol measured 17-18 mm, with a general weight range of3.5-5g (Kinns, ibid, p. 
160; Milne, ibid, gives an average weight of c. 4.4g) and the quarter measured c 12-13 mm and averaged in 
weight c. 2.3g (both diameter and average weight quoted from Milne). Soon after the 1 st Mithridatic war the 
obol was struck on a diameter of c. 23-25 mm, weighed l1-14g (Kinns, ibid, p. 335; Milne, ibid, gives an 
average weight of 12.9g) its half was on a diameter of 18-20 mm and weighed 5.5-7g (Kinns, ibid; Milne, ibid, 
gives an average weight ofc 6.2g) and its quarter c. 14-16 mm and weighed 2.5-4 g (Kinns, ibid; Milne, ibid, 
gives an average of3.2g). The size and average weight ofthe earliest coins agree well with denominations struck 
in the system of eight chalkoi to the obol; the half obol would therefore value at four chalkoi and the quarter at 
two. Since Smyrna continued striking most denominations bearing the same types during the Hellenistic and early 
Roman periods it is easy to identify the denominations from types. The later ones are clearly on a differen~ 
standard to the earlier ones making it unlikely that they would belong to the same system. The average weight 
and size of the later denominations agrees well with what we would expect to find for denominations struck on 
the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol; the half obol woul~ have been ~orth six, not ~our chal~oi, ~nd the . 
quarter three not two. The fact that the types of each denommation remamed the same m the senes, Irrespective 
of the change in the standard, is expected, since the face value of ob~l, h.alf o?ol and q~arter o?ol was not 
affected from this change; what changed was the value of the denommatlOns m chalkol. The difference between 
Chios-Athens and Smyrna is that while in the first case it seems that the change of the system is documented for 
the largest denominations for the second one it seems to have applied to all denominations. 
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Series 21 does not conform with other established features of the Chian coinage (typology, 
style, metal content; for these features see the chapters on typology and the discussion of the 
series in the outline of the coinage). It is also likely to have been struck on a different standard 
to the rest of the Chian bronze coinage of the period. However issues of Series 23 show that 
Chios probably resumed striking coinage on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol during 
the late 1 st century BC. 
Issues of Series 23 also afford evidence on another aspect of the coinage that was 
beginning to emerge at that time, namely the equation of the half obol to the assarion. Since 
this feature is associated with the Roman period I will discuss it in the following section 
dealing with the denominations struck during the Roman Imperial period. 
As we saw dichalkoi continued to be struck during this period (later groups of Series 
19, Series 20, and a few issues of Series 24), and I have placed in this period the issue signed 
by moneyers AnOAAQNIOL and IEPONYMOL which may have been of the value of the trichalkon. 
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2. ROMAN IMPERIAL PERIOD 
2. i. Introduction: As we saw in the previous section, Greek mints struck a larger variety of 
bronze denominations during the Roman than in earlier periods. This resulted in the 
introduction of a number of types for marking out the new denominations. Chios took a 
further step in this direction by including the full denominational name in the legends of 
almost all issues. This feature first appears on the island's issues dating to the early 1 st century 
AD but it became standard on all regular issues during the second half of the century; from 
then onwards the mint never produced any regular issues without a denominationallegend.89o 
Though issues of other Greek mints are known to bear occasionally denominational values in 
legends or countermarks,89I Chios was unique at the time for having fully incorporated 
denominational values in all of its regular issues and retained this feature over a period of two 
centuries, down to the end of its coinage. 
The adoption of denominational legends makes the Chian coinage one of the few 
sources of evidence, perhaps the most informative, for studying the development, function, 
and various aspects of the provincial denominational systems in the Eastern part of the Roman 
Empire during the period Ist-3rd century AD.892 On the surface it would seem that the Chian 
coinage of the Roman period bears little resemblance to that struck during the Hellenistic 
period, suggesting that the local monetary system might have been reformed early in the 
Roman Imperial period. Numismatists in the past have considered that Chios, and the rest of 
the Greek world for that matter, adopted the Roman denominational system, in the place of 
their earlier Greek one (see below).893 In one of the following sections I discuss whether or 
890 The Homereia issues lack marked values but these did not fonn part of the regular coinage. After all they 
were easy to distinguish from their reverse type -the seated figure of Homer- which was uniquely reserved for 
coins of this issue. 
891 See the table with Greek Imperial issues of the Julio-Claudian period bearing denominational legends or 
marks in RPC /, pp. 32-3: for later Greek issues bearing marks of value se.e Ho.wego, 1985, pp. 57-9 .. 
892 Johnston in her forthcoming article on Greek provincial coinage of ASIa MInor, stat.es t~at t~e cOInage ?f 
Chios and countennarks on coins of Asia Minor can be used as evidence on the denomInatIOns In the provInces 
of Asia Minor during the Roman period. 
893 Howegego, 1985, p. 54, 'As the Roman ,\ys/em prevailed in the silver .. so it did in th~ ~~on=e; p. 59, . The . 
persis/ellcc o.lCI'I'L'A silver standards does not necessarily imply that their bron:e subdiVISIOns were also Creek. 
not this theory may still be seen as valid in light of the new interpretation of the evidence 
provided from the study of the Chian coinage. 
2. ii. Individual denominations: The earliest Chian series bearing inscribed denominational 
legends are marked with values that are either known to have been in use during the 
Hellenistic period or were borrowed from the Roman monetary system. Three different 
denominations, the dichalkon, trichalkon, and obol comprise the first category; a further three 
denominations, the assarion and its multiples, the 1 'li and 3-assaria, comprise the second 
category. Before the end of the 1 st century AD the trichalkon was replaced by the 
hemiassarion and around the middle of the 2nd century AD the obol by the 2-assaria. The use 
of these two denominations clearly show that a process was underway at Chios of replacing 
Greek denominational names with Roman ones. The mid-later 2nd century AD saw the issue 
of the tetrachalkon, the last denomination to be introduced by the Chian mint. During the 3rd 
century AD only denominations of the assarion and higher were issued, smaller ones were 
presumably driven out of circulation as the result of inflation sometime in the late 2nd century 
AD. 
The smallest denominational value appearing in a coin legend is that of the dichalkon 
(Ot'xaAKov); this denomination, as we saw, was regularly struck during the Hellenistic period. 
Since no Chian coin bearing the value name of a chalkous is known, it would seem that the 
dichalkon took over its place as the smallest denomination by the later 1st century AD.894 The 
next higher denomination is the trichalkon ('tpt'XaA.Kov). As we saw this denomination was 
particularly common at Chios during the 3rd century BC but gradually driven out of 
circulation during the first half of the 2nd century Be; no such Chian issue appears to have 
been struck for the remainder of the Hellenistic period. However the denomination may have 
been reissued shortly before the striking of the earliest issue bearing its denominational value. 
Issues of AOOAAQNIOI:-IEPONYMOI: are the earliest to show an average weight and diameter 
higher than that of the dichalkon and therefore a denomination valued above the dichalkon. As 
894 The final chalkous issue seems to have been struck in the last group of Chian issues without denominational 
values, part of Roman Series L and bears the name of moneyer AI:MENOI:; see the discussion in the relevant 
chapter in the outline of the coinage. 
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I discuss in the outline of the coinage one of these coins was used as a flan for striking an 
issue bearing the legend of trichalkon and this constitutes strong evidence that both issues 
would have been of the same denomination. Only a single issue with the denominational value 
of trichalkon is known, and it would seem that this denomination during the 1 st century AD 
was represented by certain issues of similar module to the trichalkon but lacking a mark of 
value; for a full discussion of these issues see the outline of the coinage, Roman Series I with 
issues lacking an inscribed denominational value (pp. 398-402). 
During the late 1 st century AD the mint resumed striking this value but issues bore the 
inscribed denominational legend of hemiassarion (llJl lacrcra' plOV) instead of trichalkon. This 
name change had no affect on the module or types of this denomination, and evidently the 
value and the standard remained the same. The hemiassarion was regularly struck until the 
middle to late 2nd century AD after which it dropped out of circulation. 
The tetrachalkon ('t£'tpa'xaAxov) is the denomination higher In value after the 
trichalkonlhemiassarion. This denomination was only struck once by the Chian mint and I 
discuss its significance in the relevant section of its series in the outline of the coinage 
('Preimos' Series). The assarion (acrcra'ptov) is the next higher denomination. Its name 
applied throughout the Eastern part of Empire as the Greek translation of the Roman 
denomination as, but at the same time became adopted as the name of a local denomination. 
These two elements have been combined by scholars who invariably equate the Eastern 
assarion with the Roman Imperial as. Furthermore, the adoption of the term assarion is 
generally considered as evidence that the Roman system of bronze denominations was 
spreading in the Eastern part of the Empire. However as we will see in detail in the following 
section, the assarion represents a different value to the as and belongs to a monetary system 
that bore no relation to the Roman one. 
At Chi os, as with the rest of the East, large denominations were struck as multiples of 
the assarion. Since the reformed aes system of Augustan Rome did not include any 
denominational values marked as multiples of the as, the Eastern denominational systems 
could not have copied this feature from the contemporary Roman coinage. The bronze 
multiples of the as in the Roman Imperial system bore the names of dupondius and s('sfertius. 
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which seem to have been unfamiliar names to the Eastern part of the Empire (RPe I, p. 31, f. 
34). This evidence suggests that the Greek cities may have started using the term assarion 
prior to the Augustan aes reform. The next denomination higher in value after the as sari on is 
the 1 ~ assarion (Eva~ tcrllacrcra' ptov). The value is absent from the Roman system and was 
only devised as the half fraction of the largest denomination, the 3-assaria, which is 
discussed below. 
The obol (O~OAO'~) is the denomination immediately higher than the 1 ~ assarion. It 
was the largest denomination at Chios that still retained its Greek name. The Chian mint is not 
known to have issued the obol before,895 but this denomination was struck by a number of 
Greek mints during the Hellenistic period, some of which may have been using the system of 
twelve chalkoi to the obol. 896 The obol was used throughout the Greek world, even if it 
represented a theoretical value for many cities where this denomination was not struck. At 
Chios the standard of the earliest issue of the obol agrees well with what we would expect for 
an issue of this denomination on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol since its module is 
twice that of the hemiobol of Series 23, the half value of the obol and the largest bronze 
denomination struck until then.897 The fact that the obol continued to be struck down to the 
middle of the 2nd century AD shows that this denomination was still being used in everyday 
transactions and therefore played an important role within the monetary system.898 This 
observation is important in attempting to reconstruct the denominational system in place at 
Chios and the East in general during the Roman Imperial period. 
The obol was double the value of the assarion and this is confirmed from the change of 
the name of the denomination to that of two assaria (0'0'0 acrcra' pta) which took place on the 
895 That is on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol; for a possible issue of the obol but on the eight chalkoi to 
the obol system see the discussion above of the identification of the denomination struck in Series 21. 
896 See for example the obol issue of Smyrna struck during the early 1 st century BC and averaging in weight 13g. 
Milne, 1928, pp. 157-9, considers that this obol was struck on. the system of e.ight chalkoi. to. the obol. This 
however may be wrong since its weight is far too heavy for thiS standard and ~s actually Similar to that of later 
issues of the obol at Chios, which were struck on the system of twelve chalkOl to the obol. We saw above further 
evidence that this obol of Smyrna may belong to this system. 
897 The obol of Series I has a diameter of 31.00 mm and weighs an average of 13g while the hemiobol of Series 
23. as we saw, has a diameter of 20-1 mm and an average weight of 7.2g. 
898 Howgego, 1985, p. 56, discusses the appearance of the term 'obol' in inscription.s.of Thessaly .and Smyrna 
during the 1 st and 2nd centuries AD but considers this to be probably a term oftr~dltlOnal reckonmg, rather than 
a struck denomination. Contra, Johnston, fothcoming article, table 10-11, who assigns a struck obol 
denomination at both Smyrna and Sardis during the 1 st and 2nd centuries AD. 
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coinage during the middle of the 2nd century AD.899 The module and types of this new 
denomination were the same as the obol and consequently both denominations represented the 
same value. Obviously even after the name obol was abandoned in favour of that of 2-assaria, 
the system remained unaltered. 
The largest denomination at Chios comprised three assaria ('Cpt' a aaaa' pta) and not 
four, as would have been expected had Chios copied the system from the aes of Augustus (the 
sestertius was valued at four asses). This number of assaria for the largest denomination is 
further evidence that the system at Chios could not have been based on the Roman 
contemporary aes system. An obvious model for the denomination may have been an identical 
denomination struck as part of M. Antony's Fleet coinage, the only known instance of a 
Roman triassarion issue struck after the 2nd century BC.900 Since the earliest 3-assaria at 
Chios is struck on the same module as some issues of the same denomination belonging to M. 
Antony's coinage and signed by his lieutenants, Bibulus or Atratinus, this might give the 
impression that Chios not only copied the denominational name from this Roman coinage but 
also its standard. This link between the two coinages is further strengthened by the fact that a 
large component of the fleet coinage was struck in the Eastern part of the Roman Empire for 
local circulation (RPC I, pp. 284-6; Kroll, 1997, p. 141). As we saw in the historical 
background, p. 41, Chios was during this period under the control of M. Antony and the island 
would have been within the sphere of circulation of his coinage. 
However below I discuss the fact that certain issues of M. Antony's fleet coinage, 
including the 3-assaria copied by Chios, were in fact struck on local bronze systems of the 
East. This suggests a two way exchange between the Greek and Roman monetary systems 
with Romans issuing their bronze coinage in the Greek East on local systems and Greeks 
adopting Roman names for their own issues and of identical value (and standard) to these 
Eastern Roman issues. This also agrees with the fact that the earliest 3-assaria at Chios were 
struck on the same standard as the other denominations of this mint and therefore on the 
Greek system of twelve chalkoi to the obol. 
899 The equation of I obol to 2-assaria also applied for most regions outside Chios; R:C I, p. 37? : There is no 
reason to doubt that the equation all obol: 2-assaria lI'(JS valid throughout the province (of ASia). 
900 For the latest discussion of this coinage see RPC, pp. 284-6. 
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2. iii. The denominational system at Chios during the early Roman Imperial period: 
In the section discussing the bronze denominations of late Hellenistic Chios I suggest 
that issues of Series 23 probably represented the half obol denomination, on the system of 
twelve chalkoi in the obol. These issues are also known to have circulated elsewhere in 
Greece for the same value but under a different denominational name, that of as/assarion. 
Three coins of this denomination of Series 23 were found during excavations at Corinth901 
suggesting that these were integrated in the local monetary system of Corinth, established after 
the Roman colony was founded, and were circulating alongside the largest local 
denomination, the as.902 The earliest Corinthian asses dating in c 42/1 BC were struck on a 
diameter of 22-3mm and an average weight of 9.2g; from c 38 BC and onwards, these same 
issues were struck on a diameter of 20mm and an average weight of c 7g.903 Both in weight 
and size the Chian coins of Series 23 are identical to asses of Corinth that were being struck 
from the 30s BC and afterwards. 
There can be little doubt that the Chian coins of Series 23 would have been circulated 
as 'asses' at Corinth, irrespective of the fact that they were hemiobols, in other words, coins of 
a Greek name struck on a Greek denominational system. As we saw a number of cities in 
southern Greece, located close to Corinth, were also striking coins on the same system as 
Chios producing hemiobols identical in size and weight to those of Chios but also asses of 
Corinth.904 Large numbers of hemiobols have been recovered at Corinth where they would 
also have been circulating as 'asses' .905 Since the Greek system of twelve chalkoi to the obol 
was firmly in place in the Peloponesse at the time the Roman colony at Corinth was founded 
(see above in this section), we may assume that Corinth adjusted the weight standard of its 
901 See the discussion of Series 23 in the outline of the coinage, pp. 357-364. 
902 Denominations at Corinth bore Roman names, RPC I, p. 245. 
903 For the change in the size and weight of the early duoviral issues at Corinth see Amandry, 1988, pp. 82-83, 
table 12; Kroll, :-/thens Agora X\T/, f. 182. .. . . 
904 RPC I, pp. 31-35 & 245-7 and Kroll, Athens Ag~ra ~XVI, p. 91 '. st~te t~at cItIes m the Greek mamland were 
issuing coins of the same size and weight as the COrInthian asses; thiS IS relter~ted by Idem, 1996, p. 54. and 
Idem, 1997, p. 139 where he states that, 'In size and weight these br~nze ?emlObols, at least the first century 
B.C. ones, are indistinguishable/rom assaria like the ones/rom Cormth. . . ' . 
905 For coin finds at Corinth see Corinth VI; Jones, 1963, p. 322-3. table 5. ~nc1udes a list of mmts repr~sented m 
th . fi d t Roman Corinth which includes almost all mints in the provmce of Achaea. For later com finds e com m · f . I' . 
one may consult the coin reports prepared by Dr O. Zervos and published as a long series 0 artlC es m successive 
editions of Hesperia since the late 1970's and down to present. 
bronze coinage to that of the other mints in the region.906 This would not have been seen as a 
comprise on the part of the Romans, since the names of the denominations at Corinth 
continued to be Roman, not Greek. 
This suggests that the as denomination at Corinth was in fact a hemiobol on the Greek 
system of twelve chalkoi to the obol and this would also apply for its fractions, the semis and 
quadrans; their standard is also the same with the Greek denominations of the trichalkon and 
dichalkon. Even the internal denominational division at Corinth was identical to that of mints 
striking on the Greek system of twelve chalkoi to the obol. The semis and the trichalkon 
represented the half value of the as and the hemiobol respectively, while the quarter was 
represented by the quadrans and the dichalkon. The evidence clearly suggests that Corinth was 
issuing coinage on the local Greek system even though its issues bore denominational names 
from the Roman system.907 
Other Roman issues struck for circulation in Greece during the 30s BC and probably 
copying the same Greek standard include the coinage of the Roman colony of Dyme, the 
Roman coinage struck at Cephallennia,908 and some issues ofM. Antony's 'fleet coinage'. All 
of these coinages included a coin of the as denomination sharing the same size and average 
906 The authors of RPC I, p. 37, consider that the reduced standard at Corinth compared to the Roman standard 
under Augustus and that it may reflect this system. This is unlikely, since the standard of the earlier Republican 
coinage and that of Augustus aes reform have nothing in common with the standard used at Corinth. This shows 
that the coinage of Roman Corinth could not have been part of either of these two systems. Corinth may have 
been driven to a decision to adopt the Greek system through the lack of any available Roman bronze coinage at 
the time; Rome hardly produced any in the previous half century prior to the colony's foundation (RRC, p. 596). 
Indeed if the colonists were to conduct everyday business with the various neighbouring Greek communities they 
would have to produce bronze coinage on the same local standard. Mac Isaac, 1995, p. 19, is the first to my 
knowledge to consider that Roman Corinth may have adopted the local Greek denominational system but offers a 
different explanation than this study for what might have caused this policy. He considers that the standard at 
Corinth was copied from that of the Corinthian chalkous of the Hellenistic period, struck before the city's 
destruction in 146 BC, since this coin appears from numerous archaeological finds (a few are quoted by Mac 
Isaac, 1995, f. 7) to have continued circulating in Roman Corinth, a long time after the cessation of its issue. 
907 Mac Isaac, 1995, p. 19 & f. 5, first suggested that the denominational system in Roman Corinth was Greek 
(see the previous footnote). However he wrongly states that this was also considered by C. J. Howgego in his 
review: 'After the Colt Has Bolted: A Review of Amandry on Roman Corinth', NC 149 (1989) in pp. 200-1. In 
numismatic publications the standard at Corinth is commonly referred to as belongin.g to the R.om~n system. This 
has led to further misinterpretations. For example Athens is known to have changed ItS denommatlonal system 
after the mid I st century BC and struck coinage of the size and weight of the coins at Corinth. Kroll. Athens 
Agora .\XVI, p. 91. is most probably right in suggesting that Athens was intlu~nce~ by ~orinth in this change but 
states that the Athenians allowed their bronze coinage to be adjusted in the directIOn oj Roman usage. However 
as we saw Corinth was in fact using the Greek system oftwe\ve chalkoi to the obol and Athens simply replaced 
the system of eight chalkoi to the obol that it was using previously for that of the t\\elve chalkoi to the obol (see 
the discussion in the previous section). 
908 Signed by Proculeius. RPC I. nos 1359-60 (dating c 30-28 BC). 
weight as that struck at Corinth, but also the hemiobols on the system of twelve chalkoi to the 
obo1.909 It may be noted that although these were on the whole short lived issues struck for the 
Roman armies in Greece at the time, they were intended to be used in the local (Greek) 
markets which would explain their compatibility with the local standard. Once in circulation, 
the coins would have been extensively used by the Greek cities during a period when local 
bronze coinage was scarce.9lO In this respect the mint at Corinth was particularly important 
since it continued issuing 'Roman' coinage after the end of the Civil wars in 30 BC, and 
supplied the province of Achaea with the bulk of its bronze coinage (RPC I. p. 33 & p. 37). 
On this evidence I would suggest that the Greeks would have first became familiar 
with the term 'assarion' by using the above Roman issues struck in their region during the 30s 
BC.911 The name quickly spread to their own coinage as a label for the hemiobol, the largest 
bronze coin struck by them at the time, since both these hemiobols and the Eastern Roman 
asses were struck on the same system and shared the same value. In Sparta for example the 
hemiobol denomination seems to have changed its name to assarion as early as the 30s BC 
(Kroll, Aigion, p. 56). It is clear that the adoption of the assarion as a denominational name by 
the Greeks should not be linked either with asses from the period of the Republic or with the 
same denomination that formed part of the Augustan aes reform.912 Note in particular that the 
change in the nomenclature of the larger Greek denominations did not extend to the smaller 
ones even though they also agreed well with their respective denominations struck at Corinth. 
We see for example that the Greeks did not rename at the time the trichalkon as 'semis', or the 
dichalkon as 'quadrans'; this is probably because the smaller denominations were not widely 
used in transactions between the Greek cities and the Romans (resident at Corinth or with the 
909 Kroll, Aigion, p. 58, f. 34, considers that the largest denomination struck by e. Proculeius was probably a 
hemiobol. However this was Roman coinage and the denomination would therefore have been an as, not a 
hemiobol. 
910 RPC I, p. 21 & p. 245, states that between c l46-c 27 BC only Corinth an~ Athens minted coin~g~ on a.large 
scale: other Greek issues of the period were tiny. Note however that even COrInth only resumed strIkmg comage 
after the foundation of the Roman colony in c 44 Be. . .. . 
911 The authors of RPC I. p. 36-7, also suggest the Roman civil wars m ~eneral as the startm~ p~mt m the spread 
of Roman bronze denominational values in Greece. Here I suggest that It was Roman denommatlOnal names that 
were adopted, not systems. . . . .. _ 91~ Even in appearance the assarion was different to the as. It IS mterestmg that VltruvlUS (III. I, 7) co~pares the 
R t' At· ·th the obol not the assarion This reference does not seem to ha\ e been considered by oman as 0 Ugus us \\ I, . 
scholars claiming that the as and assarion were of the same value. 
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armies of the civil wars passing through Greece) as was the hemiobollassarion coin.913 In all 
likelihood we seem to be dealing with a two way exchange between Romans and Greeks in 
respect to the base metal coinage during the transitional period from the Republic to the 
Principate. Romans used the local system to strike coinage while Greeks adopted the Roman 
name of as/assarion for their own currency.914 
This general discussion on the introduction of the assarion in Greece is important in 
understanding basic elements of the system of inscribed denominations of the Chian coinage, 
since the local denominational values also include the as sari on and its multiples. As I discuss 
in the outline of the coinage, no assarion issue seems to have been struck with the earliest 
issues bearing marked denominational values at Chios. The authors of RPC have shown (p. 
410) that issues of the 3-assaria, the 1 12 assarion, the obol, and the trichalkon were struck on 
the same standard.915 However the earliest known assarion, bearing the name <l>AYI:TOI:, is too 
heavy in its average weight and too large in size to agree with the standard of the other 
denominations. Further evidence presented and discussed in the outline of the coinage 
(Roman Series I) also suggests that this issue may not have been struck during the same 
period as the other denominations, and was probably an exeptional issue and not part of the 
regular coinage. In fact within the system created by the other marked denominations at Chios 
'the weight of the as should be about 6,5-7 g; and its diameter should be, perhaps, a little 
over 20 mm' (RPC I, p. 374). No such coin is known to have been struck alongside the earliest 
marked issues leaving us with a monetary reform based on a coin that evidently must have 
existed but seems not to have survived. However the study of the bronze coinage immediately 
predating the introduction of the first series bearing inscribed denominational values reveals 
that coins of Series 23, the very same coins circulating as 'asses' at Corinth, were struck on 
exactly the diameter and average weight suggested by the authors of RPC for the hypothetical 
913 As the largest coin the hemiobollassarion would have been used extensively in silver: bronze ~x~hanges. . 
914 I have already explained why the Romans found it expedient to adopt the Gree~ sy~tem for stnkmg br?nze In 
the region. It is fairly obvious why in their turn the Greeks a~opted the name assarIon ~n place of the he.ml~bol. It 
was Romans bringing in money and spending it locally. lea~mg the way for the renammg of the denom.l~atlOn. 
The fact that the denarius was also the only silver currency m the area (see below) would also have facilitated the 
use of a Roman name for the most important denomination. 
915 Mdt 1917 P 8 makes no mention that the different denominations were struck on the same aurogor a 0, ," . . . ., .,. 
denominational standard but seems to take it for granted while dlscussmg hiS Idea about the weight reduction of 
the assarion at Chios. 
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assanon struck as part of the earliest Chian series with marked denominations. Arguably 
issues of Series 23 were not struck together with the other denominations but some time 
before, and more importantly the coins lack an inscribed denominational value. However they 
are likely to have been still circulating in such quantity during the period when Roman Series I 
was struck to have been included in the coin 'reform'. The fact that they seem to represent the 
hemiobol denomination is in line with what I discuss above concerning the identification of 
the as/assarion with the hemiobol in Greece. As we will see there is some strong evidence 
from a later period confirming that the value of a half obol at Chios was in fact the one 
assarion.916 It would seem from this that the earliest coinage bearing inscribed values at Chios 
may have been based on a denomination that was already in circulation a few years earlier. 
Chios seems to have struck its earliest 'Roman' denominations at a time when other 
Greek cities were also beginning to produce larger denominations in bronze. It has been 
suggested that these monetary systems may have been copying that of Augustus's reform aes 
reform of c 20-10 BC (Maurogordato, 1918, p. 67). However it is more likely to have 
originated from monetary conditions prevailing in the East at the time and not out of a desire 
to copy the Roman system. At Chios the cessation of the locally produced silver coinage may 
have played an important part in the introduction of the larger denominations of the obol and 
higher that were struck for the first time. The mint may have resorted to the issue of bronze 
coinage of higher intrinsic value following the end of its own silver drachm coinage and the 
adoption of the denarius in its place.917 The cistophoric drachms of Chios were struck on a 
lower weight than the denarius and with debased silver suggesting that they could have 
circulated alongside the small value contemporary base metal coinage, e.g. the hemiobol of 
Series 23. However the denarius was of a larger value compared to the drachm of the 
cistophoric drachm that it replaced at Chios, which would have necessitated a change in the 
bronze denominations struck. This monetary situation seems to have occurred in general 
916 RPC /. H 1985 P 56' D A Klose 'As und Assarion, zu den Nominalsystem der lokalen 
,owego, ,.,.' , . . 
Bronzemunzen im osten de Romischen Rieches', JFN, 36, (1986), pp. 101-5, p. 102; for outSIde ChlOs see the 
evidence quoted above. '. . . 
917 S RPC '75 ggesting that mints of the eastern part of the Roman EmpIre l11a~ have started Issumg 
ee , p. -) ,su .' f' I' h 
I d .' t bstl'tute their low value silver issues that were bemg driven out 0 clrcu atlOn at t e arge enom !natIOns 0 su 
time. 
wherever large bronze coins, similar to the 3-assaria issue of Chios, were minted to replace 
silver local drachms (for example, see Rhodes, RPC I, p. 454). The issue of a number of 
diff~rent large values forced the minting of smaller fractional values to facilitate transactions 
within this system. For example there is no precedent for striking the 1 ~ assarion which 
would have been introduced as a half denomination to the 3-assaria. 
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2. iv. Aspects of the bronze denominational systems of the eastern provinces of the 
Roman Empire: 
The Chian coinage struck during the early 1 st century AD consists of issues bearing 
denominational values that are associated either with the Greek or the Roman systems. By the 
middle/late 2nd century AD two of these denominations bearing names from the Roman 
system had in the past been inscribed with denominational names of the Greek system.918 
These changes have convinced numismatists that the mint of Chios during the Imperial period 
was in the process of replacing its Greek denominational system with the Roman one. 919 
One of the earliest advocates of this theory was Maurogordato who considered that 
Chios adopted the Roman monetary system in toto when it introduced the earliest issues 
bearing denominational values. For him Chios was using the Roman Imperial system for 
striking coinage from the time of Augustus and onwards and that even denominations with 
Greek names' .. bore no metrological connexion with any of the Greek monetary systems .. they 
are survivals in name alone.' (Maurogordato, 1917, quoted from the introduction to his Period 
XI, pp. 1-14, p. 3). He came to this conclusion after equating the Chian assarion with the 
Roman as and suggesting that these denominations were of identical value. Maurogordato 
then considered the value of the assarion set at 1I16th of the drachm -on the assumption that 
this copied the Roman system with an as set at 1I16th of the value of the denarius- leading 
him to suggest that the obol at Chios would have been worth an eighth of the drachm.92o 
Accordingly he concluded that the obol was a new coin bearing no relation to its namesake 
denomination of the Hellenistic period which was known to be valued at a sixth of the 
drachm. Maurogordato correctly observed that the obol at Chios during the Roman Imperial 
period consisted of twelve chalkoi, but also saw Roman influence in this since he claimed that 
the Chian mint copied this number from the division of the as into twelve unciae. The 
chalkous of Chins during the Roman period was also considered by Maurogordato (1917. pp. 
3-4) to be a different denomination to the one struck during the Hellenistic period. 
918 These, as I discuss in the previous section, are the trichalkon, renamed hemiassarion, and the obol, renamed 
2-assaria. 
919 Howegego. 1985. p. 57. stating that, ' .. Hol\'t!\'er the ('hiot t!\'idencl' does show the gradual replacement of the 
Greek svstem b,' the Roman.' . 
920 Ma~rogord~to was familiar with the equation of one obol to 2-assana. 
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Maurogordato's reconstruction of the Chian denominational system is not what the 
study of the evidence shows. In fact the Roman Imperial period, even with the introduction of 
the earliest series bearing denominational values on the Chian coinage, brought no changes to 
the bronze standard used locally and established during the Hellenistic period. As we saw 
coinage continued to be struck on the Greek system of twelve chalkoi to the obol and the only 
changes at the time were onomastic, involving the renaming of the hemiobol as as sari on and 
the striking of three new large denominations; two bearing Roman names (3-assaria and 1 Yz 
assarion) and one a Greek name (obol). Even these large denominations, irrespective if they 
bore Greek or Roman names, were also struck on the same standard as the denominations that 
survived from the Hellenistic period.921 
Issues of both types -with Greek or Roman names- were fully integrated in the same 
system and this is also evident in their use of the same standard. On this evidence we can be 
certain that the bronze denominational system at Chios remained essentially the one in place 
during the Hellenistic period. Even later when there are further replacements of Greek 
denominational names by Roman ones (see above), the system as we saw remained unaltered. 
The assumption therefore that Chios was copying the Roman system lacks any realistic basis. 
This finding seems to have repercussions not only for our understanding of the Chian 
coinage of the Roman period but also that of provincial coinages in general struck in the 
eastern part of the Roman Empire from the reign of Augustus and onwards. In the previous 
section I suggested that mints in the province of Achaea continued striking coinage during the 
Imperial period on their pre-Roman system. It seems from internal evidence that this was also 
the case for mints in the province of Asia, for example Smyrna and Sardis.922 Furthermore the 
use of older Greek systems for striking coinages in the East during the Roman Imperial period 
can also be deduced from the marked difference in the standard used by mints in Asia Minor 
and those of Chios-Achaea. Studies comparing the standard of the Chian denominations of the 
1 st century AD with those of cities in Asia Minor, that seem to have struck the same 
921 Nt' rt' lar the striking by Chios of the obol denomination, a 'Greek' denomination. for almost two 
oem pa ICU . f' , d .. 
centuries of the Roman Imperial period, and on the same standard as the othe~ Iss~es 0 R?m~n ~nommatlOns. 
922 KI 1986. 102. considers this for Smyrna. At Sardis the same denommatlOns bearmg Identical types and 
struck o::fore th~ ~eign of Augustus were still being issued under Tiberius, sec Johnston, 1995. p. 64. & f. 35. 
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denominations -though the latter are almost always unmarked- show that the earliest Chian 
denominations were on a heavier weight standard than the same denominations of cities of 
Asia Minor.923 Chios was obviously using a different system than the one in place in Asia 
Minor at the time.924 This seems to agree with the above assumption that the cities continued 
using Greek systems during the early Imperial period. As I discuss, Chios was striking coinage 
on the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol and this also applies for many cities in the Greek 
mainland; however cities in Asia Minor during the early Imperial period seem to have been 
using the system of eight chalkoi to the obol.925 Accordingly the 3-assaria issue would have 
weighed at Chios on average 7g (or a third) heavier than the same denomination struck by its 
mints in Asia Minor using the system of eight chalkoi to the obol. This happens to be 
approximately the weight difference recorded between the largest denominations at Chios and 
issues of identical value at both Smyrna and Sardis.926 
923 Johnston, in forthcoming article, pp. 14-15 compares issues of Chios of the 1 st century AD with those of 
Smyrna and Sardis of the same period. . . 
924 RPC I, p. 375 suggests that the cities in Asia Minor were striking corns on small~r module~ than ~hlos as a 
result ofthe devastating earthquake of 19 AD which inflicted severe damage on th~lr economIes: Thls.theory 
was first proposed by A. Johnston in Coins found in Sardeis, 1981, p. 3. However I~ a f~rthcommg artIcle, pp. 
14-15, Johnston attributes this difference in the use of the same local standard at ASIa Mmor before and after the 
reign of Augustus. . . . ., 
925 For a general account of the size and weight of issues m ASIa Mmor under the JulI.o Claudl~s see RP~ I, pp. 
370-375. During this period the authors ofRPC suggest th~t.there is a p.attern in ~he ~Ize and weIght ofc~m~ges 
for a large number of cities in the province of Asia, compr~sl~g two baSIC ~enommatlOns; the first one WIth Issues 
weighing 5-6g and on 19-20 mm while the smaller one welghmg 2-3g. ~hls suggests tha~ a common stand~rd 
may have been used by these mints and that the denominations are identl.fie~ as the heml~bo.1 (four chalkOl), the 
I d h rt bol (dl'chalkon) the smaller one The denommatlonal system IS lIkely to have been arger one, an t e qua er 0 . 
eight chalkoi to the obo!' . ' . 
926 J h fi h ' I' Ie Table 10 records that the 3-assana at Smyrna under Vespaslan weIgh 9,5-15g 
o nston orl comlw~ ar IC " • .' ., . 
d . "7 "8 rL ble II shows contemporary issues of the same denommatlon at SardIS welghmg 13.5-an measure - -- mm, a . ' ' fT1 d d' f33 
16 d '78 30mln The earliest 3-assana at Chlos has an avera~e weIght 0 --g an Iameter 0 mm g an measurIng - - . ~ 
(see Table 2 of this study), 
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2. v. Proposed exchange rate denarius/assarion in the East: 
If we consider that Chios, and other Greek mints, continued striking their bronze 
coinage on the Greek system then we are also confronted with the high probability that the 
local ratio of silver/bronze during the Roman Imperial period remained the same as during the 
Hellenistic period. In other words the value of the denarius in the East -which had replaced the 
locally struck drachms by the second half of the 1 st century BC- would have differed from 
that in Italy and the western part of the Empire, since these regions had different base metal 
currencies and monetary systems to the East. In this section I intend to discuss all available 
evidence and try to establish the value of the denarius at Chios; however in order to do so we 
need to examine the ratio denarius: assarion in the East in general. 
Maurogordato considered that Chios tarriffed the denarius at sixteen local assaria, a 
notion widely accepted today not only for Chian but all other Eastern assaria.927 However as I 
showed, the local assarion in the East was a different denomination to the Imperial Roman as 
of Augustan reform and therefore the two should not be equated. It is true that the assarion 
struck by mints in the Greek mainland (and also Chios) was of the same value as the as issued 
at Corinth, but the above discussion has established that even this denomination, though 
Roman in name, belonged to the Greek system. The latter would therefore have also been 
unrelated to the denomination struck by Rome which bore the same name.928 
Roman official aes could not, and did not, circulate in the Eastern provinces since its 
standard was incompatible to that of local issues which were struck in a different system. 
Even the fact that the Roman aes is clearly distinguished in Greek inscriptions as Italian 
assaria929 would mark them as issues of a system foreign to the East. Not surprisingly this 
927 The 'official' rate of the denarius is thought to have been set everywhere in the Roman Empire at sixteen 
asses or assaria' see J. R. Melville Jones, 'Denarii, Asses and Assaria in the Early Roman Empire', B1CS no. 18 
(1971), pp. 99- i 05; Howgego, 1985, p. 54 ; Klose, 1 ?86, P: 103 & p. 106; R~C I, p. 31. no. 34.; ~roll. Aigion, p. 
54-5. Note however that E. Lo.Cascio, 'State and Comage m the Late Republic and I.arly EmpIre , J~S 1981, pp. 
76-86, p. 78, and D. Mac Donald, 'The worth of the Assarion', Historia, 1989, pp. 120-4, p. 1:?1-2, dlsagree-
from different perspectives- with this assumption. . . 
928 M D Id 1989 pi') 1 claims that: originally. the local assarlOn was undoubtedly the eqUivalent of the ac ona, ,. - , . . . h 
Roman as. This is valid only in the sense that this denomination was eqUIvalent to Issues bearmg t .e same name 
but struck at Corinth and other Roman mints of the region (not the western part of the .Roman ~mplre). . 
929 S f' I th t· I'n IGR 3 1056 discussed in RPC 1 p. 31. The term Italian assaria also appears In 
ee or examp e e en I) ., .' '. ". '.
legends of didrachms and drachms of Caesarea Cappadocla datmg durmg the reIgn ot Nero, see RP( I, nos. 
3635-6, 3643. 
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coinage is all but absent from sites of these regions; 930 even the very few coins that have been 
found there seem to have circulated only during the middle of the 3rd century AD.93J If the 
Roman as was technically the same denomination as the assarion, then we would have 
expected it to circulate -of all places- in Corinth and the other Roman colonies in the region. 
However even the coin finds at Corinth show that Roman official aes was hardly in 
circulation before the mid 3rd century AD, where in fact the hemiobollassarion issues of 
Greek cities and towns were freely circulating there and in large quantity.932 
The fact that the mints in the Eastern part of the Roman Empire continued striking 
bronze coinages on the pre-Roman systems, even after the term assarion had been adopted by 
most of them, indicates that they would have been using the same ratio for silver and bronze 
exchanges as before the Roman period. In this light it seems inappropriate to ascribe elements 
of the Roman system to the Eastern provincial coinage, for example, equating the Roman as 
to the local assarion and suggesting that the denarius was worth sixteen assaria.933 
Consequently cities in the eastern provinces of the Empire would have had their own 
reckoning for the worth of the denarius, valued in their own currency, arrived by way of the 
local system and independent of the official Roman system.934 
In the Greek system the drachm was made up of six obols and if the same ratio was 
retained during the Roman period, then we would expect to find the denarius worth the same 
number of obols within this system.935 This in its tum would have given a denarius worth 
930 A. Burnett, Coinage in the Roman World, 1987, p. 58 
931 At Corinth 8% of bronze finds was Roman aes, at Antioch 4%, Sardis 3.5%, Aphrodisias, 1.5%; data 
provided from D. J. Macdonald, Coins/rom Aphrodisias, BAR Suppl. Series 9,1976, p. 45, fig. 3; Jones, 1963, 
pp. 322-3, includes similar figures to the above. The majority of these finds of Roman coins in the East originate 
from contexts dating to the 3rd century AD. 
932 See the previous footnote; Jones, 1963, p. 322-3, table 5, lists the bronze issues according to mints 
represented in the coin finds at Corinth. Nearly all are civic issues from mints of the Greek mainland and the 
islands located near by. . . 
931 In the outline of the coinage, the chapter on Roman Series I (pp. 405-6) we saw that a small number of CItIes, 
including Chios, exceptionally issued a few of their assaria on a standard identical to .that ?fthe Roman as: These 
particular coins would probably have been equated to the Roman as, but \\'~re sh~rt lIved Issues and constItuted 
only a tiny percentage of the provincial coins struck during the early Impenal penod. They probably represe~t 
issues struck for a special occasion associated with the Roma~ g~vern~ent and ~s such are not relevant to thIS 
discussion which applies for the great majority of Greek provIncIal cOInages whIch were not equated to Roman 
denominations. . '
934 As we saw by the early 1 st century AD the denarius had already been establIshed as the most common stiver 
issue in the East" bringing"an end to most local civic drachms. . . 
935 This seems to have been facilitated b) the equation of the denanus WIth the Greek drachms struck before the 
adoption of the denarius in this region: see Howgego. 1985, p. 56: Kroll. 1997. pp. 139-140. 
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twelve assaria, the same number of hemiobols in the drachm. The little epigraphic evidence at 
our disposal recording the local value of the denarius for cities of the province of Achaea 
point to such an exchange rate for the denarius with the local assarion. Inscriptions from 
Messenia in the Peloponesse, dating to the early Imperial period,936 clearly record six obols to 
the denarius (RPC I, p. 246; Kroll, Aigion, p. 55), consequently the denarius would have been 
worth twelve local assaria in Messenia (Burnett, 1987, p. 47). This particular region does not 
seem to have produced any worthwhile coinage for most of the early Imperial period (RPC I, 
p. 248), and would have relied for its supply of base metal coinage from elsewhere in the 
province, most probably Corinth. This suggests that value of the denarius at Messenia would 
also have been the same for the other cities providing this region with its coinage.937 
Other epigraphic evidence on the local rate of the denarius/assarion at Achaea IS 
provided from inscriptions of Athens dating in the 2nd century AD. Entries in these 
inscriptions show that the locally struck 'assarion', labeled at Athens with the 'hellenic' name 
of 'hemidrachm', was tarriffed at a twelfth of a denarius, not sixteenth (Howgego, 1985, p. 55; 
Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, p. 91, p. 320, table VII). As this Athenian coin was struck on the 
same size and average weight as assaria of other cities in the province, including the as issued 
at Corinth, (Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, ibid) we have to consider the strong possibility that a 
host of other Greek cities also tarriffed the denarius at twelve local assaria. If Athens was 
exceptional in setting the value of the denarius at twelve assaria,938 while the rest of Achaea 
was paying sixteen assaria for the same coin, this would have led to the exclusion of all 
foreign assaria -of similar weight and size to the Athenian 'hemidrachms' - from circulating in 
Athens, since they would have been worth a third of the value of the local 
'assarionlhemidrachm'. As a result of this presumed monetary situation, Athens would have 
ended up with a closed monetary system as far as base metal coinage is concerned. This 
however is not borne out from the coins found in the Athen' s Agora excavations. The foreign 
936 The inscription is discussed in A. Giovannini. Rome etla circlllal~on monetair~ t!1I (Jrece. au /it! siecle m'unt 
Jesus-Christ (Basel, 1978), pp. 115-22. proposing a dat~ arou~d the tlme.ofthe r~lgn ofCahgula (3~-41 A~). 
937 As we saw above Corinth struck by far the largest cOinage In the 'provl~ce dunr~g. the earl) Imperial period 
providing coinage for most of the Peloponnese and. probably t~e re~lOn of Mess~ma. . , 
938 Th" I' db K II I'bl'd who calls the ratIO bronze' sliver In Athens as exceptlonall\ favorable. Wh\ IS IS C alme y ro, , . . . - -
should Rome have treated 'favorably' Athens and not the other Greek cities IS another questIOn. 
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coins include a large number of Corinthian asses, many of which also have signs that they 
circulated in Athens with the same value as the local Athenian hemidrachmlassarion.939 The 
fact also that Athens seems to have adapted its bronze standard to that of Corinth shows that 
this was partly done so that coins from these mints could easily have circulated in each other' s 
regions (see above).94o It seems that the ratio of twelve assaria to the denarius at Athens 
would also have applied for the province of Achaea -including Corinth- in general, and 
possibly other Greek mints outside this province. 
I have already referred to issues of the Roman period from the mint of Aigion bearing 
the inscribed denominational legend of half obol. These issues as we saw are identical in size 
and weight to several other issues from various Greek mints, some of which are known to 
have been of the assarion. Kroll acknowledges the fact that the hemiobol of Aigion 
corresponded to the local Greek assarion, but considers that the former was worth 33 per cent 
more in silver since he puts its ratio to the denarius at 12, while that of the assarion -following 
the traditional view- at 16 (Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, ibid; reiterated by Idem, 1997, p. 139). 
Kroll based this solely on the fact that the mint at Aigion was using the denominational value 
of hemiobol instead of assarion. As with the case of Athens we are asked to consider a local 
economy functioning within its own closed monetary system for bronze and therefore in 
isolation from its neighbouring towns striking assaria.941 This however as I have already 
discussed in the case of Athens is an unlikely situation. In the reign of Antoninus Pius, Aigion 
struck coins bearing denominational values of the assarion and its multiples, which is taken by 
939 Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, pp. 222-228, for Corinthian duoviral coinage found in the Athens Agora. The total 
number of coins is 63, of which 48 were asses. Corinth furnished the largest amount of foreign coinage in Athens 
during the early Imperial period something expected since this was the largest mint in the region. Kroll. Athens 
Agora ,,\,Xv/, p. 169, presents and discusses strong evidence that the asses of Corinth were circulating freely at 
Athens and were not distinguished from the local issue of the same module (the 'hemidrachm'). 
940 This is reflected by Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, p. 91, who states that Athens adjusted its coinage to that of 
Corinth so that it could be used by the Romans (of Corinth). 
941 Kroll, A igion, pp. 49-78, considers that two bronze denominational systems w:re in place during the same. 
period in the Peloponnese (which ~ay be extended to cov~r the whole oft~e provIn~e of Achaea): a Roma~ WIth 
a bronze assarion 1/16 of the denarIUS, and a Greek one WIth a bronze hemlobol 111_ of the denarIUS. The tlrst 
system includes mints like Sparta where there is evidence of the early adopti~n ~fthe 'assarion." in place of the 
hemiobol. In the latter he includes Aigion and Athens where we have denomInatIOnal values wlt~ Gre~k.names. 
However this scheme seems to fall when we consider Chios where we clearly have .a case of a mInt strl~Ing. 
'obols' alongside 'assaria'. It is difficult to consider that people. using the .Chia~ cOInage ~ocally or findIng It 
ab d · th' hange would have used the 'Greek' system whIle reckonmg With the Chlan obols and the roa In elr c , . d" . h bl fr 
'Roman' for Chian assaria. The fact also that the Athenian and Aegion half obols were In IstInguls a e om any 
Greek assarion issue also agrees that these were of the same value abroad. 
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Kroll as evidence that the system changed from the Greek to the Roman resulting in a 
devaluation of the currency. However as I discuss both systems were fully integrated 
throughout the Greek East with the hemiobol equated to one assarion. Consequently what 
happened at Aigion during the reign of Pius was simply the renaming of the hemiobol to 
assarion without this affecting a change in the bronze: silver ratio locally. Evidence of this is 
the fact that the first assarion at Aigion was on the same standard as the earlier hemiobols 
from the same mint. As we saw Chios witnessed two such renamings without this affecting 
the value of its bronze denominations vis a vis the silver. 
Further evidence suggesting that the denarius was not worth sixteen local assaria in 
Greece is provided by the denominational legends in assaria appearing on the very few issues 
with inscribed denominations or marks of value. Melville Jones (1971, pp. 103-4) noticed that 
Eastern mints were marking their denominations with values that did not fit easily with the 
system of sixteen assaria to the denarius. In particular he discussed issues of two mints, Syros 
and Tomi; from the first mint he recorded the 1 'li assarion denomination and from the second 
one the 4 1/2-assaria. Obviously the latter mint, as with the first one, would also have been 
using the 1 'li assarion. Though Melville Jones does not seem to come up with a reasonable 
explanation for the appearance of the denomination at Tomi, his attempt to dismiss the 1 'li 
assarion of Syros as a 'convenient unit of exchange, particularly in a small community' (p. 
246) flies against all available evidence. The denomination as we saw was continuously struck 
at Chios, and Johnston (forthcoming article, pp. 11-14) also considered that it was issued by a 
number of cities in Asia Minor. At Chios where coinage was inscribed on a regular basis, we 
find the 3-assaria and 1112-assarion struck throughout the two centuries it marked its coinage 
and the first denomination was also inscribed on coinage of Aigion. The same values may also 
have been used by the other mints which did not inscribe values. 
The subdivision of the larger values by three fits well with a ratio of twelve assaria to 
the denarius but not with sixteen. Twelve assaria are made up of either four coins of the 3-
assaria, six of the obo!, or eight of the l'li assarion. This system would have been most 
inconvenient if the denarius had been locally made up of sixteen assaria, since neither the 3-
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assaria nor the 1 'l'2 assarion could make up on their own the correct amount to exchange for 
denarii.942 
The discussion of the evidence seems to suggest that cities of the province of Achaea 
may have retained the Greek reckoning in the ratio of denarius: assarion. One important 
feature of the coinage that may have facilitated this policy was the likely equation of the 
denarius with the drachm that it happened to replace (Howgego, 1985, p. 56; Kroll, 1997, pp. 
139-140). Most cities of the province of Achaea were using the Attic or the light Aeginetean 
standard prior to the adoption of the denarius and the weight of their local drachms was only 
slightly heavier than the denarius with which these issues seem to have been equated.943 
Another interesting feature is the widespread use of the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol in 
the province even by cities previously known to have been using that of eight chalkoi to the 
obol (see above, Athens is the most important of these cases); the use of this system also 
seems to have played a role in the value of the denarius tarriffed in local bronze currency. 
The above evidence strongly suggest that the denarius was probably worth twelve 
assaria in the province of Achaea and other neighbouring regions. However this rate does not 
seem to have applied throughout the eastern part of the Empire. It is conceivable that in other 
areas the denarius may have been worth a different number of assaria, depending on the local 
pre-Roman reckoning of the worth of the silver coinage (but not influenced from the ratio 
denarius: official Roman as). As we saw two main elements seem to have been decisive in this 
reckoning, the standard of the silver coinage prior to the adoption of the denarius, and the 
system used for the bronze coinage. Mints in Asia Minor differed from those of Achaea in 
both these elements. 
Most drachms struck in Asia Minor during the early Imperial period were on the 
cistophoric standard, leading numismatists to consider that the drachm there may have been 
worth 3/4 of the value of the denarius. This would suggest that the denarius would have been 
worth more local assaria, to accommodate the increase in the value of the silver coinage with 
9~~ In the Roman Imperial system a denarius was made up ~ffour se.stertii, or eight dupondii or sixteen ass~s .. 
9~1 Th Att" d chm weighed 4.3g while a drachm on the lIght Aegmetean standard was 4.8g, see Kroll. AlglOn. 
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I sugoests parity between these drachms and the denarius. This is reiterat~d b) Idem. 1997. p. ,. _-'. \\ 0 a so:=- . 
pp. 139-140. 
the switch from cistophoric drachm to denarius. Indeed epigraphic evidence from Pergamum 
and Ephesus shows that the denarius was tarriffed locally at more than twelve assaria or even 
sixteen assaria; it was probably eighteen at Pergamum, though the number is uncertain for 
Ephesus.944 
The discrepancy in the number of assaria to the denarius between mints in Greece and 
those of Asia Minor is also likely to stem from the use of different bronze systems and 
standards. As I have already shown in the previous section, the bronze coinage in most of Asia 
Minor was struck on the system of eight chalkoi to the obol showing a considerably lighter 
weight compared to the standard in Greece, where the system of twelve chalkoi to the obol 
was used for striking bronze coinage. In general the assarion in Asia Minor was approximately 
a third lighter than that in mainland Greece during the Roman period, and at least until the 
middle of the 2nd century AD (see the discussion in the following section). This also happens 
to be the difference in the number of assaria that the evidence suggests that mints in these 
provinces reckoned the value of the denarius: 12 for Achaea and 18 for Asia. 
The denarius may have tarriffed at twelve assaria in areas where the bronze 
denominational system continued to be that of the twelve chalkoi to the obo!. For areas where 
the system was eight chalkoi to the obol the denarius would probably have been composed of 
a larger number of assaria. In such case issues struck by mints on different denominational 
systems may not have circulated in each other's region. 
How can this evidence on Greek provincial coinage relate to that of Chios? As we 
saw, the standard weight of the Chian mint conformed with the standard in place in mainland 
Greece and furthermore, Chios also shared the same denominational system with most mints 
in this region, the twelve chalkoi to the obo!. It is therefore likely that the denarius would have 
been reckoned locally at twelve local assaria. However the drachm of Chios prior to the 
adoption of the denarius was on the cistophoric weight (see the outline of the coinage), and 
not any of the (heavier) standards of mainland Greece. The use of this silver standard may 
hold the explanation to why Chios introduced large bronze denominations as in the example 
944 L C . 1981 P 78 claims that the denarius was worth eighteen assaria in Pergarnum and l::.phesus; as I 
o aSCIO, ,., Id 1989 IT,,)' I 
d· h" raphl'c support for Peroamum but not for Ephesus. Mac Dona, , p. --, IS a so ISCUSS, t ere IS eplg e> . '
convinced that the denarius was officially rated at Pergamum at more than sIxteen aSSaTlll. 
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of mints of Asia Minor,945 but which are almost absent from issues struck in Achaea before 
the 2nd century AD, even though Chian bronze coinage was struck on the same system as the 
latter coinages. The mint of Chios seems to provide us with an exceptional case in the study of 
the Greek provincial coinage since it combines elements from monetary systems employed in 
different provinces, Achaea and Asia. This suggests that Chios may have exceptionally 
accepted the denarius at the same value as its final drachm issues, even though this would 
have been lighter than the denarius. 
\)4" h t 't' . ASl'a MI'nor (e g Rhodes SJll\Tna and others) ma\ have been striking RPC /, p. 375 suggests t a CI les m . . , .. .' ,: . . . . 
. . d' th I . Imperial period to replace their earlIer small valut:s m sIlver, this IS large denommatlOns urmg e ear) ." d' f h 
f th I" ~ht weight c istophoric standard that was used in the region prtor to the a option 0 t e probably because 0 e Ig 
denarius. 
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2. vi. The bronze denominational system at Chios during the later Roman period: 
In the above section I discussed the main elements of the bronze denominational 
system at Chios as this evolved under the early Roman Empire and possible links with 
systems elsewhere in the Greek East. Here I will examine developments within the island's 
denominational system between the mid 1 st century AD and late 3rd century AD when this 
coinage ended. 
The standard of the bronze cOInage of Chios during the Imperial period was 
established with Series I, the first to include issues bearing denominational values. The 
module of each denomination was set as follows: the 3-assaria has a weight of 23-20g and a 
diameter of 32-33 mm, the obol weighs 14-10g and has a diameter of 28 mm, the 1112-
assarion weighs 11.05-1 0.83g and has a diameter of 26-25mm and the trichalkon weighs 4.04-
3.34g and has a diameter of 18-17mm. As we saw these denominations were struck on the 
same standard as used by Chios since the Hellenistic period and issues continued to be struck 
on the system of the twelve chalkoi to the obol. 
Only the assarion of <I> A YLTOL does not conform with this standard since it averages in 
weight c 9.66g; if this issue been struck on the same standard as the rest of the issues it would 
have weighed 7-6.5g, considerably less than its actual average weight. The diameter of most 
coins from this issue also indicates a different standard since most coins measure 26 mm in 
diameter and are close to the size of the 1112-assarion (at 26 mm). In the outline of the 
coinage (pp. 405-6) I discuss the possibility that this issue may have been exceptionally struck 
in imitation of the contemporary (official) Roman as denomination. However we may note 
that this is the only denomination where there seems to be a wide range in the issue's module, 
in contrast to the rest of the issues. The weight range of the assarion is 11.50g to 7.14g and 
one coin (fig. 6) struck at 7.14g agrees well with the standard used for the other 
denominations in this series (Roman Series I). The same also applies for the diameter of this 
particular coin at 23 mm, which is similar to that of later issues of the assarion and much 
smaller to the diameter of the other known coins from the same issue. At first glance this 
discrepancy in the standard of individual assarion coins leads us to consider that the mint 
might have struck coins of the same issue and denomination on different standards. However 
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this seems unlikely since there is no typological difference between the heavier and the lighter 
COInS. 
The following is a compilation of the average weights of all issues struck by Chios 
bearing denominational values (Table 2). Next to the average weight of the issues I have also 
. I d d· b k .. 946 
mc u e III rac ets theIr weIght range. The diameter of each denomination is usually kept 
the same throughout these issues, with a few exceptions that I have included in the following 
discussion. 
946 Lists of the average weights of some of the above issues were published by Klose, 1987, table 19, p. 115, 
where he also compares the weights of Chian issues with those of Smyrna and Magnesia ad Maeandrum. It may 
be noted the average weights of some issues quoted by Klose are different to those recorded in the table of this 
study. For example, Klose gives an average weight for the 3-assaria of Eirenaios as 8.81 g, while in this study the 
average is given as 9.2g; the average weight of the 3-assaria of Preimos is given by Klose as 15.98g while this 
study records 15.4g. It is not clear how Klose came up with these averages but certainly not from Maurogordato 
who gives nowhere in his work the average weight of each individual issue, but only the general weight range and 
usually the weight of one or two coins from the issue. In his Appendix L 1918, p. 71-72, Maurogordato recorded 
the average weights of denominations by adding the weights of coins belonging to different series and not giving 
the average weight of each issue separately as in the present study. These recorded average weights are therefore 
unreliable. However Klose's average \\eights of the Chian denominations are not even copied from 
Maurogordato's, Appendix L and I can only conclude that these are the result of his own personal research. 
Nevertheless the average weights quoted in this study are likely to be more plausible than those of Klose, since 




dichalkon t . h Ik 947 • ric a on assarIon 1112-assarion o b 0 1948 3-assaria 
14-15mm 16-18mm 20-22mm 24-26mm 26-28mm 31-33 mm 
I: 1.98 (I coin) 3.64 (4-3.3) 9.66 (11.5-7) to.9 (11-to.8) 12.33 (14-10) 21.65 (23-20) 
II. A: 10.40 (I coin) 12 (15.8-9.8) 19.39 (Icoin) 
II. B: 8.61 (10.2-7.2) 13.95 (15-11) 16.04 (Icoin) 
III. A: 1.94 (2-1.8) 3.15 (4.1-2.5) 
III. B: 2.20 (2.5-1.7) 3.35 5.71 (6.6-4.5) 7.73 (10.2-4.4) 
~. 
16.12 (lcoin) 
III. C: 3.12 (3.2-2.9) 6.60 (Icoin) 7.09 12.76 (16.4-9.2) 18.7 (23.5-14.9) 
III. D: 2.48 (3.3-1.5) 3.09 (3.5-2.3) 5.67 (7-4) 7.03 (8.2-4.4) to (13.1_7.2)949 17.10 (21.4-12) 
Preimos:950 1.85 (2-1.6) 2.02 (2.5-1.7) 5.15 (6.9-3.4) 8.2 (10.1-6.6) 9.51 (13.1-7.2) 15.4(19.5-12) 
Eirenaios: 3.22 (I coin) 4.3 (4.7-3.9) 6.15 (7.5-5.6) 9.2 (10.7-7) 
Chrysogonos: 2.50 (2.3-2.7) 3.7 (4.5-2.9) 5.3 (7~3.4) 7.4 (11.9-4.9) 
947 This denomination is renamed hemiassarion from Series III, Group A and onwards 
948 This denomination is renamed two assaria from Series of Preimos and onwards 
949 A coin of this issue, PI. XXXVII, fig. 18, has a diameter of 25 mm and is markedly smaller than the other 
issues of this denomination belonging to Group 0, Series III. 
950 Preimos also struck a tetrachalkon denomination which is unprecedented for the mint at Chios. Average 
weight for this denomination: 2.8Ig. The 8 coins recorded in this study show a weight range of3.3-2.1g. 
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It is clear that Group A of Series II retained the same standard as Series I while this 
also seems to apply for Group B, with the exception of the 3-assaria which shows a significant 
weight decline compared to earlier issues. However only one coin is known from this issue 
and this does not constitute reliable evidence for the study of the development of the weight 
standard of these issues. Obols of both Groups A and B were struck on flans measuring 30-33 
mm and therefore identical in size to coins of 3-assaria and much larger than the typical 
diameter range of the obol at 26-28 mm. However the weight of these obols agrees well with 
the weight standard for this denomination as established with the earliest issue of the obol. 
Issues of Series III appear to have been struck on a slightly lighter weight than earlier 
issues with a marked decline in the weight of the 11/2-assarion. Why this denomination was 
struck on a much lighter standard than the other denominations is not clear. The diameter of 
each denomination of these issues was kept according to the standard of earlier series. 
Denominations of Group D have similar weights to those of the previous groups in 
Series III, with the exception of the obol which seems to have been struck on a lighter weight 
than its respective issue of Group C, Series III. This seems to have been done to bring the 
denomination in line with the weight reduction of the 11 12-assarion of the previous group. The 
3-assaria issues of Group D with an average weight of 17.1 Og also seem to be lighter than the 
weights of 18.7 -21.6g recorded for issues of the same denomination belonging to earlier 
series; however many 3-assaria coins of Group D are pierced and the average weight of this 
denomination would have been slightly higher than that recorded and closer in average weight 
to the earlier issues. The hemiassarion and dichalkon of this series were struck on flans of 
identical diameter, though their weight is different and agree well with the standard of their 
earlier respective issues of the same denomination. 
The standard used for the 'Preimos Series' suggests that the slippage in the weight of 
most denominations would have continued. The two assaria issue -which as we saw above 
replaced the obol- is the only denomination of Preimos retaining the same weight as the 
earlier issue of the same value (though this is now labeled 'obol') belonging to Group D of 
Series III. This may have been a deliberate step to introduce smoothly the new denominational 
name of 2-assaria in the place of the obol for this value at Chios and win public confidence in 
the name change. 
Preimos provides us with clear evidence that the denominational system of twelve 
chalkoi to the obol was still retained during this period and despite the weight loss that the 
standard suffered since the mid 1st century AD. Alongside the other denominations this series 
also includes a new denomination, the tetrachalkon. The diameter of its coins is identical to 
the hemiassarion, but the tetrachalkon shows a heavier average weight reflecting its higher 
value compared to the hemiassarion (worth 3 chalkoi). In the system of eight chalkoi to the 
obol a tetrachalkon had the same denominational value as the hemiassarion but since the 
series of Preimos issued both denominations it is clear that the system of twelve chalkoi to the 
d d · h' I 951 obol was not change even unng t IS ate stage. 
A breakdown in the system occurred with Eirenaios who issued coinage on a weight 
standard which was approximately two thirds of that of the Preimos coinage. The considerable 
weight loss seems to have driven out of circulation all denominations lower than the assarion. 
This reduced standard was retained under Chrysogonos though his issues are on the whole 
slightly lighter than those of Eirenaios. These later issues are also of a smaller diameter 
compared to earlier issues of the same denomination. 
951 'th a sl"ml'lar case of a mint which continued striking coinage during the late Imperial Athens presents us WI , '" ,~ ~ , , 
" h d 'natl'onal system as that of the I kllemstlc penod even though Its weIght standard had penod on t e same enoml ". 
declined, Kroll, 1997, p, 145, 
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In general the examination of the development of the bronze standard suggests that it 
would have been retained essentially the same down to Series III. with a slight decline in the 
weight of a few denominations in Series III. With Preimos the weight standard seems to have 
declined throughout the range of its denominations. A considerable fall is noted in the 
standard of the series of Eirenaios, and coin modules continued to slip with issues of 
Chrysogonos. 
I recorded above discrepancies in the SIzes of a few individual denominations. 
However even for these issues, the weight was no different to that of other issues belonging to 
the same denomination and series. What is interesting is the fact that foreign coins which were 
overstruck as Chian issues generally agree well in the weight range of their denomination even 
if the diameter of individual coins did not agree with the standard. A similar situation seems 
to have also occurred with Series III and the 'Preimos Series' where we come across 
denominations of different values, always smaller than the assarion, which are struck on flans 
of similar size, even though their weight is different and follows in line the weight standard of 
other contemporary issues. This shows that for coins smaller in value to the assarion, the 
weight is a more reliable indicator of denomination, than the diameter. This may suggest that 
at Chios the coinage was probably not entirely fiduciary and that the weight was also taken 
into account in the denominational value. 
2. vii. Bronze denominational systems in the Eastern part of the empire: 
As I suggested Chios was probably striking coinage in the same denominational 
system as that used by cities in southern Greece. The standard at Chios would therefore have 
been the san1e as that of mints in this region. In order to sho\v this I have listed in Table 3 the 
modules of individual denominations struck in Greece, Macedonia and Asia Minor. The main 
criterion for choosing these mints is that they struck coinage on a regular basis with a wide 
range of denominations which have already been identified. The mint of Aigion in the 
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prOVInce of Achaea, struck denominations that may be identified from their inscribed 
denominational values, and this coinage has been the subject of a recent study by Krol1.952 
The coinages of Thessaloniki and Smyrna have also been studied and their denominations 
identified,953 even if not with the same certainty as issues of Chios and Aigion. 
We can see that the standard at Aigion was slipping between the reign of Antoninus 
Pius and the joint reign of M. Aurelius with Commodus. The next issue of Aigion under S. 
Severus shows a considerable decline of almost a third of its weight which applies for all three 
denominations struck by this mint. 954 Thessaloniki was using the same standard as Aegion but 
only down to Antoninus Pius. The local coinage did not suffer any decline in weight between 
the reigns of Antoninus and those of M. Aurelius/Commodus and the large weight loss, 
documented for Aigion between the reign of Commodus and S. Severns, did not occur at 
Thessaloniki. It is clear that this mint retained the earlier standard during the reign of Severus 
and for some time afterwards. At Smyrna the standard was different to that at Aigion and 
Thessaloniki. The weight of its denominations was much lighter compared to the respective 
denominations of mints in mainland Greece during the reigns of Trajan-Hadrian. However 
between the reigns of Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius the modules of its issues were steadily 
increasing and by the latter reign the modules of denominations at Smyrna matched those at 
Aigion. Under S. Severus the weight at Smyrna seems to have suffered a decline but not to the 
same extent as Aigion. As a result, the 3 and 2-assaria denominations at Smyrna during the 
reign of Severns are almost a third heavier than the respective denominations at Aigion, 
though still considerably lighter than that of Thesaloniki. 
952 Kroll, Aigion, pp. 49-78, has collected a large number of these rare coi~s and compared the local standard of 
Aigion with Sparta and Thessaloniki in p. 61, Table 3; see also the foll?wmg footnote. . .. 
m For the coinage of Thessaloniki see the study by I. Tourats~glo~, D/~ Munzst~tte von Thessalomkl In der 
romischen Kaiserzeil, AMUGS 12 (Berlin, 1988). A. Burnett, m hIS revIew of thIs book for NC (153),1993, p. 
305, & RPC I, pp. 288 & 299 has suggested some changes in the identification of the de~~minations pro~osed by 
Touratsoglou; these changes were also accepted by Kroll, A igion, p. 61.' In Table 3 of A Ig/On, Kroll has mcluded 
the denominations of Thessaloniki as recorded by Touratsoglou, but WIth the changes proposed by Burnett. The 
mint of Smyrna during the Roman period has been studied b~ Klos~, 1987, who ~Iso compared the standard used 
there with that of Chios. However Johnston, in her forthcommg artIcle, has ~Iauslbly demonstrated that K~ose. 
identified wrongly most of these denominations. As a result I have incl~ded m !a?le 3 d~ta on the denommatlons 
of Smyrna from Johnston's forthcoming article, as they were recorded m a draft kmdly gIven to me by Mrs 
Johnston. f b h .. . f M 
954 A great decline in the weight standard is also noted for the coinage 0 Sp~a et\\een t e Jomt reIgn 0 . 
A I· Cd' and S Severus see S Grunauer-von Hoerschelmann, Die .\fll11zpragung der ure IUS- ommo us . , -' _. . .., 
Lakedaimonier, AMUGS VII (Berlin, 1978). pp. 88,94-9); Kroll,i/g/Ofl, p. 61. Table 3, & p. 6_. 
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TABLE 3 
assarion two assaria (obol) three assaria 
18-20 mm 24-25 mm 28-30 mm 
Aigion: Antoninus Pius: 6.32 (5) (5.44-7.73) 12.96 (4) (11.56-14.01) 19.28 955 
M. Aurelius: 5.34 (10) (4.23-6.77) 11.22 (13) (8.84-12.74) 17.54 (6) (14.55-20.07)956 
M. Aurelius with Commodus: 5.29 (1) 9.99 (6) (9.31-13.45) 14.84(2)(14.52-15.15) 
Severus: 3.58 (4) (3.12_5.05)957 6.08 (56) (5-8) 9.59 (4) (8-10.50) 
Chios: Group C, Series III: 6.60 (1) 12.76 (6) (9.24-16.47) 18.76 (5) (14.92-23.57) 
Group D, Series III: 5.67 (6) (4.05-7.02) 10 (11) (7.21-13.12) 17.10 (II) (12.05-21.46) 
Preimos: 5.15 (13) (3.42-6.95) 9.51 (18) (7.22-13.15) 15.46 (29) (12.61-19.50) 
Eirenaios (moneyer): 9.28 (7) (8.07-10.50) 
Eirenaios (demos): 3.22(1) 6.15 (3) (5.66-7.57) 8.95 (16) (7.04-10.79) 
Chrysogonos 2.50 (2) (2.3-2.7) 5.39 (29) (3.4-7) 7.46 (52) (4.9-11.9) 
Thessaloniki: Antoninus Pius: 6.27 (3) 12.81 (16) 
M. Aurelius: 12.69 (11) 
M. Aurelius with Commodus: 6.51 (1) 12.67(10) 
S. Severus: 6.49 (119) 11.86(116) 
Smyrna: Trajan-Hadrian: 3-6 7-15 10-15 
l)~~ No coin of the 3-assaria of Aigion are known for the reign of Antonine and the weight quoted here is 
theoretical and supplied from the average \\eights of the assarion and the two assaria. 
956 Kroll. Aigion, p. 69, includes a coin of this denomination at 11.08g which is 3.5g lower in weight to the 
lightest coin of this denomination and is excluded from the weight range since it is likely to be a damaged coin. 
957 Kroll, Table ]. p. 59 & Table 3. p. 61. gives as average weight of 5.13g for this denomination during the 
Severan dynasty. However in his coin catalogue in pp. 72-78, he lists coins of this denomination with the 
following weights: 3.46.4.05,3.76 & 3.\] gramms; this gives an average of 3.5X. not 5.\3g. 
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Antoninus-M. Aurelius: 3.5-7.5 8-12.5 12-20 
Severus-Caracalla: 4 8.8 14.3 
Table 3 allows us to compare the standard at Chios with those of the above mints. 
This has established a close correlation in the standard of issues of this mint and those of 
Aigion and Thessaloniki, during the early 2nd century AD, based on an assarion of 
approximately 6.5g. However while at Thessaloniki the weight of the denominations was 
retained between the reigns of Antoninus Pius and the later years of the reign of M. Aurelius, 
at Aigion and Chios during the same period the weights were slipping. At Chios the weight 
was steadily declining with issues of Series III but becoming more visible with issues of 
Preimos. 
The considerable weight fall at Aigion during the reign of Severus also occurred in the 
standard at Chios, and most probably during the same period.958 Not only did the bronze 
coinage at both mints suffer an identical weight loss, but their individual denominations also 
show a remarkably close weight range.959 Obviously Chios and Aigion were using a common 
standard and their coinages were struck with the same fluctuations in their weight. It is clear 
that Chios would have been following closely developments on the bronze standard in mints 
of the province of Achaea and copying them on their own coinage. The evidence of Chios and 
Aigion suggests that this standard would also have applied to other mints at Achaea and not 
only exclusively these twO.960 The idea that Chios closely maintained the same standard as 
that of Aigion -and Achaea in general- makes it easier to propose dates for the Chian series 
according to the dated issues of Aigion; see the discussion in the outline of the coinage of 
Roman period, attempting to date Chian issues by comparing the standard to that used by 
mints in Asia Minor. 
The considerable weight loss of the coinage at Aigion and Chios under S. Severus 
suggests that these mints were probably adjusting the standard of their bronze coinage in 
relation to the debasement of the silver of the denarius and its decreasing value. Between the 
reigns of Antoninus Pius and Septimius Severus the silver quantity and weight of the denarius 
958 The 'Eirenaios Series' is dated to the reign ofS. Severus on other evidence, except its correlation with the 
standard at Aioion used at the time; see the proposed dating of this st:ries (,Eirenaios Series'), pp. 481-4. 
959 Note in pa~icularly the fact that the use of an identical standard at Chi~s and Ai~ion.during the Se\e~an . 
period coincides with a period when there is a diversity in the standards ot Greek mmts m general: on thiS pomt 
see L'roll f' • 61 This strengthens the theory that both these mints were using at the time one standard. 
1'1.. • • "1/glOn, p. .... . I" h 
%0 K II 4' . 61 Table.3 compared the standard at Aegion and Sparta and tound a corre atlon tor t ese ro . . "1/glOn, p.., .' 
issues under Antoninus Pius and the early reign ot M. Aurelius. 
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shows a considerable decline (Burnett, 1987, p. 48). However other eastern provincial mints 
either did not reduce the weight of their coinage (Thessaloniki) or did so to a lesser degree 
than the above mints (Smyrna). I think that Aigion and Chios may have been forced to reduce 
considerably the weight of their coinage because it had been overvalued compared to the other 
coinages. The denominations had always been of a higher value to other eastern coinages 
something also reflected in the weight of their individual issues. As I have discussed the ratio 
of denarius:assarion at Achaea may have been 12-assaria. This weight reduction suggests that 
parallel to the reduction in the weight of the local bronze under Septimius Severus the number 
of assaria to the denarius might have increased to conform with the rest of the East. 
The fact that Chios followed the standard of mints outside its own province is not 
accidental but shows that its mint continued to use the denominational system in place in 
Achaea even during this late period. It is clear that Chios would have been free to choose a 
denominational system outside its own administrative area, the province of Asia, suggesting 
that there might not have been a central control by the Roman authorities on the bronze 
coinage struck within the province. 
Economic realities may have dictated a continued use of this standard at Chios since as 
I suggest in the chapter on the economy (pp. 658-665) the island seems to have continued 
trading with southern Greece throughout the Roman Imperial period and Chian coinage during 
this period is found at sites in Achaea not Asia Minor (with the exception of a single 
denomination of the tetrachalkon, see below, p. 674). 
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v. TYPOLOGY 
1. Introduction: The civic type issues of Chios struck during the Hellenistic period, and 
down to the early 1 st century AD, display a remarkable typological uniformity which is 
unique for any coinage of the ancient world. Almost all coins bear the same pair of types, a 
squatting sphinx on the obverse and an amphora on the reverse.961 From the early 1st century 
AD a variety of reverse types start appearing on the coinage without this however having an 
effect on the obverse type which continued to feature exclusively the sphinx. 
The depiction of the sphinx and the amphora on the coinage of the period follows a 
tradition that was established long before the Hellenistic period, going back to the Archaic 
period when Chios began striking coinage. The obverse of the earliest issue of this mint, 
dating to the mid 6th century BC,962 bears a sphinx and -with a single exception- this type is 
present on the obverse of every coin produced by Chios during antiquity. The amphora also 
has a long history as a local coin type since it was first used on an issue dating c 500 Be. This 
early Chian issue lacks a reverse and the amphora is depicted on the obverse and beside the 
main type of the sphinx (Hardwick, 1993, p. 211). The amphora as a main type appears for the 
first time on the reverse of bronze coinage dating to the early 4th century BC (Hardwick, 
1 991, type 1 1). 
The Chian mint of the Hellenistic and early Roman Imperial period followed the 
precedent set by its past issues and retained the same types on the coinage. This was rather 
exceptional. since all other Greek mints were gradually introducing different types on their 
coinage. at least by the late Hellenistic period.963 It is true that many mints used standard 
961 During the Hellenistic period only three very rare or unique issues are exceptions to this rule and bear 
different types. These I discuss in detail below in this chapter. . . . . 
\)(J~ See Hardwick, 1993, p. 211, for the downdating of the earlIest Cillan cOInage trom the late 7th century Be to 
the mid 6th century Be. . .. . 
963 A. Burnett. 'Roman provincial coins of the Julio Claudlans' In fss~'s ~~ Honour ofR. Carson and K. 
Jenkins. ed. M. Price. A. Burnett. and R. Bland. London, 1993. pp. I~)-I)j. p. 147. 
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types during the Classical period, and to some extent the Hellenistic period,964 but not a single 
city except Chios can be shown to have struck coinage regularly in successive series bearing 
the same pair of obverse and reverse type well into the Roman Imperial period. 
The Hellenistic period brought only minor developments in the typology of the Chian coinage; 
mint symbols appear almost permanently beside the main types, and a vine wreath decorates 
the reverse type of most issues. 965 
Between c 330 BC and the early 1st century AD, for a period spanning three and a half 
centuries, the amphora holds -with a few minor exceptions966 - the monopoly as the reverse 
type of the Chian coinage. From the early 1 st century AD Chios adopts a denominational 
system consisting of a number of different denominations. This is probably the reason that 
may have caused the mint to employ additional reverse types on the coinage at the time; to 
facilitate users of the coinage for identifying individual values (see p. 532). However, even in 
this period and afterwards the amphora continued to be used as one of the main reverse types 
of the Chian coinage down to the final closing of the mint during the late 3rd century AD. 
During the early 1 st century AD three new reverse types appear on the coinage, the 
cantharos, a pair of thyrsoi crossed in the middle, and a seated male figure on a throne holding 
a scroll in his hand, identified in its accompanying legend as Homer. Half a century later, two 
further types appear in the reverse of issues, consisting of two standing figures of gods -
964 See Burnett, 1993, p. 147, stating that mints tended to repeat the same types on their coinage during the 
Hellenistic period. 
965 Mint symbols appear on silver coins at the beginning of the 3rd century BC (Attic civic type drachms, Series 
I), followed a few decades later on bronze (Series 17). Vine wreaths were first used to decorate the reverse of the 
bronze coinage in the period c 350-332 BC (Series 13), though this was a temporary feature at the time since the 
next issues lack this decoration. A vine wreath also appeared for a limited period on the obverse of issues of the 
Classical period, see Hardwick 1993, pp. 216-17, illustrated PI XIII, figs. 11-12. Chian silver issues of the 
Hellenistic period are first enclosed in a vine wreath from the mid 3rd century BC (Civic ~pe drachms on the 
Attic standard, Series II), and those of the bronze only from the early 2nd century BC (Senes 19). 
966 These are, the chalkous issue of Series 17 signed by HPOKPATHI:, bearing a bunch of grapes as the reverse 
type, the three chalkoi issues with 'sphim:Jthyrsos', and the obols of Series 21 with horseman on the obverse and 
a thyrsos enclosed in laurel wreath in the reverse. It may be noted that these issues are either very rare or unique 
though it is not clear if this is coincidental or I1Hl) be attributed to their exceptional reverse types. The coins did 
not fornl part of a common series in the Chian coinage. 
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Apollo and Dionysos-, and a different -solitary- standing figure, probably that of a local 
mythological hero (Oinopion). Sometime in the late 2nd century AD a bunch of grapes was 
also used as the main type on a single issue. 
The thyrsos and the bunch of grapes had already been used as reverse types on the very 
few Chian issues of the Hellenistic period lacking the amphora (see the previous footnote). 
During the same period both types also appeared frequently on the coinage as mint symbols. 
Even types depicting deities are not unprecedented on the Chian coinage since the figure of 
Dionysos already appeared once before -on its own, not accompanied by that of Apollo- as a 
mint symbol on a drachm issue of the late 2nd century BC.967 In the new main reverse type of 
the Roman period, Dionysos appears beside another male figure of a god identified as Apollo. 
The solitary figure of the second anthropomorphic type is that of a local hero identified as 
Oinopion, son of Dionysos, and founder of the city of Chios; on a single coin from one of the 
last issues of Chios, bearing this type, the standing figure is that of Herakles (in place of 
Oinopion). In the following section I discuss in detail the use of these reverse designs as 
Chian coin types. 
As with the amphora, the majority of new reverse types appearing on the coinage 
during the Roman Imperial period make a direct reference to wine and its god, Dionysos. 
Chian coinage seems to have ignored other types linked to different aspects of the god's cult 
(such as the panther -his favourite animal- or members of his entourage, the Maenada, Pan, 
etc) which appear on issues of other Greek mints drawing themes for their coin types from the 
Dionysiac cult.968 Only two reverse types are not associated with wine and Dionysos, the 
967 The issue ofeEYMNlr in Group D of the reduced Attic drachms. see PI. XVII, figs. ~ 1-41. The figure is 
clearly that of Dionysos holding in one hand a bunch of grapes and. a thyrsos in the other.. . 
968 For a study of coin types referring to Dionysos and aspects of hIS cult see .M. Be~hart, DlOflYSOS und :)L'me 
Familie aufCrechischen MlIn:::en, Numismatischen Be!tra~ :::lIm ~konagraphle.des o.lOnys.us, J~G. (MunIch, . 
1949). The figure of Oinopion, which 1 discuss beItm m thIs sectIon, bears a dIrect lmk wIth DlOnysos and \\ me. 
but also with the local mythology of Chi os. 
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seated figure of Homer, found on the reverse of all Chian Homereion issues, and the unique 
coin showing a standing figure of Herakles (both are referred to above ).969 The Homereion 
issues do not seem to have formed part of the regular coinage and are probably linked to a 
festival of the Roman period honouring the poet, while the Herakles issue is likely to have 
been struck to commemorate the so-called alliance of Erythrae and Chios of the mid 3rd 
century AD. In this case the figure of Herakles on the coinage would not allude to Chios but 
Erythrae, where it was used as that city's civic emblem (for references to these aspects see 
below in this chapter). 
2. The sphinx as the obverse type on the coinage of Chios: 
For a period lasting over eight centuries the mint of Chios struck a coinage bearing the 
same obverse type of a squatted sphinx. No other coin type has ever been used continuously 
and regularly by the same mint over such an extensive period; 970 the fidelity that the Chians 
showed for their obverse coin type is unmatched throughout history.971 
The sphinx is known to have been the main civic emblem (1tapa' CJllJlOv) of the city of 
Chios and in this capacity it appears on pottery stamps, coin weights, headings of official 
decrees and gravestones of Chians abroad.972 Obviously this type would have also been chosen 
969 From the Hellenistic period only a single reverse type appearing on the Chian coinage of the Hellenistic 
period is not associated with wine. This is the horseman type of Series 21, but since the type bears significance 
on the dating of the series I have reserved discussion of this type in the relevant section in the outline of the 
coinage (pp. 351-3). 
970 On the consistency of the Chians in the use of the sphinx coin type, see Baldwin, 1914, p. 4; Maurogordato, 
1915, pp. 5-6; Kraay. 1976, p. 242. 
971 L. Lacroix. 'A propos du Sphinx des Monnaies de Chios', R. A, fascimile 1, (1982). pp. 75-80, p. 75, states, 
in reference to the use of the sphinx as a coin type at Chios, that· II est peu de rilles grecques qui (lient fait 
preuve d'une telle fidelite a I'egard du motif choisi comme type monetaire'. I disagree with this comment since 
no other Greek city can be shown to have retained the same obverse type over the same period as Chios. In 
modern times onlv the mint of Venice used the same obverse type. the lion ofSt Mark, on its coinage for a period 
of almost eight c;nturies -more or less the same period Chios retained the sphinx on its coinage during antiquity-, 
though this ~\as not done \\ ith the same obsession as Chios since a few Venetian issues were struck without the 
established obverse type. 
<)7~ On the depiction of the sphinx on these objects see Hardwick, 1991, p. 15 and Loutrari. Chian Sphim:. pp. 67-
73. 
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as the main theme of the coinage since the Greeks are known to have used their civic emblems 
as coin types.973 In this respect the sphinx holds an identical position to similar mythological 
creatures that became the civic emblems of Greek cities and consequently were used as coin 
types, for example the griffin for Teos and her colony of Abdera.974 
The fact that the sphinx was already established as the main civic emblem of Chios 
would seem reason enough for its appearance on the coinage. However this on its own cannot 
explain satisfactorily the reason why this particular type continued to be used on almost every 
coin struck by the Chian mint. The obsessive repetition of the same obverse type on the 
coinage, as we saw, is not typical of Greek mints -especially after the Classical period- which 
frequently employed types other than their civic emblem, be it a deity, an animate or 
inanimate type, or a mythological monster.975 This probably shows that the moneyers at Chios 
may have been obliged to use the sphinx on their issues since in the unique instance where 
this type is absent from a Chian issue (Series 21, see pp. 346-54) no moneyer's names appears 
in the coin legend. The striking of issues of Series 21 without the sphinx suggests that the use 
of the sphinx as a coin type may not have been required by law at the time but probably 
retained by a tradition that was meticulously observed by the authority of the mint. It is clear 
that the replacement of the sphinx on issues of Series 21 by another type could not have been 
illegal at the time -the early 1 st century BC- since the issue would not have been allowed to be 
struck in the first place; this would possibly have also applied in earlier periods. However no 
97., Head, 1910, p. I vi i, discusses the use of the civic emblem of Greek cities as a coin type. A famous inscription 
from Sestos -OGIS, no. 339; Hermes, 1873, pp. 113-39- records that one of the reasons the cit) issued coinage 
was to have its emblem stamped on the currenc}'. For a discussion of the numismatic significance of this 
inscription see J. R. Jones, 1972, p. 40. 
974 For the use of the griffin on issues of Teos and Abdera, see A. Furtwaengler, in Roscher, Lexicon, L 2 (1886-
1890), 'Gryps', col. 176'2-3. 
975 Ancient Greek mints drew themes for their coin types from a large pooL Kraa) , 1976, pp. 3-4. records 
different categories of themes. Most types refer to gods, local deities, mythological heroes (types consist of the 
bust of a deity, or symbols linked with its cult), while other types depict local expo~ products. Ther~ are also a. 
few types used as punning representations; for example Melos adopted an apple as Its re\ erse type slIlce melos IS 
the Greek word for apple. 
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further issue was ever struck again by Chios lacking the effigy of a sphinx976 suggesting that 
eventually a law may have came into effect forbidding the use of any obverse type on the 
coinage other than the sphinx. I suspect that this would have been brought about possibly by 
hostile public reaction to the obverse type of Series 21.977 This is mere speculation, but as I 
discuss in p. 353, two coins of Series 21 are clearly overstruck with issues of a new series 
bearing the sphinx type, suggesting that issues of Series 21 may not have circulated long 
before they were recalled and restruck; possibly their obverse type may have played a role in 
their limited circulation. 
3. Origin and features of the Chian sphinx: There has been a long debate on the provenance 
of the sphinx at Chios and on its distinctive features that make up a particular type which is 
uniquely Chian.978 The island's coin types are important in this respect since they are the only 
source offering us images of the local sphinx throughout the Greco-Roman period. The study 
of this body of material undoubtedly throws light on various aspects of the sphinx, some of 
which are relics from its distant past, and useful in giving an indication of its origin, and 
others that were added later, while Chios was striking coinage, and therefore documenting 
976 It is important to note here that this coincides with the Roman Imperial period, when we have an explosion in 
the number of different types used on the coinage of the Greek mints. One need only look at the issues of any 
obscure town in the eastern part of the Roman Empire to appreciate the number and variety of obverse types that 
were used at the time. 
977 I know of no example from the Greek world of a law requesting the use of a specific type on the coinage. 
However we can be certain that people were familiar with the types appearing on their coinage and reacted to any 
changes brought about in this field. For example, Miletus is another city where the civic type (ofa lion) was 
retained over a long period as this mint's only obverse type. An epigram inscribed on the shoulder of a statue of a 
lion found in this city records the fact that the mint had maintained on all of its coins the effigy of the lion as sign 
of honour to this emblem: for the inscription, see SEG I, .t~5 and Melville Jones. 1993. no. 346. This reference 
seems to imply that the authorities at Miletus had deliberately retained the lion type on their c~i~age. \.'hich is 
supported by the fact that this type appears on most coins issued there down to the late HellenistiC period. 
978 The latest and most important discussions on this subject appear in Lacroix, 1979, and Dr A. Loutrari's 
doctoral dissertation. Both include many past references to the Chian sphinx and discuss certain of its attributes. 
Loutrari. 1997, pp. 290-~95. deals with the question of the origin of the Chian sphinx where she critically 
examines all known theories. 
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developments of this type while it had already been adopted and used by the city as its civic 
emblem.979 
We should note that Chios did not have the monopoly of the sphinx and that other 
cities might have adopted this type as a civic emblem at one point in their history. This seems 
to be suggested by the fact that not all known coins bearing a sphinx were struck by the Chian 
mint, though there is a tendency to attribute coins with sphinxes to Chios.98o Maurogordato 
lists a number of other cities that struck coins bearing this type981 none of which are known to 
have been Chian colonies or associated with the island through an alliance. They may 
therefore have adopted this type on grounds independent of Chios.982 There is no further 
evidence that any of these cities also had the sphinx as a civic emblem, though this is likely. 
However by the Hellenistic period only one other city, Perge in Pamphylia, was still striking 
some of its coinage with sphinx types, and even here it seems that the type was very rarely 
used after the 1 st century BC.983 This means that by the late Hellenistic period and afterwards, 
the sphinx as a civic coin type would have been exclusively associated with Chios.984 
979 Depictions of the sphinx are also found on other objects produced at Chios, e.g. weights, gemstones, 
inscriptions etc, but these are few and are dated with long intervals. A few of these depictions of the sphinx were 
even copied from the type on the contemporary coinage. For such examples see the discussion in the outline of 
the coinage, the sphinx type on lead weights, pottery stamps, and the heading of an honorary decree, copied from 
types appearing on issues of Series 17 and a sphinx on a gravestone copied from the type on an issue of the 
reduced Attic drachm, Group D. 
980 Maurogordato, 1915, p. 7, claims that in his time a few non Chian coins were included in the Chian series of 
National cabinets. This was still the case in 1994, when examining the trays with coins of Chi os at one of the 
largest European Coin Cabinets I also came across a number of coins of Perge bearing the sphinx. that had been 
confused for Chian. 
981 Maurogordato, ibid, Gergis, Caunus, Perga, Aphrodisias, and Asorus; the last is possible, see Svoronos, 
JIAN, 1913, p. 224. To this list we can also add Samothrace since W. Schwabacher, 'Ein fund archaischer 
munzen von Samothrake'. in Transactions o/the International Numismatic Congress, 1936, p. 109, shows that 
its mint also struck coins with sphinxes. 
982 However it may be noted that the sphinx type on the coinage of Gergis, and possibly that of Kaunos, is 
stylistically similar to that appearing on Chian silver and bronzes of the late Classical period, suggesting that it 
may have been copied from the Chian type. For Kaunus see SNG Copenhagen, Caria, no. 180-.3; Gergis Cop. 
337-40, Troas. Both coinages date to the 4th-3rd century Be. 
983 Perge struck a series bearing a sphinx dating to the 2nd-l st centuries BC, see SNG Copenhagen, Pamphylia, 
nos 309-11. It on I~ used this type again on a later series from the reign of Hadrian, see Copenhagen no. 318. 
98~ Fustel de Coulanges. 1856. p. 562, rightly states that of the mints using the sphinx as a coin type. only Chios 
retained it on the coinage from the Archaic down to the Roman period. 
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Different theories have been presented over the past three centuries concerning the 
origin of the Chian sphinx, and its adoption by the city as its main emblem but these are very 
, ~ 
much based on speculation lacking any strong evidence. No myth is known linking the sphinx 
with Chios, as in the case of Thebes with the Oedipus myth,985 suggesting that its adoption at 
Chios might go back in time to a period before the formation of this particular myth.986 The 
sphinx already appears in Greek Art during the Geometric period though we lack evidence 
that this symbol was also used at Chios during this early period.987 It is therefore unlikely that 
the Chians might have adopted the type from mainland Greece (Lacroix, 1982, p. 79~ 
Hardwick, 1991, p. 23, Loutrari, Sphinx, p. 288). 
An attractive theory links the origin of the Chian sphinx with Egypt and rejects a 
possible association with Mesopotamia, where sphinx types are also known.988 As I discuss in 
the chapter on the economy (pp. 638-9), Chians are known to have had direct contacts with 
Egypt ever since the 7th century BC, when the first of the island's traders became residents in 
the Greek colony of Naukratis.989 These traders would have frequently been in contact with 
Egyptians and are likely to have become familiar with that country's monuments, including 
the great sphinx at Giza. At the same time Chians would also have derived knowledge of the 
features of the sphinx from works of art made in Egypt and the Levant and depicting sphinxes 
985 For the sphinx in the myths of Thebes see U. Hausmann, 'Oedipus und die Sphinx', Jahrbuch der Staatlichen 
Kunstsammlungen in Baden-Wurttemberg, 9, 1972, pp. 3-36; Loutrari, Chian Sphinx, p. 288. 
986 Loutrari, Chian Sphinx, pp. 288-289, quotes evidence showing that the sphinx was not added to the myth of 
Oedipus when this was first formed during the 8th century BC but at a later stage during the early 6th century 
BC; by this time however Chios had already adopted the sphinx as a civic emblem, see the discussion below. 
987 N. M. Verdeles, . L' Apparition du Sphinx dans r art Grec aux Ville et Vile siecles avant 1. -c.', BCH, 
1951, pp. 1-48, pp. 1-2. Depictions of the sphinx in Greece during these centuries appear in artifacts at Cyprus, 
Crete and the southern Greek mainland. 
988 Fustel de Coulanges. 1856, p. 562, f. I, was the first to consider a possible Eg) ptian origin for the sphinx at 
Chios. Maurogordat~, 1914, p. 58. thinks that the Chians adopted the sphinx from Asia Minor. and that the type 
arrived there from Mesopotamia. . 
989 See 1. Boardman. 'Chian and Naucratite', ABSA 51 (1956), pp. 55-62. p. 61-2, v,-here he dIscusses the 
presence of Chians at Naukratis during the Early Archaic period. 
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which are known to have been imported to Chios during this period.99o The Chians 
themselves appear to have used the sphinx as a common decorative type on vases from at least 
the late 7th century BC,991 during the period when they were establishing economic ties with 
Egypt. Hardwick has associated the sphinx type appearing on the earliest of the coinage with 
that found on contemporary Chian chalices.992 
In the Greek world the sphinx is seen as a sign of misfortune and doom, clearly 
illustrated in the legend of Oedipus (Lacroix, 1982, pp. 78-79). It is either an evil monster 
spreading disasters in the world or a chthonic deity inhabiting the underworld; in the latter 
capacity it often is depicted as a symbol on Greek funerary monuments of the Archaic and 
early Classical periods.993 However Chios provides us with a totally different picture of the 
sphinx, one clearly bearing positive attributes, and even assuming the role of the island's 
'protector' (see below).994 This seems to be the only case anywhere in the Greek world of a 
sphinx seen as a 'benevolent' spirit -as opposed to the evil and apotreptic or cthonic one for 
the other Greeks- strongly suggesting an Egyptian, rather than an Asian, origin for the Chian 
sphinx. Egypt is known as the only place in the East where the sphinx was the bearer of good 
fortune while the legend of the evil sphinx is prevalent in cultures of Asia and as such was 
later adopted throughout the Greek world (Loutrari, Sphinx, p. 289). 
990 W. Lamb, 1934-5, pp. 163-4, 'Scarabs finds', by Alan W. Shorter, no. 68, pI. 32. One of the foreign scarabs 
found during the excavation of Apollo's temple at Fanai and generally dated to the early Archaic period (7th 
century BC) bears a sphinx. Most of the scarabs found at the site of the temple were either produced in Egypt or 
the Levant. 
991 J. M. Cook and J. Boardman, 'Archaeology in Greece', JHS 74, (1954), pp. 162-4, p. 164; Boardman, 1967, 
p. 159. no. 724 & p. 167, no. 824. ., . . ., 
992 Hardwid .. 1991. p. 15: Loutrari, Chian Sphinx ,pp. 36-42. WIth IllustratIOns of sphmxes on Chlan chahkes 
of the Archaic period and contemporary coin types .. . . 
993 See Lacroix. ibid, for all references to the sphinx as a s) mbol of death and a chthonIC del!). Note In particular 
the case of Samothrace where the sphinx would certainly haw been a chthonic deity since this island was sacred 
to the Kabeiroi dieties of the underworld. 
994 Lac '. 198'-, p 80 is the first to my knowledge to make this suggestion; this is also considered by Loutrari, rolX. _,. , . 
Chiem Sphinx, p. 288 
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Many scholars suggest that the sphinx may have been a dionysiac emblem at ChiOS.995 
As we saw the mint at Chios drew themes for its reverse types from the cult of Dionysos and 
it would therefore have come as no surprise if this also applied for the obverse type.996 
However there is no literary or other evidence linking this god with the sphinx at Chios, or 
anywhere in the Greek world.997 The fact that an amphora or a bunch of grapes frequently 
appears next to the sphinx (see below, p. 614) does not necessarily add a dionysiac element to 
the sphinx since it retains its independence vis a vis these particular objects.998 
The Chian sphinx was probably a type unique to the island, but with a non Greek 
(Egyptian) lineage, and I think it is futile to associate it with any particular Greek deity.999 As 
I suggested the sphinx may have been first adopted by early Chian traders in Egypt and that 
occasionally types of the Hellenistic period appear with attributes that are clearly Egyptian 
(the headdress of Isis or a modius on its head, clutching a lotus flower in one of its front paws, 
see below the discussion of mint symbols appearing in the types, see also below. pp. 615-6). 
These however are unlikely to reflect the original adoption of the sphinx by Chios during the 
early Archaic period and probably relate to the re-establishment of economic ties between 
Chios and Egypt during the Hellenistic period (see p. 638). 
995 B. Head, Historia Nummorum, Oxford, 1887, p. 513; E. Babelon, Traite des Monnaies Grecques et 
Romaines, Vol. 11, 1 (1907), col. 190; Maurogordato, 1914, p. 58; Gardner, 1920, p. 160, and many others in 
recent times. 
996 Kraay, 1976, pp. 3, states that Greek mints usually chose types for the obverse and reverse that bore a 
thematic connection (e.g. the bust of a local deity on the obverse and its symbol on the reverse). 
997 This is suggested by Hardwick, p. 1993, p. 211. As I noted, the sphinx was a symbol of death in the Greek 
world (with the exception of Chi os) and linked to the underworld. This however was the realm of Hades, not 
Dionysos. B. Baldwin, Museum 0/ Fine Arts, Boston, Catalogue o/Greek Coins, Boston, 1955, no. 1943, 
combines elements from both Hades and Dionysos describing the sphinx as a 'dionysiac' and a 'chthonic' spirit; 
see also Hardwick, 1993, p. 211, for a similar theory suggesting that the sphinx could be 'symbolic o/the grave 
cult o/Oinopion,/ounder o/Chios and inventor o/viticulture'. To my knowledge the sphinx does not appear on 
funerary monuments at Chios; when used on gravestones ofChians outside the island (for such a gravestone see 
Kastriotis, 1910, pp. 55-58; also discussed in this study, p. 249) this is used in its capacity as the city's emblem, a 
way of recording that the dead person came from Chios, and not as a chthonic symbol. 
998 Lacroix, 1982, pp. 75-80. suggests that the grapes and amphora next to the sphinx in the Ch.ian .coin type~ do 
not refer to the sphinx in relation to Dionysos, since these objects are not found next to the sphmx m the earlIest 
issues of Chi os. Loutrari, Chian Sphint, p. 311 also believes that the sphinx was not a symbol of Dionysos. 
999 Hardwick. 1993. ibid. states that there is no direct evidence linking the sphinx with a cult at Chios. However 
he discusses the possibility that the sphinx may be connected at Chios with the cult of Apollo. 
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Maurogordato (1915, p. 4) claimed that when the sphinx was first adopted on the 
coinage it still retained some unknown religious significance. lOoo This possibly suggests a cult 
of the sphinx of which nothing is known. 1001 However if the sphinx was depicted on the 
Chian coinage primarily as a religious type, it quickly seems to have acquired an even more 
important function. From c. 500 BC we have the earliest coins showing a sphinx together with 
an amphora and a bunch of grapes. This probably suggests that the sphinx had assumed the 
role of 'protector' of the Chian wine trade, and overseer of the island's vital interests 
(Hardwick, 1991, p. 14). Later on during the Hellenistic period this relation between Chios 
and the sphinx becomes more apparent with the permanent depiction of the sphinx with one of 
its front paws lifted above a bunch of grapes, an amphora, or the prow of a ship, clearly 
affording its protection to Chian commerce and trade (Maurogordato, 1915, p. 4). 1002 
1000 He based this on a spiral ornament that frequently appears on the monsters' head on coins of.the A~chaic 
period, and which also appears on contemporary depictions of the sphinx on local vases (Loutran, Sphinx, p. 67) 
but which was subsequently dropped from all later coinage. Loutrari, C~ian Sphinx: p. ~34: advocates the. 
existence at Chios of an established cult of the sphinx. This seems plaUSIble, espeCIally 10 lIght of the find1O.gs on 
the local coin typology presented in this study (see the next footnote); however Loutrari's attempts to assocIate 
the sphinx with the Oinopion myth and cult lacks strong evidence.. . . . 
1001 In the following section of this chapter, I discuss evidence from com type~ that durmg the.l~ter HellenIstIC 
and early Roman period the sphinx was linked to the Hestia fire of the city whIch suggests a CIVIC cult of the 
sphinx at Chios, similar for example to that of Roma at Rome. . . I()()~ For a similar case of a city adopting a mythical monster as its protector see Teos and Its gnffin symbol. 
There the griffin is depicted lifting its front paw during the Classical period. 
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4. Typological and stylistic developments of the sphinx on the coinage of Chios: 
The sphinx appearing on the Chian issues bears a young woman's head and the 
squatting body of a lion, complete with paws and tail; wings are also attached to the sphinx's 
b k 1003 Th . ac . ough these general typologIcal features appear on almost all issues struck at 
Chios, sphinxes vary in style between different issues. Obviously, die artists would not have 
been copying the type from a single source but were probably free to portray details of the 
type in their own style, providing that this did not interfere with features that were already 
established. 
The sphinx on the coinage may have been drawn from the imagination of the artist. or 
copied from a work of art, or even a type on an earlier issue. In the latter case we come across 
sphinxes of identical type appearing on issues dating far apart and thus excluding any 
likelihood that their dies could have been produced by the same engraver. This creates 
problems in classifying the individual series and also shows that the style of the sphinx cannot 
be used in all cases as evidence for the chronology of issues. Such an example is provided by 
two different drachms bearing the same moneyer's name, APTEMIL\QPOL, and showing an 
identical sphinx; for illustrations of the sphinx on the first issue see PI. XV, figs. 2-4, and for 
the second one, PI. XXVII, figs. 1-5. Both issues were recorded by Maurogordato as struck by 
the same moneyer. 1004 This is challenged by the present study, quoting strong evidence and 
1003 The head is usually depicted with a woman's headdress. On clear specimens the hair can be seen tied in locks 
and an earring on its ear. However Dr Loutrari has informed me of very rare representations of sphinxes on the 
Chian coinage of the Classical period with bearded heads. From the period concerning this study only a single 
coin shows a sphinx's head with a beard, (see PI. XXXI, fig. 24, together with an enlarged photograph of the 
reverse where the beard is clearly visible on the face of the sphinx: I am grateful to Dr A. Loutrari for providing 
me with this enlarged photograph of the coin). Sphinxes with a bearded head often appear in works of art in 
Anatolia, but not Greece where it is depicted always with a female head; on this topic see P. Hells~om, 
'Sculpture from Labraynda', in Sculptors and Sculpture ofCaria and the Dodecanese, eds. I. Jenkms and 1. R. 
Walwell, British Museum Press, 1997, pp. 109-113, p. 110. 
1004 Maurogordato, 1917. p. 233, considers the issues to have been struck b~ t~e ~am.e moneye~ shortly ~efore 
and after c 86 Be. It is therefore not surprising that he failed to record the slmllanty m the sphmx type smce he 
recorded that both issues were struck with in a brief period of each other and by the same moneyer. 
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showing that the drachms belong to two different emissions dating over a century apart. 1OO5 In 
this light the issues could not have been signed by the same individual and dies produced by 
the same artist. We may assume that the die engraver of the later issue copied the sphinx type 
from the earlier namesake issue, suggesting that the mint was keeping records with depictions 
of coin types or actual coins from earlier issues for reference. 1006 
Another similar case of a sphinx type copied from an earlier coin is provided by the 
sphinx with club in front of it, depicted on issues of Group I of Series 17 (PI. XII) dating to 
the last quarter of the 3rd century BC, and issues signed by TI KA rOPrIAL ~npoeEOL of the mid 
1st century AD (PI. XXXI, figs. 17-20). The style of these issues is close, even though they 
are separated by more than three centuries. It may be that in both cases die engravers were 
copying the sphinx type from the same work of art or that the later engraver copied the type of 
the earlier issue. 
Occasionally a detail on the sphinx would be copied in the same style on a number of 
different issues indicating that these would probably be near contemporary. The wing of the 
sphinx develops in different forms from the early Hellenistic period and onwards, with small 
changes usually recorded over long periods which may be followed in different stages on the 
comage. 
During the Classical and early Hellenistic period the sphinx's wing develops slightly 
and appears on most issues in a curved form resembling a wave. At one point early in the 3rd 
century BC this feature shows a radical change, appearing in the form of separate feathers 
springing from the sphinx's back and resembling the open petals of a flower. The earliest such 
1005 The first drachm belongs to Group A of the reduced Attic series, dating in the early 2nd century BC (see p. 
215); the second drachm is part of the cistophoric series, dating in the late 1st century BC (see p. 371~. 
1006 The Roman mint is known to have issued coins bearing types that v,'ere last used a considerable tIme before; 
on this topic see Burnett, 1987, p. 67. Kroll. Athens Agora .\X/'I, p. 116, claims ~hat ~es of some issue.s of 
Athens dating to the mid 3rd century AD were copied trom issues of the same mmt datmg trom the prevIous 
century. 
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type appears on drachms of the moneyers eEOnOMnOl:, KH<I>Il:OKPI[TOl:] and HIeEOl: (Attic Series 
I. see the coins illustrated in PI. II), and became standard on issues of the 3rd century BC. 
On issues of the last group of Series 17 (Group I, illustrated PI. XII) the wing is of a 
slightly different type to that of earlier groups from the same series. It shows a simpler fonn, 
with individual sections of the feathers as rows of lines converging in a curve high above the 
sphinx's back. This type seems to have evolved on issues dating to the 2nd century BC into a 
small number of parallel lines, usually four or five, starting from the sphinx's front -the lines 
are visible on its body- and extending high above its back. In drachms of ZHNlr (illustrated PI. 
XVIII, figs. 1-25), the end of these lines converge together in a small curve, exactly above the 
sphinx's head. With drachms of ZHNOLlQPOl: (illustrated PI.XVIII, figs. 26-28) we have the 
earliest depiction of a new form of wing, which was later used on issues of Group F of the 
reduced Attic standard. The lines are no longer visible on this wing and its width is half that of 
the type on issues of the 2nd century BC; its curved end resembles a hook and appears above 
the sphinx's head. 
Issues after c 80 BC resume the 'simple' type of wing comprising a number of parallel 
lines curved at their ends, and resembling the type used on the coinage of the 2nd century BC 
(see for examples coins in PI. XXVI-XXVII). On a few issues of Roman Series I dating to the 
early 1 st century AD a triangle shaped wing makes its earliest appearance (see PI. XXX, figs. 
3-5 & 8-11). This type seems to have been influenced by a foreign prototype, since the sphinx 
on the Chian coinage -and also on other objects produced at Chi os- was never depicted in the 
past with a wing of this shape. The sphinx of Augustus, as it appears on coins and gemstones, 
is a likely source inspiring this innovation at Chios (see the discussion of the rEBArTOY 
drachm issue in pp. 378-382). Other issues from Roman Series I retained the earlier type of 
the wing depicted as a row of lines springing from the sphinx's back and curved at the end. 
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Both these wing types used on issues of Roman Series I also depict a distinctive 
feature, comprising a number of large dots in the lower part of the wing at the point of 
attachment with the sphinx's body. This characteristic detail is visible on the wing of the 
Augustan sphinx, suggesting that the Chian coin type may have been copied from this type. 
This feature is an important indicator of date since it never appeared on the Chian coinage 
before, and starting with issues of Roman Series I it is adopted permanently on all issues. 
The new, triangle shaped, wing appeared on most later issues -though the older type 
was not abandoned and continued to be used on a few later issues- and appears on most issues 
of Series II and Series III. Issues of Series II, Group B unusually depict both wings of the 
sphinx instead of one (for examples of this, see coins illustrated in PI. XXXIII). The wing 
depicted on the sphinx of Series III, Group D is slightly raised backwards and shows some 
curvature at its end; this type is also thinner than the one depicted on earlier issues. This wing 
type became standard on all later issues of the series in the names of Preimos, Eirenaios and 
Chrysogonos. The very last issues of Chrysogonos, showing the head of the sphinx turned 
backwards, depict the form of two wings (PI. XLV, figs. 12-17), probably following the 
example of the type of Series II, Group B. 
The sphinx on the Chian coinage is depicted squatting, which is the established 
position for a sphinx, though I have traced two instances where the sphinx is shown in a 
slightly varied posture. On a number of issues from the final group of Series 17 the sphinx 
clearly shows both front paws -instead of only one- indicating the imminent movement of its 
front, as if it is about to stand up (see PI. XII, fig. 1, 5). This type is close to depictions of the 
sphinx on vases of the Archaic period and the coin type may have been copied from a known 
work of art. 1007 On issues of Series III, Group B, of the Roman period, the sphinx foregoes the 
1007 A pottery stamp from the Classical period illustrated in Grace, 1979. no. 48, also shows a sphinx in this 
position. 
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squatting position altogether, and is clearly shown as standing on its back paws and leaning on 
its front ones (for illustrated examples, see PI. XXXIV, 'Roman Series III', Group B). This 
type closely resembles that of a known victory figure (woman standing right, with wings on 
her backs) leaning on a shield, commonly depicted on Roman issues during the second half of 
the 1 st century AD. It may be that this type was used as a model for this particular Chian 
type. 1008 Though this stance might seem awkward, especially to someone who is used to the 
squatting position of the sphinx on the rest of the coinage, this is in fact a natural pose for a 
lion. In other words we cannot claim that this type has added any human elements to the 
Chian sphinx, even though it may have been modelled on a human standing figure. 
On the final Chian issues struck during antiquity, the sphinx is depicted squatting but 
with its head turned backwards. The type seems to possess an unknown symbolism. 
Interestingly, very similar sphinxes appear in decorative engravings in Greek churches from 
the Byzantine period. 1009 However I lack any evidence suggesting that the Byzantine artists 
Id h d '" ~ h' . I . 1010 cou ave rawn InspIratIOn 1rom t IS partIcu ar COIn type. 
As we saw the only movement on the part of the sphinx which is frequently recorded 
on coin types is the lifting of one of its front paws; this probably symbolized the sphinx's role 
as protector of Chios. The type was used in a few issues of the early Classical period and 
appears during the Hellenistic period for the first time as a mint mark of Chian Alexander type 
tetradrachms dating to the early 2nd century BC; from then on it is found with greater 
1008 The types appear in several issues of the Roman mint, e.g. see BMC no. 577 and no. 625, aes of Vespa sian. 
The same type also appears on hemidrachms of Caesarea in Cappadocea, see RPC I, n.o. 3646. The .authors of 
RPC I, p. 46, discuss examples of Eastern provincial mints imitating types of the of!icIaI Ro~an com~ge. . 
1009 Such an engraving from Athens is housed in the city's Byzantine Museum and IS unpublIshed. It IS dated m 
the 10th century AD . 
1010 I have been unable to trace any such engraving at Chios, in the local Byzantme Museum o.r any oft.he . 
island's largest churches. Loutrari. Chian Sphinx, p. 102, also states that no depiction ofa ~phmx at.Chl?s IS . 
known to date from the Byzantine era but is of the opinion that the sphinx would have contm~ed to ~nsplre artIsts 
at Chios during the Byzantine period through types of the ancient coinage and works of art wIth sphmxes that 
may have survived into this period. 
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frequency on silver civic type and bronze issues. In several instances a bunch of grapes, an 
amphora, or the prow of a ship, appears under the uplifted paw which, as we saw, alludes to 
the protection the sphinx gave to Chian trade, and in particular that of wine. By the early 
Roman period the sphinx is permanently shown with a front paw lifted over an object. 
The sphinx as depicted on issues of different periods shows slight differences III 
details of its body suggesting that certain of these features were not dogmatically established 
from the beginning of the coinage. One such case involves the depiction of the sphinx's 
breasts. From the 3rd century BC until the middle of the 1 st century BC the sphinx bears what 
is clearly a human breast in its front, just under the head. On clear coins dating to this period 
engraved lines appearing on the sphinx's side do not represent animal breasts but the bones of 
its chest (issues of ZHNIL clearly show this detail, see coins illustrated in PI. XVIII, figs. 1-25),. 
At some point during the late 1 st century BC the sphinx acquired animal breasts, 
visible beneath its body in the form of short lines or dots. The first such occurrence is on the 
type of drachms signed by mOAPXOL and AEQNI~HL, where the breasts are represented as three 
short lines (see illustrations in PI. XXVIII); all sphinx types from this point onwards show the 
breasts of an animal. It may have been that the Chians were influenced in this feature from a 
foreign sphinx type. Once again the emblem of Augustus is likely to have played a role in this 
change since this particular sphinx bears animal, not human, breasts. Though the Chians never 
seem to have copied this type in all its details in anyone of their own issues, we have already 
discussed the possibility that they may have adopted certain of its typological details (e.g. the 
. b 1011 0 h ( wing, see above) and thIS could also apply for the reasts. n t e commemora lve 
1011 It is worth noting that some sphinxes in works of art from the later Roman period continue to bea: hu~an . 
brea3ts even though the body is supposed to be that of an animal,. T~e B. ~. poss~sses two statues ot sphmxes m 
the Egyptian gallery, found at Alexandria and dating from the Antonme perIod, WIth human breasts. 
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drachms of the cistophoric standard and issues of the early Imperial period the breasts are 
depicted as dots while all later issues replace them by short straight lines. 
A similar confusion between animal and human characteristics of the sphinx seems 
also to have involved its front paws. On the whole, these were treated on the early Chian coin 
types as animal features lacking the ability to grasp objects in the manner of human hands. 
The sphinx is usually shown as simply lifting them or placing them on top of objects. Its 
inability to hold objects is vividly portrayed in the two different types of drachms signed by 
the moneyer LlEKMOL (PI. XXV, figs. 2-3). The die engraver was required to find a way of 
depicting the sphinx holding a torch but without the use of its front paws as hands. He seems 
to have solved this problem in two different ways. In the first issue (fig. 2) the sphinx holds 
the torch and supports it horizontally under one of its arms, while in the second issue (fig. 3) 
the torch is carried by a small human like hand that projects from the front of the sphinx. 
These depictions seem odd but clearly demonstrate that the paws of the sphinx were 
conceived by the die artist to be useless. 
However from a later issue dating in the late I st century AD the sphinx holds a club 
with one paw and a bunch of grapes in the other, as if the paws are human hands (see PI., 
XXXIV, "Roman Series III, Group B', figs. 1, 4-7, and especially fig. A). In an issue of the 
mid 2nd century AD, a dichalkon bearing the name of Preimos (see PI. XL, fig.I8), the sphinx 
is clearly holding the base of a cantharos in the grasp of its palm. 
During the Hellenistic and Roman periods secondary features were added to the sphinx 
type. Some were adopted permanently and others were only used temporarily, on a few issues. 
A single known issue, signed by the moneyer 8EPLHL of Series 17 (see PI. V. figs. 20) shows 
the sphinx wearing a Corinthian helmet on its head. This is a unique occurrence for the typ~ 
and is absent even from other obverse dies of the same moneyer and any other Chian 
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· 1012 I . Issue. t IS far from clear what the helmet might have symbolized, probably a link to an 
aspect of the sphinx cult or -less likely- a victory in a contemporary military event which is 
unknown to us. IOl3 A helmet appears also at the feet of a standing figure in another Chian 
coin type, probably representing Oinopion the mythical founder of the city of Chios (see 
below), though it is not clear if there may be a link between the appearance of this object in 
the two different types. 
On issues of Series 19 signed by the moneyers AnOAAnNI~H~ and :=:ANE>mnO~, and the 
'reduced denarius' drachm of MHTPo~npOL, the sphinx wears a modius (a broken jar) on its 
head. The modi us was used as a weight measure for grain, but as a headdress it was an 
attribute of the Egyptian god Serapis. It is therefore possible that the type of the sphinx with 
the modius on its head may combine these features and hold allusions to Egypt as the main 
1· f . Ch' 1014 Th h' . supp ler 0 graIn to lOS. e sp lnx depIcted on the 11/2-assarion of Group C, Series 
Ill, clearly wears the headdress of Isis (PI. XXXV, figs. 10_11).1015 Finally sphinxes are 
depicted as wearing a crown of sun-rays on issues of Preimos (illustrated in PI. XLII, figs. 11-
12) and Eirenaios (illustrated in XLII, fig. 10). This feature may be linked with an unknown 
attribute of the Chian sphinx and was not simply a decorative feature. 1016 
1012 J. Gronovius, Thesaurus Graecorum Antiquitatum, Lugduni, Batavorum, 1699, PI. V, also shows a sphinx on 
a Chian coin wearing a corinthian helmet on its head. Though this drawing does not seem to be a realistic copy of 
a coin type it bears certain typological features which are also present on the issue of E>EPLH~ with the helmeted 
sphinx. Compare the obverse type of this coin with that of the drawing, illustrated as fig. A in PI. V, alongside 
coins of this moneyer. The amphora and sword in front of the sphinx in Grovonius's drawing are likely to have 
been confused for the barley head appearing in exactly the same position as these objects on the coin type. I 
would suggest on this evidence that the drawing may have copied the E>EP~H~ issue and does not suggest the 
existEnce of another Chian coin which is today lost. 
10\3 Boardman. Emporia, no. 724, fig. 106, published a Chianjar of the Archaic period bearing a drawing ofa 
sphinx and suggesting that it wears a helmet on its head. It would be interesting if there might be a link with the 
helmeted sphinx in the coin type discussed above, but Loutrari, Chian Sphin.x, p. 67, states that the worn 
condition of this drawing makes it uncertain if the sphinx does in fact wear a helmet. 
1014 Maurogordato, 1917, pp. 237-8, has a different view considering the modius on the sphinx as suggestive of 
its presumed chthonic character. 
1015 For a discussion of mint symbols appearing on the Chian coinage and linked with the Isis cult. see p. 615. 
1016 J. Svoronos, 'Sur la signification des types monetaires des anciennes', BCH 18 (1894), pp. 101-128, p. 114. 
discusses the appearance of a star symbol next to the sphinx o.n issues of ~eries .17 and considers this a~ e~idence 
ofa presumed link of the sphinx with astrology. As further eVidence on thiS tOpiC he refers to a vase paIntIng, 
published by A. Gennarclli, La Manta Primitil'a e /' Monllmenti dell' Italia Antica (Roma. 1843). PI. I L and 
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5. Historical references of the sphinx type: I referred to above to the helmeted sphinx type 
found on an issue of the early 3rd century BC, which may have historical connotations. 
However it is only during the 1 st century BC that we come across a sphinx type which is 
plausibly linked to a recorded event in the island's history. The earliest such type appears on a 
bronze issues of MHTPO~QPOL, struck shortly after c 80 BC, and showing the sphinx seated 
within a ship (PI. XXIV, figs. 89-95). On almost all of the coins signed by this moneyer only 
the front of the ship is visible, leading Maurogordato to suggest (1917, p. 350) that this is a 
mint symbol of the obverse as with other symbols appearing in this position in earlier issues of 
Series 19. However on a single coin, in the BN, the rudder of the ship is clearly visible behind 
the sphinx (fig. 94). The same type is also used on the drachm ofTPY<I>QN (PI. XXV, fig. 21) -a 
near contemporary issue of that of MHTPO~QPOL- and later drachms of APTEMI~QPOr (PI. XVII, 
figs. 1-5), rKYMNOr (PI.XXVII, figs. 12-13) and MENEKPATHr (PI. XXVII, figs. 6-7). On these 
drachms the rudder of the ship appears in the field above and to the left of the type showing 
that the sphinx is seated within a ship, even if only the prow is apparent at first glance. The 
type almost certainly alludes to the end of the banishment of the Chians following the 
conclusion of the 1 st Mithridatic War in 85-84 BC, and the sphinx in the ship symbolizes the 
" 1017 people s return home. 
A few more details of the sphinx-ship type are added on drachm and bronze issues 
signed by the moneyer ~EKMor, further strengthening the proposed link of this type with the 
re-establishment of Chios in 85-84 BC and the return of its inhabitants (drachm: PI. XXV. 
figs. 2-3~ bronze: PI. XXVI, figs. 10-12). On these issues the sphinx appears on the front of 
showing a sphinx with sun rays coming out of its head. Even tho~gh the star beside the sphinox on the Cohia~ issue 
is likely to be a mint symbol of no direct association with the sphInX, the s~n ~ays on the ~phInx appearIng In the 
• 0 obi' h e a Ilonk wOlth the sphinx depicted on the Chlan Issues wearIng the cro\\ n of sun 
vase paIntIng may POSSI ) av ' 
rays on its heado 0 0 h 
1017 A similar type appears on an Athenian bronze issue w~ere the owl ~s standIng on ~ rudder. Kroll. AI ens 
A \ '\'1'/ t 71 p ')2 interprets this as a representatIOn of AthenIan autonol11) In that the rudder could gara.. ,ype , 0 - , 
stand for the government and the owl as the helmsmano 
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the ship carrying a torch with which it lights another torch planted on dry land opposite the 
ship. This is A clear reference to the re-lighting of the citt s Hestia ftre following the 
homecoming in c 85-84 BC. The fact that the sphinx is depicted as carrying the sacred torch is 
signiftcant; it shows that by this time the sphinx had become more than just an emblem of 
Chios but represented the Chian people. Another type which seems to have developed out of 
the previous one during the Roman period shows the sphinx lifting its front paw over a lit 
altar, presumably the city's Hestia ftre (see the 1 Yz assarion of Roman Series II, Group B; 
illustrated PI. XXXIII, ftgs. 7-9; the altar is represented by a small circle and the fire by three 
straight lines). It would seem that the sphinx retained its position as the protector of the city's 
Hestia ftre in this type. 
A sphinx with the prow of a ship in front became the standard obverse type for the 
Roman period (see for example, PI. XXX, fig. 2), but not one of these coins shows the rudder 
of the ship. It would seem that by this time the die engravers considered that only the prow of 
the ship was included in the type. Possibly by the Roman Imperial period this type may not 
have been any longer an allusion to events of c 85-84 BC but a symbolism of the island's past 
naval supremacy. On a type dating between the middle and late 2nd century AD with possible 
historical connotations to a contemporary event the sphinx is holding a cantharos over the 
front of the ship. Nothing is known about Chios during this period and it is impossible to 
suggest a likely event that may be commemorated with this coin type. 
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6. Absence of Imperial portraiture from the Chian coinage: The mint of Chios during the 
Roman Imperial period never used as a coin type the portrait of the Roman Emperor or that of 
b fh' f: '1 1018 Th' . any mem er 0 IS amI y. IS IS very rare for a Greek provincial coinage from the reign 
of Augustus and afterwards, since only the mints of Chios and Athens are known to have 
struck all of their coinage throughout the Roman period without these types. 1019 
The appearance or not of the emperor's likeness on a provincial coinage was in the 
past believed to be associated with the political status of the issuing city. It was claimed that 
free cities may not have been obliged by the Roman authorities to strike coins with imperial 
. 1020 . portraIts, and both Athens and ChlOS are known to have been free under the Roman 
Empire. However this theory is no longer acceptable since we know that free cities struck 
coinage of this type even though no change occurred in their political status (Johnston, 1985, 
p. 103).1021 It is therefore odd why of the hundreds of provincial mints issuing under the 
Roman Empire only those of Athens and Chios systematically excluded imperial portraits 
from their coin types. Naturally we would expect that this common policy at both mints, vis a 
vis the Roman authority, could be the result of similar conditions in place at these cities. 
1018 I have traced a few publications recording Chian issues that supposedly bear the portrait of a Roman 
emperor: V von Gonzenbach, 'Genius August-Theos Sebastos', Stockholm Studies in Classical Archaeology, V, 
Upsala, 1968, pp. 81-117. p. 81, and G. Siebert, 'Un portrait de Jules Cesar sur une coupe a Medaillon de Delos', 
BCH 1980, pp. 189-196, p. 190. Both record that coins, 'tetradrachms and large bronzes', struck at Chios bear 
the portrait of Oct avian-Augustus. Both authors give as reference, Woodward, 1952, pp. 23-25, who -as we have 
already seen in p. 380, the chapter on 'Cistophoric weight Chian drachms' - wrongly attributed cistophoric 
tetradrachms bearing the portrait of Augustus to the mint of Chi os. 
1019 Terrnessus in Pisidia is another mint thought to have issued no coinage with Imperial portraits; however an 
issue bearing an imperial portrait is now attributed to this mint, RPC I, no. 3514. Many other cities in the eastern 
part of the Roman Empire issued coinage without imperial portraits (known as pseudo-autonomous) but these 
cities also struck concurrently issues bearing such types or adopted them on their coinage at a later period. For a 
good general account of the pseudo-autonomous coinage, see Johnston, 1985, pp. 89-112; RPC /, pp. -l1-42 
IO:!O Head, 1911, p. 389; see also RPC /, p. 33 & p. 41. For an opposite view see S. F. Hijmans in ·Dionysus. 
Helios, and Rhodian Coinage in the First Century Be', Pharos, Vol. IV (1996), pp. 43-61. p. 46 & 57, where he 
mak~s the original, though odd, claim that Rhodes did not strike any issues during the reign ?f Au~ustus bearing 
that emperor's portrait because it was no longer a 'free city'. Hijmans therefore s,u~g~st: a dIrect Imk between the 
absence of the imperial portrait from a provincial coinage and a supposed loss of CI\ IC treedom, but presents no 
evidence to support this \ ie\\. .., " . 
1011 For the latest discussions see RPC /, pp. 41-42 & pp. 15-16, where It IS claImed that tree cItIes. e.g. 
Aphrodisias. did not strike a different type of coinage to that of less priviliged cities. 
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In fact, beside the lack of imperial portraits, the coinages of Roman Chios and Athens 
bear little else in common. Athens is known to have struck coinage during the Imperial period 
. . I d' I d' I . I 1022 mtermlttent y an Inc u Ing ong Interva s of over a century. The limited issues of Athens 
were probably paid for by wealthy and cultured locals who opted for types referring to the 
I . f h' . 'h' 1023 I' h C: g onous past 0 t elf CIty s I story. tIS t erelore not certain that the Athenian series might 
have continued lacking imperial portraits had the coinage been struck on a more regular basis. 
At Chios the coinage was struck throughout the Imperial period, with probably only brief 
intervals, down to the late 3rd century AD. As a result of this, Chian coinage of this period is 
represented by a far larger number of series and range of denominations than Athens. 
Kroll (Agora XXVI, p. 120) attributes the refusal by the Athenians to use the emperor's 
portrait on their coinage to a 'proud historical consciousness' and a 'nostalgic conservatism' 
and comments that these features were stronger at Athens than anywhere else in the Greek 
world. These features are also likely to have applied for Chios and played as much a decisive 
role in the continuation of the traditional coin type -and the lack of the imperial portrait- as at 
Athens. However in the case of Chios we seem to have a stronger reason behind this policy. 
This is clearly demonstrated by issues struck by the magistrate Preimos, whose tria nomina 
make clear that not only was he a member of a Roman family resident at Chios, but he also 
lacked any family ties with locals. Interestingly his issues also lack the emperor's likeness 
showing that even a Roman magistrate -who would probably have had personal reasons (in 
contrast to the Chians) to strike a coinage acknowledging the authority of the Roman 
Emperor- could not bring a change in the coin type by making it more . Roman' . 
1022 No issues seems to have been struck for over a century between the later reign .of Augustu~ and the. reign of 
Hadrian. Even when Athens resumed striking its coinage, during the latter's reign: It only. contlnued.dolng so 
down to the reign of M. Aurelius and \vas then suspended for another century unttl the reIgn of Galltenus. See the 
discussion of the chronoh.H!.\ in Kroll. Athens .igora X\T/. pp. 1\3-118. ., . I()~'\ S K II 4 I . 4 ~: \'\'1// p 114 who considers a possible link between the Hadrtantc comage of ee ro, ."111CnS ."1gOl (/.. ,. , 
Athens and the local dignitary Herodes Atticus. 
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Finally Kroll has recently suggested (1997, p. 145) that the absence of imperial 
portraits from Greek provincial coinage might be linked with the existence of a Greek 
denominational system -as opposed to a 'Romanized' one, where the mint has adopted Roman 
denominational names. This theory however cannot stand in light of the fact that Chios was 
one of the earliest mints to adopt denominational values with Roman names (see p. 524). 
I believe that the solution to the mystery of why Chian issues of the Roman Empire 
lack imperial portraits lies with the established position of the sphinx on the obverse of the 
coinage. I have already suggested above that the authorities might have enforced at one point 
the depiction of the sphinx on the obverse of every single coin. It would seem that a possible 
law passed at Chios safeguarding the presence of the sphinx on the coinage (see pp. 560-2) 
would have ultimately prevented the mint from adopting imperial portraits, since it would 
have barred the use of any other obverse type -note that portraits always appear on the obverse 
of the coin, never in the reverse- in the place of the sphinx. Furthermore, the Chians did not 
even comprise and use the imperial portrait alongside the sphinx type since this would have 
automatically relegated the sphinx to the reverse. 
Johnston suggests that there was no legal impediment for the use of the emperor's 
portrait on the provincial coinage but the case of the Chian coinage also shows the opposite, 
that Rome may not have forced her own types on mints of the Greek East, at least those which 
were nominally free. In the historical background (p. 39), I presented evidence that during the 
early Imperial period Chios was allowed a large degree of autonomy, to the extent that even 
Romans living on the island were bound by its laws. The continuous use of the sphinx type 
during this period may also have been treated within this context. as a sign of Chian 
autonomy. 
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The absence of imperial portraits from the obverse of the Chian coinage had further 
repercussions concerning the identification of the various denominations. During the Imperial 
period a larger variety of values in bronze was struck than at any earlier time in the history of 
Greek coinage and new methods had to be found for marking their denominations. The use of 
Imperial portraits was one way of marking individual denominations on both the official 
Roman and the Greek provincial coinages. I 024 However the advantage of such a 
denominational marker was lost for the mint of Chios since it continued to use exclusively the 
sphinx as the obverse type. This may have led to the introduction of a variety of reverse types 
(unprecedented for Chios) and the adoption, and permanent use, of inscribed denominational 
values on the issues as alternatives for differentiating the denominations. 
1024 J h t n 1981 p 7 discusses the use of portraits of members of the emperor's family on the coinage of Sardi~ t~Sd~n~te de~o~i~ations. This also seems to have been use~ b~ ot~er ,citie~. see RPC I. p', 37 ~ and 
J h t 1995 p. 62 stating that: . Types can then be helpful in dlstmglllshll1g different denoml~atlOns -the 
o ~s on, b- , ,I" h" .' lfiamill' mal' appear in alternating order 011 the ob\·crses. someflmes \'arIOUS mem as 0, t e Impel ILl . ' Hit )' 
supplemented by p~)rsonijications or heads of deities (e.g. Senate, Demos. erac es, e c .. 
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7. Reverse type: Amphora 
As we saw above in the introduction to this chapter, an amphora appears for the first time on 
the Chian coinage of the late Archaic period, as a subservient type to the sphinx on the 
obverse. This positioning of the amphora led Hardwick (1991, p. 14) to suggest that it may 
have first been used as a moneyer's symbol at the time. More than a century later, during the 
early the 4th century, the amphora makes its earliest appearance as a reverse type on the 
coinage, on what is probably the first Chian bronze issue (Hardwick, Series 11 ).1025 
Eventually the type was dropped from the bronze coinage during the middle of the 4th century 
BC (Series 13a-b, c 350-332 BC) and replaced by an elaborate vine wreath with the ethnic and 
the moneyer's name written within a cross. After Chios was conquered by Alexander in 332 
BC, the amphora reappeared on the bronze coinage (Series 14), and was used shortly 
afterwards for the first time as a type on the silver issues (Attic civic type drachms, Series I). It 
now became established as the reverse type of the local mint appearing thereafter on almost all 
civic type issues, down to the early Roman Imperial period. 
From the 1 st century AD new types were introduced on the reverse of the Chian 
coinage but the amphora continued to be used as a main type. It is depicted on issues of three 
different denominations (dichalkon, assarion, and some three assaria) struck concurrently 
within the same series, while -with the single exception of the cantharos in Roman Series 1- no 
other type appears concurrently on more than a single denomination at the same time. The fact 
that the three denominations bearing the amphora are very much different in size and weight -
and are easy to distinguish, though they bear identical types- seems to confirm the idea that 
the local mint used new reverse types as denominational markers, since it retained the 
1025 B d 19)8-9 P "08 suooests that during the Classical period the Chian mint used bronze coinage to oar man, ~ ,. -' , bb . 
introduce innovations, reserving traditional types for its silver. This, as I disc~ss belo\\, contrasts \\ )th the 
Hellenistic period where it is shown that changes appear first on the silver comage and afterwards on the bronze. 
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amphora on denominations which were struck on quite different modules and obviously 
would not have been confused for each other. 
At Hellenistic Chios the amphora is used as a symbol on headings of official 
decrees,1026 weights, I 027 and a clay bull; 1028 it is also found as a mint mark on the earl iest 
series of Chian Alexander type issues. I 029 Its widespread usage in this official capacity 
suggests that it may have been a civic emblem from early in this period (see also the 
discussion above with the example of the sphinx). The importance of the amphora as a newly 
adopted emblem of Hellenistic Chios is also alluded to in the fact that issues of Series 13 
lacking this type were completely withdrawn from circulation and restruck with an issue 
bearing an amphora; probably the Chian government decided that all coinage in circulation 
would have to bear this type (the adoption of the amphora during this period as a Chi an 
monetary type is discussed in detail in the outline of the coinage, pp. 55-58). 
The island's wealth during the Hellenistic period was mainly derived from trading its 
local wine and the amphora on the coinage would have copied an actual object linked to this 
. .,. 1030 A h . h h . ty I b Important economIC actIVIty. t t e same tIme t e amp ora as a com pe maya so e 
considered an early form of advertisement for Chian wine since, as I discuss below, the 
amphora -as with the wine it contained- was of a distinctive type produced exclusively at 
Chios.1031 
1026 T. Ritti, ' Sigle ed emblemi sui decreti onorari greci', in Atti della Accademia Na::ionale dei Lincei: . 
Memorie, ser. VIII, vol. xiv, 5, 1969, pp. 259-360, p. 267, no. 4, p. ~80, no. 22, a honorary decree for a Chlan 
official at Athens, depicting a Chian amphora in its heading, and datmg c. 3~2 B~. .. 
1027 M. Amandry, 1989, p. 97, no. 18, a weight of Chi os from the ~e~lenIstlc pen~d deplctmg an a~p~or~ an.d 
the ethnic. Another weight of similar date bearing an amphora depictIOn was publIshed by KourounIotls, m hiS 
report of archaeological findings at Chios, AD, 1922-5, p. 51.. .,' 1 
1028 O. Berger, . Die Tonsiegel aus dem Karthagischen T~mprla.rchlv Vorbencht '. Me.lt. Rom.: 1993, pp. _45-
268, Taf. 63, no. 8. I am grateful to Dr N. Hardwick for mfonnmg me of the publtcatl~n of this clay bull . 
1()29 P' 1991 ')99' for examples see Price no. 2329, Bauslaugh. Posthumous ChlQn Alexanders, Senes 8. 
nce, , p. - , 
1030 Maurogordato, 1915. also considers the amphora a~ ~ s~ mbol of wealth. ., . .. 
1031 Seltman. 1957. p. 132. states that wine producing cities ~sually u~ed types on their comage for ad\ertlsmg 
their wine, e.g. amphorae, grapes. vine leaves or themes relatmg to Dlon),sos. 
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8. Typological development of the Chian amphora during the Hellenistic period: 
Amphorae were produced by the ancient Greeks as containers for storing and 
transporting liquid produces such as wine and oil. Many different types of this jar are known 
frorn the archaeological record, bearing features that help experts in determining their 
approximate period and place of origin. 1032 Since a few cities -Chios among them- exported 
large quantities of wine or oil during most of the Greco Roman antiquity, it is possible to 
identify stages in the development of the shape of different amphorae over a long period. 1033 
Chios offers us such an example, and the evidence from the study of archaeological finds and 
coin types reveal typological changes in its amphorae produced in the period from the early 
Archaic period down to the late Hellenistic period. Evidence on the development of Chian 
amphorae for the period between the 1 st century BC and the late 3rd century AD is very 
limited, compared to the earlier period, since no amphora dating to this period was previously 
identified from the archaeological record with certainty as Chian (see below). Only the study 
of the coinage of the period bearing amphorae types seems to throw light on the production 
and typological development of Chian anlphorae during the Roman Imperial period. 
Past studies have established that amphorae on the Chian coin series dating to the 
Archaic and Classical periods copied the forms of local amphorae and that developments in 
the shape of actual jars may also be reflected in details of the coin types. 1034 Accordingly the 
study of the amphorae proved to be of importance for establishing the chronology of the 
coinage, and vise versa. 1035 It is worth noting that during the Classical period the Chian 
1032 See, I. K. Whitbread, 1995, p. 38, for cities in the Ancient Greek world that were major amphorae producers. 
e.g. Thasos, Rhodes. Cos etc. . ' . . '.' 
1033 Lasting usually from the time the city began producmg and exportmg Its produce do\\ n to the penod \\ hen It 
ceased to export. .. f h Ch' ., 
1034 S' . I Wh'tb d 1995 P 41 where it is stated that the depictIon 0 amp orae on Ian coms m ee m partlcu ar, I rea, ,., . .., f' fi 
I . 'th h curacy details of the actual amphora to make possible the Identification 0 ItS orm genera copies WI enoug ac 
from the coin type. . ·fth ' . B C' Jl'S 101 
1035 H. B. Mattimdv, 'Coins and Amphorae-Chios, Samos and Thaso: m th~ FI., lentuf) . .. ~ 86~' 80 B d 1958 9 P 308' Whitbread 199'1 pp ,6-.)7. All these refer to amphora ( 1981 ), pp. 78- ,p. : oar man, - ". . ~ . . -
amphora underwent radical changes over brief periods which were also detected on types of 
the contemporary coinage. 1036 No similar study is known for the Hellenistic and early Roman 
periods, even though the ceramic evidence shows that the Chian amphora continued to 
develop,1037 and almost all coins still bore this type. 
Different amphora forms were produced and used over brief periods, usually around a 
quarter of a century (see below), and show stylistic developments which may be traced on 
amphorae recovered in successive archaeological levels which are dated. 1038 In particular. the 
excavations at the Kofina Ridge of Chios and the Athenian Agora have yielded intact Chian 
amphorae and fragments from contexts of the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods, and 
established a pattern of change in the form produced between the late 4th and late 3rd 
centuries BC. 
depictions on Chian issues dating exclusively before the end ofthe Classical period (see also the following 
footnote). 
1036 For example, the limited use of an amphora form with a distinctive neck (known as the 'bulbous-necked' 
type) was particularly helpful in linking the actual jar with a Chian coin type. Mattingly, ibid, considers that the 
production of the 'bulbous-necked' amphora type coincided with the depiction of this amphora type on 
contemporary issues of the 5th century BC. Boardman, ibid, discusses the appearance ofa conical foot on 
amphorae depicted on the early Chian bronze coinage (first half of the 4th century BC) and suggests that this 
detail was copied from contemporary amphorae; this feature was dropped from amphorae after the late 4th 
century BC (see the discussion below). In both these cases independent evidence confirms that the coinages date 
to the same period as the amphorae they copied, and that their types were not copied from amphora forms that 
were no longer produced at the time. 
1037 V. Grace & M. Savvatianou-Petropoulakou, 'Les timbres amphoriques grecs', 'V Chian' in L' ilot de la 
Maison des Comedies, EAD 27 (1970), pp. 359-63, p. 359, '(we can follow) .. the development of Chi an wine 
amphorae .from the laller 6th to the end of the 5th century BC, and, more sketchily, from the 4th to the 1st 
century B. C. ' 
1038 Grace, 1979, with illustrations of a few Chian amphorae from the early Classical period and down to the 1st 
century Be. See also Monsieur, 1990, pp. 235-45, where the development of Chian amphorae is discussed down 
to c 300 Be. Intact published Chian amphorae of the late Classical and early Hellenistic period are in storage in 
the Athens Agora Museum (Stoa of Attalus), the Archaeological Museums at Chios and Tournais, France, and 
the Greco-Roman Museum in Alexandria. Grace, 1979, fig. 46 depicts a Chian amphora of the late 4th century (P 
15947. from the Athens Agora, deposit F 17:3): Monsieur, 1990, p.n7, illustrated in fig. l. of this article dates 
the Chian amphora in the museum at Tournais to the late 4th century Be. Illustrations of two undated Chian 
amphorae on display in the Archaeological Museum of Chi os are included in Chio~: Arl.andArch~eologj:- C~ios, 
1988, 'Ancient Chios' prepared by Dr. A. Loutrari, p. 16, fig. 14. The one on the nght Side of the illustratIOn IS 
identical to the amphora of Grace, 1979, fig. 46. and would therefore date to the late 4th century Be. Grace, 
1979. fig. 47, includes an illustration of an amphora dating t~ the ear~y 3r~ century BC (P 11.14) and ~he second 
amphora illustrated in Chios: Art and Archaeologjl , fig .. 14, IS of an I~entlcal sha~e suggestlllg that It would also 
belong to the 3rd century Be. For an illustration ofa Chl~n ampho~a m Alexan~n~, see J.-Y. E~pereur and A. 
Hesnard, . Les Amphores Hellenistiques', pp. 1-67, p. 62. m Ceramlques Hellems~/qlles t:/ Ro,!,ames /1, eds. P. 
Leveque and J. Morel, Paris. 1987, Fig. 17, inv. no. 11837. with a proposed date 111 the end ot the 4th century 
Be. 
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In general the Chian amphora of the early Hellenistic period (early 3rd century BC) 
bears a thinner neck than earlier fonns, part of which clearly projects over the points where 
the shoulders of the handles are attached to the amphora's neck. Chi an amphorae at the end of 
the Classical period (c 330 BC) only show the thin roll lip surmounted on the amphora's neck 
above the handles. 1039 Another important change on amphorae of these periods concerns their 
lower part. The toe button, typical of amphorae dating to the Classical period, is still to be 
seen on amphorae of the late 4th century BC (for example, Grace, 1979, fig. 46); this feature 
however disappears completely by the early 3rd century BC and in its place we find a toe cap 
with a sharp end (Anderson, 1954, pp. 169-70). 
We may also note that certain amphorae combine features of the late Classical shape 
and that of the early 3rd century BC. For example, the illustration of the Chian amphora in 
Alexandria shows the wide neck of the earlier Chian type, but the button toe is replaced by a 
sharp pointed toe and the neck extends further upwards from the point of attachment of the 
handles with the neck (for an illustration of this amphora see 1.-Y. Empereur and A. Hesnard, 
fi 1040 p. 62, no. 11837, Ig. 17). 
Having established the features of the Chian amphora produced during the early 
Hellenistic period and its main differences to the fonn current in the late Classical period, it is 
possible to associate it with representations of amphorae on the local coinage which may be 
contemporary with this amphora. It seems that the typological development of the actual 
amphora is also closely followed on the type depicted on the coinage. Coins of Series 14 show 
a type which is typical of the amphora dating to the late 4th century BC. This type does not 
show the neck extending over the handles and only a thin line in this place represents the rim 
1019 I d' d 'n Anderson 19q pp 169-170' Grace & Savvatanou-Petropoulakou, 
. These changes are a so Iscusse I , -.' , 
1970, p. 361; Grace, 1979, p. 19; J.-Y. Empereur& A. Hesn.ard, 1987, pp. 21-22. . 
1040 Identical in shape to the Chian amphora in the Alexandna, Greco Roman Museum IS the amphora at 
Tournais, see Monsieur, 1990, p. 137, fig. I. 
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of the neck of the contemporary amphora. The body of the amphora is of a triangular shape 
and the toe on the coin type has not yet developed into its sharp end which is typical of later 
amphorae (see below). The button toe is still visible as a dot at the very end of the amphora; 
see PI. XL VII, fig. A, with the illustration of an amphora dating in the second half of the 4th 
century BC (Athens Agora, P 25947) and the reverse ofa coin belonging to Series 14. 
Coins of Series 15 depict a slightly different type showing certain new elements absent 
from the type of Series 14. The end of the amphora has lost its button toe and acquired a sharp 
end. Only the rim is still barely visible above the top of the handles suggesting that this type 
was struck before the amphora with a long neck extending over the handles began to be 
produced, and therefore unlikely to copy an amphora dating after c 300 BC. These features of 
the amphora type of Series 15 match those of the Chian amphora in the Alexandria Greco-
Roman Museum and the Toumais Archaeological Museum (illustrated in this study as fig. B), 
both dating to the end of the 4th century. 
The amphora type, dating in the early 3rd century BC, with the long thin neck 
extending over the point of attachment of the handles with the neck, and the characteristic toe 
cap at the end (Athens Agora PIII.:!, is a known example of this amphora), appears to have 
been first copied on issues of Series 16, and their contemporary Attic drachms of Series I, and 
then on issues of bronze Series 17; see fig. C with an illustration of the amphora found in the 
Athens Agora (PIII4) and the reverses of a drachm of Attic Series I and bronze Series 17 for 
. 1041 
companng the amphorae types. 
The Chian coin series of the early Hellenistic period are dated with some accuracy and 
it would seem that the most conspicuous change in their respective amphora types occurs in 
1041 G 1979 is clearly wrong in suggesting that the amphora illustrated in ~g .. 46 ofh~r booklet (of the early 
race, '0 h . th mphora type appearing on a drachm of AttIC SCrlCS I SIgned by 8EOnO\1Il0l I st century Be) IS t e same as e a 0 • Oil d 0 fi 
o " t' h b klet The amphora on the coin copIes the amphora I ustrate In Ig. 
and Illustrated on the front cover 0 er 00 0 
47, not fig. 46, and this may be attributed to a printing error. 
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different stages, between c 330 and c 280 BC, the period coinciding with the striking of 
bronze Series 14, 15, 16, and Attic drachms of Series I. As we saw this also happens to be the 
period when similar changes took place in the shape of the real amphorae. It is worth noting 
that both chronologies for the coin series and the amphorae were based on different types of 
evidence for each other, and we seem to have here independent confinnation on the validity of 
the proposed datings for these classes of artifacts. 1042 
The only visible change in the shape of the amphora during the 3rd century BC 
occurred in its end part, where different toe caps appear to have been used over brief 
. d 1043 S f h f c· . peno s. orne 0 t ese types 0 toe caps were lound III dated and succeSSIve levels of the 
Kofinas Ridge excavation which helped to date the different fonns with some precision and 
trace their typological development. This evidence shows that the toe cap of the Chian 
amphora was becoming longer and narrower during the course of the 3rd century BC, and it is 
likely that the first half of the century may have witnessed the use of more than one type 
(Anderson, types, k, I, m).1044 From the middle of the 3rd century BC and afterwards, a 
particularly long and narrow toe cap became standard on the amphorae (Anderson type 0). 
One of the intact amphorae in the Archaeological Museum at Chios bears this type of toe cap 
. C 1045 Th' d d and should therefore date dunng the second half of the 3rd century B . IS propose ate 
is at least five decades later than that of the last known intact Chian amphora (Agora, PIII4) 
which I discussed above. A comparison of the two amphorae shows no real difference in the 
104~ Grace & Savvatanou-Petropoulakou, 1970, p. 359, f. 1, 'Definitive studies o.fChian amph.orllt! and of~hi~n 
coins of the period of the representation of the one on the other cannot be m.ade."'epan.Jte~r, Since each ~en~s ~s 
prime evidence for the other. and callsfor reexamination of the basis of datll1g mlhe other al many pOints 111 lIs 
accepted chronology. . . . . I04~ For what follows see Anderson, 1954, pp. 169-70, dlscussmg the devel~pment of the toe cap on ChIan 
amphorae based on finds made at Kophinas. During this period the end sectIon of the amphora seems to have 
been moulded separately and then attached to the main body.. . . 
1044 Anderson type k was probably the most common used durmg thIS p:nod. . 
1045 Illustrated in Chios: Art and Archaeology, 1989, p. 3, the amphora I~ the left ~Ide o~the photograph. The 
. d t' h b d off the coast of Chios (from a shIp wreck. ) by tlshermen and no further 
amphora was retneve rom t e sea e 
details are available. 
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middle and upper section with the body, neck, and handles; the two amphorae forms are only 
distinguished by the use of different toe caps. It follows that the depictions of the amphora 
types on the coinage, which is contemporary with the above amphorae, would be similar, 
probably only with the exception of the toe cap. 
The amphora types appearing on the coinage of the 3rd century BC (which include 
Series 17-18 and Attic Drachm Series II) show little stylistic differences, a factor which agrees 
with the suggestion already made, that there was limited change in the shape of the amphora 
produced during most of this century. Most of these types bear a close similarity to both the 
amphora of Athens Agora P 1II4 and that of the Chios Archaeological Museum. However, on 
coins where the end of the amphora is visible, this is usually in the form of a long pointed toe 
cap (Anderson type 0),1046 identical to the one appearing on the amphora of the Chios 
Archaeological Museum and typical of amphora shapes produced during the second half of 
the 3rd century BC. This same feature of the pointed toe is also visible on an amphora type 
appearing in an official clay bull of Chios found at Carthage and dating in general during the 
. f 8) 1047 3rd-2nd centurIes BC (Berger, 1993, Ta . 63, no. . 
In very few coins of Series 1 7 we come across a type of amphora with the neck not 
extending over the upper point of attachment of the handles, in a style resembling that of 
amphorae dating before the late 4th century BC. However the rest of the type, its body, neck, 
and toe, are typical of the amphora dating to the second half of the 3rd century BC. This type 
appears on a few of the issues belonging to Groups E and G of Series 17 (PI. IX, fig. 2, 14, 
25~ PI. XI, figs. 6, 11) and seems unlikely to be a reproduction of an earlier form of amphora 
1046 See for example, Series 17, PI. IV, figs. I, 3-4,6-7, et al. PI. V, figs. 17,22-30, 33, (Group A); .PI. VI, figs. 
1-2,4, et al. (Group B); PI. VII, figs. I, 3-4, et aI., (Group C); PI. VIII, figs. I. 10, .,et aI., (Group D), PI. I~, figs. 
6-8, 16 et al. (Group E): PI. X, figs. I, 3, 7, 9-11, et al.. (Group F); PI. XI, figs. I, J. 4. 8 et aI., (Group G). PI. XI, 
figs. 15-18, (Group H); PI. XII, fig. 1-5,7-8 et al., (Group \)'. . 
1047 The amphora is in the centre and a bunch of grapes to the left and rIght. The toe of t~e .amphora .. s clearl~ 
. . h d'l h the neck and handles are mostlv worn. The cla~ bull IS Included In PI. L \ I. VISIble though ot er etal s sue as -
fig. D of this study. 
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by one or more die engravers. The quality of these die engravings is poor and may have been 
produced in haste or by a person lacking the skill in copying the minor details of the type 
which distinguish the different amphora forms. It may be noted that other die engravers 
producing dies for issues in the same series, or even for the same moneyers, were competent 
enough to depict on the coin types realistic copies of the contemporary amphora forms. 1048 
On issues of the last group of Series 17 (Group I) we possibly have the earliest case of 
a coin type that is likely to have been copied from an amphora unknown to us from the 
archaeological record (see the type illustrated on coins of PI. XII, figs. 1-3, 8, 10-11, 17, 20). 
This type differs from all earlier ones, including those used on the other issues of Series 17, 
and is also absent from later issues (see below), suggesting that the jar used as the model for 
this type would have been briefly produced around the time of issue of Group I (late 3rd 
century Be). The jar's shape seems to have been smaller compared to the other amphorae and 
may have contained a smaller quantity of wine. Handles are thin, cylindrical with some 
curvature at the upper point of attachment with the neck. These handles are clearly of a more 
elegant style compared to the sharp shoulders of handles on amphora types of other issues 
from the same series. Another distinctive feature of this amphora is the broad profiled rim 
which is not visible on earlier types on the coinage. These typological features will be 
particularly helpful in trying to identify such an amphora if one was ever found intact. In fig. 
D I include an illustration of the reverse of a coin from Group I bearing this type of amphora 
•. 1049 
and a lIkely reproductIOn of the real amphora. 
1048 It is also unlikely that there may have been amphorae produced at the time that continued to bear features 
from earlier amphor~e since experts consider that Greek cities, producing amphorae, usually made onl) one 
amphora form at anyone time, see Whitbread, 1995, p. 37. . . . 
1049 This amphora type seems to have been copied in an a~phora d~plcted on a Chlan lead ,,,,:elgh.t ~nder the. 
h. ( bl· h d b S tso 1895 P 535-6) An illustratIOn of this amphora t\. pe on the \\elght IS meluded In sp lOX, pu IS e \' ou, ,.. .' .' 
fi E I ·d the'r h'pes of this amphora. The lead weight dates 10 the mid late 3rd century Be. from the Ig. ,a ongsl eo L) • • d d· Co h ·d fi 
similiratity in style of the sphinx with the type appearing on coins of this peno ,an IS lurt er eVI ence or 
dating this amphora in the same period. 
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The coinage dating to the first half of the 2nd century BC generally shows an amphora 
type resembling the one established during the second half of the 3rd century BC, with the 
long thin neck projecting over sharp handles and the body ending with a thin long and narrow 
toe cap. Occasionally small changes in details of the body appear on different issues though it 
is not clear if these may reflect changes in real jars or slips by the artists producing the dies. 
This identification of the amphora form is further hindered by the fact that no intact amphora 
has been published dating between the late 3rd century BC and the early 1st century BC (see 
below, for the publication of a large fragment of a Chian amphorae dating within this period). 
I think that this lack of intact Chian amphorae should not be attributed to a decline in the 
production of amphorae but may be attributed to other reasons, such as the lack of excavations 
of any Chian sites dating to this period. 1050 The fact that the largest number of stamped Chian 
wine-jar handles date in the period 3rd-1 st century BC has made it clear that far from 
dwindling during this period amphorae of Chi os continued to be produced in quantity. 1051 
The coinage of this period (first half of the 2nd century BC) was struck during a 
limited period and no clear typological development may be discerned from the study of the 
amphora type over this period. A few changes in the amphora type are visible on the coinage 
from the middle of the 2nd century BC in the upper section of the neck and in particularly the 
area between the handles and the neck. Some types show a thin horizontal line surmounting 
the rim, probably suggesting that it may have become broader and wider (see for example 
coins of Series 19, PI. XXIII, figs. 8, 14, 25, 28, 34). However the only published large 
1050 Th I ·te on Chios to have been inhabitated during the Hellenistic period and fully excavated is the 
eon y Sl . '. . db h' . . I d 
settlement at Pindakas (Kophinas has also yielded finds datmg from the HellenIstiC peno ut t IS site mc u es 
on the whole graves). However Pindakas was deserted during the 3rd century BC. (Boardman, 1958-9, p. 30 I) 
1051 The greatest numbers of stamped Chian handles are recorded from AlexandrIa, Athens, Delos and 
Pergamum; most of these come from contexts dating between the early 2~d-early I st centu~ Be se~ Gr~ce & 
S P I k 1970 P 36
') (Delos)· V R Grace Small ObjeClsfrom the Pn.\_\_ /I. Hesperia, 
avvatanou- etropou a ou, ,. - ,..'. . 
P . t 1956 pp 166-167 (Pnyx and references to the Chlan stamped handles found m the Supplement X, rmce on, " ' 
Athens Agora and Alexandria); Burow, 1998, pp. 117-125 (Pergamum) 
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fragment of a Chian amphora approximately dating from this period seems to lack this type of 
• 1052 
nm. The handles tend to become closely attached to the neck during the course of the 2nd 
century BC as a result of which they become shorter compared to earlier types. 
The earliest intact Chiao amphora to be found in a dated archaeological context after 
the 3rd century BC is Athens Agora P 19120, from a deposit of the early 1 st century BC 
. t d . h h' f . 1053 assocla e WIt t e SIege 0 Athens by Sulla In 86 BC. This find offers clear proof of a 
development in the Chian amphora form between the middle of the 3rd and the early 1 st 
century BC. What distinguishes its form from earlier ones is the fact that the handles are 
shorter and closer attached to the body of the amphora. The amphora does not show a separate 
toe cap, as with amphorae of the previous two centuries, but instead has a solid, short, and 
sharp end. Another distinctive feature is the upper level of the amphora's body where the neck 
connects to the body. This section is flat and the neck appears as if springing directly from the 
body, while on earlier amphorae a slight curvature appears between the neck and the rest of 
the body. 1054 The amphora form just described closely resembles the type depicted on coins of 
the late Hellenistic period; 1055 this even applies for the last feature since the coin type shows a 
straight line at the point where the neck starts, where as earlier types copied contemporary 
amphorae and depict a curve in this section. 
1052 See Grace & Savvatanou-Petropoulakou, 1970, p. 361, & pI. 60, an illustration of the upper half of a Chian 
amphora found at Delos and dating to the 2nd-I st century Be (see XLVII, fig. E in this study). This amphora 
shred is damaged in the rim section but enough is still left to show that the rim line was not broad. For amphorae 
dating to the I st century BC and bearing such a type of rim (see below). . 
1053 Grace & Savvatanou-Petropoulakou, 1970, p. 361, with details of the discovery of thIs amphora but no 
illustration; Idem, Agora, 1979, fig. 47, the amphora illustrated on the rig~t side ~fthe phot~graph. It was !ound 
in deposit N20:4 with debris from the siege of 86 Be. The same amphora IS also Illustrated In Agora, fig . .)6 
together with associated pottery from other cities recovered fro~ the same ~ontext. . 
1054 This particular feature of the Chian amphora was first descnbed by WhItebread, 1995, pp. I3~-137, ~o~ever 
she ascribed it in general to Chian amphorae dating between the 4th and I st century BC, where as In fact It IS 
only documented for amphorae down to the 3rd century Be. . .. 
1055 This also seems to have been suggested by Grace in Agora, 1979, pp. 19-20, \\.here she ha.s an Illustration of 
late Hellenistic Chian drachm with L\EPK Y Aor (fig. 51), under the iIIustratio~ of thIS latest ~hlan amphora s~ape 
d fi h fi d · the Athenl'an A oora However she failed to mentIOn any\\ here In the text that thIS represente rom t e m mI:>' . . , .' . . 
. . d fr the amphora but it is clear that thIS IS the reason \\hy she has the IllustratIon of the com type was cople om , 
coin together with that of the amphora. 
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The proposed chronology of the coinage seems to offer evidence on the period and 
approximate duration of use of this particular amphora. The earliest appearance of the type is 
on a drachm of the reduced Attic standard signed by ZHNO~QPOL (Group E) dating c 100 BC 
(see illustrations in PI. XVIII). The type is also found on issues of later moneyers belonging to 
Group F who seem to have struck coinage in the early 80s BC; see fig. F with an illustration 
of the amphora found in the Athens Agora (P 19120), dating c 86 BC, and the reverse of a 
coin of ~EPKYAOL of approximately the same period. It is suggested from the numismatic 
evidence that this amphora form may not have been produced a long time before the 
destruction of Chios, during the 1st Mithridatic War, brought a halt -temporarily, as we will 
see in the following section- to the production of amphorae by Chios. 
9. Typological development of the Chian amphora during the Roman period: 
The early 1 st century BC marks the latest period from when we possess amphorae that 
are attributed with certainty to Chios. Grace (1970, p. 359) considered that no amphorae of 
Chian manufacture were identified and published with a secure date after this period. 
However, as I discuss below in the chapter on economy (pp. 659-662), Chian wine seems to 
have continued to be exported during the Roman Imperial period, -even if on a limited scale 
compared to earlier periods- and it is likely that Chios may have continued producing its own 
distinctive type of amphora for exporting wine. The only evidence we possess on the 
development of the Chian amphora during the Roman period is the type appearing on the 
coinage. This was also considered by V. Grace and Savvatanou-Petropoulakou who recorded 
in 1970 (p. 359), ' ... in fact the later developments (of the Chian amphorae after the 1 st century 
Be) are not yet established in actual jars, though we should in due time identify them from 
their representations on the coins of Chios .. '. This task falls \\'ithin the limits of the present 
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study and the following section deals with the question of whether or not coin types may be 
used as reliable evidence in establishing a chronological sequence for Chian amphora fonns of 
the Roman period down to the late 3rd century AD. 
Before looking at individual amphora types on the Chian coinage of the Roman period 
we need to detennine if these in fact copy contemporary jars, or if they depict a fossilized 
shape from a time when Chian trade was at its height (Archaic-Hellenistic period). On the 
whole the fonner seems to apply since there is strong evidence that the representations of the 
amphora types on the coinage struck during the Roman period were realistic copies of 
contemporary amphorae. Firstly the amphorae appearing as coin types bear certain typological 
features and show developments that are absent from earlier amphorae. Some of these Chian 
amphorae also share features with known amphorae fonns produced in other regions of the 
Roman Empire during the Imperial period (these are discussed in detail below). Secondly, on 
issues of the 1112-assarion denomination a small amphora appears as a symbol beside the 
sphinx, in a combination of the sphinx and amphora types, quite similar to that found on most 
silver issues of the Classical period. The fonn of this small amphora type in the obverse is 
always identical to that of amphora used as the main reverse type on other contemporary 
issues of different denominations (3-assaria, assarion, dichalkon). It is clear that the die 
engraver went to the trouble of recording distinctive details, even on the small scale of this 
amphora symbol, demonstrating that he was using a real model for his type. 1056 These features 
strongly suggest that the coin types were copied from amphorae that were contemporary with 
the issues and manufactured locally at Chios. 
1056 For example the II !2-assarion issues illustrated, PI. XXXVII, fi.gs. 22-24. X.L.II, figs. 11-1 ?, XLIII, figs. 17-
18 XLIV figs. 23-24. The type on this denomination seems to contmue the traditIOn of the comage of the 
CI~ssical ~eriod where the amphora appearing beside the sphinx copies contemporalJ amphorae (see above). 
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Issues of the 1 st century BC struck after c 80 BC, and down to the late century. bear an 
amphora showing no visible difference from the one depicted on issues struck earlier in the 
century. It would seem from this that the form may not have changed much over the few 
decades prior to and after c 87 BC. This idea seems to be confirmed from a number of finds of 
Chian amphorae of this period. The first one originates from the Athens Agora (P. 9670-F. 92, 
illustrated in PI. XLVII, fig. H of the present study) but its place of production was not 
identified and recorded in its publication. 1057 The illustration of this amphora shows it clearly 
to be Chian, identical in form to that of Athens Agora P 19120. It was recovered in a context 
with material dating between c 75 BC and the late 1st century BC and would therefore have 
been produced after the re-establishment of Chios in c 84 BC, following the end of the 1 st 
Mithridatic War. 1058 Many Chian amphorae of this type were reported as found during an 
archaeological exploration of an ancient shipwreck located close to the isle of Tradeliere off 
the coast of Southern France. 1059 The contents from this shipwreck are dated in the late 1 st 
century BC, or at the latest, the early 1 st century AD (P. Fiori & J.-P. Joncheray, 1975, p. 67). 
Finally, an amphora recovered from another shipwreck off the coast of Cannes, 
France, and now part of the collection of the Fort Saint-Jean, Marseilles,1060 also bears a great 
similarity to this latest type of Chian amphora. Nevertheless it shows a slight typological 
1057 H. S. Robinson, The Athenian Agora, Vol. V, The Pottery o/the Roman Period, Chronology, New Jersey, 
1959, p. 20, F 92, illustrated PI. 3. 
1058 Robinson, 1959, p. ] 0, with the proposed date of the material found in this context. All of the identified 
amphorae recovered alongside the Chian one were imported in Athens a few years after the city's sack by Sulla in 
86 BC. The Chian amphora bears an inscription in black paint on the shoulder (illustrated in Robinson, PI. 59, F 
92; the reading is uncertain, probably a name) suggesting that Chian hand.le stam~s bearin~ nam~s.would hay: 
been replaced after the early I st century BC by graffiti, which rarely survIves. ThIS graffitI find IS Important SInce 
the absence of stamped Chian wine jar handles after the early I st century B~ (Grace ~ Savvatan.ou- . 
Petropoulakou, 1970), was seen as evidence for a decline in the export of':Ine by ChlOs ~t the tIme. It IS 
therefore very likely that this can no longer be attributed to a supposed end In the productIOn of amphorae at 
Chios in this period but to a switch from amphorae st~mp: to gr~ffit. . . 
1059 P Fiori & J.-P. Joncheray, 'L' epave de la Tradehere . Cahlers d Arch. SubaquatIque -t. 1975. pp. 61-69. 
o fth Chian amphorae was illustrated in this article and is identified as 'Chian' (brackets added by the au~~:rs). ~s:e illustration was reproduced by J.-Y. Empereur& A. Hesnard. 1987, p. 62. fig. 18. See XLVII. fig. 
I for an illustration of this amphora. .. . 
1060 P bl' h d' the booklet Amphores comment les identifier? ed. M. SCIaliano & P. Slbelia (Alx -en-
u IS e In . h . Ch" Provence, 1991). no page numbers. The amphora is rightly classified by these authors In t e sectIOn' Ian. 
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diff~rence to the Chian amphorae of the 1 st century BC presented above. The shoulders of the 
handles are not sharp -as with the other amphorae- but show a slight curve in the upper part at 
the point of attachment with the neck of the amphora. 
This feature is absent from coin types of the reduced Attic drachms -where the 
shoulders of the amphora are always depicted as straight lines- but appears to have been 
copied on the type of issues on the 'reduced denarius' standard, in particularly those signed by 
the moneyer MHTPO.M1POL with a proposed date of c 70 Be; see fig. F with an illustration of 
this amphora and the reverse of a coin of MHTPOAQPOL The great similarity between the 
'Cannes' amphora and the type depicted on issues of MHTPOAQPOL suggests that both belong to 
the same general period and that probably this type of amphora may have been produced by 
the Chians at some point after the end of the 1 st Mithridatic war. This type of amphora, with 
the handles curved at the upper point of attachment with the neck, is also depicted on a small 
Chian lead weight (illustrated in fig. F). All evidence points to a date of production for this 
weight about the mid 1 st century Be, adding further evidence for placing this amphora type in 
this period. 1061 
As we saw this form of amphora continued to be used on the coinage down at least to 
the middle/late 1 st century Be since the latest issues depicting it belong to Series 20. However 
during the early 1 st century AD a new amphora type was adopted on the coinage bearing 
features not recorded before on a Chian amphora. The body is ovoid, the toe extremely long 
and narrow and a toe cap appears in its end. The neck is long and thin with sharp, straight, 
handles and a broad profiled rim. As we have seen in this chapter, some earlier amphora types 
1061 The weioht is a half mna and is published by M. Amandry, 1989, ppo 97-8, who generally placed it in the 
H II . tic p~riodo However there is good evidence for attempting to date it with greater precision. It weighs e ems d d hO • °d 0 I h 226 18 which gives a drachm of approximately 3050g on this weight stan ar 0 T IS IS I entlca to t e'reduced 
d . 0 's' used by Chios between c 80-50 BC and no other period during the Hellenistic period (see pp. 308-~4)o enanu , 0 b °d h h We may also note the use of the letter form sigma C in .the ~thnic XIOC appearmg eSI e t e amp ora on the 
weight. This letter form seems to have been used at Chlos from the I st century BC and onwards. 
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represented the rim as a thin line but it was far from clear if this represented a broad rim or 
simply the lip of the neck's opening. However with this amphora type the line of the rim is 
clearly marked, showing that this part became broader and more prominent. 
This amphora appears on issues of nTOAEMAIOL of Series 24, probably dating to the 
early 1st century AD (see illustrations PI. XXIX, figs. 11, 13-16), the 3-assaria and dichalkon 
of Roman Series I, issues of ALMENOL (PI. XXXI, figs. 1-10) and TI. KA. rOPrIAL L\QP09EOY, (PI. 
XXXI, figs. 17-20) and one of the issues of the 'Antiochus' drachms (PI. XXVII, fig. 11). The 
fact that this type only appears on near contemporary coinage (early-mid 1 st century AD) 
suggests that it may represent a realistic copy of a contemporary amphora form. Since this 
type is absent from later coinage it is possible that this jar may have been exclusively 
produced by Chios over a brief period in the first half of the 1st century AD. The characteristic 
typological details appearing in this jar would probably make it easy to identify in any extant 
intact jars. 1062 In PI. XLVII, Fig. J, I include an illustration of a coin signed by the moneyer 
Ti KI. Gorgias Dorotheou and showing this amphora type together with a drawing of how this 
form would have probably looked like. 
The series struck during the second half of the 1 st century and the 2nd century AD 
show an amphora type with marked development in individual features. The body resumes the 
long oval shape of earlier periods showing a short and sharp end without a button or toe cap. 
The amphora on issues of Series III, Group D, depicts a rather elegant jar with long, 
cylindrical handles of extreme curvature joined at the neck with sharp shoulders. The neck 
1062 P. Fiori & J. -P. Joncheray, 1975, p. 61, record that a large number of Chi an type amphora found in the 
shipwreck off the isle of Tradeliere (see above) display different types of toes. This probably suggests that so~e 
of the amphorae may have been of the type discussed here -with the distictive long thin foot-, which agrees WIth 
the date proposed for both the amphora type and the shipwreck (late 1 st century BC-early 1 st century A?): As we 
saw the publication of this excavation only includes a single illustration of a Chian amphora find and thIS IS of 
the ~ommon type produced during the first half of the I st century BC (one of the earliest amphorae in the ship's 
cargo?) It is hoped that ~urth:r Chian amphorae from th.is shipwreck will be published so that a possible link with 
the type appearing on thIS comage may be firmly established. 
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extends slightly over the points of attachment with the handles and ends in a narrow and 
flaring, roll lip. The amphora appearing on coins of Preimos show certain changes from the 
above amphora in the shape of the handles, the rim and the neck (see Pl. XL VIII, Fig. K). 
The handles are broader and much shorter than with types on the earlier series and the 
shoulders are curved in the upper points of attachment to the neck. The lips on the jar's 
opening are replaced by a wide and broad rim which is wider and broader than that on any 
previous amphora type. Notably the shoulders of the handles are attached to the body 
immediately under the rim which is unknown for a Chian amphora; all earlier types show part 
of the neck between the upper point of attachment of the handles and the rim. This feature is 
typical of Roman amphorae in general, and suggests foreign influences in the shape of the 
amphora produced at the time by Chios.1063 
The amphora on the 'Eirenaios Series' also shows features that seem to have been 
copied from a contemporary jar (see PI. XLVIII, Fig. L). The handles are similar to those on 
the Preimos type, though the rim is less conspicuous, and the shoulders of the handles are 
attached on the upper point of the amphora on exactly the edges of the rim. The neck is very 
wide for a Chian amphora while the end of the amphora shows a long cylindrical shaped toe 
cap similar in appearance to the one found on amphora types of coins dating to the first half of 
the 1st century AD (see above). However a major difference between these two types is that in 
the earlier amphora the toe shows a sharp end, while on the Eirenaios issues the end appears 
to be flat. It would seem that this flattened toe cap was introduced in order that the amphora 
could stand on its own without support; the depiction of the type on the coins certainly 
conveys this impression. This innovation makes it clear that we are dealing here with a 
1063 For this feature on Roman amphorae, see Grace, 1979, p. 35;, J.-Y. Empereur and A. Hesnard, 1987, p. 67, 
PI. 7, 'Dressel 1'. 
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practical jar that would have existed at the time (below I discuss the discovery at Chios of this 
part from such an amphora). 
Issues of Chrysogonos show the oddest shaped amphora for the Roman period, and on 
this ground I believe the easiest one to identify in an actual jar (see Fig. M). The rim is wider 
than any previous type and the handles are completely straight and lack shoulders; the top 
points of attachment of the handles are exactly under the edges of the rim. This is the only 
instance of an amphora type depicted on the Chian coinage lacking shoulders on their upper 
points of attachment. The toe cap is similar to the one appearing on coins of Eirenaios 
showing that it had become established on local amphorae during the early/mid 3rd century. 
The above discussion of the development of Chian amphora types, as they appear on 
the local coinage of the Roman Imperial period, dismisses the idea that they might represent a 
traditional form copied from issues of earlier periods. Clear stylistic changes are also evident 
in successive types, reflecting developnlents occurring on real jars, contemporary with the 
coinage. The basic features of a few main types as they appear on coins, may be of assistance 
to the expert in identifying actual Chian amphorae of the period, already in storage in 
museums, or possibly found in future. We saw instances where coin types suggest that the 
Chian amphorae may have adopted certain elements from other contemporary amphora 
shapes, basically 'Roman' types, which may lead to confusion between local (Chian) and 
foreign jars. 1064 Fortunately we have petrological analyses of Chian amphorae from the 
Archaic to the Hellenistic period (Whitbread, 1995) and these would be useful in 
distinguishing local amphorae of the Roman period, from foreign ones, since they would have 
been made from the same type of clay as earlier amphorae. 
1064 On the imitation of e.g. Koan amphora in foreign regions see Sherwin, 1979, p. 237. Amphorae of Knidos 
and Rhodes are also known to have been copied by other cities during the late Hellenistic and earl) Roman 
periods. Grace, 1979. 
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In recent years a few intact amphorae and a large numbers of fragments have been 
found at Chios in contexts dating to the early and middle Roman Imperial period. This 
material would provide a good basis for applying the evidence of coin types in identifying 
amphorae manufactured on the island. Few of these finds have been published to-date, 
amounting to less than ten fragments, 1 065 but their study has so far produced the first clear 
link between an amphora and a type appearing on the coinage of Roman Chios. The fragment 
of an amphora toe recovered off the coast of Chios (Boardman, 1961, illustrated, p. 109, fig. 
8, no. 16) is identical to that appearing on the amphora types on issues of Eirenaios and 
Chrysogonos. The context of this find is undated, but this type of toe also appears on an 
amphora recovered in the Athenian Agora (P. 3104, K 109) in an archaeological level dated to 
the middle of the 3rd century AD (see the illustration in the present study as Fig. L).1066 The 
Athens find suggests that this feature was used on amphorae during the first half of the 3rd 
century AD, the period which saw issues of both Eirenaios and Chrysogonos. A fragment of 
the upper half of a 'Roman' amphora recovered in the same underwater survey at Chios bears 
a general resemblance to the type appearing on the Eirenaios Series. 1067 Unfortunately this 
fragment cannot be dated with greater precision than 'Roman Imperial'. 
During the Hellenistic and Roman periods Chios also exported wine in a container 
smaller than the amphora and with one handle and a wider rim, known as a iag;mos. Since this 
jar was never used as a coin type a study of its typological development is not of particular use 
1065 Tsarabopoulos, 1986, Appendix II, pp. 139-141, pp. 140-141, published two fragments from amphorae ends 
and a neck found next to a late Roman pottery kiln in the city of Chios. All the other amphorae fragments were 
recovered from the sea bed of the Chian coast and published by Boardman, 1961, pp. 102-113. A large number 
of Roman amphorae found at Emporio, most of which are intact and published in Emporia, pp. 106-108, date 
after the 5th century AD and fall outside the chronological scope of this study. 
1066 The amphora from Athens is published in Athens Agora V, PI. 15, no. K 109; Boardman, 1961, p. 109, 
refers to this find in Athens but gives a wrong reference. 
1067 Boardman, 1961, p. 110, fig. 9, no. 22, referred to simply as 'Roman'. 
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to this study. 1068 However finds of Chian lagynoi outside Chios are important evidence on the 
local economy and I have included them alongside amphorae finds in the relevant discussion 
in the chapter on the economy. 
10. Reverse: cantharos: Another jar represented as a type on the Chian coinage and directly 
linked to wine is the cantharos. Since this jar was only used in the consumption of wine we 
may consider the type as a celebration of this activity. Its earliest appearances as a main type is 
on issues of the trichalkon and the obol of Roman Series I, and shortly afterwards on the final 
chalkous issue of Chios, signed by the moneyer ALMENOL. The type quickly became associated 
with the obol and hemiassarion denominations since it appears on the obol of Roman Series II 
(on both Groups A and B) and all issues of the hemiassarion belonging to Series III and 
Preimos. The cantharos is replaced by the figure of Oinopion on all obols of Series III and the 
2-assaria bearing the name Preimos. However the type later returned on the Chian coinage and 
was used in its traditional place as a denominational marker of the 2-assaria (formerly the obol 
denomination). It is found on the 'anonymous' 2-assaria issues of the Preimos and Eirenaios 
Series lacking the name of the moneyer. The type appears on issues of the same denomination 
from the Chrysogonos Series on types signed either by the moneyer or only with the ethnic, 
though the latter have recorded the majority of issues showing this type. 
The use of different types of this jar on successive issues reflects a development which 
is likely to represent changes in the form of real cantharoi produced at Chios between the early 
1 st century AD and late 3rd century AD. This typological development for the cantharos 
appears to have been slower than that of the amphora type used on the contemporary coinage, 
1068 It was never used either as a mint symbol or a main type on the coinage which is odd considering that the 
mint seems to have exhausted all other themes linked to wine. 
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but may be followed on issues struck a long time apart. As with the amphora, coin types could 
be used in identifying and dating different cantharoi forms at Chios in the Roman period. 1069 
The earliest depiction of the cantharos on the Chian coinage is found on different 
issues dating during the early/middle 1 st century AD signed by the moneyers 1:TE<I>ANH<I>OP01: 
(PI. XXX, figs. 8-11) and A1:MEN01: (PI. XXXI, 'chalkoi', figs. 8-11). Though dies for these 
issues were probably produced by different artists it is clear that the same cantharos form was 
used as a type. This type also appears on issues of the obol for Series II, Group A, (PI. XXXII, 
figs. 2-7) dating a few decades later than the above mentioned issues. However a few coins 
from this issue show a cantharos with a different type of foot of a conical shape with a flat 
base (see figs 2-4), possibly reflecting the use of different toe forms on contemporary 
cantharoi. 
On issues of Series II, Group B, (PI. XXXIII, figs. 3-6) we come across a cantharos of 
a new shape with a wider body compared to that of earlier types. The foot is now short and 
thinner than the rest of the body, while the lower part of the body has become bigger and 
acquired an oval shape. The handles of this cantharos are shorter than those on the earlier type 
and are slightly curved at the points of attachment with the body; the earlier type only show 
the upper end of the handle curved while the lower one is directly attached to the body of the 
cantharos. This type appears on the hemiassarion of Series III, Group B, C D, and Preimos, 
and the anonymous 2-assaria of this series. The only visible development for the cantharos 
appearing on these ~uccessive issues is the neck which becomes thinner on successive issues 
and aquires a wider opening. In all likelihood this type is probably copied from a jar produced 
1069 Since this jar does not seem to have been exported, its use would have been restricted to Chios. sugg~sting 
that it might only be represented by finds on the isl~nd, This is in cont~ast to Chian amphorae and lagynOl w~ere 
the majority of finds are recorded from outsi?~ the, Island, Tho,ugh, n~ I~tact cantharos or even fragments datIng to 
the Roman period have been published as OrIgInatIng from Ch\O~ It IS lIkely th~t the 10,cal museum ~ay, poss,ess 
ceramic finds of this jar. which are unpublished, and representatIons on the cOInage mIght be useful In IdentIfying. 
and dating them 
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during the first half of the 2nd century AD. On the cantharos used on issues of Preimos deep 
engraved lines appear on its body and neck similar to those on the amphora on issues of the 
same series (PI. XLII, figs. 15-16,26-27,33-34) 
Compared to the cantharos depicted on issues of Preimos, that on issues of Eirenaios 
(PI. XLIV, figs. 20-22) has a thinner neck and also lacks the engraved lines on its body and 
neck; the foot is short and of a conical shape. The cantharos on issues of Chrysogonos (Pl. 
XLVI, figs. 19, 23, 28, 30) shows a radical departure from that of earlier types. Its shape 
closely resembles that of a bottle, rather than that of a cantharos, showing a thin long neck and 
a large circular body. The handles are wider than on any other previous type and far apart from 
the body of the jar. It is likely that by the time of the issue of Chrysogonos, Chios was no 
longer producing cantharoi and had replaced them with 'bottle shape' vessels. 
11. Thyrsos: The type appears as a main type on two out of three issues that lack the amphora 
during the Hellenistic period. It is frequently shown with the sphinx standing on top of it 
though it is rarely used as a mint symbol. The two crossed thyrsoi became the standard type 
used on all 1 Y2 assaria issues and thus became a mark of value for this denomination. 
12. Bunch of grapes: Since the Classical period the bunch of grapes was a popular choice at 
Chios as a mint symbol and is frequently found in association with either the sphinx or the 
amphora. As with the other types, the bunch of grapes is a reference to the island's wine, but 
in this case we have a celebration of the fruit from which wine is made. During certain periods 
the symbol appears regularly in the obverse of successive issues suggesting that it may have 
been incorporated in the sphinx type. 
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The bunch of grapes as a mint symbol usually appears with a small branch attached to 
its top. The only exception to this type is the mint symbol and countermark appearing on 
different near contemporary issues of Roman Series I and where the bunch of grapes lacks the 
branch and in its place we find a small vine shoot (see p. 398). 
A large bunch of grapes occurs as a main type on only two issues, which are separated 
by more than three centuries. The first one already discussed is a single coin in SNG 
Copenhagen belonging to Series 18 and signed by HPOKPATH~ (Illustrated in Pl.XIII, fig. 2, 
'Series 17 III). It is interesting that the same moneyer also struck issues of the same 
denomination (chalkous) but with the standard amphora type. It is likely therefore that the 
bunch of grapes type was not introduced as a distinctive marker between different 
denominations, and its use on a single issue probably suggests that the issue may have been 
commemorative. The other occurrence of the bunch of grapes as a main type dates during the 
Roman period on a tetrachalcon associated to the series bearing the name of Preimos. Here the 
type was clearly chosen as a typological marker for a new denomination. 
13. Reverse: anthropomorphic types: From the late 1 st -early 2nd century AD two different 
types of standing figures start appearing on the reverse of the large denominations of Chi os. 
The first type depicts a single male figure depicted semi naked, leaning on a draped staff and 
wearing a vine wreath on his head; a helmet lies beside his right foot. It appears on the obols 
of Roman Series III. Group C, D, and on most of the later 2-assaria signed by Preimos, 
Eirenaios and Chrysogonos.1070 The second type consists of two draped figures pouring 
libation over a small altar located in the gap between them. This type appears on the 3-assaria 
of Roman Series III. Group B, C, D, and a few issues of this denomination signed by Preimos, 
1070 As we saw above, some issues of the 2-assaria, lacking the name of a magistrate. bear a depiction of a 
cantharos on their reverse type. 
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Eirenaios, and Chrysogonos. These depictions of standing figures, together with the seated 
Homer (also discussed below), represent the only anthropomorphic types on the Chian 
coinage, and as we will see were probably copied from statuary representations. 
The sole figure is depicted in the mode of a hero, or demigod, lacking attributes that 
could identify him with any known deity. This has led scholars to identify him with a local 
mythological hero named OINomnN, a son of Dionysos who founded and ruled over the city of 
Chios and taught the locals how to cultivate vines and produce wine. 1071 During the Roman 
period we have evidence that a cult existed at Chios in honour of this hero. Pausanias noted 
(late 2nd century AD) that a magnificent building in the city of Chios was held to be the grave 
of Oinopion and its walls were inscribed with deeds attributed to this hero. I072 Below I also 
refer to inscriptions from the Roman period bearing the name Oinopion. 
The figure of Oinopion would therefore have been a suitable reverse type for the Chian 
coinage, bearing a direct link to both Dionysos and wine,1073 but at the same time also 
commemorating the mythical foundation of the city. The fact that this important figure in 
Chian myth was probably adopted as a coin type at such a late period -by the time that Chios 
is likely to have adopted this type on its coinage (the early 2nd century AD) it had been 
striking coinage for almost seven centuries, and mythological founders of cities were already 
being used as coin types by Greek mints during the Classical period (Kraay, 1976, p. 4)- may 
be the result of the conservatism of the Chians in their choice of coin types. 
1071 Athenaios, Deipnosophis/s, I, 26, w~o quot~d Theop?m~os,.the Chian historia~ .ofthe CI~ssic~1 ~eri~d. A 
good account of the Oinopion myth and Its relatIOn to Chlos IS gIven by .A. Lou~an In her a~lcle, Omoplon-
Sklerion-Anhlios Basilias, A Chian king disappears in the earth, An ancIent Chlan myth survIves throug.h the 
centuries' <l>tAOAoytKTJ' Xt'O~, Vol. cl, pp. 15-36, Chapter 1, pp. 16-25, (Chios, 1995), who quotes all ancIent 
literary references to this Chian hero. . . . ' 
1072 Pausanias, V II. 5, 13: Loutrari, 1995, p. 21, states that thIS IS the only mo~ument ?f Chlos P~usa~l~s 
recorded in his travels showing that it was important enough to have made an ImpressIon to foreIgn VISItOrs to 
Chios. . c: . 
Ion Not only \"ere the Chians taught by Oinopion the art of producing w.ine but e\en hIS name relers to wme 
since it translates as 'the one who drinks will!! ' (Oinos: wine, pinw: to dnnk), on the etymology of the name see 
Loutrari. 1997, p. 316, f. 148 
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-The likely depiction of Oinopion on the cOInage adds little to the slight literary 
evidence that has survived about this figure. Coin types depict a helmet at the feet of this 
figure which may be a reference to an aspect of the myth not available to us. I would guess 
that this probably alludes to Oinopion's role as a war lord, and as such to his violent 
usurpation of power at Chios.1074 The figure appearing on successive series displays the same 
features showing that it was drawn from a single source, most probably a cult statue of the 
hero erected above his grave. 1075 
The Chians are known to have honoured Oinopion during the Imperial Roman period 
from a number of inscriptions dating to this period and bearing his name. 1076 An inscription 
commemorating individuals who served in the office of stefaneforos archon during the 2nd 
century AD, also includes the name of Oinopion with the indication that he held this office in 
three different terms (Forrest, 1966, pp. 197-8). It is clear from the context of the inscription 
that this particular case was a nominal appointment of the mythical hero of Chios, probably at 
a time when there was no candidate for the office. 1077 In my opinion this appointment of the 
hero as the eponymous archon of the city may have been considered a suitable occasion by the 
mint to start using Oinopion' s figure as a coin type. As we saw in the outline of the coinage 
the name of this magistrate during the Roman period occasionally appears on the coinage, 
ostensibly for dating purposes. A similar case may have occurred with the depiction of 
107-1 According to mythology, Oinopion originally came from Crete and was not a Chian by birth suggesting that 
he may have ruled the island through conquest; on the foreign origins of Oinopion see Diodoros, V, 84: Loutrari, 
1995, p. 16, n. 4b. .. . 
1075 Cult statues were increasingly used as coin types on civic issues from the HellenIstIC perIod onwards. see 
Morkholm, 199 L p. 25-27. 
1076 One of these, according to Forrest, 1963, pp. 57-8, no. 8, line 4. 'might be or might include a prayer for the 
people of Chios regarded as descendants of Oinopion'. . 
1077 I would like to acknowledge my supervisor Mr J. Casey for suggestmg that t~e name ma~ .represent ~he he.ro 
himself rather than an individual named after the hero. This phenomenon of electmg local d.eltles to magIstracIes 
t have been common during the Roman period in the Greek East; for example durmg the I st century AD appears 0 . . ,'.' ~ • 
the incumbents of the priests of Apollo at Halasama on the Islan~ of~~s mC,luded Sl~ tImes the name of the god 
Apollo himself and four times that of the local demos. see Sherwm-\\ hlte. (os. p. 2)-L 
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Oinopion's figure on the coinage since it seems to have been established as a permanent type 
following his first appointment to the office of eponymous magistrate. 
On an unique issue of the 2-assaria signed by the magistrate Chrysogonos the standing 
figure is clearly identified as that of Herakles, holding club in his right hand and lion skin in 
his left, even though all other issues of this denomination -with standing figure- show the 
standard type of Oinopion. Herakles was the main civic emblem of Erythrae, as the sphinx 
was for Chios, and its exceptional use as a coin type at Chios seems to indicate a 
'commemorative' nature. 1078 The mint at Chios only employed this type on its coinage 
commemorating the so called 'alliance' between Chios and Erythrae during the mid 3rd 
century AD, 1 079 suggesting that the adoption of the Herakles type for the 2-assarion may also 
be reference to this event. 1 080 
The two standing figures are identified on the right as Apollo, crowned with sun rays, 
and Dionysos on the left holding a thyrsos and wearing on his head a vine-wreath. The cult of 
Apollo had long been established on Chios -his temple at Phana was the largest sanctuary of 
the island- and the appearance of his figure as a coin type in conjunction with Dionysos seems 
to be a departure from the tradition of only including themes on the coinage relating 
exclusively to Dionysos. A Chian inscription dating to the late 1st or early 2nd century AD 
records the building of a temple dedicated to both Dionysos and Apollo and includes in lines 
1078 Ilerakles is known to have been revered at Chios with a temple in the region of Nag os outside the city 
(Yalouris, 1986). However it seems that he may not have been one of the favourite deities since the Chians would 
have remembered that the establishment of the cult of Herakles at Erythrae was linked with a humiliating defeat 
by Erythrae, their archenemy at the time. This would probably allude to a period from early times. when Chios 
was subject to Erythrae. According to Pausanias, VII, 5 & Athenaios, IX 387, a cult statue of Herakles 
miraculously appeared in the narrow sea strait dividing Chios and Erythrae causing the two cities to corne to 
blows over its possession. Eventually the inhabitants of Erythrae grabbed this statue and installed it in their own 
temple of Herakles in their city. 
1079 As I discuss in the chapter dealing with the series signed by Chrysogonos. see p. 464, this 'alliance' caused a 
number of 'commemorative' issues to be struck at mints of both cities and the figure of Ilerakles appearing in 
these types represents Erythrae while Chios is represented by a sphinx 
1080 At Chios both the names of Oinopion and Herakles appear together in the same inscription as they do as 
types on the 2-assaria ofChrysogonos; see Forrest, 1963, p. 57-8. no. 8. 
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3-4 a reference to the foundation of a festival in honour of these gods. 1081 The new temple 
seems to have been located within the city of Chios, where the inscription was found, and the 
festival would have been held locally. 
A comparison of the type appearing on successive series makes it clear that the two 
figures have been copied from a single statuary representation, probably a cult statue that was 
dedicated in the new sanctuary honouring these gods. It is likely that the issues of 3-assaria, 
bearing depictions of Apollo and Dionysos were struck within the context of the festival in 
their honour, offering the opportunity for the city to make a profit out of the foreigners visiting 
Chios at the time. I082 The fact that many of these coins are pierced suggests that they may 
have been kept as souvenirs from this obscure festival. I083 Unfortunately there is no further 
evidence on the theory linking the coinage with this festival, beside these types, which, 
however, are devoid of any legends referring to such an event. 
The Chian mint also used a type of a seated figure of Homer on certain issues known 
as Homereion. These do not seem to have formed part of the regular coinage since they lack 
an inscribed denominational value. Four different emissions are known, each belonging to a 
different series and discussed in the relevant series of the Roman period. As with the above 
case of Apollo and Dionysos we have some limited evidence for a festival held in honour of 
Homer at Chios every five years (Esdaile, 1912, p. 309). This seems to have been famed 
throughout the Greek world since we draw information about it from an inscription, not of 
\OS \ For the inscription see Kourouniotis, 1916, p. 213, with proposed date. The inscription records that a Chian, 
IOAAl: son of IOAAl: paid for this new temple, see Sarikakis, Chian Prosopography, p. 2--l4. for this individual 
and ~)ther benefactions linked to his name at Chios 
\oS2 No literary references are known for these festivities, outside the inscription discussed above. In the 
inscription recording the construction of the temple of Dionysos and Apollo, the latter is recorded as xenios (of 
the foreigner). a possible reference to the presence of foreigners at Chios during t~e fe~ti~al honour~ng the~e 
gods. For a festival in honour Dionysos at Chios see Aineas, Taklika, 17, and the mscrIptlon recordmg Chlan 
recognisition of the Aetolian games of Sotereia, (P. Amandry, 1986, p. 200). 
\08J l'hat these coins were de~berately pierced as souvenirs is suggested by the fact that the 3-assaria coins of the 
same issue illustrated in PI. fig 2 & PI. fig. 8 appear to have been pierced in the same manner and probably at 
the same time. 
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Chios but Argos in the Peloponnese (Esdaile, 1912, ibid). It records that a local delegation 
participated in the Homeric festival of Chios and contributed in a • sacrifice' . It is likely that 
this festival may have initiated the issue of the Homereion issues, something also suggested by 
the fact that this coinage lacked a denominational value and would not have formed part of the 
regular coinage of Chios. However the small number of different series that survive rule out 
the possibility that this coinage would have been struck on every such occasion. It is likely 
that old dies were retained and used whenever the need appeared for this type of coinage. 
14. Discussion of iconography: The discussion in this chapter has made clear that the 
typology of the Chian coinage was one of the most traditional and least innovative in the 
Greek world. Maurogordato (1915, p. 2) with good reason comments on its dullness and lack 
of artistic interest. Anyone would arrive to the same conclusion simply by viewing 
illustrations of the coins in the plates included in the present study. Coin after coin, 
irrespective of denomination or its metal, almost the entire production of the Chian mint for 
the Hellenistic and early Roman period, repeats the same motif of sphinx/amphora; exceptions 
are so rare during this period -less than 10 out of more than 2000 recorded coins- to be almost 
non existent. 
Even during the Imperial Roman period when we start finding different reverse types -
the cantharos, thyrsoi, standing or seated figures- these quickly become standardized and 
reappear almost unchanged on successive issues. Though this study has established that the 
amphora and cantharos depicted on the coinage do undergo typological changes, probably 
copying developments on the real jars that are contemporary with the coinage, this is generally 
a slow process invol\'ing only a few minor details. Such changes on types of jars are usually 
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detected on issues struck some time apart and are hardly visible on issues that are close in 
date. 
To what can we attribute such a conservatism on the part of the Chian mint? 
It is known that ancient Greek issues that gained popularity in international trade usually 
retained the same types over a long period of time. 1084 Chian silver coinage of the Classical 
period is known to have been used to a large extent in foreign transactions which would 
probably account for it showing little change in its types (Maurogordato, 1914, p. 56). 
However civic type silver and bronze issues of Chios dating to the Hellenistic and early 
Roman periods were primarily struck only for local circulation (see below the discussion in 
the economy). It is clear that the choice of types for these issues was not dictated by external 
conditions but reflected an internal policy of the Chian mint. 
The sphinx probably refers to the earliest Chian ventures overseas when the island 
established economic ties with Egypt during the early Archaic period, while the amphora 
alludes to its wine trade. The former may be seen as a traditional type, a reference to the 
island's past, while the latter is linked to its present, since Chios traded wine throughout the 
Greco-Roman antiquity and die engravers usually copied details of contemporary amphorae 
forms on the coin types. 
The fact that the Chians deliberately restricted their types to the sphinx and wine (see 
the discussion above of the individual reverse types that are linked to different stages in the 
production, trading and consumption of wine) is not only disappointing for the student of this 
particular coinage but also denies to the historian an important source on Chian history and 
culture. Very little historical information may be derived from the study of coin types since 
important events recorded in literary sources, for example the island's participation in wars of 
10S-I See for example the coinage of Athens, J. Theodorou, 'Athenian Silver Coins: 6th-3rd centuries BC: the 
current interpretation', in MIIL'ml! .\ I. Price, pp . .5 1-96. 
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the Hellenistic and early Roman periods, do not seem to have elicited any reference on the 
coinage. As we saw only a single type bears a direct link to a recorded event which is the 
return of the Chian population from the banishment of 87 BC. 
Chios played a major role in cultural and artistic developments in the Greek world 
from the Archaic period onwards,1085 but its coin types fail to reflect this contribution. Even 
issues of the Homereion, depicting the poet Homer and struck during the Roman period, never 
became part of the regular coinage but may have covered a need for money within the context 
of a local festival honouring him. Chios was widely believed in ancient times to have been the 
likely birth place of Homer l086 and it seems odd that the local mint delayed so long in 
employing a type referring to him. In fact types with Homer had already appeared centuries 
before on issues of other cities, also claiming him as their own son, without Chios considering 
him a worthy subject for a coin type at the time. 1087 
Religion represented the basic pool from which mints of ancient Greece drew themes 
for their coin types. 1088 Once more Chios is an exception to this since not a single known type 
prior to the 2nd century AD refers to any of the deities worshipped on the island, even though 
the island is recorded in ancient sources as possessing several famous temples and 
sanctuaries. 1089 Even from the 2nd century AD onwards such types are restricted to standard 
representations of Oinopion and Apollo with Dionysos; these almost certainly copy the same 
statuary representations. Some restricted information on cults is only derived from mint 
1085 See Loutrari, Chian Sphinx, p. 25, recording the most important artists, scholars, philosophers, scientists and 
politicians of Chios who made a contribution to Greek culture 
1086 On Homer's birth at Chios, see the ancient literary references collected by A. Koraes, 1830, pp. 240-3, and 
Esdaile, 1912, p. 307. 
1087 Of the other cities claiming to be the birthplace of Homer, Smyrna was striking issues bearing a seated figure 
of Homer since at least c 190 Be; see Milne, 1927, p. 4. Colophon started issuing its coinage with Homer from 
the 2nd century BC; see Kinns, 1980, p. 334, AE 24. For a discussion of issues made by various cities see K. A. 
Esdaile, 'Homeric Coin Types', JHS, Vol. XXXII (1912), though almost all of the dates ascribed to the various 
issues have since been revised. 
1088 Hill. Handhook o/Greek and Roman Coins, London, 1899, pp. 166-169; Kraay. 1976, pp. 3-4. 
1089 On temples and sanctuaries at Chios see Lacroix, 1982, p. 76. A detailed study of ancient Chian religion is 
promised b) Dr Loutrari. 
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symbols. However these types are more likely to be the symbols of individual moneyers and 
therefore 'private rather than 'public' types. 
15. Mint symbols: Nearly all issues struck by Chios during the Hellenistic period, and a few 
of the Roman period, bear symbols as mint marks that are usually found beside the main type. 
It seems that these were either used for identifying the moneyers who signed the specific 
issues or as symbols belonging to secondary officials who oversaw the striking of the 
• 1090 M d d . Issues. aurogor ato has emonstrated that these symbols were not used at ChlOS as 
"canting devices' of the moneyers signing the issues. 1091 
Further evidence suggesting that most mint symbols might have not belonged to 
moneyers but were used by others (for example mint officials) is the fact that we find on 
several occasions moneyers signing different issues with different mintmarks. In these cases it 
seems likely that the symbols were added by individuals other than moneyers signing the 
issues. The same also applies for mint symbols appearing on more than one contemporary 
issue that were signed by different moneyers and were probably personal symbols of the same 
official in overall charge of these issue. However, in cases where only a single issue from a 
group bears a particular symbol, we cannot exclude the possibility that this symbol could have 
belonged to the moneyer. 
Mint symbols frequently appear on Chian silver issues of the early Classical period 
(Hardwick, 1993, pp. 211-18) though they disappear from silver and bronze issues of the 4th 
century BC. Only during the 3rd century BC was this feature adopted permanently on the 
1090 Barron, 1966, p. 151, suggests that mintmarks were applied as a means of fixing responsibility for the 
coinage; contra A. R. Bellinger. 'The First Civic Tetradrachms of Ilium', ANSMN 7 (195S), pp. 11-24. pp. 15-
IS, who suggests that the moneyers were not held legally personally responsible for any malpractices to the 
coinage. 
1091 See, 1916, p. 335. where he states that the moneyer IT A<l>Y AOL does not have the common bunch of grapes 
symbol on his coinage -which appears on issues of other contemporary moneyers- even though his name is 
translated as 'a bunch of grapes'. 
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coinage, appearing on almost all of the issues. The use of mint symbols at Chios has helped to 
establish that during the Hellenistic period the bronze coinage copied features from the silver 
coinage and not vice versa. As we saw in the outline of the coinage, the earliest mint symbols 
appear on the silver and were later adopted on the bronze coinage. This is in contrast to the 
Classical period when types of the silver coinage were first introduced on the bronze and then 
copied on the silver issues. 
The most common symbols during the Hellenistic period are the bunch of grapes, the 
prow of a ship, a single eight-rayed star or a pair of stars. In a few cases the mint symbols 
appearing on the obverse became fossilized and closely associated with the sphinx over a long 
period, losing their significance in relation to individual moneyers or mint officials. Symbols 
appearing beside the sphinx on issues of the Roman period seem to have played to role of 
denomination markers. 
The use of mint symbols on the coinage of Chios breaks the dull uniformity of the 
main types and introduces new features to the coinage. They also offer us a slight insight into 
religious, political and cultural developments at Chios which are almost always ignored in the 
main types. The majority of mint symbols are influenced by trade, which is expected since this 
formed the basis of Chian wealth and power. In this category we find the bunch of grapes, 
prow of a ship, ear of grain, and the cornucopia. Other symbols refer to deities that are known 
to have been worshipped at Chios; the club of Herakles, the caduceus of Hermes, and the staff 
with coiled serpents of Aesclepius. Hermes was the main deity linked with trade and the use 
of his symbol on the Chian coinage may be seen of economic as well as religious significance. 
We saw that Herakles was revered at Chios with a temple, and festival and games in his 
honour, and the club used as a mint symbol further alludes to his cult at Chios. The cult of 
Aesclepius was established at Chios with its own temple (Vanseveren, 1937) and an 
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unpublished and fragmentary inscription in the local Archaeological Museum possibly refers 
to the foundation of a festival honouring this deity. 
Hermes together with Herakles were also revered as protectors of the gymnasium at 
Chios, and as such the pair is commemorated in local inscriptions. 1092 It is therefore likely 
that their mint symbols may possibly be associated with the gymnasiarch, the magistrate who 
was responsible for the gymnasium. An issue signed by the moneyers AnOAAnNIO~ and 
IEPONYMO~ depicting the sphinx seated between a standing club on the right and a caduceus on 
the left could allude to a moneyer or mint official who may also have held the office of 
gymnasiarch at the time. 1093 
The wreath appearing occasionally as a mint symbol on Chian issues is likely to refer 
to the moneyer signing the particular issue as holder of the title of eponymous archon, the 
highest magistracy in a Greek city from the early Hellenistic period onwards (see below). The 
bearer of this title was known at Chios as stephaneforos which is translated as the 'one 
crowned with a wreath'. The wreath appears as a reverse mintmark on drachms of ~EKMO~ (PI. 
XXV, figs. 2-3) and MENEKPATH~ (PI. XXVII, fig. 6-7); a wreath is also visible in front of the 
sphinx on the obverse type of one of the drachms bearing the name of Antiochus IV of 
Commagene (PI. XXVII, fig. 9-13) and in the uplifted front paw of the sphinx of bronze 
issues of API~TAIXMO~ of Series 24 (PI. XXIX, fig. 2-3). The fact that this symbol is never 
found on more than one issue from the same group -it was not used as a 'group symbol'-
seems to add weight to the idea that it might be linked to the particular moneyer signing the 
issue rather than being the symbol of an official of the mint. In the outline of the coinage (p. 
I(J()~ IGR, IV, 950; Forrest, 1966, pp. 205-6, no. II, a dedicatory inscription recording games in honour of 
Hermes and Herakles; Sarikakis, 1975, p. 27, f. 36, with reference to Herakles and Hermes as deities protecting 
the Chian gymnasium. For a general account of the deities protecting the gymnasium in the Greek world, see M. 
N. Nilsson, Die Hellenislische Schute. (Munich, 1955), p. 62. 
11m A gymnasiarch in charge of coinage during the Julio-Claudian period is recorded from Pergamum and from 
other cities, see RPC L p. 3. 
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388), we saw that Antiochus was recorded in Chian inscriptions as having held the office of 
eponymous archon at Chios and a local named L'1EKMOL -possibly the same individual with his 
nanlesake moneyer- was also elected to this office (see p. 318). 
The appearance of symbols foreign to Chios may allude to religious and cultural 
developments. For example, the appearance of objects linked to the cult of Isis as mint 
symbols on Chian issues, e.g. her headdress or the joined palm hands, is testment to the 
growing popularity of Egyptian religion at Chios and Greece in general during the late 
Hellenistic period. I 094 The earliest of these do not date before the early/mid 2nd century BC 
(Series 19, Group A), suggesting that the Chians would probably have become familiar with 
this cult by way of Delos, rather than Egypt itself.1095 During the late Hellenistic period Isis 
became linked to sea navigation which may account for her popularity with the seafaring 
Chians. 1096 Another mint symbol that may have been linked to Egypt is the lotus flower. It 
appears frequently on the Chian coinage during the late 1 st century BC and early 1 st century 
AD (Series 24, Roman Series I, cistophoric drachms). We have seen (p. 567) that a lotus 
symbol is sometimes found in earlier Chian coin types as an attribute of the sphinx, probably 
alluding to the Egyptian origin of the type. This seems to be reinforced by the depiction of 
sphinxes from the Archaic and Classical period with a lotus flower in the field in front of 
them. 1097 
1094 Vitruvius, I. 7. I, records that by the early Imperial period Chios possessed temples of Isis and Serapis in its 
harbour area. For a Chian dedicatory inscription to these, and other Egyptian gods, dating during the Roman 
Imperial period see CIG, p. 2230, p. 208. 
1095 The cult of Isis was well established at Delos after c 166 BC; see J. Day, An Economic History a/Athens 
under Roman Domination, Columbia, 1942, p. 67. Egyptian cults were first imported to Delos by individuals in 
the early 3rd century Be but only became popular from the middle ofthe 2nd century BC when the island 
became a cosmopolitan centre of the Eastern Mediterrenean, see Frazer, 1972, p. 171. 
10% A festival celebrated the launching of Isis' sacred ship at Alexandria and marked the start of the sailing 
season in the Eastern Mediterrenean, see K. Garland, The Piraeus from the fifth to the first century Be, London, 
1987, pp. 127-8. 
1097 Loutrari, Chian Sphinx. pp. 311-312, discusses the appearance of this symbol next to sphinx paintings on 
vases of the Archaic period, and suggests that during this period the lotus flower may be considered an attribute 
of the sphinx. The lotus flower also appears in the front paw of the sphinx on a few issues of the Classical period, 
see Maurogordato, 1915, p. 5. 
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A mint symbol particular common on issues of Chios during the 1 st century BC is the 
twin caps of the Dioscuroi, usually depicted with eight rayed stars or small flames on their 
tops. The earliest appearance of this symbol is on the drachm issue signed by ZHNI~ (reduced 
Attic standard, Group E) and dating to the late 2nd century BC but it appears frequently on the 
bronze coinage (but surprisingly, not drachms) after c 80 BC and down at least to the middle 
or late 1 st century BC (Series 20). Afterwards it is dropped completely from the coinage, 
though the presence of twin stars on a few issues of different denominations dating to the 2nd 
century AD (assarion, 1112 assarion, 3 assarion) may also be linked to the Dioscuroi.lo98 
The Dioscuroi were revered during antiquity as protectors of sailors and it IS 
reasonable to expect that they would have been popular at Chios (see also the above case of 
Isis, another deity linked to the sea). This is suggested by the frequent appearance of their twin 
caps as a mint symbol at Chios and the occurrence of their name in a few fragmentary 
inscriptions. lo99 An inscription, once part of a marble altar, and dating to the first half of the 
1 st century BC, II 00 bears an engraving of the twin caps of the Dioscuroi mounted by stars 
which is identical to the mint symbol found on several contemporary coin issues. I tOt The 
legend on this plaque (8EOI nANTE~) declares that the altar was dedicated to 'all the gods' 
revealing that the cult of Dioscuroi would have played a central role in religion at Chios. The 
proposed date for the inscription bearing the engraving of the twin caps and the issues using 
them as mint symbols suggests that these deities would have been particularly popular at 
Chios during the 1 st century BC. A likely explanation for the increased popularity of this cult 
1098 Note also the appearance of two stars beside each other also on an earlier issue, a drachm of the reduced 
Attic standard belonging to Group F and signed by the moneyer MENEKAH~ (proposed date of issue in c 90 BC). 
1099 For the cult of the Dioscuroi at Chios see Forrest, 1963, pp. 61-2. 
1100 Forrest, ibid, for the proposed date for this inscription. The plaque has long been lost but an illustration was 
included by Forrest in pI. 17a of his article. 
1101 Forrest, p. 61, associated this engraving \\ ith the mint symbols appearing on the coinage, and used this 
evidence to date the inscription to the first halfofthe 1st century Be. The letter forms of this inscription are also 
typical of the period. 
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at the time may be the fact that the Dioscuroi were specially linked to Rome (Crawford, 1974, 
Vol. II, p. 721, f. 2). Consequently the extensive use of this symbol may reflect the dominant 
position of Rome in the East following the end of the Mithridatic Wars. 1 102 
Another mint symbol appearing on the Chian coinage of the period that may have 
historical connotations is the aplustre symbol. It sometimes appears on coins as a symbol of 
naval victory and as such is found on several Greek and Roman issues struck in honour of 
Pompey the Great. 1103 Most of the Chian coins with this symbol were struck shortly before 
the mid 1 st century BC (,reduced denarius' drachms and Series 20) and probably coinciding 
with the period of Pompey's wars against Mithridates and the Cilician pirates. Chios seems to 
have waged war against the pirates and may have contributed ships to Pompey's fleet for his 
war against the pirates in 67 BC (see pp. 40-41) and it is likely that these military events might 
have been commemorated in this mint symbol. 
1101 It is worth noting that the frequent use of this mint symbol on Chian issues of the 1 st century Be al~o 
coincides with the period \\ hen many other cities friendly to Rome used it as a main coin type or as a mmt 
symbol: see for example issues of Tabai, Sparta, and other cities. . 
1103 The use of the aplustre symbol on coin issues as a possible reference to Pompey IS proposed by Crawford, 
1974, Vol. II. pp. 733-4. 
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16. Moneyer's legends: authority in charge of the issue of the coinage: 
One of the great problems of Ancient Greek numismatics is identifying the authority of 
the individuals whose names appear in legends of issues with great frequency from the late 
CI . I . d d 1104 • asslca peno onwar s. However, COIns of these mints before the Roman period do not 
usually include the office or the title next to the moneyers' name. II05 It is far from clear if 
individuals named on the coinage represented the highest ranking official of the city, the 
eponymous archon, a magistrate of lesser importance, or an official responsible for the mint 
(as in the Roman Republic), or simply a wealthy person, whether a magistrate or not, who 
paid for the expenses of the mint. 
During the Roman period most Greek issues bear in their legends the title or the office 
of the individual in charge of the issue; in the majority of cases he is recorded as the 
eponymous magistrate but other offices also appear in the legends next to the name, e.g. 
rpAMMATEY~. ~TPATHro~, or TAMIAL -the latter an office linked with the state finances. There 
also cases where coin legends record the name of an individual who paid for the issue but 
lacking any reference to title or office (see RPC I, pp. 2-4, for examples). 
From the late Classical period down to the Flavian period it seems that it was the rule 
at Chios for all issues to be signed with the name of an individual. There are only two 
recorded cases of issues (Series 21 and the diobols on the reduced Attic standard) that were 
not signed by moneyers during this period. 145 different names appear on Chian issues of 
civic type dating betweeen c 330 BC- c 70 AD, which have added immensely to the 
1104 On this subject see, in particular P. Gartier, 'Legendes monetaires Greques', pp. 168-179 in Numismatique 
Antique: problt'l7It's t'/\1elhodes, eds P. Gathier & T. Hackens, Nancy-Louvain, 1975. For likely authorities in 
char<z.e of Greek coinages during the late Roman Republic and early Imperial period, see the discussion in RPC I, 
pp.2-4. 
1105 Only very rarel> do \\ e come across the office of an individual signing a coin issue of a Greek mint bef~re , 
the Roman period: see Kinlls, 1980, p. 23, for an issue of EI)1hrae signed b) financial magistrates \\ ith the tItle ot 
E~ET A~THL I would like to acknowledge Dr A. Burnett for the reference to this issue. 
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prosopography of Hellenistic and Roman Chios. 1106 After a break of about a century, between 
c 70 AD-170 AD, names reappear in legends of coins, and a further three names are recorded 
down to the late 3rd century when the mint was shut down. 
On the Chian coinage the only names appearing in the legends bearing a title belong to 
the later Roman period. The letters APX in front of their names are the abbreviation for APXDN 
(translated as 'chief magistrate') showing that these would have held the office of eponymous 
archon at Chios at the time when their issues were struck. The preposition Em makes it clear 
that the name may have used for dating purposes. 11 07 However, based on numismatic 
evidence I suggest in this study that these magistrates may also have had an active 
involvement in the issue of the coinage, probably contributing financially to the issues bearing 
their names. 1108 
As we saw in the outline of the coinage, during a brief period coinciding with the early 
Roman imperial period a few issues of Chios were concurrently signed by two different 
moneyers. 1109 The presence of the names of two moneyers concurrently on the coinage 
suggests that at the time the coinage was probably entrusted to two individuals, in line with 
other mints throughout the Roman Empire. This may suggest that the moneyers in particular 
may also have been holding magistracies which required the services of two individuals 
instead of one. 1110 In the case of the Antiochus drachms (PI. XXVII, figs. 8-14) a Chian name 
1106 To these we may also add 30 names appearing on the final issues of the Alexander type tetradrachms of 
Chios (8auslaugh, Posthumous Chian Alexanders, Period 4, pp. 29-37) bearing the name of a moneyer. I have 
not included in this count the monograms appearing on the earlier Alexander type coinage of Chios (see the 
appendix with all names of moneyers and their denominations during the Hellenistic and early Roman period). 
I \07 In Smyrna the preposition with the name of the stefanephoros was used for dating purposes. However the 
same coins also include the name of the strategos in the nominative who struck the coinage, see RPC 11, p. 3 
1108 For members of the elite paying the expenses of the mint, see Howgego, 1985, pp. 85-7 & 90-1. Kroll, 1966, 
pp. 95-6 suggests that during the Classical period the striking of coinage at Cos was paid for by wealthy citizens 
in the form of voluntary contribution ('choregy'). 
1109 These are the cistophoric drachms signed by ~IorENHI and EY ~HMOI (PI XXVII. 'commemorative', figs 1-
8) and the bronze issues of Roman Series I signed by IEPONYMOI and AnOAADNIOI (PI. XXXI. figs 13-16) 
1110 For example, Duoviri quinquennales -the two main civic magistrates- at Corinth signed the coinage produced 
during their term in office; this was probably the case of quaestors (three individuals) at Emporiae. See on this 
topic, RPC L p. 4. 
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appearing in the exergue of the obverse is more likely to represent the eponymous magistrate 
at the time the issue was struck, since the main legend records that Antiochus was responsible 
for the issue of the coinage. 
For many other individuals named on the Hellenistic and early Roman coinage no title 
appears beside their names and we have no evidence from the coins themselves giving a clue 
on the identity of the individials in charge of the issue of coinage and if these were the chief 
magistrates of the state or officials of lesser importance. 1111 
The study of inscriptions offer clues as to the authority of individuals in charge of the 
coinage at Chios. A number of individuals named on the coinage also appear to have been the 
eponymous magistracy of the city from the middle of the 1 st century BC (though we cannot 
say if they were also magistrates during the same period as they struck coinage). This was first 
suggested by L. Robert based on the study of inscriptions which include the rare names of two 
eponymous magistrates, also found on coinage of around the same period as the inscriptions. 
This theory seems to be further confirmed by the present study which recorded further cases of 
likely eponymous magistrates sharing the same name with contemporary moneyers. 1112 It is 
therefore conceivable that from at least this period onwards the name on the coin may have 
been that of the eponymous archon. 1113 It is also worth noting that during this period coinages 
in both silver and bronze were struck by the same individuals, possibly a sign that these 
IIII Very little is known on the political organization of Chios during the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Based 
on the study of the epigraphic evidence from Chios and other Greek cities Vanseveren, 1936, pp. 344-7, argued 
that the Prytanes was the highest ranking official at Chios during the Classical period but during the Hellenistic 
period -which is of relevance to the present study- this was replaced by the stefaneforos, or eponymous archon. 
1112 For a discussion of L. Robert's arguments and further evidence -unknown to him- supporting his theory, see 
the discussion in the outline of the coinage, the chapter on the series of the 'reduced denarius' standard, pp.318-9. 
liD Maurogordato invariably identifies the moneyers at Chios -irespective of the period of issue- as the 
eponymous archon at the time of the issue. At Cos during the 4th century BC it would seem that the eponymous 
magistrate, known locally by the title of monarchos, was in charge of the coinage; see Sherwin-White. Cos. p. 
188. 
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possessed a greater authority than others who only signed issues of one type. This may suggest 
that the moneyers in question could have had a high political office at the time. 
An inscription dating to the early 3rd century BC includes a number of names also 
appearing on the coinage struck during the same general period. Most of these names are of 
the highest rarity, and their appearence only on this inscription and the contemporary issues 
gives a strong indication that these are the same individuals. The inscription probably 
identifies holders of the office of eponymous magistracy but it is also possible that this may 
have been a list of officials in charge of the coinage. 
Another feature that may be of significance in the discussion of the authority in charge 
of the coinage is the recurrence of the same names on issues which are separated by a long 
period of one or two generations. This long interval in the striking of namesake issues shows 
that it is unlikely that they may have been signed by the same moneyer on different occasions. 
Examples of this phenomenon recur in issues throughout the Hellenistic period. In a few cases 
the names involved are quite unusual suggesting a family link between the two bearers of the 
name, occasionally confinned from epigraphic findings. I have already referred to this 
occurrence in most series of this period, but we may note that this is particularly common for 
certain series. There are certain cases where this happens for more than one moneyer in a 
single series, something which suggests that it was applied in general and not to a single 
individual. 
It is likely that these namesake moneyers may have been father (or grandfather) and 
son. However, it is far from clear if this signals that certain families in Chios had a monopoly 
on the office of the eponymous archon, or moneyer, or because they had a tradition of paying 
• 1114 for the expenses of the comage. 
1114 Barron, 1966, pp. 198-9, encountered a similar phenomenon at Samos where a father and a son are likely to 
have signed different though contemporary issues. He explained this as a possible liturgy on behalf of this family. 
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The most clear example of this repetition of family names on different series occurs on 
issues of Series 16, discussed on pp. 93-4. The names of HPI~ANOL, KH<I>ILOKPITOL, E>HPON and 
nOLEI~mnOL, who signed issues of Series 16 -as we saw, the first two were also in charge of 
issues of Chian civic type drachms, Series 1- have identical names to moneyers striking silver 
issues during the middle of the 4th century BC. IllS There is more than a fifty year gap 
between these two coinages and it is unlikely that the namesake moneyers are the same 
individuals. However, in light of the fact that at least three of the names, HPI~ANOL, E>HPON and 
KH<I>ILOKPITOL, are uncommon at Chios (the first two appear on no inscriptions from Chios) it 
is likely that these might represent family names and that the earlier moneyers of the Classical 
period were fathers or grandfathers of the namesake moneyers issuing silver and lor bronze 
coinage during the early Hellenistic period. Series 16 seems to offer the best evidence of a 
hereditary succession in the production of coinage at Chios during the late Classical and early 
Hellenistic period, though as we saw, it is not clear if this offers evidence of certain families 
controlling an office linked to the issue of money, or wealthy private citizens following a 
family tradition of paying for the expenses of the mint as a leitourgy. However, in this case we 
might also consider that the names appearing on Series 16 could reflect a re-establishment of 
the old oligarchic clans, driven out of power under Alexander and his early successors, since 
the last time these names appeared on the coinage Chios was ruled by the oligarchs (mid 4th 
century BC). This could allude to a change in the form of the government from democratic to 
oligarchic around 300 BC. 
1115 For issues of the Classical period see Maurogordato, 1915, pp. 410-1, nos. 51-3, issues in the name of 
HPI~ANOL; p. 405, no. 48, issues in the name of E>HPON; pp. 410-1, nos. 51-52, issue in the name of 
KH<I>ILOKPITOL; p . .t05, no. 48, for issues in the name of nOLEI~mnOL. 
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VI. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF CHIOS DURING THE HELLENISTIC AND 
ROMAN PERIODS 
1. Sources on the Chian economy of the Hellenistic and Roman periods: 
The study of the Chian economy during the Hellenistic and Roman periods is fraught 
with problems, owing to the lack of ancient literary evidence on this subject. Only a few 
random references are known, dating within a limited period during the early Roman Imperial 
period (see below, p. 661). The absence of any notable archaeological remains at Chios is 
another factor inhibiting the research of its economy. As we already saw in the introduction, 
this is not so much a sign of poverty, but attributed to the fact that the island's only important 
civic centre at the time was the city itself, which now lies mostly unexplored beneath its 
namesake modem town. 
Nevertheless there are three classes of material evidence pertaining to the local 
economy, namely ceramics, inscriptions and coins. In general, inscriptions and ceramics are a 
good source on the local economy for most of Hellenistic period down to the early 1 st century 
BC. Afterwards the former become scarce while the latter are thought by modem scholars to 
have ceased. Only Chios's successive and almost uninterupted issue of coinage constitutes 
evidence on the economy throughout the Hellenistic and Roman periods. However, it is rarely 
found outside the island and we cannot draw any conclusions on the local economy or any 
economic relations between Chios and other states based exclusively on the numismatic 
evidence. I have attempted to overcome the limitations of the numismatic material in relation 
to the economy by drawing on the other available evidence. Since some of this material is 
plentiful and has already been the subject of other studies I have examined the economic 
aspect of the coinage in parallel with this evidence. 
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Recent studies are available on the ancient Chian economy based on the epigraphic 
and ceramic findings. In particular Professor Sarikakis of Athens has done research in this 
field lately, the results of which appeared in a series of articles published in Greek 
. I 1116 I f h . Jouma s. none 0 t ese artIcles he has reconstructed the pattern of Chian trade from the 
early Archaic period down to the early Roman period (Sarikakis, 1986). The later period 
covered in Sarikakis's economic survey, from the time of Alexander and afterwards. is 
relevant to the present study and the following discussion on the economy owes much to his 
findings. I I 17 
In his economic survey, Sarikakis made use of all available material remains (e.g. wine 
jar finds, inscriptions) together with the limited number of references to the Chian economy in 
ancient literary sources. However he did not treat the coinage as a supplementary source on 
the economy, 1118 but instead referred to an article by P. Gardner (1920, pp. 160-173), 
discussing the financial history of Archaic and Classical Chios in the light of Maurogordato' s 
numismatic study. I 119 Even this economic review of the early Chian history now needs to be 
redefined, following N. Hardwick's proposed new dates for the main series struck during 
these periods. 
1116 Sarikakis has drawn a picture of the ancient Chian economy, in the following articles, 'The Commercial 
Relations of Chi os' in CHIOS, A Conference at the Homereion in Chios (1984), Oxford 1986; 'H OtKOVOJllKl1 
UVa7t'tU~ll 'tllC; XtoU O'tl1V APXUto'tll'tu'(,The Economic Development of Chi os during Antiquity'), first given 
as a paper to the 'Conference on the Aegean, 21-23 December 1989', and published in Pamassus, Vol. 23, 
Athens, 1990, pp. 140-151. Sarikakis discusses the economy mostly on the evidence of Chian amphorae finds 
abroad, Chians named in foreign inscriptions and foreigners named in Chian inscriptions. 
1117 I would like to thank Professor Sarikakis for clarifying in private communications certain points concerning 
aspects of the local economy that are included in this chapter. 
1118 Sarikakis, 1984, p. 36, f. 2, where he states that he deliberately avoided using any numismatic evidence in his 
studies. 
1119 Gardner's study was produced almost eighty ago, at a time when no studies of Chi an pottery were available 
and only a few local inscriptions had been published. As a result, Gardner's study is restricted to the coinage and 
literary references. The title of his article suggests that this economic survey would have covered the whole of 
antiquity: in fact it is limited to the Archaic and Classical periods -when we find the majority of literal)' 
references of economic nature to Chios- and there is hardly any mention of the period from Alexander and 
afterwards. On this point see Gardner, p. 173, where he concludes with a briefreference to the Alexander type 
coinage of Chi os and treats it as a sign of the island's supposed economic decline during the Hellenistic period. 
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The following chapter discusses the extent to which the numismatic findings produced 
by this study -especially the new chronology for the bronze series and the identification of 
standards used for the silver- may throw light on aspects of the island's economy. It aims at 
bridging the gap between the study of the coinage and that of the other sources on the 
economy. This is the first time that the Chian coinage of the Hellenistic and Roman periods is 
treated as a source of evidence of the economy. 
2. Outline of the Chian economy during the Hellenistic period (c 332-86 BC): 
The only sector of the Chian economy of the Hellenistic period which is documented 
in the evidence is overseas trade, with particularly emphasis on the export of wine. The latter 
activity formed part of the economic life of the island but would have been the most important 
in terms of the revenue it generated for Chios, 1120 and the number of people from a wide range 
of occupations that were involved in the various stages of production, processing and trading 
of wine. 1121 
As we saw in pp. 583-601, the island's wine jars, amphorae and lagynoi, are found on 
many foreign sites and are also testament to the economic activities of Chian traders overseas 
(see also pp. 628-9). These finds show that the export of wine continued to figure largely in 
overseas trade well into the period under study. During the early Hellenistic period we also 
find Chians trading other commodities beside wine, or involved overseas in other economic 
activities other than trade. 
1120 As we saw in the introduction (p. I I), Chian wine was the most expensive in the Greek world during the 
Classical period and continued to be so throughout Greco-Roman times. 
1121 A large part of the population at Chios, from different social and economic backgrounds, d~pend~d on the 
wine trade for its livelihood. This would have included owners of vineyards, labourers (many of them slaves) 
who cultivated the vines, harvested the grapes, and produced wine, traders and others. Many other occupations 
would also have been involved: for example, potters manufacturing wine containers, ship builders and ll\\nerS, 
merchant sailors. harbour labours and officials etc. 
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Chian and foreign inscriptions, including papyri from Egypt, make passing references 
to the island's traders doing business in the regions of the Aegean, mainland Greece, Asia 
Minor, the Black Sea and Egypt. I 122 A Chian named HPOAQPOL, is honoured in two different 
inscriptions of Delos for having sold to this city two consignments of pitch and lumber during 
the period 305-296 BC (10, XI2, 144, A 113 & IG, XI 2, 154, A 48; Vanseveren, 'Inscriptions 
de Chios', p. 331). Chios was a lumber producer during antiquity and it is almost certain that 
this trader would have acquired it locally; 1123 the island however did not produce pitch and 
HPOAQPOL seem to have been trading abroad a non Chian product. 1124 Another trader from 
Chios recorded in a Delian inscription dating during the middle of the 3rd century BC, and 
whose name has not been preserved, provided the temple of Apollo at Delos with roof tiles 
(lG XI 2. 287 A 113-4; Reger, 1994, p. 62). It is not clear from the inscription if these tiles 
were imported from Chios, but in light of the large scale pottery industry on the island -mostly 
centred on the production of containers used in the wine trade- it is likely that the tiles were 
manufactured locally at Chios. Finally, a Chian with the name of EYTYXOL son of <l>IAQTAL, 
honoured in a Delian inscription of the 3rd century BC, was a banker based at Delos with 
interests in shipping.112S It is worth noting that all these references date to the 3rd century BC 
and from the remainder of the Hellenistic period the only evidence we possess on economic 
activities of Chians abroad refers exclusively to the wine trade. 
1122 For these areas of heavy Chian trading during the Hellenistic period, see Sarikakis. 1990, p. 146. 
1123 The mountain of Pelinaios at Chios was known to have been covered with dense forests during Antiquity 
though today it is almost bare of trees, see Ailian, JJepl' Zwov I~LO'''rW;, XVI, 39. who noted that in his time 
(Roman period) there were many tall trees on this mountain. . . .. . 
11~4 Reger, 1994, p. 69, & p. 70, f. 83, states that Chios produce~ pltc.h dur.mg ~n~lqUlt: ~nd refers to f1lUSltc! . 
Obviously Reger ignores that mastic bears nothing in common WIth pItch smce It IS an edIble product produced In 
limited quantities and quite expensive. . ' ... . 
1125 He seems to have been very wealthy and powerful at Delos since he IS honoured In a locall~scnptlon (datmg 
from c 230 BC) with the foundation ofa festival named after him EYTYXEIA. (IG XI ·t 691). ThIS sa~e 
. d"d I dedicated in 196 BC a silver phiale to the temple of Apollo showmg that he would ha\ c lived to an 
m IVI ua ... S 'k k' 1984 
old age; on this important individual at Delos and Chios see RostovtzetT, SEHHW, p. 137_): an a'is. . p. 
40; Reger, 1994, pp. 70-1. 
The study of find spots of Chian amphorae and lagynoi dating between the 3rd and 1st 
century BC has revealed a widespread pattern of distribution along the Eastern Mediterranean 
coastline.
1126 
During the Hellenistic period the Chians traded their own wine abroad which 
was then consumed locally where purchased. 1127 By plotting the find spots of amphorae and 
lagynoi we may reconstruct the pattern of the Chian wine trade abroad and over a long period. 
Such finds are recorded from a number of sites in mainland Greece, with the largest 
concentration of Chian pottery at Athens, and fewer at Pella -the Hellenistic capital of the 
Macedonian kingdom-, Corinth, Argos, Eretria, and other cities. In the Aegean the largest 
number has been recovered at Delos, with fewer at Rhodes, Euboia, Cyprus, and some smaller 
islands (Samos, Lesbos and the Cyclades: Tenos, Thera, Andros etc) Egypt is largely 
represented by many pottery finds in Alexandria, and smaller numbers from Naucratis and 
other cities in the region. Palestine and Syria have also yielded some Chian pottery. I 128 Some 
amphora fragments -though none of lagynoi- are recorded from the early Hellenistic period on 
sites along the coast of the Propontis and the Black Sea. From Asia Minor, only Pergamum 
and Smyrna have yielded Chian pottery dating to the Hellenistic period. 1129 This evidence 
shows that Chios was trading with several cities and regions during the Hellenistic period. 
1126 For what follows on the distribution of Chian amphorae and lagynoi from the Hellenistic period, see 
Sarikakis, 1984, pp. 36-39, and Idem, 1986, p. 123, who collected all publications of discoveries of Chian 
pottery. Furthermore his study also included a large number of finds from Greek sites that have never been 
published. Sherwin-White, Cos, p. 238, has a compilation of finds of amphorae handles throughout the Eastern 
Mediterrenean and the Near East, including some Chian. Grace & Savvatanou-Petropoulakou, 1970, pp. 359-
363, record a number of Chian wine jar handles with stamps found at Delos and also refer to such finds in other 
Greek sites. For Chian stamped handles from other sites, recently published and not included by either Sarikakis 
or Sherwin, see for example G. Johrens, 'Zur Herkuhft Der Amphorenstempei', BCH Sup. 13, pp. 497-503, p. 
503, no. 19 (Heraion, Samos). D. T. Ariel, Excavations at the Cit)' of David If, Quedem monographs of the 
Institute of Archaeology 30, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Jerusalem, 1990), p. 74 (Jerusalem): Burow, 
1998, pp. 117-125 (Pergamum) .. 
1127 There is no evidence that empty Chian amphorae and lagynoi were resaled by foreigners after the wme was 
consumed. This seems to have happened for Koan and Knidian amphorae, see Sherwin, 1979, p. 240, f. 109, for 
a full bibliography on this subject. 
112X Chian wine jars from excavations at Jerusalem are recorded in D. T. Ariel, Excavations at the City of David 
II, Quedem monographs of the Institute of Archaeology 30, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Jerusakl11, 
1990), p. 74, n. 5453-6. 
1129 For finds of Chian stamped wine jar handles found at Pergamum see Burow, 1998, pp. 117-26. 
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Another source of information on the island's economy of the period consists of 
inscriptions with catalogues of names, together with a foreign ethnic, probably recording 
. Ch' 1130 h proxenOl at lOS. T e presence of a proxenos in a Greek city -very much the same as that 
of a foreign ambassador in a modem state- shows that his city of origin and that of his 
residence had established economic as well as political ties. The latter is further stressed by 
the fact that many proxenoi during the Hellenistic period were men of business. 1131 
The cities represented in the 'proxenoi catalogues' include all major city ports located 
between the Euxine Pontus and the southern coast of Caria. This is no coincidence since these 
were stopovers on the sailing route from the Black Sea to Alexandria and would have been 
used by the Chian ships during the early Hellenistic period (see below). 1 132 
Other proxenoi recorded in the Chian inscriptions originate from cities located inland 
of the Troad and Eastern Macedonia; both happen to be the only regions in the Greek world 
known to have produced pitch during antiquity.II33 As we saw, a Chian trader acquired a 
monopoly in the trading of this product at Delos and Vanseveren (1937, pp. 329-32) has 
plausibly suggested a link between his activities and the presence of proxenoi at Chios from 
these regions. 
Chian trade in the region of the Black Sea and the Propontis seems to have started 
during the Archaic period and lasted until the middle of the 3rd century BC (Sarikakis, 1984, 
p. 35). Individuals from five different cities of these regions are found in the 'proxenoi 
1130 Four different inscriptions of this type are known and were published by Vanseveren, 'Inscriptions de Chios', 
pp. 325-32, with a proposed date between the early-mid 3rd century Be. For a discussion ofthe economic 
importance of these inscriptions see Vanseveren, pp. 325-30. . 
lUI See Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, p. 1372, no. 62, an example ofa proxenos ofa Greek Ctl~ at Delos who was 
involved in banking and trade. 
1\J2 First considered, Vanseveren, p. 328, and reiterated by Sarikakis, 1984, p. 43 ..' .., _ 
11)3 Vanseveren, pp. 329-32; p. 327, Face C: proxenoi of Gargara and Antandros, cities of Troas; p. J2). Face A: 
proxenoi of Amphipolis in Eastern Macedonia. 
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catalogues' dating to the first half of the 3rd century BC. 1134 Further evidence on commercial 
contacts between Chios and this region is provided from an Egyptian papyrus of the mid 3rd 
century BC recording the import of agricultural products of Pontus in the markets of 
Alexandria sealed in Chian transport jars (Frazer, 1972, p. 150, f. 144); see also below in this 
chapter (p. 638), the discussion of economic contacts between Chios and Egypt. On this 
evidence Vanseveren has suggested that the Chians were involved in the transit trade between 
Egypt and Pontus by importing Pontic products, processing them at Chi os, and then 
transporting and reselling them at Alexandria. It seems that part at least of the trade between 
Egypt and the Black Sea may have been in Chian hands at the time (Vanseveren, p. 331; 
Sarikakis, 1984, p. 35). 
During the second half of the 3rd century BC Chian presence in the region of the 
Black Sea diminished since the island's amphorae, quite common in earlier periods,1135 are no 
longer found there. This is probably attributed to the increased presence of traders from other 
Greek cities in the region, mostly from the islands of Rhodes and KOS.1136 A historical event 
reflecting the demise of Chian trade in the region is the diplomatic war of 220-219 BC 
between Rhodes and Byzantium. 1 137 This affair began in 220 BC when the city of Byzantium 
introduced a heavy tax on all shipping using the Bosporus Straits, thus disrupting the flow of 
trade between the Black Sea and Greece. The cities in the Aegean region, which traded 
1134 Vanseveren, p. 325; Face A: Panticapeum, line 21; Sinope, line 14; Lampsacus, line 10; Cyzicus, line 12. 
Proxenoi of Byzantium are recorded on Face A, line 18 & Face B, line 3. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, p. 1375, no. 74. 
also suggests that the presence of proxenoi of these cities at Chios is strong evidence of trade between the island 
and this region during the first half of the 3rd century Be. 
1135 Sarikakis, 1984, ibid; Idem, 1986, p. 123, records the discovery of Chian amphorae of the Archaic-Classical 
periods in most cities of the Black Sea (Apollonia, Mesembria, Tomi) as far north as Olbia and Theod.osia .. 
1136 For Rhodian trade in the Black Sea, see Berthold, 1984, pp. 94-6; for references to Koan traders In thiS 
region, see Sherwin-White, Cos, pp. 239-40. Chios was not the only victim of the ever growing in~u~nce ~f 
Rhodes in the region, since Rostovtzeff, SEHHW, p. 676,692, claims that during the early HellenistiC perIod a 
major part of the grain trade of the Black Sea was controlled by traders of Delos but this trade was lost by the 
early 2nd century BC to traders of Rhodes. . .. . 
1137 For details of this conflict see Polybius, IV. 4.45-51. An account of the Involvement of Rhodes IS found In 
Berthold, ibid. 
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heavily in this region of the Black Sea and had the most to lose, appealed to Rhodes to force 
Byzantium to revoke the tax. As Polybius records, this was exactly what happened. However 
nowhere in the sources is Chios named among the trading cities affected by this measure of 
the Byzantines -even though the tax would have also applied for Chian ships- suggesting that 
by the late 3rd century BC Chian presence in the Black Sea, and Pontus in particular, may 
have been much more restricted than in previous periods, or even to have completely 
ceased. 1 138 
Further to the south, Chios seems to have developed close economic ties with the 
cities on the coast of Asia Minor. The 'proxenoi catalogues' include representatives from a 
b f · . h I' I f A I' 1139 I . 1140 d C . 1141 . . . num er 0 CIties on t e Ittora 0 eo IS, onla, an ana. Some cItIes from mland 
of Asia Minor in Lydia, were also represented by proxenoi at Chios.1142 Another region of 
Asia Minor with evidence of close economic ties to Chios during the Hellenistic period was 
the Attalid kingdom of Pergamum, and proxenoi of Elaia, the most important city-port of this 
kingdom, are recorded in three different entries of the catalogues at Chios (see above, 
proxenoi from Aeolis). Information on economic links between Chios and Pergamum is also 
provided from the inscription recording donations of Attalus I towards expenses of the city. 
This records that the king was in possession of plots of land in various regions of the island -
including a pottery work shop and plots with olive and fig trees- which he rented out to locals 
and in return offered the proceeds -or part of them- for funding various projects in the city of 
1138 Interestingly, the significance of this historical event in relation to the absence of any reference to Chios as 
one of the cities with economic interests in the region seems to have been missed in all previous studies on the 
Chian economy. Another important indicator on the demise of Chi an trade in the Black Sea during the 2nd 
century BC is the lack of any lagynoi finds in this region. Chian lagynoi were exported after c 200 BC and are 
mainly found in dated contexts of the 2nd century BC and afterwards. . . 
1139 Vanseveren, 'Inscriptions de Chios', pp. 325-8, Elaia: Face A, line 10; Face B, hne 29; Face C, Ime 8. 
1140 Idem Clazomenae: Face C, line I. Teos: Face B, line 14; Face C, line 5. Lebedus: Face Cline 3. El)thrae: , 
Face B, line 20. Phokaia: Face A, line 2. 
11-11 Idem. Halicamassus: Face A, line 4; Face B, line 13; Face C, line 7. Bargytia: Face Cline 8. Alabanda: 
Face C, line 2. Nysa: Face C, line 10. Orthosia: Face C, line 13. 
11-12 Idem, pp. 327-8. Sardis: Face C. line 4. Thyatira: Face C, line 12. 
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Chios. As already stated in the discussion of the historical background (p. 30), Attalus may 
have been cultivating political ties with Chios by way of these donations. However, at the 
same time this policy would also helped forge economic ties between the island and the 
Attalid kingdom.1143 
Chian amphorae and lagynoi finds dating between the 3rd and 1 st century BC have 
been recorded at Pergamum (see p. 629) but -also with the exception of Smyrna- these are 
generally absent from other regions of Asia Minor; this may be attributed to the few published 
findings from the smaller sites but may also reflect a shift of Chian trade away from Asia 
Minor during the later Hellenistic period. It may be noted that economic ties, well established 
between Chios and cities of Asia Minor during the Archaic and Classical period, is also 
evident from archaeological finds of this region and dating in this period. 
For a period of close to sixty years, between 247 BC and 189 BC, Chios was a member 
of the ruling council of the Delphic Amphictiony and a political ally of the Aetolian League 
(see the chapter on the historical background, pp. 25-28). There is no evidence that this led to 
closer economic ties between the two states. No Chian pottery is published as found in this 
region of Greece and a single Aetolian recorded in a Chian inscription comes from a much 
later period. However the formation of political ties between Chios and Aetolia is certain to 
have greatly benefited the Chian economy in an indirect way. The Aetolians are known to 
have controlled many of the pirate bands that were ravaging the Aegean islands and coastal 
areas throughout the 3rd century BC (see the discussion in the historical background, p. 26). 
Such raids against Chian ships and even Chios itself would almost certainly have ceased upon 
. h I h' Am h" 114-1 Chios becoming a member of the councIl at t e De p IC P IctlOny. 
114; On donations of the Attalids to various Greek cities and political and economic reasons dictating this policy, 
see M. Rostovtzetl CAH VIII. pp. 613-8; E. V. Hanley, The Attalids of Pergamon, Cornell University Press, (N. 
York, 1947), pp. 262-274. . . 
1144 One of the tel1llS in the decree accepting Chios in the Amphictiony stipulated that the Aetohans would refram 
from attacking any Chian property, see lines 3-7 & 12-17: on this topic see Rostovtzeff. SEHHW, p. 196 & p. 
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Other regions with evidence of trade with Chios include the islands of the Aegean,II-t5 
and the Greek mainland. 1 146 Finds of of Chian wine jars in the Athenian Agora show that 
Athens imported wine from the island throughout the Hellenistic period. During the same 
period Chios was importing from Athens its famous 'Attic' ware, though such imports saw a 
sharp decline shortly before the middle of the 3rd century BC (see below. p. 636). Berthold 
(1984, p. 100) has linked a fall in the export of 'Attic' ware to the Black Sea region with the 
Chremonidean War (c 267/6-26211 BC) and the Macedonian occupation of Athens (264-229 
BC).1147 This may probably also explain the reduced imports of this type of pottery at Chios 
after the early 3rd century BC (see the discussion below). 
The greatest mercantile power in the Aegean region during the 3rd and early 2nd 
century BC was the island of Rhodes. 1148 It is therefore likely that Chios might have 
developed close economic ties with this other city/island of the Aegean. Confirmation of 
contacts between the two cities is found in the relatively large number of individual Chians 
attested epigraphically as residents at Rhodes between the 3rd and the middle of the 2nd 
century BC. 1149 All of these seem to have been traders, some even acting as representatives of 
Chios at Rhodes (Sarikakis, 1984, p. 40).1150 In contrast to this, there is not a single Rhodian 
198. This clause would have equally applied for the 'official' Aetolian army and the piratic bands under Aetolian 
control in the Aegean (Rostovtzeff, ibid). It is worth noting that we seem to lack references to any piratic raids 
against Chios during the second half of the 3rd century BC, a period when such raids were widespread in Greece. 
1145 Islands with representatives recorded in the proxenoi catalogues include: Mytilene, Face A, line 18; Tenos, 
Face A, line 20; Samothrace, Face A, line 6; Astypalaia, Face A, line 16. For contacts between Chios and 
Samothrace during the early Roman period, see the historical background, pp. 40-41 
Iioll> For Boetian proxenoi at Chios, Face C, lines 5 & 16 (Plataia): from Euboia in general, Face C, lines 2 &4 
(Karystos). . , 
1147 Chian amphora from Athens during this period have been dated too general to allow us to see It the 
Macedonian occupation of Athens had an effect in the import of wine from Chi os. 
1148 For the latest publication on Rhodian international trade during the Hellenistic period, see V. Gabrielsen, Thl' 
Naval Aristocracy of Hellenistic Rhodes, (Aarhus, 1997) with the earlier extensive bib.liogr~phy ~n this subject.. 
1149 Sarikakis, 1984, p. 40, includes 14 Chians appearing in inscriptions of Rhodes dunng thIS penod; D. MorellI. 
'Gli stranieri in Rodi', Studi Class. e Orient, 5, (1956), pp. 176-177, states that 15 Chians are attested 
epigraphically at Rhodes of this period. However Sarikakis, p. 48, dismissed tv,? of these as non Chians and has 
added one whose name appears in an unpublished inscription in the ArchaeologIcal Museum at Rhodes. 
1150 Most of the Chians were recorded in Rhodian inscriptions listing the names of foreign traders residing at 
Rhodes. 
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individual named on any of the contemporary Chian inscriptions, though in the most 
fragmentary of the 'proxenoi catalogues' found at Chios there seems to be reference to 
proxenoi from Rhodes (Zolotas, 1908, p. 214, no. 13; Vanseveren, 'Inscriptions de Chios·. pp. 
329-30, line 4). Chian amphorae and lagynoi have been found on sites at Rhodes (see above). 
though little Rhodian pottery originates from Chios. 1151 
The evidence suggests an uneven economic relationship between Chios and Rhodes. 
The presence of Chian traders, and possibly proxenoi, at Rhodes suggests that the island's 
ships would have been using the facilities of the Rhodian harbours. The overseas trade of 
Chios during the Hellenistic period was centred on the Aegean-Egypt route (see above) and. 
due to its key geographical position on this route, the island of Rhodes would have been used 
as the main port of call for any Chian ships sailing to and from Alexandria. The Chians, as all 
Greeks trading with Egypt, had to pay high tolls to the Rhodians in exchange for using their 
harbour facilities and, most importantly, receiving protection from pirates while sailing 
through the seas where the Rhodian war navy operated. 1152 It may be expected that some 
limited trading would have taken place while the Chian ships were docked in the harbour at 
Rhodes, which would account for the presence of Chian amphorae on sites of this island. 
Though Chios would have depended on Rhodes for its trade with Ptolemaic Egypt this 
does not mean that it would have needed the services of this city' s traders. Rhodes built its 
overseas trade mainly on the import of Egyptian grain to Greece (L. Casson, Ancient Trade 
• 
and Society, Ch. 3, 'The Grain trade of the Hellenistic World', pp. 70-95, (Detroit. 1984). p. 
1151 Rhodian wine amphorae are extremely common for the Hellenistic period, and are found in larg.e q~antities 
on many sites during the Hellenistic period. This is clear from Sherwin-White, Co~. p. 238. a compilation of 
amphora handle finds according to site and number of specimens. and where Rhodlan amphorae are commonl~ 
found in the majority of sites of the Hellenistic world. . . 
1152 According to Diodorus, XX, 81, 4. most revenues entering the coffers of R~odes cam~ from tor~lgners 
tr d · 'th Egypt and calling at Rhodes. As the most important naval and tradmg power m the region Rhodes a mg WI . ' . . . ")) '1'" .., 7 4'" 44 
was constantly at war against pirates mostly of Crete and C1hcla, see Gabnelsen. 1997, pp. _l. -.'. -' . .'- . 
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73) and its trading of local wine (Haywood, et aI., 1938, p. 610)1153 Many cities in Greece 
depended on Rhodian traders for supplies of grain (Casson, 1984, p. 74): Chios was not 
among these, since it imported its own grain directly from Egypt in exchange for its wine. 
This would probably explain the lack of references to Rhodians in Chian inscriptions. 
Rhodes exported its local wine on an enormous scale, but this was relatively cheap, 
since it was not of good quality and mainly consumed by the masses. 1 154 As such it would not 
have been particularly sought after at Chios, where -as we saw see in the introduction (p. 11)-
the wine produced locally was the best, and therefore the most expensive, in the Greek 
world. 1l55 This difference in quality meant that Chi an wine would have had a ready market 
even in a wine producing region such as Rhodes. We may also consider that wine seems to 
have been rather plentiful on Chios and therefore much cheaper than its price abroad. 1 156 
Nevertheless there is evidence that Chios was importing limited quantities of foreign 
wine during the Hellenistic period. Successive levels with deposits of pottery excavated at the 
Kofina Ridge are indicative of imports to Chios between the late 4th and the middle of the 3rd 
century BC. They also reflect changes in commercial contacts between Chios and foreign 
regions. A deposit dating to the late 4th century BC included some Attic ware and almost all 
of the amphorae recovered were Chian. 1157 The third deposit dating c 275-50 BC had very 
little Attic ware, and the majority of amphorae was still Chian with a few from Rhodes, Cos, 
1153 See the previous page for the widespread distribution of Rhodian wine jars in the Eastern Mediterrenean. 
11<;4 See Frazer, 1972, p. 167, f. 274, claiming that Rhodian wine was of no particular merit. 
1155 For references to Chian wine during the Classical period see the introduction. Literary references to this 
product are absent for the Hellenistic period -with the exception of the comment by the poe~ Callimac?us ~uoted 
on p. 639- but such references reappear during the early Roman period (see p. 661) suggestmg that thIS wme 
continued to be among the best produced in the Roman Empire and still quite popu~ar. . 
1156 This is suggested by the excavation reports from the Kofinas Ridge and other sItes on .Chlos (see. below) 
showing that the great majority of amphora found are Chian an~ WOUld. h~ve been filled wl~h local ~\Ine. 
1157 Anderson, 1954, pp. 147-50, with the proposed date for thIS depOSIt m p. 159. The A~lc \\ are IS recorded as 
nos. 138-48 and the amphorae, nos 181-2. Sheds of over 17 Chian amphorae were foun~, m c~ntrast t~ two 
amphorae of Cos and one from Knidos. Not a single shed ofa Rhodian amphora came hom thiS d~poslt. 
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and Knidos (Anderson, pp. 150-9).1158 Off the harbour at Kato Phana the cargo of an ancient 
ship was identified as carrying amphorae of Cos and dating to the 4th-3rd centuries BC 
(Boardman, 1961, p. 105). This limited evidence shows that even though Chios was self 
sufficient in wine, the city did import some wine from abroad, probably as part of cargoes 
brought to the island by its own traders returning back from trips abroad. 1 I 59 
The Rhodians as we saw became the primary Greek traders in the Black Sea probably 
at the expense of Chios. Another aspect of Chian trade that may have suffered from Rhodian 
" 
competition was the slave-trade. Though we still have references to slaves at Chios during the 
Hellenistic period (see the 'Revolt of Drimakos', pp. 31-32) there is not a single literary 
source attesting to the involvement of Chians in this trade after the Classical period. 
The evidence suggests that Chios and Rhodes may have been competitors in trade -at 
the expense of the first- but common interests seem to have bound them together politically. 
As we saw in the discussion of the historical background, pp. 26-28, joint Chian and Rhodian 
embassies are recorded as trying to settle disputes between Greek states that were disrupting 
international trade, and during the 2nd Macedonian and the Antiochine war both cities fought 
on the side of the Romans and benefited from the Peace of Apamea. 
Nevertheless at the conclusion of the 3rd Macedonian War (172-168 BC) a serious 
disruption in the economic relationship between Chios and Rhodes occurred. In 167-166 Be 
the Romans declared Delos a free port, and placed it under the nominal control of Athens, 
thus turning this tiny island of the Cyclades into the commercial centre of the Eastern 
Mediterranean. This calculated move aimed at and succeeded in seriously damaging Rhodian 
interests, since foreign merchant ships were no longer calling at Rhodes on their way to Egypt. 
1158 Only two sheds of Attic ware were found (nos 189-90). but frag~ents from ove.r 70 amphorae (nos. 270-4). 
Of these more than 50 were identified as Chian and the rest from varIOUS Greek regIons. ., 
1159 A d 1954 P 170 based on the evidence from the excavation at Pindakas, states the Ch lans Imported 
n erson, ,. , 
some wine but relied mostly on their own produce. 
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Within a very short period international trade changed radically; the Chians would probably 
have been among the first to adapt to this new reality by transferring their business from 
Rhodes, with its high taxation, to the tax free haven of Delos (see below). Obviously the 
Chians would have not seen the local market at Rhodes as important enough to retain 
commercial contacts with this city and continue paying the high harbor tolls and import taxes. 
It is not a coincidence that from around the middle of the 2nd century BC the number of 
Chians appearing in Rhodian inscriptions drops dramatically (Sarikakis, 1984). 
F or centuries prior to the Hellenistic period Chios had religious ties with Delos. This 
reflected to a large degree the significance that the Ionians -including the Chians- attached to 
the cult of Apollo and the position Delos held within this cult as the god's birthplace, (see the 
introduction, p. 9). Ever since the Archaic period Chian pilgrims are recorded as visiting 
Delos and making offerings to local sanctuaries and temples (Sarikakis, 1984). Such contacts 
are still attested for the Hellenistic period but during the 3rd century BC relations between 
Chios and Delos also extended to trade, and possibly politics. 1160 Chian traders and 
businessmen are known to have lived and worked at Delos during the 3rd century BC (see p. 
628) and a few Chian amphorae dating to that century have been found on the island. 
However the vast majority of dated Chian jars recovered from Delos belong to the period 
between the early/mid 2nd century BC and the early 1 st century BC (Sarikakis, 1984, p. 
42).1161 The same also applies for Chians named on local inscriptions dating after the middle 
of the 2nd century BC since these exceed by far the number of Chians recorded on earlier 
inscriptions (Sarikakis, 1984, pp. 46-7). 18 different individuals identified as Chians from 
their ethnic are named in Delian inscriptions between the middle of the 2nd century and the 
1160 On a possible political link between Chios and Delos during the 3rd century Be. see the evidence presented 
in the historical background, p. 24. . . . 
1161 See Grace & Savvatanou-Petropoulakou, 1970, pp. 361-2. fo~ Chian stam.pe? ha~dles 01 the ~e~leOlstlc 
period found at Delos and dating in general to the 3rd-2nd centunes Be see Sankakls. 198-1. p. 4 ... tor a 
discussion of Chi an amphorae found at Delos. 
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early 1 st century BC. These finds attest to the fact that Chios developed even closer economic 
ties with Delos from the 2nd century BC, probably with greater impetus after Delos was 
declared a free port in 166 BC. Chian traders would have used Delos as a centre for the 
distribution of their wine and other local products but also as the main port of call for their 
ships on their way to Egypt, in the place of Rhodes. 
Egypt represented the most important foreign market for Chian wme during the 
Hellenistic period (Sarikakis, 1984, p. 45). Chios was trading with this region since early in 
the Archaic period (see the introduction, p. 10) but during the Classical period contacts 
between the island and Egypt seem to have dwindled and eventually disappeared completely, 
probably as a result of the Greco-Persian wars during the 5th century BC. 1162 The situation 
completely changed with the founding of the city of Alexandria and the creation of the 
Ptolemaic kingdom in the late 4th century BC. The Ptolemies actively supported trade 
between Greece and Egypt, and Chios seems to have made full use of this new political 
situation. The 3rd century BC in particular sees a revival of Chian trade in Egypt probably 
encouraged by the friendly political relations that the island seems to have cultivated with the 
early Ptolemies (see the historical background, p. 22). The best evidence on the importation of 
Chian products to the markets of Alexandria is found in various papyri of the Zeno Archives, 
with records of ship cargoes carrying Chian wine but also amphorae of the island containing 
products of Pontus. 1163 It is also significant that Alexandria has yielded the largest number of 
1162 Laimou attributes the lack of Chian pottery in Egypt after 520 BC to the dominance of Attic ware and the 
Persian conquest of Egypt. Hardwick, 1993, pp. 220-2. states that while Chian coinage is common in I g) pt for 
the period c 550-493 BC, and less common for c 490-425 BC, none is recor.ded for ~he peri.od c 412-300 B~. 
1163 These papyri are records of an official of Ptolemy II named Zenon and mclude Inter~stmg docu~~nts ot 
economic and social nature such as letters, receipts for payments of rent, etc. The collectIOn of papyn IS 
published in Greek Papyri in the British Museum, "01. '"/I, The ~~non Ar:hil':" ed .. T. ,~. s\.-c~t. ~ondo~ 1974. 
For references to Chian products, see pp. 36-7, no. 1948 (dated _)7 BC~, Ch.tan, \\me ,~p. 2J--k, no. _14\, . 
'Ch' tt '. ')37 no ') 14') 'Chian pottery" p. n8. no. 2144 'Chtan wme . On ChIan products recorded In Ian po ery , p. - , . - -,' , . , .. 
documents of the Zenon Archives see Fraser, 1972. pp. 149-50, and Bauslaugh. Posthumous ( hwnlle..wndu.\. 
p.21. 
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stamped Chian amphorae handles dating to 3rd and 2nd centuries BC of all foreign sites 
showing that Chian trade with Egypt would have been on a wide scale (Frazer. 1972, pp. 165-
7; Bauslaugh, Posthumous Chian Alexanders, p. 21, f. 34; Sarikakis, 1984, pp. 37-39). These 
finds seem to confirm the statement by the 3rd century BC poet Callimachus (fragment 399, 
II. 1341-42) that in his days Egypt was importing large quantities of wine from Chios. Finally 
we may also note that the majority of Chians recorded in Egyptian papyri belong to the 3rd 
century BC. I 164 
Sheds of Chian amphorae have been found in what is likely to have been one of the 
camps of Ptolemaic troops stationed in Attica during the Chremonidean War of 268/7-262/2 
" 
BC supporting Athens against Macedonia. 1165 In light of the evidence we have on the pattern 
of Chian trade at the time there are three possible explanations for the presence of Chian wine 
at Attica and within the context of this war. It may have been sent as part of the provisions to 
the garrison from either Egypt or Athens, both of which, as we saw, were importing Chian 
wine at the time; it is also possible that it was purchased from Chians trading directly with the 
garrIson. 
There is very limited information on other Chian economic activities outside trade 
during the Hellenistic period. The production of pottery was linked to the wine trade and must 
have been important at Chios considering the large numbers of amphorae and lagynoi that 
were required in the wine export business. A pottery workshop at Chios is recorded as owned 
by Attalus I in the inscription with his donations to the city of Chios, though no site associated 
with the manufacture of ceramics during the Hellenistic and the early Roman period has been 
located and excavated at Chios. The inscription of the Attalus donations also includes 
1164 For Chian residents and traders in Egypt see Sarikakis, 1984. p. 41. A Chian. APn::TOr. son of IIMOL\H\1OL 
rose to become a minister of Ptolemy Vand finally governor of Cyprus. , . 
1165 F h d of Chian amphorae in Ptolemaic camps see E. Varoucha .. Lu~~oAll £U; 'W\' XpE~(t)\,l O£lOV nO'Aq~l:\~ ~~ontribution to the Understanding of the Chremon.idean War'). APXalOAOYlI(ll' E~ll~E~l';. 1953-4, part 
111 (A h 1961) "'') 1-49 For a summary of events of thIS war see C. Lagos. 1996. p. _7 - . f. 17. , tens. . pp .. '- . 
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references to plots of land where olive and fig trees were cultivated (see above). We lack any 
evidence that the Chians traded these products abroad and they were probably used for local 
consumption. 
The signing of the Apamea treaty in 189 BC almost certainly had a beneficial effect on 
th Ch' 1166 0 f' . . e Ian economy. ne 0 Its terms awarded ChlOS wIth overseas territory, which would 
have been the -Chian Peraia' in Aeolis of Asia Minor. This region was last under the island's 
rule almost two centuries earlier, during the mid 4th century BC (Sarikakis, 1975, pp. 356-9). 
It was situated in an important route linking the Aegean with the interior of Asia Minor and 
thus serving the best interests of Chian trade in the region. A few Chians are known to have 
possessed land in this region and would have been especially favoured by the return to Chian 
rule. The newly acquired territories would also have probably attracted settlers from the 
island. 1 167 
As I discuss in the historical background (pp. 32-34), Chios was a Roman ally and 
developed close contacts with this power especially during the Antiochinean war and its 
aftermath. As a consequence of this political relationship the island seems to have been one of 
the first regions in the Greek East to accept Roman and Italian negotiatores as residents. 1 168 
Sarikakis (1970, p. 170), states that these foreigners were attracted to Chios from its proximity 
1166 Maurogordato, 1916, p. 304; Sarikakis, 1975, pp. 355-56, with all modem references to this theory. In 
contrast to these, Bauslaugh, Posthumous Chian Alexanders, p. 36, agrees with a flourishing Chian economy, but 
only between c 188 and 166 Be. 
1167 On Chians owing land in the region see Sarikakis, ibid. Nothing is known of Chian rule in this region due to 
the lack of archaeological finds and any literary references dating to the Hellenistic period. It is also unclear 
when and how Chios lost this territory. 
1168 For accounts of the involvement of Roman businessmen in the economic affairs of the Eastern provinces see 
Magie, 1950, pp. 162-66 & 250-58; A. J. Wilson, Emigration(rom Italy in the Republican Age of.Rome, 
(Manchester, 1966). Sarikakis, 1975, p. 360, suggests that Chlos was among the first areas to receive Roman 
settlers. This he based on the study of inscription, SEG 16. (1959), no . .t86, and particularly line 20, where the 
word '1tup£1tl811jlOu\''t£~'appears in conjuction with a group of Romans at Chios. Sarikakis tr~sl~tes t~is word as 
residents and distinguishes these Romans from another group of Roma~s that ar~ referr~d to m I.me 1- as 
'1t<XPUYlVOjl£VOl' translated as \'isitors, who seem to have been temporanly at Chlos ~osslbly durmg the war 
against Antiochus. Forrest & Derow, 1982, pp. 87-88, r~ject th.is argumen~ an~ consider both groups to. represent 
the same groups of Romans temporarily stationed at ChlOs dunng th.e AntlO,chmean War. Note that Italian 
. b rr'vl'ng I'n large numbers in the East from the middle of the 2nd centUf\ BC and after Delos negollQlores egan a I ,.,.} . . '. ., 
was declared a free port; see J. Hartzfeld, Les TrajuJuants Itabens dans I Onent He//ulIque, (Pans. 1919). p. )0. 
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to their newly founded Province of Asia, its location on the major maritime routes between 
mainland Greece, Asia and the Black Sea, and its agricultural products, most important of 
which was wine. During the 1 st century BC we have references to Romans in possession of 
land at Chios (Appian, Mithridatic Wars, 47) but many of these would have been involved in 
the export of Chian wine to the markets of Italy (Magie, 1950, p. 255).1169 No Chian 
amphorae or lagynoi of the Hellenistic period are known to have been found in Italy,1170 but 
the island's wine is referred to in Roman literary sources of the Republican period thus 
confirming its import in Italy. I 171 
The presence of Roman residents on the island would have had a positive effect on the 
local economy from the business that they would have generated. In particular the transit trade 
of wine to Italy would have gained impetus since the Roman residents of Chios had 
connections with Italy and possessed knowledge of the local markets there. We also have 
some evidence that these new residents also undertook civic duties for Chios and also 
performed certain leitourgies and benefactions. lIn 
1169 However, not a single Latin name is found on a Chian amphora handle which might suggest that the Romans 
were not directly involved in the production and trading of wine before the early I st century BC, the latest period 
when we have stamped handles of Chian amphorae. At Cos, where Romans are recorded by different sources to 
have been involved in the wine trade, we find Latin names on amphora handles from the 2nd century BC, see 
Sherwin-White, Cos, p. 250. The Roman residents at Chios are unlikely to have beenpub/ieanoi (tax farmers), 
since the city retained its freedom and was immune from paying taxes to foreign powers during the Hellenistic 
and early Roman periods (see the historical background, pp. 32-34). 
1170 For the discovery of Chian amphorae of the I st century BC in shipwrecks off the coast of Cannes in France 
see the discussion in the chapter on typology (p. 596). In the same chapter I also discuss an earlier Chian 
amphora in the possession of the Archaeological Museum at Tournais; since this has no recorded provenance it 
seems likely not to have been found locally but smuggled out of the Eastern Mediterrenean in recent years. 
1171 Plautus, Cure. I. I. 78, with reference to Chian wine in lagynoi and Poenu/us, line 699; Pliny the Elder, NH, 
XIV, 96, on the medicinal value of Chi an wine quoting a reference from Varro, Res Rusticul', II introduction, 3, 
dating in 37 BC but referring to the import and distribution to Chian wine in Rome in 94 BC; on this reference 
see the discussion by Derow & Forrest, 1982, p. 83. Finally, Philodemus, a poet from Gadarene of Palestine who 
lived in Naples and Rome during the I st century BC, includes a reference to wine of Chios in a poem showing 
that it would have been available in markets of Italy -on this reference see Seltman, 1957, p. 119. 
1172 This is alluded to from the emergence of Roman names on the Chian coinage during the I st century BC; see 
the (Jutline of the coinaoe in the chapters on Series 20 and drachms of the reduced denarius standard (Decius) and 
drachms of the reducedbcistophoric standard (Rabirius). A Roman resident of the name Nassius left during the 1st 
century BC his large fortune to the Chian state; on this individual and the Chian inscription recording his 
donation, see Sarikakis, 1975, p. 361. 
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Ancient literary sources reveal almost nothing about Chios between the Peace of 
Apamea and the start of the 1st Mithridatic War in 89 BC. However, most scholars seem to 
agree that the Chian economy was flourishing during this century and down to the city's 
destruction in 87 BC by Mithridates. This picture is drawn only from the few ancient literary 
sources referring to Chios as one of the Greek cities that beneffited from the Peace of 
Apamea. Nevertheless the evidence presented and discussed above suggests that after the 
early Hellenistic period Chios would have been profiting from its overseas trading. It is likely 
that during the 2nd century BC, probably as a result of the Peace of Apamea, Chian profits 
c: . . d ld h b 1173· lrom Its wIne tra e wou ave een even larger. POSSIble evidence on an expanding 
economy after Apamea is provided from a recorded increase in the number of stamped Chian 
wine jar handles from the early 2nd century BC. The largest number of stamped Chian handles 
found after Alexandria are from Athens (the Agora and Pnyx), Delos and Pergamum: most of 
these handles come from contexts dating between the early 2nd-early 1st century BC (see p. 
592, for references). 
There is very little evidence from the island itself pertaining to the state of the 
economy during this period, since only a few artifacts belonging to the Hellenistic and Roman 
periods originate from Chios. Two fragmentary inscriptions found locally might give an idea 
of the island's suggested prosperity. The first one is inscribed with part of Homer's Iliad (1. 
Cook & 1. Boardman, 1954, p. 162) and the second one epigrams (Trypanis, 1960, pp. 69-74: 
IG XII, 6, pp. 143-4, no. 497). Both were found in the city of Chios, date to the 3rd-2nd 
century BC 1174 and are thought to have been used as text references in schools or libraries. 
The quality of the marble slabs and the lettering is the finest showing that these inscriptions 
117, B I h PI' ell/'all Ile:x'an,Jel·,· p '1\ also arrives at the same conclusion, but for the period prior 
. aus aug. OS(WI11V1I5 :1 UI.l,. - , 
to the declaration of Delos as a free port in 1676 BC (Idem, p. 36). , " . . , 
1174 h fi ' 't' 'dated by Cook & Boardman to the 3rd century BC the second InscriptIOn b) rrypanIs T e Irst Inscnp Ion IS . , , d ' " , 
BC D I: t has 'Int'ormed me in private commUnIcatIon that the sec on InscriptIOn IS more to the 2nd century . r orres , ,.
. . h "d t BC not the "nd century BC as hitherto proposed- based on Its letter torms, Itkely to belong to t e -,r cen ury - - , 
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would have been expensive to produce. Obviously they were luxury items that only a wealthy 
sodety could produce during antiquity (Trypanis, 1960). 
Evidence on the economic state of the island and probably also indicative of 
prosperity may be found in the inscriptions linking Chios to the Delphic Amphictiony (see the 
discussion in the historical background, pp. 25-26). There we have references to expensive 
gifts of the Chians honouring the Aetolian League (mostly wreaths of gold, but also other 
objects in gold and silver) and also gifts and money for their representatives at Delphi. 
Between the late 3rd century BC and early 2nd century BC a number of Chians are also 
attested in inscriptions as having paid large sums of money for the erection of statues at Delos 
or dedicating luxurious gifts to the temple of Apollo on this island (Reger, 1994, pp. 70-1). 
These references seem to indicate that private wealth would have been accumulating at Chios 
during the Hellenistic period, probably on a scale not seen since the 5th century BC. 
Not a single public building from the period has been excavated in the city of Chios 
but in recent years it has become known that the splendid altar of the Chians at Delphi, ruins 
of which are still visible, was erected in its latest form during the 3rd century BC and not the 
5th century BC as was previously held. 1175 This new altar would have been constructed as a 
reflection of the city's high status as member of the council of the Amphictiony. It is also a 
demonstration of wealth since it was reconstructed entirely of marble (P. Amandry, ibid). 
117'i. b·1 h t of an earlier one of the Classical period which caused it to be confused \\ith 
. ThiS altar was UI ton t e spo .. II . . 
. h CI . I period Howewr it is now established that It dates to the He enlsttc 
the structure belongmg to t e asslca . 
period. see the discussion h~ P. Amandry. 1986, pp. 216-18. 
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3. The coinage as source of evidence on the Chian economy during the Hellenistic period 
(c 332-87 BC): 
3. i. Introduction: The majority of ancient Greek precious metal coinages tended to be used 
locally within the region of the issuing city and that of its neighboring cities. Occasionally a 
few coins would travel abroad either through trade, payments to mercenaries, artisans. and 
other professionals employed abroad and returning home, plunder of war, levies, and ransoms 
to pirates. The standard on which a precious metal coinage was struck also played a major role 
in the extent to which it circulated outside the region of its mint. Coinages struck on a weight 
standard that was commonly used at the same time by a number of different mints (for 
example the "Attic' standard), circulated abroad with greater frequency than coinages that 
were on local standards. 
In this respect the study of finds of precious metal issues throws light on economic ties 
between different cities and regions. The study of this type of coinage may also provide us 
with evidence on the general state of the economy of the state producing the coinage~ the scale 
of its public expenditures and other economic aspects. 
The circulation of base metal coinage was not restricted in the same way as that struck 
in precious metal. As I discuss in the chapter on bronze denominations, p. 510, bronze coinage 
tended to circulate freely among the Greek cities and states. However since the value of this 
coinage was small it was not used frequently in trade and therefore did not see a wide 
circulation outside the region it was issued. 1176 Any bronze coins found in foreign sites would 
have been brought there as small change and reflect in an indirect way economic links 
1176 Trade was usually conducted in precious metal coinages and not base metal, see on this. point ~acdonald: 
1981, p. I S. In rare cases bronze coins of one mint might have purpose I). be~n selected to CIrculate I~ the te':ltor: 
. h' 'd' th t there \\'IS a correspodence in the denomInatIOnal systems of these mInts. rillS 
of anot er mInts, provl In~ a ' . . 
. . b I ~ I't' al II'nks between the issuing state and the user of the cOInage; see for example the SIgnals economIc ut a so po I IC . . .. . , l -
circulation of the bronze coinage of Hellenistic CorInth In cItIes of the Peloponnese In gl.:neraL Mclssac, 19 )~. p. 
~~, t: ~, 
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between different cities (Howgego, 1985, p. 33). However this coinage is not helpful for 
offering evidence on the extent of these contacts, something which is possible for precious 
metal coinages. Furthermore, the small value of base metal coinage offers us no evidence on 
other aspects of the economy, such as state expenditures. 
Few Chian coins dating to the Hellenistic period have been published as found in 
excavations or hoards outside Chios. Drachms and tetradrachms with Posthumous Alexander 
types make up the bulk of precious metal coinage, with very few civic type drachms. This 
mint's base metal coinage has also been found abroad. There is a great discrepancy in the 
number of coins from different bronze series found on these sites; issues of certain series are 
found in relatively large numbers while others are only known to have been found at Chios. 
This also applies for coins of certain denominations which are better represented in foreign 
finds than others. For example issues of the chalkous and dichalkon are found abroad but this 
does not apply for issues of the trichalkon, though the latter belong to the most common 
bronze denomination. References to individual coin finds are included in the relevant sections 
of the outline of the coinage. 
3. ii. Silver Chian coinage found abroad: No Chian precious metal issues are known to have 
been struck during the last quarter of the 4th century BC and the Chians as we saw relied on 
mints of Alexander's empire, and his early successors, for their continued supply of silver 
coinage. Even though coins of this type are yet to be published with a secure Chian 
provenance, circulation of this coinage on the island is considered certain since it is attested in 
a number of local inscriptions of the period. 
We do not know through what channels Chios received coinage from the Macedonian 
d· t b bl . l·n e", 'chan,Lle for wine and other local Empire and its succee mg states~ mos pro a: ,~ ~ 
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commodities. Much of this money, as I suggest, would have eventually returned back to these 
states in the form of taxes (see the historical background, p. 80). The numismatic evidence 
reveals that the island depended for its entire stock of precious metal coinage on foreign 
mints, suggesting that its economy would have probably been underdeveloped and controlled 
by foreign powers. 
The beginning of the 3rd century BC ushered in a new period for the issue of precious 
metal coinage by Chios, which minted at the time its first silver coins for almost half a century 
(since the 330s BC). The coins were struck on the internationally accepted Attic standard and 
copied types of 'Alexander's Posthumous' coinage, commonly used on issues of many other 
contemporary mints. Production of this type of coinage continued on the island on a regular 
basis down to its cessation in c 160 BC. 
Posthumous Alexander type coinage of Chios has been found in a number of hoards 
from southern Greece, Asia Minor, Syria and Mesopotamia. I 177 As we saw, archaeological 
sources have established that Chios exported wine to these regions, and probably had 
developed long term economic contacts with them. However it is not clear if the Chian 
coinage found locally in these regions arrived there through trade and therefore we cannot 
consider it as evidence of economic ties between Chios and these foreign regions, as was 
established for finds of Chian wine jars abroad. Precious metal coinage tended to circulate 
further afield following its initial use, which is especially the case with the Alexander type 
., . t' h E t 1178 
coinage with its unrestricted circulatIOn ill many regIOns 0 teas. 
1177 Bauslaugh. Posthumous Chian Alexanders, pp. 42-44, lists 18 hoards of the 3rd century ~C that included 
this type of Chian coinage. From the first half of the 2nd century BC, Bausla~g~, pp. 44-45, lIsts 16 hoards 
containing this coinage struck during the period c 200-165 Be. Hoards ~~nta~nIng 2nd c~ntu~ ~C Alexander. 
type coinage of Chi os have been found in the same areas as those contaInIng Issues ~fthls mInt trom t.he pr~vlous 
century. Southern Greece is likely to be an exception since Chian Alexanders found In hoards from thIS regIon 
mostly belong to the 2nd century BC. . . ., 
1178 The wide circulation of this coinage was the result of Its use of the AttIC standard :md Int.ernatlonally . 
. d M RostovtsetT. 'Some Remarks on the Monetary and CommercIal Pohcy of the Seleuclds 
recognize types: See . , 
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We also have to consider that some of this Chian coinage would have left Chios 
through other channels beside trade, for example as payments to mercenaries or ransoms to 
pirates.
1179 
The earliest of the Alexander type series at Chios (Bauslaugh Period 1) and later 
ones (Bauslaugh, Period 3) were probably struck within the context of war and are most likely 
to have been initiated to cover military expenses abroad, either for purchasing provisions or 
for hiring mercenaries. 
It is therefore not possible to tell if such coinage ended up in a foreign hoard following 
transactions between locals and Chian traders and is not therefore useful in reconstructing to 
any extent the pattern of Chian trade as proved the case for the ceramic evidence. The find 
spots of Alexander type coinage of Chios should not be considered as reliable evidence on 
economic links between Chios and other cities and states. 
Regardless of the above, this coinage is significant to our understanding of aspects the 
economy since it reveals that Chios would have had the financial capability to mint regularly 
silver issues and maintain their issue over a long period. I 180 It also suggests that the local 
economy was starting to recover and had access to readily available coinage. As we saw, 
during this period we come across the earliest references to a resumption of Chian 
international trade since the Classical period, suggesting that the issue of precious metal 
and Attalids' in Anatolian Studies Presented to W H. Buckler, Manchester, 1938, pp. 282-84 &287-89: 
Bauslaugh, Posthumous Chian Alexanders, p. 11. . 
1179 For payment of mercenaries see the discussion in the historical background, p. 54, and m the chapter 
discussing Attic drachms, Series l. Piratic raids and kidnappings .s~em t~ have been commonplace throughout the 
3rd century Be, with plenty of evidence on people from Greek .cltles bemg held for ransom, see .Rosto~zeff, 
SEHHW, p. 202. Chians would certainly have suffered from t~IS menac.e, at least do~n to the middle of the 3rd 
century BC (see p. 633), even if though we possess no direct hte.rary eVidence ofChlan~ held for ransom. 
1180 Gardner. 1920, p. 173, considers that the Alexander type cOInage was struck by Chlos after c 19~ BC and 
that it ret1ected a decline in the economy. Bauslaugh, Posthumolls Chian Alexanders, p. 21, was the first to 
associate the coinage struck during most of the 3rd century BC (Bauslaugh. Period ~) with other sour~es anest.ing 
to prosperity. The same however may also apply for the final.series ~Bausl~ugh, ~enod 4), struck dunng a penod 
when Chios was not involved in war and which Bauslaugh faIls to diSCUSS m relation to the economy. 
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coinage may also have been dictated by a need to facilitate monetary transactions between 
Chian traders and foreigners abroad. 1181 
Early in the 3rd century BC the nlint at Chios struck its first drachm series bearing the 
local civic types (Series I), followed in the middle of the century by a second civic type 
drachm series (Series II). Both issues were on a much smaller scale compared with the 
production of the island's Alexander type issues of the same period. They seem to have been 
produced to cover local needs at Chios, even though their Attic standard would have made 
possible their circulation abroad. None however is known to have been found outside the 
island and this may be attributed to the fact that the Chians had access to their own issues of 
Alexander type coinage for international transactions. The volume of the civic type silver 
coinage during the 3rd century BC was relatively small at Chios and I would suggest that the 
coinage circulating locally would also have been supplemented to a large extent by 
Posthumous Alexander type coinage of the local mint. 1182 
Between the early 2nd and early I st century BC Chios struck drachms and some very 
rare silver fractions on a standard that was lighter than the Attic. This civic type coinage 
seems to have been issued for over a century, down to the city's destruction during the 1 st 
Mithridatic war in 86 BC. At a time when only a few cities produced civic silver coinage, the 
Chian mint was striking its silver issues regularly showing that it still had access to bullion 
and probably its economy was strong. The standard of the drachms was incompatible with that 
of the major silver coinages in circulation in the Hellenistic world during the same period 
which would probably explain their absence from foreign sites. It is certain that they were 
1181 Morkholm, 1991, p. 142, states that Chios may have struck ~ome rare issues. of t~e stater with . ~kxan~er' 
types to trade with the cities of the Black Sea. This is plausible since as we saw In thiS chapter, (p. 6JO) Chlans 
are known to have been trading in this region at the time. . . ' 
1182 As we saw in the chapter on the reduced Attic standard (p. 225),. e\l~e~ce on the Circulation of local 
Alexander type coinage at Chios is provided by the example of a ChJan CIVIC type drachm that was overstruck on 
a local drachm with Alexander types. 
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issued to cover local needs and were intended to circulate within the local monetary system in 
pla<.:e at Chios (Bauslaugh, Posthumous Chian Alexanders, p. 37, f. 58). 
The issues appear to have been struck in small quantities, probably in brief intervals, 
and the scale of the coinage was similar to that of the island's contemporary Alexander type 
tetradrachms. M. 1. Price (1991, p. 299) records that each issue of the Chian Alexander type 
tetradrachm struck in the period c 190-160 BC was small but that the overall quantity of 
coinage would have been relatively large; the same pattern of issue also seems to apply for the 
civic type drachms. The issue of limited quantities of coinage on a regular basis suggests that 
the economy was stable and could afford paying for its short term expenses. It is likely that 
part of these issues may have been struck to cover expenses emanating from the 
administration of territories in Asia Minor annexed by Chios in 189 BC. 1183 Only coins 
signed by l1EPKYAOI: seem to have been common, but this was a single issue struck over a very 
brief period. Furthermore, it is probably linked to conditions of the 1 st Mithridatic war and 
bearing therefore no real long term economic significance. 
There is some evidence that a few coins from this drachm series found their way 
abroad. A drachm of this type bearing a countermark featuring a bust of Athena -which is 
foreign to Chios- alludes to it circulating in a foreign region. It has not been possible to 
ascertain which authority applied the countermark, probably a city in Ionia or the kingdom of 
Pergamum. 1184 I know of no other silver coin of the Hellenistic period bearing such a 
countermark, but similar ones are known on bronzes of Erythrae dating to the 3rd century BC 
IIX.' Smyrna also produced a silver coinage during the same period that may be li~ked to, expenses from the 
administration of territories annexed in 189 Be. However Er:thrae, that also had Its temtor: exte,n~ed as a result 
ofth tr ty d'd not strike any silver coinage during the first half of the 2nd century Be; thiS IS commented e same ea , I h 'fA h' h 
b K' 1980 l'i-l I have been unable to trace any reports of coin finds from t e region 0 tamea w IC on y IOns, ,p, _ . 
seems to have come under Chian rule in 189 Be. , , . 
1184 The coin is signed b) the moneyer AnEAAAI: (illustrated PI. XVI, tig. 10) The bust of Athens IS Similar to 
that present on coins of Pergamum, 
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and therefore of an earlier date to that already proposed for the Chian drachm. 1185 The Delian 
inscriptions recording temple accounts and dating to the 2nd century BC, include references to 
Chian drachms of the period (see pp. 213-4); though these suggest that this Chian drachm 
coinage entered Delos, they are not considered as evidence of its circulation there locally since 
it is more likely that the coins were donated to the temples directly by Chians bringing them to 
the island. The only cases of clear circulation of Chian civic type drachms in foreign regions 
date to the early 1 st century BC and seem to be linked to events of the 1 st Mithridatic war at 
Chios. I have included a discussion of this monetary feature in the following section with the 
numismatic evidence on the Chian economy of the Roman period. 
In light of the cessation of the local Alexander type tetradrachms in the middle of the 
2nd century BC, Chians would have resorted to the importation of foreign tetradrachms for 
use in large transactions locally. Such coinage would have consisted of the voluminous 
Athenian New style tetradrachms during the 2nd and early 1 st century BC and circulating on a 
wide scale outside Athens. 1186 This tetradrachm was quickly established as the international 
currency of the Eastern Mediterranean (Crawford, 1985, p. 127; Kroll, Athens Agora XXVI, 
pp. 14-15; Howgego, 1995, p. 57) and the island of Delos, nominally under Athenian control 
from 167/166 BC, was the centre of its export (see previous references). The many Chians 
with trading and commercial interests at Delos would have received payments in this type of 
coinage, part of which would have then entered circulation at Chios." 87 On the other hand 
1185 See, SNG Copenhagen, Ionia, no. 1'29, for an example; for a discussion of the Athena bust countennark at 
Erythrae see Kinns, 1980, pp. 101-2. . ." .., 
1186 On this Athenian coinage see M. Thompson, The New Style St/n'r Carnage oj Athens, NumIsmatIc StudIes 
10, (New York, 1961). . ., 
1187 For the find of an Athenian tetradrachm of this type at ChIOS, and datmg In the late 2nd century BC: se~ ~p. 
210-3. The fact that the local drachms at Chios were not on the full Attic weight does. not seem to. have mhlblted 
the use and circulation of the Athenian tetradrachms -which were on the full Attic welght- on the Island: As we 
I d S t 'k'ng durl'ng the same period (2nd century BC) drachms on the reduced AttIC \\ I? I !!.ht a rea y saw myrna was s rt I . '. " .. ~ . 
b · d h the flull Attl'c standard (see outlme of comage, p. 20-,): for a dISCUSSIon of economIc ut ItS tetra rac ms were on 
activities undertaken by Chians at Delos, see pp. 637-8. 
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tetradrachms of the stephanephorus type are less likely to have circulated at Chios in large 
numbers, since these coins are absent from hoards and excavated sites at Greece and the 
Aegean islands (Kinns, 1987, p. 106-7), regions where Chians were mostly trading during the 
2nd century BC. In any event this tetradrachm coinage may have been highly overvalued 
k·· I· h .c: • 1188 rna lng It unpopu ar WIt lorelgn traders. Nevertheless a number of mints producing these 
tetradrachms were located close to Chios, and as we saw in the discussion above, the island 
still retained contacts with the cities on the Ionian coastline during the Hellenistic period, all 
be it on smaller scale than in earlier periods. We can therefore assume that some of these 
issues may have eventually found their way to Chios, even though none have a recorded Chian 
find spot. 
3. iii. Bronze Chian coinage found abroad as economic evidence: 
Chian bronze coinage struck during the first three decades of the Hellenistic period 
(Series 14-15) is rare and none of the coins are known to have been found outside Chios. This 
may be the reason why their circulation would have been restricted to the island. Considering 
that the earlier bronze coinage, struck during the final years of the Classical period, was 
probably recalled from circulation it seems that the Chians may have been facing a shortage of 
bronze coinage during the early Hellenistic period. We may assume that foreign coinage 
would have made up at the time a large proportion of the coinage circulating locally at Chios 
but there is no evidence on this subject in the absence of any coin finds from the island dating 
to this period. 
1188 Th h th ,,'phanephorus tetradrachms were issues of individual cities. they seem to have been linked with 
oug e .\ (. , . . . I'k I h h A I'd 
the financial policies of the Attalides of Pergamum who ruled over the issull1~ cltle~. I.t IS ley t at t e ~a I es 
h I d h CI'VI'C I'ssues and shared the profit with the local mint. ThiS IS sugt!,ested by the tact that may ave overva ue suc . ' ~ . 
the official Attalid coinage of the middle of the 2nd century Be the clstophonc tetradrachm, was certainly 
overvalued at the time: on this topic, see Kinns, 1987, pp. 106-7. 
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A few Chian bronze coins of the 3rd century BC (Series 16-18) have been found 
abroad, almost all consisting of issues of the chalkous denomination (see the relevant chapters 
in the outline of the coinage with finds of this coinage). It may be that this particular 
denomination fitted well with the denominational system used by the majority of Greek cities, 
where an obol was divided into eight chalkoi (see the discussion in the chapter on 
denominations, p. 509). Only two coins of the chalkous of Series 16 (16.11) have known 
provenances and both originate from sites outside Chios; the first one was part of a hoard 
deposited near the eastern coast of Attica and the second a stray find from the city of Rhodes. 
The coin found at Rhodes shows signs of long circulation and it is not clear if it entered in the 
local coin circulation at the time of its issue or later alongside coins of the succeeding Chian 
series belonging to the same denomination (see below). 
The circulation of the chalkous denomination of Series 17 (17.111) copies the same 
pattern as that of the same denomination from the preceding series. Coins of 17.111 have been 
found in the Athenian Agora (2), and Rhodes (2). The presence of one of these coins at the 
Archaeological Museum of Fethiye alludes to its likely circulation in the general region of the 
ancient city of Telmessus in Lycia. 1189 A chalkous from the next series, Series 18, was found 
on the island of Thera, in what is likely to have been a hoard of local bronze coinage. 
Further evidence on the circulation of Chian petty currency at Rhodes during this 
. k' f Ch' 1190 period may be deduced from a Rhodlan chalkous clearly overstruc on a com 0 lOS. 
Though the undertype belongs to a Chian issue dating to the late Classical period, the coin 
itself is of an identical module to issues of the chalkous from the early Hellenistic period and 
may have therefore been brought to Rhodes alongside such Chian coinage. 
1189 Coin finds in the museum at Fethiye originate from eastern Caria and western Lycia, see R. A. J. Ashton, 
'Pseudo-Rhodian Drachms from Central Greece', NC 155 (1995). pp. 1-70, p. 8, f. 6. . . 
1190 As the undert\pe belongs to an issue of the Classical period, it is excluded ,fro.m th~s study. I would like to 
aknowledge Mr Ashton for providing me with information and a photograph ot thIS com. 
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In contrast to the chalkous, other Chian denominations are very rarely found outside 
the island. A coin from the Athenian Agora constitutes the only recorded find outside Chios of 
the very common issue of the trichalkon denomination of Series 17. The issue is represented 
in many hoards and stray finds on sites of Chios; most coins originate from the city of Chios 
with sites of lesser importance yielding smaller numbers. Even though the overall quantity of 
coinage produced by the local mint increased dramatically with this issue, it seems to have 
had little effect on the Chian coinage that found its way into circulation abroad. Here we are 
probably dealing with a case of a common coinage that seems to have been deliberately 
excluded from international transactions, while at the same time its much rarer chalkous 
fraction continued to circulate abroad. As with the trichalkon only a single known dichalkon, a 
coin of Series 18, originates from a foreign site (Rhodes). 
Between the early 2nd and early 1 st centuries BC Chios struck a single bronze coinage 
consisting of Series 1 9 which circulated abroad in large numbers. 12 coins of this series dating 
down to c 90 BC were found at Delos and, significantly, all of these seem to have been stray 
finds, alluding to an extensive circulation of Chian bronze coinage in this city.1191 Two coins 
from this series, probably dating to the mid 2nd century BC, were found at Corinth and must 
have circulated there before the city's destruction in 146 BC. Finally the extremely rare 
chalkous issue of this series continued to circulate abroad as attested by the discovery of a 
. .' 1192 f h . d' b C h coin during an archaeologIcal excavatIOn m Thrace. None 0 t e coms atmg eiore t e 
early 2nd century BC were found in Athens, though sites of this city have yielded a number of 
coins from later groups (E, D, F, c 100-70 BC) of Series 19. 
1191 d hOI h a hl'gher number of recorded stray finds from this series than any other region. It may be note t at e os as 
even including Chios. , 'f 
119) 'k' dl 'd db· Dr N Hardwick The com belongs to the Archaeological Museum 0 
- Information m y provi e), " ~ 
Komotini and no further details have yet become available, 
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This compilation of find spots of Chian bronze cOInage abroad agrees well with 
localities which saw heavy Chian trade during the Hellenistic period as documented in other 
sources. All the Chian bronzes found at Rhodes, and its overseas possessions of Telmessus 
d Th 1193 • an era, date exclusIvely to the 3rd century and early 2nd century BC. As we saw this 
also coincides with the period when Chian presence at Rhodes was at its highest peak. The 
Chian coinage recovered at Delos is strong evidence of the extensive Chi an contacts with this 
island from c 166 BC onwards since all of these coins date after the early 2nd century BC and 
down to the early 1 st century BC. 
Athens is the only site where Chian COIn finds do not seem to agree with other 
evidence pertaining to economic ties with Chios. The total absence of any Chian coins from 
the Athenian Agora dating throughout the 2nd century BC seems odd in light of the relatively 
large quantity of contemporary Chian pottery recovered there (see p. 633), and especially the 
large number of Chian coins found at Delos, which, as we saw, was ruled at the time by 
Athens. This probably suggests that the Chians may not have been trading at the time directly 
with Athens but sold their wine at Delos, which was then transported to Athens by that city's 
traders. 1 194 
The wide circulation of this coinage in southern Greece during the later Hellenistic 
period suggests that Chian trade would have mostly concentrated on this region. 
119., M f 1 (~ I d 0 lands IOncludlOng Thera were effectivelv under Rhodian rule during the period c 200-lOSt 0 t le ~ yc a es IS, ' o· 0 ., 0 
167 Be R 1994 P "0 Rhodes controlled part ofeana dunng the -,rd century Be and most of thIs ,see eger, ,0 - 0 8" 89 
region came under Rhodian occupation between c 187-166 Be. see Be~ho1d, ppo -'~ 0 0 0 
1194 0 b bl b Athens had a ')0 import tax on all foreIgn merchandIse (pentecoslI) durIng the ThiS was pro a y ecause - 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 d ThO k to lace even after the Athenians abolIshed a similar tax at Delos In 166 BC, HellenistiC peno 0 IS was ep In p 
see Gabrielsen. 1997. ppo 68-69 
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3. iv. Foreign coinage at Chios: Two sites on Chios, Kato Phana and Emporio, offer 
evidence on the foreign coinage that was brought to Chios during the 3rd century BC and 
afterwards. These sites are located close together in southern Chios and have been extensively 
excavated; among the artifacts recovered are coins, most of which were published. 
Surprisingly these sites are known to have yielded for the period between the 3rd century BC 
and 3rd century AD exclusively foreign coinage; not a single coin find is recorded that can be 
securely identified as Chian, struck after the end of the Classical period. 
The excavation of the temple of Apollo Phanaeus at Kato Phana yielded two non 
Chian coins of Hellenistic date. They consist of a coin of Cos and another one of 
Pergamum. 1195 The temple itself seems to have been used only occasionally after the Classical 
period since few artifacts were found in this site after this period 1196 A small anchorage, 
recorded by Strabo (XIV, 1,35), located near the temple, was probably used as a minor export 
centre for the wine produced in the vicinity.1197 This business would have brought foreign 
traders to the region who would have also visited the temple, and the two foreign coins may 
f 'C:' b h .. 1198 represent 0 lenngs y t ese VISItors. 
The region of Emporio possesses a good natural harbour and played a similar role to 
that of Kato Phana as one of the entrances into Chios. However Emporio was of far greater 
1195 The coin of Pergamum is dated to the 3rd century BC and was published by Lamb, 1934-5, p. 153. One of 
the trays with coins from Chios in the Athens Numismat~c Mus~um includes ~ c.orrod~d bronze coin of Cos with 
head of Heraklesl crab, a type used commonly by this mmt durmg the Hellemstlc penod. Records of the museum 
show that this particular coin was found in the 1914 excavation o~ the te~pl~ at Phana by Kour?uniotis th.ough it 
was not published in his report. A Chian bronze coin of the ClaSSical penod 10 the sam~ collection h~s a ticket 
which records its provenance as Chios-Phana; this coin also seems to have ,be.en fo~nd 10 the excavation of the 
temple but is not included in the present study since it pre-~ates the Hell~mstl~ peno~. 
1196 Not a single published artifact found at Kato Phana (With the exceptIOn ot the co loS) ~ates between c. 300 
BC-300 AD, see Lamb, 1934-5. However Kourouniotis, 1915, pp. 64-93, alludes to the discovery ofa few of 
Hellenistic pottery. 
1197 For wine produced at Phana see the reference by Virgil quoted in p. 661. . 
1198 It may be noted that this anchorage is lik~ly t? have been used by Varro, th~ Roman magl~tr~te who stole the 
t t d . th t 1ple at Phana since hiS ship would seem to have left Chlos undetected, thiS would not s a ues a om 109 e en, ..' . 
have happened had his ship been docked at the city harbour of Chlos: on thiS event see the historical background, 
p.39. 
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economic significance for Chios during the Hellenistic and Roman periods than Kato Phana, 
since it has yielded plenty of evidence pertaining to its use at the time. 1199 This region is the 
only part of the island where mastic is grown, which could mean that the harbour may have 
been the trading and export centre for this product (J. Cook & J. Boardman, 1954, pp. 162-4). 
Coins at Emporio were found in the excavation of the harbour area and date between the 4th 
century BC and the 3rd century AD, with the majority in the period 3rd century BC-lst 
century AD.1200 No Chian coin dating after the 4th century BC was found anywhere on this 
site, suggesting that it may have become a designated point for the exchange of foreign coins 
from the early Hellenistic period. 1201 Interestingly all foreign coinage were recovered during 
the excavation of an early Byzantine church that was built on the foundations of another 
building. 1202 It would seem that the earlier building may have been linked to economic 
activities during the Hellenistic/Roman periods which would explain the presence in situ of 
coinage from different regions and periods. 
The fact that Emporio has yielded the largest number of coins as stray finds from 
anywhere in Chios is not surprising since this site was a large scale excavation. 1203 However, 
the coins found locally. and also those at Kato Phana, are not typical of the coins circulating at 
Chios in general after the Classical period, because of the exceptional nature of the sites. 
1199 Emporio had a large settlement only during the A:rchaic. and t~e later Roman periods. Between .these periods 
it would seem that only the buildings of the harbour -mcludmg an Important sanctuary founded durmg the 
Archaic period- were in use or inhabited. At least one I~ge b~ilding has been excavated tha! seems to ~av~ been 
built during the early Imperial Roman period and a fortIfied hIll next.to the harbour.shows ~Igns ofhabltatl?n 
down at least to the early Roman period. For a good account of the dIfferent stages m the hIstory of Empono, see 
the 'Introduction' by S. Hood, in By~antine Emporia. . . 
1200 Many early Byzantine coins of the 5th-7th centuries AD were also found at Empono but are not part ofthls 
study. . I ... h 
1201 D V P h h orked as archaeologist at Chios, has agreed m persona commUnicatIon WIt me, on 
r . enna, w 0 as w . ~ Ch' . b 
h h h ~. . would probably have been exchanged localh at EmpoTlo lor Jan comage \ t e t eory t at lorelgn comage . . 
traders doing business in this part of Chios. . ' ..,.., 
1202 'Analysis of Coins from the Church Complex' by S. H?od, By~alllll1e Emp(~no, pp. J3-_)4. .. 
1 '0, d L" t the only I'mportant ancIent settlement at ChlOs to have been full) explored 
-. Even to ay cl1lpono represen s . 
. I Th' . '11 t t db' the ~act that the British School at Athens that excavated at Empono archaeologIcal y. IS IS I us ra e ) Ii 
published its findings in three supplementary volumes of ABSA (see above). 
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Therefore the presence of foreign base metal coinage at both sites does not constitute evidence 
of a lack of local base metal coinage at Chios during the Hellenistic/Roman periods. 
The currency found at Kato Phana and Emporio would have been brought to Chios by 
foreigners or local traders returning home from trips overseas. This coinage is therefore 
evidence of economic contacts between Chios and foreign cities in the same way as Chian 
base metal coinage found abroad. The issues represented in these finds include mints in the 
Greek mainland, Mysia, Ionia, Caria and Egypt. 1204 All these regions, as we saw, are attested 
in other sources as having economic ties with Chios during the Hellenistic period. A hoard of 
Ptolemaic issues dating to the end of the 3rd century BC found at Chios, outside the city, 
should not be seen as evidence of the circulation of this coinage locally (see p. 31). The hoard 
is likely to be linked with the presence of Ptolemaic troops at Chios during the 2nd 
. 1205 Macedontan War. 
12o.t The coins are published by J. Boardman, 1967, p. 229. Few Chia~ bronze coins of the Classical period were 
recovered (nos. 432-6). Hardwick Series] ] -12; a coin of Erythrae datmg to the 3rd centu?' (no: 437). type of 
BMC 131 f; a coin of Ephesus dating to the early 3rd century BC (no. 438), ~pe B~C. ~3, a com ~fSparta 
dating between 146-132 BC (no. 439), type BMC, 24-25; a coin of Myndos I.n ~ana datmg to the :-nd century 
BC ( 440) t BMC 42-44' two further unidentified coins of the Hellemstlc/early Roman penod (nos. 441-
no. , ype . , . BC (h d .. f h' !) Th '11 t t' fthese coins shows a Ptolemaic bronze of the 3rd-2nd centunes ,t e escnptlon 0 t IS 
-. e I us ra IOns 0 h' h . h h' . 
. I .. . the reverse type depicts two eagles and not one, w IC IS W Y t IS com was not partlcu ar com IS wrong smce .. .. , 
. . . h fi I ) d s'lbly a 1st centul)' AD com of SardiS. Other COinS from the Hellemstlc late Identified 10 t e Irst p ace an pos . . . 
. dE' bll'shed in RI--online EmpOria p. 139-140. These mclude, CI, a COin of Republic foun at mpono were pu r ' "  
.. . d' . h . d 1 st centurv BC/ AD type BMC. 82. 19; C2, a com of Elaea 10 Troas datmg Phasells 10 Lycla atmg 10 t e peno OJ '.. •• • f h' 
C ' BMC 127 20-7' the last find IS discussed 10 detail below alongSide other finds 0 t IS to the I st century B . t) pe . , , 
coinage made at Chios. .. . . . h' '. h' I' d 
1205 . d their own coinage \\ hlle In expeditIOns outSide t elr empire. t IS app Ie even 
PtolemaiC tro~ps ~se ~o ca~ t rrent see Lagos, 1996. pp. 274-5. for coinage brought to Attica by for areas where th IS comagt: \\ as no cu, ') 
Ptolemaic troops during the Chremonidean War of267-26_ Be. 
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4. Outline of the Chian economy during the Roman period (c 84 BC- late 3rd century 
AD): 
As I discuss in the historical background (p. 38), the city of Chios was seized by forces 
of Mithridates in 86 BC and most of its inhabitants were forced into banishment abroad. The 
signing of the Dardanus treaty put an end to the war (85 BC), and allowed the Chians to return 
back home, only to find the city destroyed and their personal belongings looted. An idea of the 
scale of this destruction is deduced from the fact that the city walls were under reconstruction 
shortly after the end of the war. 1206 The city had been taken by surprise, without a siege, 
suggesting that the forces of Mithridates may have pulled down the city walls while the city 
was already under their occupation. 1207 The same may also have happened to a large public 
building in the city that lay in ruins until the late 1 st century Be and which according to 
Josephus (Jewish Antiquities, XVI, 18-19) was destroyed during the 1 st Mithridatic war. 
These references suggest a deliberate destruction of the city on an extensive scale by the 
Pontic occupation force. 
It would seem that much of the Chian merchant and war fleets were destroyed or 
seized by Mithridates, since the literary sources reveal that the population was transported 
back to Chios on ships of Ponto-Herakleia. 1208 It was also believed that from this period until 
1206 On a proposed date for the rebuilding of the city walls shortly after c 84 BC, see the discussion in the outline 
of the coinage, the chapter on drachms of the 'reduced denarius' standard, (p. 316). Pliny (NH, XXXVI, 46) 
records that Cicero happened to be visiting Chios at the time the walls were being rebuilt. While the Chians were 
proudly showing off to him sections of these new walls, built with expensive marble slabs, Cicero is said to have 
commented that he would have admired their work even more 'if they had built the walls with bricks made from 
the mud of the Tiber.' 
1207 The city walls of Chios were rebuilt at the time of the 1 st Macedonian War, only a century prior to the 1st 
Mithridatic war (see p. 30). 
1208 As I discuss in the historical background, p. 36, when Zenobius attacked Chios, its war navy was part of 
Mithridates's navy participating in the siege of Rhodes. There can be li~le doubt that all t~ese ships. would have 
been seized by Mithridates at the time he turned against Chi~s. The ~~Ian merchant fleet IS hardly hkely to have 
fared any better. Part of it would have been at Rhodes carrymg provIsions for the war navy and. would almost 
certainly suffered the same fate as the war fleet. The rest of the ships would have been docked m the harbour of 
Chios, since the war in the East would have seriously interrupted trade, and these would have been confiscated 
by Zenobius. 
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the late Roman period, Chios ceased exporting wine since not a single amphora post-dating c 
86 BC was previously recorded as found in a dated archaeological context (Grace, 1970, p. 
359). These known facts have made scholars consider that the Chian economy may not have 
recovered from the blows of the war with Mithridates. 1209 
Though Chios is unlikely to have attained the same level of prosperity as before 86 
BC, it seems unlikely that the island's economy continued to be in tatters long after the return 
of its population. Chios was one of the few places in the region to be exempt from the 
crippling levy of 20.000 talents that Sulla imposed in Asia Minor following the end of the 1 st 
Mithridatic War and which bankrupted many other cities in the region. 12lO The fact also that 
this city was free and outside a Roman province would have been particularly advantageous 
for its economic development since any acquired wealth would not have been taxed by 
Rome. 1211 
This study has established that Chi an amphorae are found in foreign sites in contexts 
dating after c 75 BC (Athens) and down at least to the late 1st century BC, or even the early 
1st century AD (southern coast of France), showing that the island would have continued to 
export wine during this period. Furthermore, in the chapter on typology (pp. 594-5), we saw 
that the type of amphora appearing on the coinage continues to develop into distinctive forms 
suggesting that it may have been copied from an actual jar produced locally. The typology of 
1209 Maurogordato, 1916, p. 304; Sarikakis, 1975, p. 371; Idem, 1?86, p. 122; A. Loutrari, '.H !o't0pt'a 'tou . 
XUO''tl1(Ou At/lavwu" (A History of the Chian harbour) article publIshed for the Conference m European Hentage 
Days, September 1997, held at the Homereion Culture Centr~,. Ch.ios, pp. I-~O, p. 8. . . 
1210 The levy was imposed by Sulla in 84 BC on all c~mmunttles ~n the Provmce.of ASia that had aided 
Mithridates in his war and represented five years oftnbute not paid to Rome dunng the war (88-84 BC), plus 
Roman costs of the war; the sum of money demanded was huge, see Plutarch, Life of Lucullus, 20; Crawford, 
1992, p. 173-4; Howgego, 1992, p. 5. ., 
1211 In the historial background, p. 39, I discuss all known references to Chlos as a free ~Ity un~er the late . 
Re ublic and early Imperial period. The reference in Josephus, XVI. 26, does not constitute eVIdence that ~hlos 
p. t R me Sarl'kakis 1975 P 371 (followed by others), partly blames a supposed economic 
was paymg taxes 0 o. "'. .... . 
d I· fCI . R taxatl'on' this however IS not borne out from the eVIdence shO\\lng that Chlos retamed ec me OliOS on oman , . . . 
its freedom and tax immunity down to the late I st century AD (see the followmg diSCUSSIOn). 
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the coinage constitutes the best evidence we have of Chios still producing amphorae for 
exporting wine throughout the Roman Imperial period. 
We may only expect that in the first years after their return to the island, the Chians 
would have concentrated all their efforts on rebuilding their city's infrastructure and trade 
would have been treated as a secondary priority. It is not clear when a possible recurrence of 
Chian trade on a large scale could have taken place. The earliest coinage after c 84 BC shows 
an amphora type which I have proposed in this study (the chapter on typology, pp. 595-6) as 
identifying with a real jar and suggests that this amphora form might have been produced at 
the same time as the issue bearing its type. I have already referred to above to the fact that 
specimens of this particular amphora were found outside Chios suggesting that the island may 
have started trading abroad not long after c 80 BC. 
The general situation in the Aegean during the 70's-60's BC was not at all favourable 
for maritime trade in light of the renewed war between Mithridates and Rome (3rd Mithridatic 
war 74-63 BC) and the large scale attacks of pirates in the Aegean region within the context of 
this war. A major economic centre such as Delos was overrun and destroyed by pirates during 
this period (69 BC) and other communities suffered terribly from raids by pirates. It is 
therefore likely that if Chians resumed trading their wine after c 80 BC this would have been 
on a limited scale. Only after Pompey cleared the Eastern Mediterranean of piracy in the 
Aegean (67 BC) and brought an end to the war with Mithridates (63 BC) could trade resume 
in the region (see also the discussion in the historical background, pp. 40-41). However this 
would not have lasted long since successive Roman civil wars between 49 and 30 BC -mostly 
fought in the eastern part of the Empire- would have repeatedly disrupted all commercial 
activities. 
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It is only with the end of these wars and the establishment of Octavian as the sole ruler 
of the Roman Empire that Chios seems to have resumed trading its wine abroad in quantity. 
Once again we find references to Chian wine in literary sources of the period. and both Virgil 
and Strabo record specific regions of the island producing the better quality ofwine. 1212 These 
literary sources suggest that Chios may have been exporting its wine during the Augustan 
period and confirmation also comes from an archaeological discovery. The exploration of an 
ancient shipwreck off the coast of Southern France, dating during the early Imperial period, 
yielded a large number of amphorae; the great majority of these were of a type produced at 
Chios and shows that the cargo of this ship would have originally come from the island. 1213 
This is an example of the export of Chian wine to the western part of the Roman Empire 
during the early Imperial period. 1214 
Inscriptions from Chios dating early in the Augustan reIgn make references to 
labourers and officials in charge of the city harbour. 12lS They also mention that the labourers 
purchased wreaths made out of gold as gifts for honouring the officials of the harbour. This 
type of expenditure was costly, and so would have been the commissioning of the inscription 
which was also paid for by the labourers. We seem here to have evidence indicating that this 
particular class of workers at Chios was accumulating wealth, probably as a result of the large 
scale commercial activity attracted to the harbour. 1216 The island's key position on the Aegean 
1212 Virgil, Georgics, 11,98, with reference to the wine made at Phanae as the best of Chi os. Strabo, XIV, 1,35, 
with reference to Ariusa a 'rugged and harbouless country' at Chios as the region producing the best wine in 
Greece; Whitbread, 1995, p. 144, identifies this region with the western side of the island. ., 
1213 According to P. Fiori and J .-P. Joncheray, 1975, p. 61. the largest number of amp~orae found I~ thIS wre~k 
were of the 'Chian type'; however the authors record the provenance of the cargoe a~ Eastern Medltterenean , 
without suggesting a specific area. Other amphorae types -Dressel 1, 2--1. 6, 9, Rhodtan e~c- were represented b~ 
one or two specimens each, and this adds weight to the idea that the provenance of the ship would have been 
Chios. 
1214 The date for this wreck in the period, late I st century BC-early 1 st century AD, was proposed by the 
archaeologists. 
1215 L. Robert, 'Bulletin Epigraphique', REG 42,1929, pp. 32-38; IG XII, 6, no. 382.. . 
1216 Based on this evidence, Magie, 1950, p. 257, states that Chios would have been prospermg from the mIddle 
of the I st century Be. 
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sailing routes and the facilities of its harbour would have been much appreciated during the 
Roman period since Chios is recorded at the time as a major stopover for ships travelling 
between the Levant, the Black Sea, Greece and Asia. 1217 The harbour is recorded during the 
late 1st century BC by Strabo (XIV, 1, 35), as holding up to eighty ships docked at the same 
time. These aspects of the Chian harbour would have facilitated contacts between Chios and 
the outside world helping the Chians to continue trading. 1218 
However Strabo (XIV, 1, 35) claimed that Chios once possessed a large fleet, implying 
that it no longer did so in his time. This was taken by Sarikakis (1975, p. 371) as evidence that 
the island did not rebuilt its merchant fleet after the end of the 1 st Mithridatic War. However 
the context of this passage shows that Strabo was referring to a war fleet, as opposed to a 
merchant one. 1219 Naturally the former would have been of little use to Chios, or any other 
Greek city for that matter, following the establishment of Pax Romana in the Mediterranean 
under the rule of Augustus. 
During the early Roman Imperial period another source of evidence on the local 
economy consists of the benefactions made to the city of Chios by foreign (non Greek) rulers, 
. . f h R E' 1220 D . b h .c: • all of whom were chent kIngs 0 t e oman mpIre. onatlOns y t ese 10reIgners to 
Greek cities seem to have served two different purposes on the part of the benefactors; firstly, 
they were open displays of their philhellenism (Robert, 1938, p. 126) and secondly, a pretext 
for cultivating economic ties between their own state and cities receiving benefactions (see 
1217 This I deduce by the list of dignitaries visiting Chios during this period; see the discussion in. the historical 
background, pp. 42-43. Volutius, a friend of Hor~ce, was tra~~lling to ~esb?s when he recorded m a letter to 
Horace that the ship made a necessary stop at ChlOS for provIsions (Sankakls, (975). . . . 
1218 Strabo had first hand knowledge of the harbour at Chios since he records that he vIsited the Island. 
1219 Strabo in the same reference links this navy with struggles for thefreedam a/Greece. 
1220 As I discuss in the historical background, pp. 43-44, Chios also seems to have received benefa~tions from 
Roman magistrates; these however were no more than gifts made by. individuals \vho had personal mterests on 
the island and are not of the same importance as those made by foreIgn rulers. 
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below). As I discuss in detail below cities receiving such gifts seem to fit one of the two 
requisites; they were either great cultural centres or of economic significance. 
Chios is known to have received benefactions from three foreign kings, Herod I of 
Judaea (37 BC-4 BC), Rhoemetalkes I, king of Thrace (11 BC-2 AD), and Antiochus IV of 
Commagene (41 AO-72 AD). As we saw in the discussion of the historical background, p. 42-
43, only Herod is attested in literary sources to have been a benefactor of the Chians, while the 
other two became known from inscriptions or commemorative coin issues. 1221 
Herod's donations may have aimed encouraging closer economic ties between his 
kingdom in Judea and Chios.1222 This also seems to be reflected in the other cities that are 
recorded as having received benefactions from this ruler. I223 The fact that Chios is also 
known to have had a sizable Jewish community during the early Roman period may also have 
influenced Herod's policy.1224 Rhoemetalkes's benefaction may have aimed at attracting 
Chian interest in the import of grain from his kingdom in Thrace. 1225 This is further implied 
by the fact that AnOAAQNIOL, recorded in the same inscription as having been elected 
eponymous magistrate alongside Roemetalkes, offered 10.000 drachms as a gift to the Chians 
for purchasing grain. It is likely that this individual may have been an agent of Rhoematalkes 
and the purchase of grain would have taken place in his kingdom in Thrace. 
As I discuss elsewhere in the study, Antiochus of Commagene seems to have 
cultivated a personal relationship with the island stretching over a period of three decades. 
1221 For the inscription recording Rhoemetalkes's donation, IGR IV 941, Vanseveren, 'Inscriptions de Chios', pp. 
335-6. 122~ Amphorae of the island have been found in Palestine showing that Chian wine was i~ported to the ~egio~, 
see Sherwin, Cos, p. 238, the chart with amphorae handle finds, and Ariel, 1990, p. 74, wIth finds of ChI an wme 
jars in Jerusalem. . . 
122.1 Ephesus, Athens, Sparta, Pergamum, Nikopolis, Rhodes, Cos, ByzantIUm, Smope and others, see A. H. M. 
Jones, The Herods olJudaea, (Oxford, 1938). pp. 97-101 and L. Robert, 1938, pp. 136-137. 
122 .. On the Jewish community at Chios see A. Argenti, The Jews of Chi os, (Oxford, 1935). 
1225 See Casson, 1984, p. 77, for a similar case where Massinissa, king of Numidia, gave to the city of Delos a 
gift of grain in 179 Be. Casson suggested that this might have been an attempt by Massinissa to win orders to 
supply Delos with grain, something which seems to have been unsuccessful. 
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The long period of association between Antiochus and Chios seems to have marked it out as a 
permanent feature in the foreign affairs of both. However there is no indication of the reasons 
dictating this policy, and why Chios in particular would have attracted this generosity from 
Antiochus, especially in light of the absence of any known benefactions by this ruler to other 
Greek communities outside his kingdom. 1226 
In general I believe that such benefactions to the Greek cities should not be considered 
as charity to poor communities, but as an 'investment' for developing economic ties between 
these cities and the benefactor's state. Chios would have benefited in the short term from 
these displays of generosity but we also need to consider that these may have given a further 
impetus to its foreign trade. This evidence suggests that Chios may have retained during the 
early Imperial period its reputation as one of the economic centres of the Greek world. On the 
whole the literary and epigraphic evidence seems to suggest that Chios may have continued 
trading even if this was on a smaller scale than before. 
There is little information of any kind on the Chian economy from the Flavian period 
onwards. During the reign of Vespa sian, Pliny the Elder (NH, XII, 72; XIV, 73) noted the fine 
quality of the island's wine and also its export of marble and mastic. The latter is likely to 
have been produced by Chios centuries earlier but Pliny was the first to record the fact that the 
island exported this product. It would seem that mastic was becoming increasingly known and 
popular during the Imperial period. By the late 3rd century AD its production and export 
seems to have been large enough to be included in Diocletian's Price Edict. 1227 
1226 See L. Robert, 1938, pp. 137-138, where he only includes evidence of the benefa~tio~s of Antio~h~~ to 
Chios, while other foreign rulers gave donations to many other cities. We can sa.fely dIsmISS t~e ~osslb~lIty t~at 
Chios might have represented an overseas possession of Antiochus, offered to hIm by Rome, m lIght of the tree 
status the city retained throughout the period of his reign. 1~27 R. Meiggs, Trees and Lumber in the Ancient Mediterrenean World, (Oxford, 1982), p. 471. 
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An import of wine from Cruos to Egypt is recorded in a papyrus dating 197-8 AD.1228 
This is the first literary reference to Chian wine in Egypt or any other region after almost two 
centuries of silence. Furthermore it records that the wine was contained in Chian lagynoi, 1229 
evidence that the local ceramic industry would have continued producing jars for storing and 
exporting wine during this late period. The amphora type on the coinage continued to develop 
showing that amphorae of a distinctive shape continued to be made at Chios. A rare 
archaeological discovery confirms that the island was producing ceramics during the 3rd 
century AD. Two kilns were excavated, one of which seems to have been used for firing 
amphorae. 1230 
From the early 4th century AD we once agam start finding strong evidence of a 
flourishing economy at Chios,1231 but by this time the island's coinage had already ceased to 
be struck and this period falls outside the scope of the present study. 
1228 Papyrologica Florentina, Vol. 1, Dai Papiri della Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Rosario Pintaudi, 
Florence, 1976, no. 12, pp. 37-8. 
(JJ9 • 
-- Ime 4, ... XtOU Aayuvot.... . 1 '}4 144 
1230 A N Tsaravopoulos, H apxal'a 1tO'All 'tllS; Xl'OU (The ancient city ofChIOs), HOROS 4 (198~)' pp. - -, . 
Appe~di~ II, pp. 139-141. The excavator also reported fragments of amphorae of the Roman penod not far from 
the furnaces. . h' d· th 14th 
1231 For example, the discovery of an impressive public building in ~he CIty ?fC ~os, atm~ to e ~ar:. . 
century AD with fine mosaic panels; A. N. Tsaravopoulos, . A mosaIc floor m ChIOs , ~p. -,05.-15 m ( hlOs. a 
.£ 1986 Loutrari Chian Sphiftt p 9 discusses the recurrence of trade at Chlos durmg the earl> con,erence. .' ' . , 
Byzantine period. 
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5. The coinage as evidence on the economy during the Roman period (c 84 Be-late 3rd 
century AD): 
The 1 st Mithridatic War seems to have caused Chian civic type drachms to travel 
abroad for the first time since the end of the Classical period. 14 of these coins, most from the 
final issue on the reduced Attic standard (Group F), were found in a hoard in the region of 
<;esme in Ionia, and a single coin from the same group originates from northwestern Asia 
Minor in the region of what is today the province of Bolu, Turkey. The Chian coins of the 
<;esme hoard were almost certainly seized from Chios following the siege of 87 BC, while the 
coin found in Bolu may also have travelled into Asia Minor following this event. 1232 The 
presence of these Chian drachms in Asia Minor is not evidence of economic contacts between 
Chios and this region but the result of the large scale coining by the island in 87 BC and its 
plunder by troops of Mithridates immediately afterwards. 
Roman silver currency appears to have been temporarily In use at Chios in the 
aftermath of the 1 st Mithridatic War. Two such finds have been published from the island in 
contexts dating before the late 1 st century BC; they include a denarius from the Gridia hoard, 
and a silver quinarius recovered in a grave at the Kofina Ridge, close to the city of Chios.1
233 
Both issues are dated to the early 1 st century BC and the coins show little sign of circulation. 
It is clear that this coinage arrived at Chios shortly after it was struck, and was not circulating 
there during the early Imperial period when the Chians followed the rest of the Greek East and 
began using Roman silver coinage on a permanent basis (see p. 669). 
1232 The region of Bolu is not far from Pontus suggesting that the coin may have been brought. there. by a so~d~er 
of M ithridates returning home. However the city of Ponto-Herakleia is within easy reach of this region and It IS 
also possible that the coin was brought there by an exiled Chian. . . . . _ 12.~3 For the denarius see the discussion of the 'Gridia' hoard, Papageorgiadou, 'Gndla Hoard', p. 188, Identlhed 
as RRC 1,77,340: the quinarius was published by Anderson, 1954. p. 160, identified as BMC II. p. 304, no. 662 
(c 100-90 BC) 
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The date of these issues and their contemporarity suggests that they may have been 
brought to Chios by Roman soldiers in the closing stages of the 1 st Mithridatic war. As we 
saw in the historical background (p. 39), in 85 BC an army under L. Licinius Lucullus drove 
out the Pontic soldiers from Chios, offering us a likely context for the arrival of Roman silver 
coinage at Chios. This may have then been used temporarily to fill in a gap in silver coinage 
locally; the Chians returning back to their island would hardly have had any money at their 
disposal since this would have all been seized by Zenobius following their surrender in 87 BC. 
On the whole, the use of silver Roman issues at Chios only seems to have been a brief 
episode, directly linked to events of the Mithridatic war and its immediate aftermath. 
However, even after the city of Chios was re-established it is still likely that silver Roman 
coinage might have continued playing an important role in local transactions for a brief 
period, until the state could start striking fresh issues of dracbms (probably during the 70s 
BC). 
Chios did not permanently adopt the Roman silver comage at the time and the 
economic significance of this circulation was limited to the few years that this appears to have 
been used locally. Some time after c 80 BC Chios struck coinage on the 'reduced denarius' 
standard -one of the handful of Greek cities to resume striking silver coinage after the early 
1 st century BC- showing evidence of a recovery in the local economy. This study has revealed 
that drachms dating to the period c 80 (or 70 BC)-50 BC were struck in large quantities and 
may have financed the city's reconstruction (see p. 316). The fact that the island had access to 
stocks of bullion and could afford to strike its own silver coinage, at a time when most other 
Greek cities had given up coining in precious metal -or were about to do so-, indicates that the 
city was probably better off financially than most others in the region.
1234 
The case of Chios 
12.1-1 I discussed in the historical background (p. 39), the fact that the issue of silver civic coinage by Greek cities 
after the end of the M ithridatic wars may have been a sign of favour by the Romans. This however does not 
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may signal that similar contemporary civic coinages in Asia Minor (e.g. Tabae, Stratonikeia, 
Aphrodisias and others) could have also been struck to pay for expenses relating to the 
rebuilding of their cities after the end of the Mithridatic wars. Some of these cities. issuing 
silver coinage after the early 1 st century BC, are known to have suffered siege and destruction 
by forces of Mithridates. 1235 
N one of the Chian drachms on the 'reduced denarius' standard are known to have been 
found abroad, but the presence of an anchor countermark (not a Chian symbol) on one of the 
drachms suggests that it may have found its way into a foreign region, probably Thrace or 
Commagene. 
A bronze foreign coinage of the 1 st century BC that seems to have circulated widely at 
Chios is that of the city of Elaea in Aeolis. Three coins of this mint, bearing identical types 
and dating to the same general period,1236 were found during excavations in different regions 
of Chios; one at Emporio,1237 and two further coins, one each in two different graves at the 
Kofina Ridge. 1238 The discovery of the coin at Emporio suggests that this coinage may have 
been brought to Chios by traders. 1239 However the coins found in the outskirts of the city 
shows that these were accepted in circulation beyond Emporio and into Chios city proper. 
More importantly the use of the coins as charon's obol1240 in two different, but contemporary 
contradict the claim that the economy of the issuing city would have been strong at the time, since the striking of 
precious metal coinage is more of economic, than political, nature. 
1235 For example Stratonikeia and Rhodes; see Magie, 1950, pp. 234-5. From a later period, Ashton &Weiss, 
1997, pp. 35-6, suggest that the issue of Attic weight drachms by Rhodes during the 1 st century BC may be 
linked with the city's reconstruction following its destruction during the Civil war of 44-42 Be. 
1236 The coins are identified as BMC, Aeolis, Elaia, nos 20-27; RPC I, p. 408; Kroll, Athens Agora XXI'!, p. 408. 
12.'7 Excavations in Chios !952-5, Byzantine Emporio, by M. Ballance, J. Boardman, S. Corbett, S. Hood, 
ABSA, 1989, Suppl. vol. 20,4, 'Coins, Roman', p. 139. 
1238 Anderson, 1954, pp. 161-2 (Grave 10& 11). 
1239 Two individuals from Elaea are included in the catalogues which are thought to be of foreign proxenoi at 
Chios (see above), but these belong to an earlier period (first half of the 3rd century BC) than that considered 
here. . h 
1240 The coins bear the bust of Persephone, a deity of the underworld, which probably explams why t cy \\cre 
placed in the graves. 
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graves, shows that a large quantity of this cOInage may have been briefly circulating at 
Chios.1 241 
Chios continued striking its own silver coinage -by this period on the cistophoric 
standard- down to the late Augustan period, and probably into the reign of Tiberius. An 
inscription from the first year of the reign of Caligula (L. Robert, 1933, pp. 497-8) documents 
the earliest known reference to the use of the denarius at Chios. This is an official state decree 
recording honours bestowed on Caligula, presumably upon his elevation to emperor. One such 
honour is the foundation of a festival celebrating his birthday; the expenses of this festival 
would have been covered by an unknown sum of money, collected by public subscription, 
giving an annual income of 9.600 denarii (line 19).1242 Another inscription dating to the same 
period or slightly later records a gift of 10000 denarii by Antiochus IV of Commagene to 
Chios (see p. 391). This coinage would presumably have been spent at Chios on public works 
or distributed to locals, showing that the denarius had already formed by this period the 
official silver coinage of the island. 1243 
Bronze coinage of Chios of the 1 st century BC is commonly found abroad, with most 
finds from different issues recovered in the same sites. Coins from the two last groups of 
Series 19 (Groups E and F) have been found in the Athenian Agora (4), Corinth (4), Delos (4), 
Ithaka (1), Elis (1), Messene in the Peloponnesse (1), Euboia (1), and the region of Telmessus 
in Lycia (1). Finds of coins of Series 20 are recorded from the Athenian Agora (3), Peiraeus 
(1), Delos (1), Corinth (1), Kerkyra (2), Tenos (1), and Pergamum (1). A single coin of Series 
1241 There is a slight possibility that the coins of Elaea may have been carried to Chios by Pontic troops during 
the occupation of 87-85 Be. During his first war against Rome, Mithri?ates frequently operated fr.om Pergamum 
and Elaea possessed the closest harbour to this city. Unfortunately. th~ Issues of EI~ea fou~d at Chlos ar~ not 
dated with precision and the link with the presence of troops of Mlthndates on the Island .. s ra~h~r te~ta~lve. 
1242 Haywood, et aI., 1938, p. 948, have wrongly recorded the denomination as drachms In thiS InSCnptlon, and 
not the correct, denarii. 
1243 Howgego, 1985, p. 94, suggests that the special coin issues.bearing the legen.d '~ift of king Antiochu~' (see 
. 3&8) were probably minted at Chios with bullion sent by Antlochus and then distributed to the population. I he 
~ame is likely to have happened for the denarii sent by him to Chios. 
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21 was found at Delos and one of Series 22 at Pergamum. Four coins of Series 23 were 
recovered in the excavation of Ancient Corinth and so was one coin of Series 24. 
As we can see from this compilation of site finds, the majority were made in the south 
of Greece and adjacent islands, with Pergamum a notable exception. These issues are dated 
with some precision in the half century c 80-30 BC making it possible to associate their 
circulation with certain periods in the history of the regions. The coins at Athens circulated 
there following the sack under Sulla in 86 BC, and two coins of the later groups of Series 19 
found at Delos originate from a site that was abandoned following the city's destruction in 69 
BC; they would have been lost there before this date. One of these coins belongs to Group F 
dating in the period c 84-70 BC and suggesting circulation at Delos during the 70's Be. This 
may also apply for the coin of Series 21 found locally, if the proposed date of c. 84-70 BC in 
the present study stands. All of the coinage found at Corinth would have arrived there after the 
Roman colony was founded in 44 BC. 
The pattern of finds of Series 19 and 20 is similar, suggesting that the circulation of 
these coins abroad may have overlapped. In particularly, the presence of a large number of 
Chian dichalkoi from the last issues of Series 19 and Series 20 in Athens shows that this 
coinage would have circulated extensively alongside local issues. This, as I suggested in the 
discussion of the outline of the coinage (pp. 331-2), is probably because the Chian issues were 
compatible in module, denomination, and type, with a certain denomination struck by the 
Athenian mint and which is not far in date from these Chian issues. 
We seem to have a similar situation at Corinth where four Chian coins from Series 23 
found there are on the same standard as local issues. The coins are countermarked suggesting 
that they were purposely selected to circulate at Corinth. The module of these coins agrees 
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well with that of the earliest issues of the as denomination of the Roman Colony and it seems 
that they circulated locally as the same denomination (see pp. 359-61). 
These finds of 1 st century BC Chian bronze coins suggest that the main area of interest 
for Chian traders during the late Republic/early Empire is likely to have been the south of 
Greece and the adjacent islands. The small quantity of base metal coinage struck locally at the 
time in this region would also have played a role in the presence of a high number of Chian 
coinage there, since the island's traders may have been forced to carry large quantities of their 
own COInage. 
The coin finds at the Athens Agora are indicative of the increase in Chian bronze 
coinage finding its way to Greece during the 1 st century BC. Coins of Chios were missing 
from Athens throughout the 2nd century BC but a large number of stray finds dating from the 
early to middle of the 1 st century BC have been found on this site. This change in the find 
pattern for Chian coinage at Athens may have been caused from a switch of business by Chian 
traders -and other foreigners- from Delos to Athens following that island's sack by 
Mithridates in 89 Be, and especially the piratic raid of 69 BC. 1244 The finds at Corinth 
suggest a close economic relationship between Chios and the newly founded colony of 
Corinth. Two Chian coins that were found together in the foundations of a wall in the 
sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at the Acrocorinth, reconstructed soon after c 44 BC, are likely 
to have belonged to a Chian labourer employed on this building site, or a visitor making a 
small donation in this sanctuary while it was still under reconstruction. The find at Tenos was 
made in the excavation of the temple of Poseidon and is likely to represent a casual loss or 
donation by a pilgrim. 
1244 Delos seems to have been abandoned by traders after the piratic sack of69 ~~. M. HotT, "!he E~ly HistofJ 
of the Roman Agora at Athens' in Greek Renaissance, Papers from the 10th Bnltsh Museum (olloqlllllm . 
London Insitute for Classical Studies, Bulletin Supp. 55, ed. Walker-Cameron. (London, 1989), p. 7, notes the 
absence of any references to trade at Delos from the middle of the I st century Be and suggests that traders may 
have already transferred business from the island to Athens. 
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The wide circulation of coins of Series 20 on the Greek mainland is also likely to be 
linked with events contemporary with these issues, such as the movement of Roman troops in 
the Greek East brought upon as a direct result of the Civil wars of the 40s and 30s BC. Chians 
were probably serving or trading with these forces which may account for finds of Chian 
coinage of this period at the sites of Peiraeus and Delos which were of little or no economic 
significance during this period. However Roman armies are known to have been stationed 
there on a few occasions in the period. 
The Peiraeus was deserted following its destruction by Sulla in 86 BC -down to the 
reign of Augustus- and the temporary use of its harbour by M. Antony's navy during the 30's 
BC affords a good context for the presence there of a coin of Series 20. Delos was no longer 
of any economic importance by the mid/late 1 st century BC -at the time of the issue of Series 
20- and a local find of this coinage may be attributed to a similar short term use of its harbour 
by the Roman military during the period of the Civil wars. 
The Chian coins of Series 20 found at Kerkyra, on a site which also yielded a number 
of contemporary foreign coins of the middle/late 1 st century BC, may have been brought there 
by Roman military returning to Italy from the East during the 40s and 30s BC or by a trader 
exporting Chian wine to ltaly.1245 The same may also apply for a Chian coin of Series 19 
found at Ithaka. 
12-l5 While concluding the composition of the thesis Dr. A. Tsaravopoulos made available t? me I.ikely eVi.dence 
on Chian traders travelling to Italy and the ~es~erm Med~tteranea~. This, is the cast ?f a ChIan .com of Senes 19 
'th t t t' that the coin was found m hIS excavatIOn at an Islet, Dragonera, near the Island of Kythera WI a no e s a mg . dd" I 
and opposite Cape Tainaron in the Peloponnese. Furthermore Dr Tsavaropoulos has gl.ven me a ItIOna. . 
• C . h d' on thl's I'slet of seven more Chian coins all of them of Senes 19, as the prevIous com 
mlormatlon on t e Iscovery . 
find. The site seems to have included a shrine to a sea deity -Poseidon?- and large numbers of coms of the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods (Ptolemaic, Athenian and other mints) were recover~d there. Tsavaropoulos 
b r th t the islet was located on the main sailing route between the Aegean regIon and It~ly and that the . 
fie dleves Ida h b f~ 'nos by traders and sailors to this deity. We could therefore assocIate the presence 01 m s wou ave een 0 len t:> .", . 
. . h" I t 'th traders travellino between ChIOS and Itah. but thIS wIll be better lonsldered the ChIan coms on t IS IS e WI t:>.. • '. . 
after the full publication of the site finds becomes available, smce thIS Islet has also YIelded sheds of ChI an 
amphorae. 
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Between the 1 st and 3rd centuries AD it would seem that Emporio was not much used 
by traders from outside Chios and this is reflected in the coin finds. During these two 
centuries only two coins have been found locally belonging with certainty to this period. 1246 
Chios struck issues during the early Imperial period with or without denominational 
values. Only the latter are found in sites outside Chios. This is probably attributed to the small 
number of coins bearing marked values. The most common Chian coin finding its way abroad 
is the unmarked issue signed by ALMENOL (probably a trichalkon) and finds are recorded from 
the Athenian Agora, Sardis, Apollonia in the Adriatic, and Patrae. Of the issues bearing 
denominational legends only the unique dichalkon coin is known to have been found in a 
foreign site, the sanctuary of Aesclepius at Epidauros, and seems to represent a casual loss or 
donation of a Chian visitor. 
Not a single coin from Series II and III, covering a period of probably half century (late 
1 st century AD-mid 2nd century AD), is known to have been found outside Chios. The period 
between the middle of the 2nd and the middle of the 3rd century coincides with issues of 
Chios in the names of magistrates Preimos, Eirenaios, and Chrysogonos, and issues bearing 
exclusively the ethnic but stylistically linked to those with a magistrate's name. Coins of 
Chios appear once again on foreign sites with the Series of Preimos. Two have been found in 
the Athenian Agora (a tetrachalkon, and assarion of his second coinage), and Corinth 
(tetrachalkon, and 2-assaria); one each in Kyparisia in the Peloponese (3-assaria), Pergamum 
(tetrachalkon), Assos (tetrachalkon), and Smyrna (tetrachalkon)~ a coin of this series of the 3-
assaria denomination bearing a countermark shows that it would have been circulating in the 
region of Ionia, since it was probably countermarked at Ephesus, but this occurred during the 
1'-16 . £ . 1"'9 Ill) C3 Patrae I st century AD: C5, Diadumenian, Ephesus, 217-218 AD, 
- By::anl/l1(' mporlo, pp. -' - ...., ' -
BMC Ionia, 90, 298-299. 
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middle of the 3rd century AD (Howgego, 1985, no. 811, k), and almost a century after the 
issue was struck. 
What is particularly striking in the above compilation of finds fr~m the . Preimos 
Series' is the wide circulation of the tetrachalkon abroad. The denomination was only struck 
once by Chios and in limited numbers. Only a single obverse and two reverse dies were used, 
and the same obverse die was also used in two other low value denominations (hemiassarion, 
dichalkon). Regardless of this fact, this denomination saw a wide circulation abroad, in 
contrast to other small denominations of Chios. Not only is it found in different foreign sites 
but the coin catalogue reveals that this is by far the most common fraction of the assarion 
from the series of Preimos to have survived. This is probably because large numbers of this 
coinage found their way abroad. In the same way many Chian 3-assaria of Series III and 
Preimos have survived because they were pierced and then used as jewellery and withdrawn 
from circulation at one time. 
We saw above that Chian COIns bearing marked denominational values were 
circulating abroad. One of the questions concerning their foreign circulation is the value 
(denomination) they carried abroad. As we saw in the chapter on the bronze denominations at 
Chios, it is likely that the island's mint struck its bronze coinage on the same denominational 
system as that of the Province of Achaea, (p. 556). In such a case the issues of Chios finding 
their way to Achaea would have retained the same value as local denominations. In other 
words the assarion at Chios would be worth an assarion at Athens, Aigion. Corinth or whcver 
2. 3 else in this region it would nave circulated. The same would naturally apply for the 1112, 
assaria and the tetrachalkon: the latter would also have represented in Achaea the third of the 
obol (as was for Chios), the system being t\velve chalkoi to the obol. 
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However the presence of a number of Chian tetrachalkoi in sites of Asia Minor does 
not seem to be the result of chance circulation. In Asia Minor the most widely used 
denominational system seems to have been the 8 chalkoi to the oboL suggesting that the Chian 
tetrachalkon would have circulated locally there as a half assarion. This shows that the 
circulation of this issue in sites of Asia Minor -as this has been established from site finds-
would have been highly profitable for Chios. I would suggest that the issue may have been 
struck for circulation abroad. To some degree this is also alluded to in the fact that this 
denomination seems to have played a minor role within the local (Chian) denominational 
system, which is why it was never needed before. In the inscription setting taxes paid by 
citizens of the province of Asia the value of tetrachalkion frequently appears (Habicht, 1975, 
p. 64). This value is not found next to the Chians but it is always possible that they may have 
been called at one point to pay their sum in a four chalkous coin. 
The only site outside Chios which has yielded finds of the 'Eirenaios Series' is the 
Athenian Agora with three coins reported, two of the 3-assaria and one of the I 12 assarion. 
This probably suggests that a recurrence in commercial contacts between Chios and Athens 
may have taken place dufing the early 3rd century AD at a time when this coinage was 
circulating. One of these coins was found in the same context as coins of cities on the coast of 
Asia Minor close to Chios suggesting that they could have been brought to Athens by a visitor 
to these cities and probably the coin find does not reflect direct contacts between Chios and 
Athens. The discovery at Athens of a coin of this series with the value of 1 12 assarion, which 
was only known previously from a single coin, is a good example that uncommon bronze 
issues may be found in sites far from their city of origin. 
Even though the 3 and 2-assaria coins of Chrysogonos are relatively common they are 
cd.· t·d Chios The Athenian Agora, Delos and Corinth are recordeJ as 
rarely loun III SItes ou SI e . 
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having yielded coins from this series. 1247 The presence of a single 3-assaria coin at Athens 
and 2-assaria at Corinth may not hold any economic significance and should rather be 
attributed to random circulation. On the other hand the discovery of a number of coins of this 
series and different denominations at Delos probably suggests the reestablishing of direct 
contacts between Delos and Chios. These include three coins of the 3-assaria and one each of 
the 2 and II/2-assaria coins of Chrysogonos. The coins were summarily recorded by Svoronos 
where they are described simply as finds without, however, noting if they were found together 
in the same hoard or as stray finds. The condition of the coins is similar but they have been 
cleaned and it is not possible to tell if they come from the same hoard. Their discovery at 
Delos probably suggests that Chios resumed contacts with Delos during the 3rd century 
AD. 1248 
1247 F he finds at Athens and Delos see the discussion in the outline ~fthe coinage, .(p. 494): The coin at 
. or t. . d d as T 1928-88, and found in the excavatIOns of the ancIent Od~lon by T. ~ .. Shear, 
Con nth IS a 2-as~ana r~cohr e. rt of this excavation. Information about this coin was kIndly provIded b) 
but was not publIshed m t e com repo 
R~g O. Zer~os. . durin the late Roman Imperial period but the coin reports of the island's 
- Very lIttle IS known of Delos g b ). I de a large number of coins from the 3rd century AD and 
. bl' h d b Svoronos (see a ove , InC U . . 
excavatIOns, pu IS e y . I d b of I'mported aoods from this period shOWIng the ~\Istence t" fi ds also mc u e anum er b ." . 
afterwards. The excava IOn m . 8 1968 pp 691-709) On this eVIdence It IS IIkel) that 
. d 'th ~ 'gn regIOns (runeau, ,.' . 
of an emergmg tra e WI ore I d c. have resumed durina the later Roman penod and Delo ... 
. b I cals an lorelgners may b . '
economic contacts etween 0 C h' 'ng between Greece and Egypt. as It had dunng the late 
d ore as a stopover lor SIppI . . could have been use once m . h b\ the orator Aelius :\nstHk ... (quoted from Bruneau, 
.' . d W know from a passage m a speec . h' . h fi Hellemstlc peno. e . . h h b t Delos at his time (mid 2nd centUf\ AD). T IS IS t e Irst 
h· d ckmg m tear our a - . 1968, p. }OO) that s IpS wer~ o. . D los after more than two centuries of silence or references to the 
literary reference of economIC slgmficance to e 
place as deserted. 
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CONCLUSION 
The main aim of this study was to produce a survey of all silver and bronze issues of civic 
type produced by the mint of Chios over a period of six centuries~ between c 330 BC and c 
270 AD. Local issues of the Hellenistic period bearing "Posthumous Alexander' types were 
not included in the research since these have been the subject of recent numismatic studies. 
However this type of coinage was also treated in the study~ wherever it bore a link to the civic 
coinage. I have also included here any findings from the study of the civic coinage that may be 
important for the study of the local Alexander type coinage. For example, during the first half 
of the 2nd century BC the same authority at Chios would have been in charge of civic and 
Alexander type issues and both coinages were struck on the same declining standard. This 
suggests that Chian Alexander coinage of the 2nd century BC was essentially struck to cover 
the city's monetary needs, and was essentially "local' money~ no different from that bearing 
civic types, even though it used types foreign to Chios. 
The central part of the thesis consists of the discussion of the coin series and much of 
the material included was previously unknown. Issues were dated on the basis of various types 
of evidence such as archaeological finds~ epigraphic evidence, metrology, style, die studies, 
etc. On the whole~ the proposed chronologies differ radically to those followed until now. This 
proved especially the case for the coinage of the Hellenistic period (late 4th-early 1 st century 
BC) where we have a larger variety of evidence available than for later issues. In the same 
section I also considered other aspects of the coinage such as~ moneyers in charge of the 
. l'nk t C • cOI'nages and others However more work is still to be done in this Issues, ISO lorelgn , . 
. d h bl' t' n of coin finds from excavations on Chios in recent years will otTer 
sectIOn, an t e pu Ica 10 
new evidence on this topic 
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The study also looked into various general aspects of the coinage such as typology. 
style, metrology, denominations, coin circulation, etc. The Chian mint employed standard 
types for most of its issues and we might have expected that little would be gained from a 
typological study of the coinage. However, even here the study proved rewarding. The SphiILX. 
main civic emblem of the city of Chios, was depicted on the coinage throughout this period 
revealing different aspects of its use as a coin type. The study of the reverse type of the 
amphora -and to a lesser extent that of the cantharos of the Roman Imperial period- showed 
that this type followed probably an identical typological development to the real jar produced 
and used at the same time as the coin issue. It is clear from the coins that amphorae continued 
to be produced even after a period -late Hellenistic period- when these were no longer known 
for Chios, and that it is possible to identify such amphorae forms from coin types. This was 
already attempted in a few cases in this study but more amphorae types are expected to be 
identified in future. The link between the coin type and amphorae has repercussions that go 
beyond the study of the coinage, or that of the local ceramics, adding to our knowledge of the 
economy during the Roman period, since it constitutes clear evidence that the island's main 
source of income -the wine export business- continued to exist even after c 87 BC. Though 
this was hinted in contemporary literary sources it was previously held that the trade would 
have ceased in the early 1 st century BC. 
The study of the typology of Chian coinage of the Roman Imperial period also seems 
to hold the key to explaining certain features of this coinage that are almost uniquely Chian, 
'd d b.c. The cOI'nage never shows the portrait of the Roman emperor, one of not conSI ere elore. 
I . hr h t the Empire It seems that this was linked \\ith the continued on y two mInts t oug ou . 
h h · th bverse In a similar \\"ay the permanent lISC of inscrihed presence of t e sp lOX on eo· . 
.' I h 'nage is likely to hayc emanated from this mint's usc of a denomInatIOnal va ues on t e cOl . 
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limited number of types. This feature was revolutionary for the period during which the 
coinage was struck -no other mint marked the value of its coinage on a permanent basis with 
denominational values down to the modem era- but in fact has its routes in the conservatism 
of this mint and the restrictions it seems to have followed in the choice of coin types. 
Chian issues of the Roman period bear marked denominations and therefore are 
identified with certainty. The study of this aspect of the coinage seems to be of great 
importance for Greek provincial coinage of the Roman Empire, which only rarely includes 
values of denomination. Chios offers us a way of identifYing denominational values and 
systems for other Greek mints. However, this study showed that in order to compare Chios 
with other mints we need to start back in the Hellenistic period. The study proposed likely 
identifications for individual denominations and the system the mint used for striking coinage. 
It established that this was the 12 chalkoi to the obol system, used by other Greek mints at the 
time. Furthermore, this denominational system continued well into the Imperial Roman period 
and suggests that the introduction of a multidenominational system was based on the same 
standard and system as with the earlier coinage.· 
The discoveries made of the Chian coinage for both the Hellenistic and Roman periods 
have repercussions for our knowledge of denominations for other Greek mints. Chi os provides 
us with the first case where the denominational system was identified through numismatic and 
epigraphic evidence and opens the way for doing so for other mints. The most important 
finding is that the system at Chios followed closely monetary developments of mints in the 
Greek mainland and not those of Asia Minor, as had been previously accepted. This was made 
·bI b Ch· s at the time was mainly trading with Greece, and not so much \\ith POSSI e ecause to • 
Asia Minor as in the previous centuries. 
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The study of the coinage has thrown light on unknown aspects of the economy and the 
history of Chios, where little was known previously. The coinage seem to reaffinn that during 
the early Hellenistic period Chios was under the absolute rule of Alexander and his 
successors. The large production of coinage during the 3rd century BC shows that the 
economy would have been flourishing and the same may also be suggested for the economy 
during the middle of the 1 st century BC when we also seem to have a large issue of local 
silver drachms. During both these periods Chios was thought by scholars to have been in 
decline. The circulation of the coinage -especially bronze- seems to coincide with areas where 
other evidence -epigraphic, archaeological and literary- shows that Chian traders were active. 
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